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Why Study Television at All?

W

hy study television? For starters, because it's
undeniably, unavoidably "there!' And, it
seems, everywhere. What people do with

television is atopic worth thinking about and
studying because television enters into the everyday lives of so many different people in so many different places in so many different ways. Today,
around the world, 3.5 billion hours will be devoted to watching television.'
But nowhere is television such an integral part of everyday life as in the
United States. Ninety-two million homes in the U.S. have at least one TV
set (98 percent of the total population). Nearly 70 percent of those homes
have more than one set. More American homes are equipped with television sets than with telephones. Those sets are on in the average household
for more than seven hours every day. Between seven and eleven P.M.,
Americans of every demographic, social, and economic group are spending most of their time in aplace where atelevision set is playing. Nearly
60 percent of U.S. households now have cable television, and nearly three
in four U.S. households with TV sets also own videocassette recorders.
The family with aVCR rents an average of eighty-seven tapes each year
from one of more than 30,000 tape rental outlets. The total value of these
tape rentals already surpasses the total U.S. movie box office receipts.
One in ten American families owns avideo camera. Most Americans can-
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not remember atime in their lives when television was not apart of it.
Babies as young as ten months have been observed to stop whatever they
are doing when they hear the Sesame Street theme and to clap, bounce,
and gurgle in anticipation of seeing their favorite puppet characters.
But fascination with television and its attendant technologies is by no
means auniquely American phenomenon. At least 90 percent of families
in Venezuela have access to television, and by nine o'clock in the evening,
71 percent of those sets are switched on. Worldwide, more than one hundred million households own videocassette recorders, and several countries surpass the U.S. in the proportion of the population that owns or
rents VCRs—Japan, Great Britain, Saudi Arabia, and Norway among
them. On the streets of Taipei, you can buy avideotape of the previous
night's output of Japanese television, recorded off the air in Tokyo and
delivered to Taiwan by early morning flight. In India there are 12,000
licensed long-distance "video buses!" The introduction of television to the
largest cities of the People's Republic of China in the early 1980s has been
called the most important cultural event since the Cultural Revolution;
nearly every urban Chinese family now has access to television. 2
The goal of this collection of essays is to provide you with some ways to
think about and to begin to account for the processes by which people
make sense of and take pleasure from their encounters with television. I
introduced the first edition of this book in 1987 with aparadox: despite
the fact that television structures everyday life for many people in unprecedented ways, the nature of our relationships with television is poorly
understood and, for the most part, not very well studied. The principal
reason for revising and expanding Channels of Discourse is to reflect the
growth in television studies over the past five years. As the heft of the
updated bibliography at the end of this collection attests, during these
years many more scholars, from avariety of disciplines, have produced
analyses of television programs and of the strategies by which those programs and other discourses of television attempt to sell us to advertisers,
sell us things, tell us stories, represent the world outside our living rooms,
stir our passions, amuse us, and, above all, keep us watching. But the
scope, complexity, and dynamism of life with television always outrun our
attempts to capture them adequately in words and theories. Regardless
of how frequently or conscientiously we might update this collection, it
will always remain astarting point and never the last word on TV.
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Making Television "Strange"
It is the very ubiquity of television and the intricate ways it is woven
into the everyday lives of so many people that make it so difficult to analyze. In order to study anything systematically, we must first constitute it
as an object of study: as something separable and distinct from its surroundings and foregrounded in our consciousness. In the case of some
phenomena, this objectification is not hard to achieve: we can move amoebas from their natural settings to the laboratory and place them under the
lens of the microscope. But for many people (myself included), television
has the same status in their lives as the food they eat for breakfast or the
way their faces look in the mirror in the morning: it is something so close,
so much apart of day-to-day existence, that it remains invisible as something to be analyzed or consciously considered.
Pioneer ethnographer Alfred Schutz suggested that, in order to understand the implicit assumptions that underlie his or her own culture, the
investigator has to make that culture "anthropologically strange!' That is
to say, the anthropologist has to make visible and "objectified" those aspects of everyday life that ordinarily remain unnoticed, unspoken, and
taken for granted. 3 In asense, one of the goals of this collection is to make
the sounds and images of television that accompany so much of our everyday lives "critically strange? These essays attempt to call to our attention
some of the ways in which television in its various forms entertains, tells
stories, engages the viewer, and constructs fictional and nonfictional worlds.
I've said that one reason it is so difficult to make the structures of television visible is that—for many people, most of the time—TV is simply
part of the unnoticed domestic environment. But there's another reason.
For most people around the world, television is primarily asource of entertainment. To be sure, television is other things as well and can be used
in many other ways. But television's reach into the homes of hundreds of
millions of families worldwide has not been accomplished chiefly because
those families wanted to acquire an educational tool or an audiovisual newspaper. As studies of television viewing consistently show, for the most
part people turn on the television set hoping to be entertained—by sitcoms, soap operas, dramas, music videos, movies, sporting events, quiz
shows, or any of the dozens of other genres of television programming
that have been developed to provide what we variously (and vaguely) call
relaxation, escape, enjoyment, pleasure, diversion, or whatever. In other
words, one barrier to taking television seriously as an object of study is
that we don't regard many of the programs we watch as serious, conse-
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quential, or important. They're not "supposed" to be taken seriously, and
they certainly don't seem to require close analysis to be comprehended or
made enjoyable. Indeed, some of my students fear that studying television will somehow forever diminish their pleasure in watching. (Obviously,
Idon't think it does.) Furthermore, the institutional status of television
—at least in the United States—as aform of commercial popular entertainment encourages the belief that it does not deserve "serious" analysis
and that its programs are so simple (and, some would say, simple-minded)
that there is nothing in them to analyze.
Although there are many aspects of television that can and should be
studied and taken seriously, the essays in this collection foreground entertainment programming and our relationships with that very large and
diverse category of television. In doing so, the authors make several points.
The ways in which we make sense of and take pleasure from even the most
inconsequential moments of television are worth thinking about because—
if for no other reason—the aggregate of those moments constitute agood
portion of millions and millions of people's waking hours. It is estimated
that during his or her lifetime, the "average" American will spend more
than seven full years watching television. 4 Also, we hope to show that
neither entertainment programs nor our relationships with them are simply or self-evidently structured. There is, in fact, agreat deal to be studied if we are to understand how asoap opera can draw us back into its
world day after day, year after year, or how asitcom makes us laugh every
week. Moreover, examining the pleasures and meanings of the television
we watch "for fun" might shed some light on other aspects of our everyday
lives: how narratives work, how our notions of masculinity and femininity
are constructed, how and why different cultural products appeal to different groups of people, and, most generally and most importantly, how we
make meaningful and pleasurable the numerous and enormously diverse
symbol systems we encounter every day.
One way to organize acollection of critical essays on television would be
to devote individual chapters to particular programs or types of programs:
an essay on TV drama, one on comedy, one on news, and so forth. For
several reasons, though, the essays that follow in this book are organized
by approach rather than program type. Program types and individual
programs vary from country to country and change over time. The growth
of cable TV in the United States and elsewhere, the explosion in the availability of videotaped programming for rental and sale throughout the world,
and the expansion of satellite systems in Europe and other places have
combined to produce geometric increases in the amount and variety of
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programming coming through many people's television sets. Accounts of
how individual programs "work" are important, but what is more important, especially for the person just beginning the study of television, is
that he or she develop ways of thinking about television that cut across
different types of programming and that could be applied to whatever
new programs might appear next week or next year.

Television Study and Contemporary Criticism
The genesis of this book lies in adilemma Ifaced several years ago
while teaching an introductory graduate-level course in television criticism. For reasons Iwill go into shortly, the field of mass communication
research had not provided me with agreat wealth of material for use in
suggesting to students how television programming was structured and
how we might begin to account for our curious relationships with television in general. And yet Iwas aware of the recent and very exciting
approaches to the study of literature, film, and other aspects of culture
that had been developed since the 1960s—some of which were beginning
to be applied quite fruitfully to television. Isaw the need for abook that
would bring together some of these approaches, lay out their principal
tenets, discuss how each might address television as an object of study,
and provide examples of the kind of analyses each approach might produce as aresult. Icontacted colleagues with backgrounds in the various
strands of what Iwill call contemporary criticism who also taught and
wrote about television. Our efforts constituted the first edition of Channels, and our revisions fill the pages that follow.
As you'll discover as you read, the approaches we discuss are not nearly
as distinct and separate as the chapter divisions and titles suggest, despite the fact that Iasked each contributor to emphasize the particularities of the approach he or she describes. The theories we outline are connected by the fact that all of them grew out of, were strongly influenced
by, or were developed in reaction to the insights into language and culture
provided by structuralist linguistics and the "science of signs" (semiotics)
spawned by structuralism. Hence my use of the term contemporary
criticism as ashorthand designation for this diverse (and frequently contentious) family of critical approaches: semiotics, narrative theory, genre
theory, reader- or audience-oriented criticism, ideological analysis, psychoanalytic criticism, feminist criticism, and British cultural studies.
The general orientation of contemporary criticism toward the critical
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enterprise and the object of critical analysis set it apart from traditional
literary criticism on the one hand and, because the object of study here is
television, from traditional mass communication research on the other.
Other strands might also have been included and other ways of carving up
contemporary criticism into chapters might easily have been devised. Yet
Ifelt in 1985—and four years of using the first edition in the classroom
have largely confirmed —that each of these approaches is sufficiently coherent and its influence sufficiently important to justify separate treatment. Furthermore, each grows out of somewhat (and, in some cases considerably) different theoretical ground, so that each constructs television
as object in adifferent way and emphasizes some aspects of television
over others. One important addition to this second edition is James Hay's
concluding essay on the relationships among the approaches this collection takes up. Hay addresses the points of convergence, dispute, and divergence among those approaches. The second major addition is Jim Collins's new chapter on the relationship between postmodernism and
television. As Collins makes clear, postmodernism is less acritical approach than adescription of acultural condition. Yet because so many
scholarly and journalistic critics have begun talking about certain forms of
television in terms of postmodernism, Ifelt it important that this relationship be addressed.
Ellen Seiter's chapter considers in some detail the major tenets of semiotics, its elaboration and revision by critics in what has been called the
post-structuralist reaction to semiotics, and the implications of semiotics
and post-structuralism for the study of television. It might be useful here
at least to suggest some of the common ground shared, to agreater or
lesser extent, by the specific critical approaches discussed in each chapter. All of the approaches regard television as one of anumber of complex
sign systems through which we experience and by which we know the
world. Given the capacity of television to "carry" so many other symbol
systems (verbal language, gesture, music, graphics, photography, cinema,
etcetera), perhaps it would be more precise to say that television represents multiple and ever-changing points of intersection for those systems.
The great contribution of semiotics has been to focus attention upon and
develop avocabulary to describe the operation of symbol systems, their
interrelationships, and their effects on the way we understand the physical and social worlds we inhabit.
As Ihave hinted, the implicit organizing question that runs through
this collection and through each chapter is: How are meanings and pleasures produced in our engagements with television? The apparent natu-
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ralness with which we understand the sounds and images on television
might seem to render this question unnecessary. After all, no one had to
teach us how to "read" television programs. But, as semiotics has shown
us, the naturalness of our relationship with television is illusory. 'Iblevision, like cinema, painting, or photography, does not simply reflect the
world in some direct, automatic way. Rather, it constructs representations of the world based on complex sets of conventions—conventions
whose operations are largely hidden by their transparency. Like television itself most of the time, these conventions are so familiar in their
effects that we don't notice them. It is only when the conventions are
violated, or when atechnical glitch renders them visible, or when we
watch another culture's television operating from adifferent set of conventions that we become aware of just how constructed and unnatural the
world of television really is.
Furthermore, despite the seemingly self-evident manner in which we
are able to make sense of television, that ability is, in fact, aresult of our
having learned the conventions of television reading—even though we are
usually not conscious of their operation nor can we remember having been
taught them. For example, somewhere along the line we learned that it is
"normal" for several disembodied heads to occupy portions of a single
television image and to converse with each other as if they were in the
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same room rather than thousands of miles apart, or that agiant network
logo hurtling through space is not to be taken as evidence of an extraterrestrial invasion. But we can no more recall when or under what circumstances we learned to read these curious conventions of television than we
can remember how we first acquired the ability to understand spoken
speech. In light of the evidence that many of us began to interact in
significant ways with television sounds and images before the age of one,
it appears that our ability to use television is acquired at about the same
time we learn to use language.'
Following another insight of structuralism, the strands of contemporary criticism employed in the following essays emphasize relations rather
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than objects. Contemporary criticism's foregrounding of the codes and
conventions at work across individual works (or texts, as they will be
commonly referred to in the following essays) and of the inevitable circuit
of reference set up between texts is particularly appropriate in the case of
television. Our experience of television is usually not of isolated works but
of chunks of time filled with multiple texts. Networks attempt to structure the flow of texts so that one moment of television seems to lead naturally to the next. With the remote control, viewers can order their own
flow, "zipping" from one text to the next and creating textual interruptions and juxtapositions that broadcasters never anticipated.
Contemporary criticism has also led to areconsideration of the role of
the author in the production and reception of art—a reconsideration particularly germane to the production and reception of commercial entertainment television. The traditional notion of the author or artist as the
ultimate and single source of meaning within awork is difficult to maintain once we acknowledge the complex network of codes, conventions,
precedence, and expectations in which every work inevitably participates
and over which the author has little, if any, control. Nevertheless, if this
were acollection of essays on contemporary painting, or the contemporary novel, or even contemporary cinema, there would be the temptation
to organize it according to artist, author, or director. However, because of
the technological complexity of the medium and as aresult of the application to most commercial television production of the principles of modern
industrial organization (including mass production and detailed division of
labor), it is very difficult to locate the "author" of atelevision program—if
by that we mean the single individual who provides the unifying vision
behind the program.
To be sure, in some cases writers and producers (occasionally even directors) leave recognizable "marks" that distinguish their work. In Great
Britain and elsewhere, the survival of the "one-off" teleplay, atradition of
"serious" television drama, and the more important institutional role of
the television scriptwriter make it easier and probably more rewarding to
locate these marks of authorial difference. Even in American commercial
television, aparticular style or set of narrative concerns can sometimes
be discerned in the work of one producer or production company. 6 Even
so, for the most part the production practices of television hide marks of
authorship and limit any one person's ability to make his or her work
stand out in identifiable ways. In American commercial television, producers might come up with the basic idea and characters for atelevision
series, but they rarely are involved in the writing of individual episodes.
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Television writers frequently work in teams, and their jobs are finished
with the completion of ascript that conforms to limitations already laid
down by the producers. A given series might well employ anumber of
directors, who are unlikely to have had any part in the scriptwriting process and whose directorial styles necessarily must be indistinguishable
from one another. Furthermore, American commercial television programs
are usually not attributed to aparticular author, nor do we as viewers
usually think in terms of authorship as we watch asitcom or soap opera.
Contemporary criticism has also dealt with the question of the artwork's
ability to represent the "real" world. The capacity of television technology
to show us seemingly unmediated pictures of events around the world at
the moment of their occurrence would appear to endow television with a
unique power to show us the world "as it really is:' The "realseemingmess"
of television influences fictional entertainment programming as well.
Hardly has anews event passed out of the newspaper headlines and telévision newscasts before it becomes the subject of adocudrama; the social
issue you read about in amagazine today forms the basis for asoap opera
plot line next week. Thus it might seem reasonable to expect acollection
of essays on television criticism to assess television in terms of its success
or failure in portraying the "real" world on the screen. However, one of the
most important insights of structuralist linguistics is that no symbol system directly reflects the real world. Contemporary criticism assumes that
we experience the world through systems of representation that, at the
very least, condition our knowledge of the world and, some would argue,
construct that world. Even when the following essays take up teleyision
news and documentaries, those discussions will not revolve around notions of bias and objectivity. Framing adiscussion with these terms obscures the fact that there is no totally unbiased manner in which television or any other system of representation can show us the world. For the
contributors to this volume, the question is, How do television programs
construct their representations of the world? rather than, Does television
give us the "truth" about the world?

Contemporary versus Traditional Criticism
The general thrust of contemporary criticism outlined above represents
afundamental departure from what we might call traditional criticism.
Traditional criticism is the set of assumptions about literature and the
critical act that governed literary criticism in the West for most of the last
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fifty years and continues to condition what many people (including literature professors) commonsensibly accept "literature" and "criticism" to be.
Because dramatic television programs share some of the characteristics of
literary and theatrical works and because television increasingly has become an object of study for literary scholars and in literature classes, it is
important to make clear the differences between contemporary and traditional critical approaches.
Whereas traditional criticism emphasizes the autonomy of the artwork,
contemporary criticism foregrounds the relationships between texts and
the conventions underlying specific textual practices. Traditional criticism
is artist centered; contemporary criticism stresses the contexts within
which the production of cultural products occurs and the forces that act
upon and channel that production. Traditional criticism conceives of meaning as the property of an artwork; contemporary criticism views meaning
as the product of the engagement of atext by areader or groups of readers. Traditional criticism frequently sees as its function not only the establishment of what awork means but also the separation of "literature"
from "nonliterature" and the erection of ahierarchy of greatness among
works. Contemporary criticism examines the criteria by which those in a
position to define literature make such determinations and would expand
the scope of literary studies to include both "nonliterature" and critical
discourse about texts.
It is also important that we understand the degree to which everyday
commercial television challenges the assumptions of traditional criticism.
To begin with, traditional criticism assumes that, generally speaking, there
is little difficulty deciding what the text to be studied is. That is to say,
except for works with problematic publication histories or old works of
which multiple versions survive, little thought need be given to whether,
when we talk about The Sound and the Fury or Great Expectations, we're
all talking about the same thing. The assumption is that the text begins
and ends in the same way and in the same place regardless of where or
when one reads it—everyone is assumed to be dealing with the same
"work? But what are the television "texts" to be studied? If Iwant to
conduct acritical analysis of Dallas or EastEnclers, do Iconstitute the
"text" as one episode? A year's worth of episodes? All the episodes ever
broadcast? How do Ideal with the fact that the text is still being produced? That any analysis Imake of an ongoing program necessarily remains contingent upon episodes yet to be produced and "read"?
Traditional criticism further assumes that, however it is defined, the
individual, autonomous text is the basic object of analysis. Those autono-
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mous texts are separable from everything else; that is, we identify the
text to be studied in part by excluding from our consideration everything
that is not the text. Some years ago, literary and cultural critic Raymond
Williams suggested that, unlike literature or even feature films, television
constitutes asort of oceanic "flow" of textual material constantly streaming into our homes. This metaphor of flow suggests not aseries of isolated
texts but ariver of images and sounds—channeled and dammed in places,
but no part of which is ever completely isolated from all the rest. In the
years since Williams's description of television as atextual flow, it has
become even more difficult to conceive of the medium as anything like a
line of novels on ashelf or even like asuccession of moviegoing experiences. New U.S. cable television services—CNN, the Home Shopping
Network, the Weather Channel, MTV—have further "detextualized" television. They contain fewer and less definable demarcations between one
"program" and the next, being based upon the constant repetition and
updating of textual material. The remote control device encourages the
sampling of programs and makes it easier to alternate among programs
available at the same time. And digital television quite literally makes it
possible to view two programs simultaneously.
It is also clear that it is difficult to regard our modes of engagement
with television in the same way as we do our engagement with literature
or even film. Traditional criticism assumes that reading is an act that by
its very nature separates our engagement with the world in the text from
the rest of our experiential world. Indeed, reading would seem necessarily to require disengagement from all that is not the text. Movie theaters
are designed to limit sensory input to only the sounds and images coming
from the screen. We are enveloped by larger-than-life images that fill our
perceptual field. Television, by contrast, is part of alarger environment
with which we remain connected even while we watch. As a domestic
appliance, television must fit into the social world of the family; its sounds
and images compete or coexist with whatever else is going on in that
world and with other activities in which we might be engaged. Television
viewing appears to be social rather than self-absorbing. Even if its programs pull us into alevel of engagement approaching that of cinema or
literature, its commercials push us back into the social world with their
admonitions to leave the television set and go somewhere else: to the
grocery store, the shopping center, the kitchen, and so on. Furthermore,
it is difficult to separate the television world from the non-TV world because television occupies such aprominent place in so many of our lives.
In Britain more than one-third of the average person's waking hours each
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week are spent in contact with television; in the average U.S. household,
the proportion is twice that.
The uneasy fit between commercial television and assumptions of traditional criticism partially explains the relative lack of atradition of television criticism in the United States. It also helps to account for the fact
that, in the United States at least, the "golden age" of traditional television criticism corresponds with the "golden age" of television: that brief
period of live, original television drama in the 1950s. Such self-contained,
"serious" television dramas as Marty, Requiem for aHeavyweight, Visit
to a Small Planet, and The Rack most closely resembled the model of
dramatic and narrative art with which traditional critics felt most
comfortable.

Contemporary Criticism and Traditional
Mass Communication Research
Whereas traditional literary or dramatic critics have had relatively little to say about television in the United States—except to bemoan the
fact that it bears little resemblance to works of traditional high culture
—American social scientists have been occupied with the study of commercial broadcasting for more than ahalf-century Perhaps because broadcasting in the U.S. (at least since the late 1920s) has been thought of more
as an advertising and journalistic vehicle than an art form, research into
broadcast programming and the relationship between programs and audiences has been primarily sociological and psychological rather than aesthetic in orientation. There is not enough space here to examine in detail
the philosophical and methodological bases of traditional social science
research into broadcasting. However, it is important to note that the project of television analysis that has grown out of contemporary criticism
represents aradical departure from the traditional sociological study of
television. This difference is particularly evident in the kinds of questions
each asks about television.
From the earliest days of broadcasting as an advertising medium to the
present, agreat deal of the sociological research on broadcasting has been
done in direct or indirect response to the needs of broadcasters. In all
television systems based on the sale of advertising time by broadcasters
and the "sale" of audiences to advertisers, it is vital that broadcasters
know the size and constitution of the audiences that watch particular pro-
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grams in particular locations at particular times. Most of what we "know"
about television audiences takes the form of this kind of measurement. It
is also helpful for broadcasters to learn how various groups of people decide what to watch on television, what prompts them to change channels,
how much they remember of what they watch (particularly of commercial
messages), and what kinds of programming seems to appeal to what kinds
of viewers.
Broadcasters are also obviously interested in what behavioral or
attitudinal effects the watching of particular broadcast messages might
have on various groups of viewers. If television commercials do not in
some way affect the decision to purchase aparticular product, then billions of advertising dollars, pounds, pesos, and yen are being wasted each
year. The effects of watching television have also been studied by social
scientists with avery different agenda—those concerned about the potential deleterious consequences of television viewing. For nearly forty
years, scholars have attempted to discern the effects of TV on children's
attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors. Others have attempted to assess the
impact of television viewing on the viewer's perception of the outside world.
Scholars in the Third World have studied the effects of the newly introduced television on the organization of daily life and on expectations of
living standards.
Early mass communication scholars were impressed by broadcasting's
apparent potential to produce direct, immediate, and drastic effects on
behavior and attitudes. The second phase of traditional mass communication research attempted to account for the fact that few of these dramatic
consequences could be verified. Scholars turned instead to an examination of how the potential power of broadcasting to change people's minds
and actions was mediated and diffused. For example, it was suggested
that the media did not tell people what to think so much as they told
people what to think about; the media, in other words, set the agenda for
public discourse. Another line of research, the "uses and gratifications"
or functionalist approach, grew out of the observation that people use
television and radio to fulfill certain psychological and social needs and to
gratify certain desires.
This very schematic account of traditional mass communication research
is laughably inadequate in capturing the scope and diversity of this line of
inquiry. It is presented merely to suggest the kinds of questions mass
communication researchers have, in the past, tended to ask and the areas
that have not received very much attention within this tradition. For
example, quite alot of attention has been focused on the ability (or inabil-
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ity) of discrete television "messages" to produce observable changes
in the viewer's behavior or explicitly reported changes in his or her
attitudes and beliefs. Broadcasting audiences have been measured in
various ways almost constantly for the last forty years. The impact of
television on social institutions, particularly politics, has been assessed
from anumber of different perspectives. Much less attention has been
devoted within traditional mass communication research to the study
of the texts of television, or what we in this collection will call the discourses of television: the complex of all the ways television addresses
us, appeals to us, tells us stories, entertains us, and represents itself and
the world. Neither has traditional mass communication research addressed
the seemingly self-evident but, as it turns out, enormously multiform and
complex question: What is going on as people interact with television? Or,
in other words, how do people make sense of and take pleasure from
television?
Traditional mass communication research has had adifficult time dealing with the discourses of television and the place of TV in everyday life in
large measure because, since the 1930s, it has turned to the natural and
physical sciences for its model of how knowledge about media-audience
relationships might be generated. The application of the scientific method
to media research is, in part, aresult of the need felt by some scholars to
legitimize the field of mass communication research and to carve out a
place for it among other and better-established social science disciplines
in the university. Thus media research methods have been made to resemble those of the physical science laboratory wherever possible. Safeguards
have been established to minimize the possible effects of the investigator's
own expectations on the results of studies, and investigatory procedures
have attempted to reduce the phenomenon being studied to alimited set
of variables. The data collected by traditional mass communication research methods have been expressed for the most part in quantitative
terms, and elaborate statistical procedures have been applied to mass communication research.
The usefulness of approaches designed for the study of chemistry and
physics in helping us understand the complex and dynamic nature of our
relationships with television has increasingly been called into question
over the past decade. Procedures that work well enough in the study of
algae or inorganic chemicals don't work nearly so well when the object of
study is human, social, ever changing, enormously variable, cognitive as
well as affective, conscious and unconscious, and thoroughly embedded in
the "invisible" assumptions and contexts of everyday life—that is to say,
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when what we are trying to account for is how people derive sense and
pleasure from television.
The field of mass communication research is changing rapidly, and, as
one researcher has put it, the challenge represented by alternative approaches to the study of television has been "met with trepidation and
skepticism in some quarters, but also with ahealthy curiosity."' Certainly
the influence of the approaches represented in this collection (as well as
other "qualitative" approaches) on the field of mass communication research as awhole is much greater today than when this volume was first
conceived seven years ago. But because the scientific, "quantitative" approach to television research remains dominant at asignificant number of
universities around the world, it is important to distinguish that method
from what we are doing in this book.
The approaches represented here begin with the belief that relationships between viewer and television are so complex and multidimensional
that they resist all attempts to reduce them to phenomena that can be
explained by the same procedures that work for the chemist. What scientific
law explains our curious relationship with fictional television programs,
for example? We know that the characters and situations presented to us
are not "real," that acharacter who dies in aTV drama is played by an
actor who will go home at the end of the day and have dinner just as
always. And yet we sometimes endow those characters and situations
with sufficient "realseemingness" that they can move us to anger or to
tears. How can reducing the world of that drama to aset of content categories account for this paradox? How much can the quantified responses
to asurvey questionnaire reveal about our willingness to "suspend our
disbelief" every time we enter the narrative world of our favorite soap
opera? This is not to say that there is something inherently wrongheaded
about the use of quantitative methods or statistical procedures in mass
communication research. Nor is it to argue that the alternative to quantitative research is aflight into impressionistic opinions about television to
which no standards of rigor or validity can be applied. Rather, it is to
point out that there are theories and approaches developed largely in other
disciplines (literature, film, cultural studies) and informed by adifferent
set of philosophical assumptions from those that underlie traditional American media research that might provide fresh insights into our relationships with television.
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The Political Economy of Commercial Television
In light of the fact that the following essays emphasize entertainment
programming, particularly that provided by advertiser-based commercial
broadcasting, we need to keep in mind that such programs serve very
different functions for broadcasters and advertisers than they do for viewers. Within the context of American commercial television, at least, the
principal aim of broadcasting is not to entertain, enlighten, or provide a
public service; it is to make aprofit. The ways in which that profit is
gained (or rather those profits, because there are several profit-seeking
players in the game of commercial television) are by no means evident to
the viewer, who probably sees television programming merely as asource
of "free" entertainment for which the only price paid is the annoyance of
having programs interrupted by aseries of advertising messages. In fact,
on the other side of the screen from the viewer is an economic system of
commercial broadcasting that, in the United States, involves nearly 1,100
television stations, four principal programming networks, dozens of program suppliers, tens of thousands of companies with products or services
to sell, and hundreds of advertising agencies. The sounds and images we
see on the screen represent the intersection between that system and its
other crucial component: more than 200 million potential television viewers. The economic value of this system, measured strictly in terms of
revenues generated by broadcasters, is more than $25 billion per year in
the United States alone.
The system rests upon policy established by the U.S. government more
than half acentury ago—and subsequently "exported" to countries around
the world—regarding how the nation's radio airwaves would be utilized,
by whom, and for what purposes. Television signals travel through the
air as electromagnetic signals riding on naturally occurring waves. They
share the electromagnetic spectrum with other forms of electronic communication—FM and AM radio, shortwave radio, and microwave transmissions, among others. By the 1920s, it had become clear in the United
States that, as apublic utility belonging to the nation as awhole, the
finite spectrum space had to be regulated if this natural resource was to
be utilized beneficially and if broadcasting chaos was not to ensue. The
Federal Radio Commission—later the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)—was formed to allocate spectrum space to various services,
assign stations in each service by issuing operating licenses, and regulate
existing stations by establishing guidelines and acting on requests for
license renewals. Unlike Great Britain and most other European coun-
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tries, the U.S. government decided not to become involved in broadcasting itself, but Congress did charge the FCC with the task of assuring that
the airwaves were used "in the public interest!'
In the early 1920s, radio set manufacturers themselves invested heavily in broadcasting; it was difficult to persuade anyone to buy aradio if
there was nothing to listen to on it. By the mid-1920s, broadcasters were
searching for ways to cover the costs of programming. One way was to
persuade aproduct manufacturer or retailer to finance aprogram's production in exchange for promoting that product or store on the air. With
the advent of the radio network in 1926 (in which an affiliated group of
individual stations across the country broadcast the same programming,
which originated at one central station and was carried by telephone lines),
the possibility of anational advertising vehicle to rival newspapers and
magazines became areality.
By the end of the 1920s, although neither the Congress nor the FCC
had ever established the system as policy, broadcasting in the United States
had become synonymous with commercial, advertiser-based broadcasting. It was firmly entrenched as alarge, profit-making industry despite
the fact that, in order to receive an operating license, each broadcaster
had to convince the FCC not that he or she could make aprofit, but that
the station would serve "the public interest, convenience, and necessity"
Moreover, the license itself—without which the broadcaster could not operate but with which the broadcaster was granted exclusive use of apiece
of anatural resource as avehicle for potentially making millions of dollars
—this license cost the broadcaster not one penny. By the early 1930s,
writes pioneer broadcast historian Eric Barnouw, "the industry had developed what was already known as the American system of broadcasting, which made the salesman the trustee of the public interest, with
minimal supervision by acommission!' By the time television emerged as
amass entertainment form in the U.S. in the late 1940s, there was very
little debate over its use: it also would be primarily avehicle for broadcasters to sell people to advertisers.
It may sound cynical to say that television is in the business of selling
people to advertisers, but that is, crudely speaking, the way commercial
broadcasters make their money. Brandon 'Partikoff, former head of the
NBC network, says the same thing but uses different terminology: "My
basic job is to provide acertain level of profits for my division, and my
division includes virtually all programming the network turns out. ...
NBC guarantees RCA, its parent corporation, certain profits every year,
and I'm obliged to deliver those profits. The higher the ratings of my
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shows, the greater the profits NBC enjoys? A Hollywood studio executive (the old film studios—Universal, Columbia, MGM/UA, Paramount,
Warner Bros. —are now the major suppliers of programming to the networks) puts it abit more bluntly: "The primary purpose of American
television, as it's presently constituted, is to deliver an audience to an
advertiser at the lowest cost per thousand. Quality, style, content—these
are all matters of subjective taste, and they are important only as they
relate to the rise and fall of ratings, which are the yardstick by which
television time is sold:' 9
The ratings spoken of here in such reverential tones are indeed the
mechanism by which people watching television are made into acommodity to be sold in lots of one thousand. Television is not in the business of
selling goods and services to people; following aparticularly convincing
ad for alaundry detergent, you cannot reach through your TV screen to
buy apackage from the broadcaster who ran the ad. Indeed, it is only
with the advent of specialized cable channels like the Home Shopping
Network that television has been used on alarge scale as adirect-sale
medium. Instead, broadcasters make their money by selling aportion of
their broadcast air time—which they control by virtue of having been
allotted aportion of spectrum space by the FCC and which they are allowed to "sell"—to an individual or acompany for its own purposes. Theoretically an individual or company might purchase thirty seconds of air
time to read apoem or display an experimental film, but with the cost of a
thirty-second network slot in prime time costing several hundred thousand dollars, the only companies likely to purchase this time are those
that expect to realize more than the cost of that time as aconsequence
of broadcasting their message. In other words, broadcast air time is
purchased by companies in order to promote the sale of their goods or
services.
The price that thirty seconds of air time will command is determined by
the statistical probability that acertain number of people fitting certain
demographic descriptions are tuned to the station selling the air time at
the moment the advertising message is to be broadcast. In practice, this
means that arelatively small sample of television households (around five
thousand) are selected to represent more than ninety million U.S. families
with television sets, and their viewing behavior is extrapolated to the
total TV-viewing population. The advertiser must judge whether the rate
charged for thirty seconds during that time period represents agood buy
in relation to the number of people likely to see that company's message—
in other words, whether that company can reach ahypothetical one thou-
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sand people at alow cost compared with other means of reaching the same
thousand —including magazines, newspapers, billboards, and direct mail.
For the advertiser, television programs—which are the television texts
viewers turn on the set to see and which they think of as television—are
merely the bait that is likely to lure aparticular audience to the TV set.
For the broadcaster, programming represents acost, not aproduct; it is
whatever the station or the network must offer in order to get viewers to
tune in. Stephen Dandel, one of television's most prolific writers who has
written for network shows from Mannix to Mission: Impossible, once
said in an interview that he owed his success to his ability early in his
career to discern the "essential quality" of television: "simply, that it's a
method for selling toilet paper, and writing is avery minor adjunctr n
The commercial broadcast networks (ABC, NBC, CBS, and FOX) do
not produce their own prime-time (evenings between eight and eleven
o'clock) entertainment programming. Rather, they buy network broadcast rights for particular shows from programming suppliers: Hollywood
studios or some of the independent production companies that have grown
up since the 1970s (Lorimar, Embassy, MTM, Spelling, and others). The
license fee paid by the networks for two broadcasts of an episode of a
prime-time sitcom or dramatic series usually covers only 75-85 percent of
production costs. Thus production companies generally realize aprofit not
from the original sale of aprogram to the networks, but only when their
programs remain on the network broadcast schedule long enough to qualify them for the next level of program distribution: syndication.
Of the 1,100 commercial television stations in the United States, approximately 600 are affiliated with ABC, CBS, or NBC, another 140 with
the newer FOX network, and the remaining stations are not affiliated
with any network. Even network affiliates receive only aportion of each
day's programming from the network. FOX affiliates receive only afew
evenings of prime-time network programming each week. The rest of the
broadcast day must be filled either by locally produced programming or
by programming purchased from distributors called syndicators. With the
exception of local news programs and afew public affairs programs produced to satisfy the vestigial remains of the FCC's "public interest" mandate, the vast majority of commercial stations produce little if any local
programming. The cost of such programs cannot be justified in relation to
the ratings those shows are likely to produce and, as aconsequence, the
local advertising revenues likely to be realized." Instead, local stations
buy from syndicators the rights to show movies, game shows, and reruns
of network hits at times when network programming is not available. In
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the case of independent (non—network affiliated) stations, the entire broadcasting output may be made up of syndicated programming.
Because aproduction company retains the syndication rights to its programs, it stands to make enormous profits by selling broadcast rights for
asuccessful network-broadcast program in each of the approximately two
hundred local television markets in the United States. The initial domestic syndication of Magnum, P./. brought its producers in excess of $100
million, and the subsequent syndication of early episodes of The Cosby
Show, which is still running on NBC, set syndication sales records well
above this figure.

Dynasty in Norway: The International
Television Economy
The enormous profits to be realized in the high-stakes game of commercial entertainment television production in the United States helps to
explain several features of American broadcasting—indeed, of broadcasting systems around the world. Local stations in the U.S. usually
"strip" reruns of network programs: aweekly series is run daily, Monday
through Friday. In order to be marketable in syndication, aseries must
contain aminimum of approximately one hundred episodes, which works
out to about four years of network broadcasts. Therefore, there is tremendous incentive for producers to keep ashow on the network as long
as possible. Because agiven show will be kept on the network schedule
only so long as it garners acceptable ratings, producers are not likely to
introduce changes in the show that might cause aratings decline. As far
as the networks are concerned, once ashow has demonstrated its ability
to produce high ratings, they are more likely to stick with it for as long
as those ratings are consistent rather than taking agamble on anew,
untried program. It is easy to see, then, why it is possible to watch daily
local reruns of The Cosby Show or Cheers in virtually every city and
town in America, despite the fact that there are 1,100 separately programmed television stations serving those communities and despite the
fact that every single one of those stations has the production facilities to
make its own programming. Those shows deliver higher ratings at alower
cost to the local broadcaster than would programs that station produced
itself.
One of the thorniest broadcasting policy issues in many countries is the
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degree to which foreign programming should be allowed to dominate television schedules. Although television programming circulates from country to country around the world, much of the controversy in foreign countries centers around the importation of American shows. The debate over
foreign programming involves both cultural and economic concerns. To
what degree does anation want its airwaves to be filled with programming made in adifferent country, using adifferent cultural context, aimed
at different audiences, and speaking in aforeign language? The image of
American television as agiant threatening to dominate the airwaves of
other countries is based not only upon fears (whether grounded or not) of
cultural imperialism but also, and more concretely, on the position of American television within the world television market.
The American domestic television market is the richest and largest in
the world. Because U.S. advertisers are willing to pay more than $300,000
for thirty seconds of air time during atop-rated show, American networks can afford to pay producers as much as $2 million per episode for a
half-hour sitcom like The Cosby Show. Cheers, NBC's top-rated show in
1990, cost the network $1.25 million per episode but earned the network
an estimated $2.6 million in advertising revenue. From the twenty-fiveweek season of new episodes and summer reruns, NBC realizes annual
revenues of $115 million from Cheers alone.' For established network
hits, producers may be able to negotiate anetwork license fee that exceeds the cost of production (Cheers producers demanded a284 percent
increase in license fees for the 1991-92 season, to $4.8 million per episode), but other shows can be sold to the networks for less than it costs to
make them because they potentially can realize hundreds of millions of
dollars in syndication sales.
Having already covered their costs and made aprofit from the licensing
of asuccessful program to the network and its subsequent syndication,
American producers can afford to offer broadcast rights for that program
in another country at afraction of what it would cost that country's television system or alocal producer to make aprogram that would appeal to as
many viewers. The price at which the program is offered need bear little
relationship to the cost of making it, because production costs have already been recovered in the American domestic market. For example, in
1983 the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation paid only $1,500 per episode for Dynasty, which at that time was at the height of its international
fame. Episodes of popular half-hour American programs have been offered to countries like Zambia and Syria for as little as $50. 13 In Great
Britain, it costs an average of roughly £60,000 ($100,000) to produce an
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hour of television programming for national broadcast, and some dramatic
productions cost much more. Even at £10,000 per episode, it is still much
cheaper to import adramatic series produced in the United States than to
produce an hour of domestic programming.
Making it even more difficult for local broadcasting systems and independent producers to compete against American programming is the fact
that audiences frequently associate the "look" of American television with
high quality. With average budgets of $1 million per hour, American programs can afford what are called high production values. Alternative
"looks" can be achieved on smaller budgets by local producers, but they
might be regarded by viewers not merely as different but as technically
inferior to the American product. At least commercial broadcasters outside the United States can recoup part or all of the costs of local production from the sale of advertising. For "public service" broadcasting systems that operate from TV license fees or government appropriations, the
temptation to buy imported programming rather than making their own
is even greater, because for them programming is an absolute and unrecoverable cost, not an investment.
Ironically, or predictably, the economics of present-day American broadcast television and its impact on the world market make it very difficult
for foreign broadcasters to get afoothold in the world's largest and potentially most lucrative television market. There is simply very little incentive for the American networks to import foreign programming. Network
programming executives assume that the great mass of American television viewers will not watch foreign programming—even if it is in English.
No other country is in the position of being able to make large quantities
of very expensively produced programs with the expectation of being able
to cover production costs in the domestic market and thus being able to
sell foreign rights for apittance per episode to foreign countries. Indeed,
few if any foreign-produced series have ever made it into the prime-time
network schedule in the United States.
The essays in this collection use as their principal illustrations examples of American television. In part this is because the contributors are
based in the United States and have access primarily to American television. As we've seen, access to non-U.S. programming is much more limited
—both for us and for other American television viewers. It is also the
case, however, that because of the economic structure of the world television market described above, people around the world are more likely to
be familiar with examples of American television programming than they
are with programming from any other country aside from their own. Dal-
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las, for example, has been viewed by people in more than ninety countries. We use these examples of American television despite our recognition of the fact that the meanings and pleasures of Twin Peaks or The
Simpson,s inevitably change as those texts circulate around the world and
as people from different cultures encounter them. For better or worse,
American television provides us with the closest thing we currently have
to acommon set of television texts.

The Dual Economies of Television
This very brief overview of what is called the political economy of television hardly does justice to the complexity of either the political or the
economic issues it has raised. At the very least, Ihope it has made the
point that there is nothing innocent or inconsequential about the commercial television system that provides us with such seemingly inconsequential programming—programming upon which the following essays will
concentrate. Obviously, there is agreat deal at stake for U.S. broadcasters as they attempt to secure their share of a$25 billion domestic market.
Cheers might be ahalf-hour of mindless entertainment to us, but to NBC
there's nothing funny about the hundreds of millions of dollars in advertising revenues that half-hour generates.
The system of commercial broadcasting in the United States also has
important consequences for viewers as well. Commercial broadcasters have
taken to calling their output "free television" to distinguish it from payper-month cable services like HBO, the Disney Channel, or Showtime.
But commercial broadcasting is not free, at least for the viewing public.
In being granted abroadcast license, station owners are given—at no
cost to them—the right to exclusive use of apart of anatural resource
(the electromagnetic spectrum) upon which avalue can and is placed whenever atelevision station and its accompanying license is sold. Certainly
commercial broadcast time is not "freer and yet its only value results
from large numbers of viewers being successfully recruited to serve as
commodities that can be sold to advertisers. Canadian media scholar Dallas Smythe has gone so far as to argue that, by watching television, we
function in the economic system of commercial television not only as commodities but as laborers. As he puts it: "The work which audience members perform for the advertiser to whom they have been sold is to learn to
buy particular 'brands' of consumer goods, and to spend their income
accordingly"' The low cost at which American programming is offered in
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foreign markets carries the hidden price of undercutting acountry's domestic program production and cultivating production standards against
which that country's domestic programs will find it difficult to compete.
John Fiske has suggested that there are two "economies" of commercial
television: apolitical economy and acultural economy. The first produces
an audience that can be sold to advertisers as acommodity. But, Fiske
argues, the viewer's relationship with television cannot be reduced to that
process of commodification because there is another economy at work on
the other side of the screen. In the cultural economy of television, traditional economic distinctions rapidly blur. Viewers might well be commodities to broadcasters and advertisers, but they are sentient, thinking commodities. Their willingness to "consume" programming provides abasis
for commercial television, but through their consumption viewers simultaneously produce meanings and pleasures.' As we shall see, those meanings and pleasures almost certainly differ among audience groups and
might well be quite different from the meanings and pleasures anticipated
by program producers.
Understanding how both economies work is obviously important, but
each starts from adifferent place. Political economists begin their studies
in the boardrooms of ahandful of giant corporations; in this collection of
essays we start from the living rooms and bedrooms in which hundreds of
millions of people experience the results of the decisions made in those
boardrooms. Exploring how people make moments of television meaningful and pleasurable seems to us asensible way of beginning the critical
study of television. Having gained abetter grasp of the complexities of
television's discourses and our everyday experiences of them, we should
be in abetter position to begin to relate those discourses and experiences
to other aspects of our lives and to other aspects of television.

Some Final Introductory Thoughts and a
"TV Guide" to the Rest of the Book
The essays you are about to read are certainly not arranged in order of
perceived significance (either ascending or descending) or in the belief
that the final chapters provide the ultimate answers to the problems left
unsolved in earlier essays. Indeed, the two concluding essays are designed
to open up new questions about television and the ways we might study it.
For this second edition, each of the collection's central chapters has been
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revised to take into account recent scholarship and to respond to the feedback we have received from some of the thousands of teachers, students,
and other readers who have used the first edition.
We have also updated the examples we use to illustrate critical points in
each chapter. There is no way abook on television can be "current!' The
television schedule in place at the time we write is certain to be different
by the time this edition is published, and it will be different still at the
time you read this. For this reason, choosing examples from programs
likely to be familiar to the reader is atricky business. Some examples are
drawn from the "current" prime-time schedule; others are from programs
in their second lives in U.S. syndication or in worldwide release; still others are from programs, last seen on U.S. network television decades ago,
that have found third, fourth, or subsequent "lives" through new delivery
systems—cable, satellite, or videocassette. In his essay on postmodernism,
Jim Collins discusses how these "old" programs become new texts when
framed by different discourses.
The poor quality of television images in the book is not the fault of the
production process but is rather the result, in most cases, of their having
been shot directly from the television screen. Because film is aphotographbased medium, frame enlargements of film shots reproduced in books sometimes look better than the moving images from which they are taken.
Conversely, because the television image is in constant motion, freezing it
always results in aloss of quality. Nevertheless, we felt that some analyses needed to be anchored by visual reference points—however blurry
—taken from the text under discussion.
Our discussion of television begins with Ellen Seiter's essay on the
influence of semiotics and post-structuralism on television studies. Seiter
lays out the basic terminology of structuralism and semiotics, which has
become the standard for describing the ways in which various symbol
systems, including television, represent the world. She also takes up the
challenges and emendations to early structuralist work that evolved as
that work came to be applied to everything from verbal languages to striptease shows.
With Sarah Kozloff's essay, we move from ageneral theory of the nature of relationships among all types of signs to aconsideration of aspecial kind of semiotic organization: the narrative. Understanding the way
in which narratives work is crucial to understanding our relationships
with television; except for oral storytelling, television is the most prolific
and important narrative medium in the world today. In addition to fictional
stories, television also structures "real" events in narrative terms. Thus
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narrative theory attempts to account for patterns of organization that run
through all narrative as well as for differences among types of narrative.
My own essay takes up the flip side of narrative theory. Narrative theory begins with the recognition that every narrative is not just astory,
but astory told by someone in aparticular way. What Icall reader-oriented
criticism begins with an equally commonsensical insight: every story is
told with someone else in mind and is made sense of by the "listener" in
particular ways. In its ways of addressing its viewers, television draws
upon both cinema and face-to-face communication, making the role of the
spectator particularly complex. My essay discusses critical approaches to
television drawn from reader-oriented theories of literature as well as strategies borrowed from anthropology and cultural studies for understanding
the role of television in everyday life.
In her essay on genre theory and television, Jane Feuer argues that
part of the process of making sense and deriving pleasure from any given
text involves relating that text to others. Genre theory helps to provide us
with ways of relating industrial practice in television (the need to turn
out, on aregular schedule, huge numbers of texts that must appeal to
millions of different viewers) to the texts that are produced as aresult of
this process and both to the expectations of audiences.
Mimi White's essay on ideological analysis again reminds us that by
agreeing to be viewers we implicitly become parties to acontract between
ourselves and an enormous institution. Ideological analysis concerns itself
with the nature and functioning of television as institution, the assumptions and values that underlie the texts it produces, and the manner in
which we are positioned relative to both institution and text. As White
demonstrates, even the act of watching arather unremarkable commercial carries with it an enormous range of assumptions about television in
general and the cultural contract we make with it.
Sandy Flitterman-Lewis reconceptualizes the relationship between
viewer and text in terms of contemporary psychoanalytic theory, particularly that developed to account for our relationship with movies. She takes
as her starting point the suggestive analogy between the act of dreaming
and that of watching afilm. Although acknowledging the relevance of
that analogy in connecting the desires of the spectator with the fantasies
enacted in visual narratives, Flitterman-Lewis goes on to demonstrate
the important differences between film and television and the resultant
modifications that must be made if cine-psychoanalysis is to help us understand television texts and "tele-spectators?
Throughout the history of American commercial broadcasting, the in-
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dustry has regarded women as the prime audience for many types of programming. Indeed, around the world, programs are made that attempt to
appeal especially to women. In her essay on feminist criticism and television, E. Ann Kaplan considers both how women are represented on television and how women as television spectators are addressed and engaged
by the medium.
John Fiske examines the strand of television analysis that has emerged
from the cluster of approaches commonly called British cultural studies.
British cultural studies has conceived of culture as an arena of struggle
between those with power and those without it. Watching television, Fiske
argues, is not a process by which messages are implanted in the consciousness of auniform mass audience, but rather aprocess of negotiation
between groups of viewers in different social situations and television texts
that are themselves open to avariety of interpretations.
In the first of two essays added for the revised edition, Jim Collins asks
whether the term postmodernism might be applied to some of the distinctive features of television. Because the label postmod,ernist has been used
in avariety of ways to describe everything from architecture, furniture,
and fashion to literature, cinema, and Twin Peaks, it is important to examine what "condition" postmodernism attempts to account for and
whether or not this account tells us anything useful about television.
The afterword arose from the reaction of areader and teacher of television studies to the first edition. James Hay felt that too much emphasis
had been placed on the connections among approaches. Readers needed
to know, he argued, that the approaches also differed from each other in
significant ways. His essay places the approaches up against one another,
points out their differences, and discusses how each constitutes television
as an object of study in aunique way.
Each chapter concludes with suggestions for further reading on the
critical approach dealt with and includes key works of television criticism
produced from that perspective. A more general bibliography of television criticism can be found at the end of the book. Citations for general
theoretical works are given at the end of each chapter. Full citations for
works of television criticism are included in the bibliography.
You should keep in mind that these essays in no way do justice to the
complexities of the individual approaches they discuss. We have not attempted to substitute aReader's Digest account for the need to grapple
with the central works in each of these areas. Instead, we lay out in a
provisional and necessarily schematic fashion some of the ways these approaches might aid in an understanding of television. We leave it to you to
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explore these critical frameworks further and to test and challenge the
relationships between them and television that we have proposed.

NOTES
1. Robert Kubey and Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Television and the Quality
ofLife: How Viewing Shapes Everyday Experience (Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates, 1990), P. 1.
2. This overview of the television environment was compiled from the
following: Broadcasting Yearbook, 1990 (Washington, D. C. :
Broadcasting Publishing Co., 1990); Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1990 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1990); James Lull, ed., World Families Watch Television (Newbury Park, Calif.: Sage, 1988); Douglas Boyd, Joseph
Straubhaar, and John Lent, Videocassette Recorders in the Third World (New
York: Longman, 1989); Keith G. Fleer, Gregory M. Paul, and Michael H. Lauer,
eds., Following the Dollars from Retail to Net Profits: An Examination of
the Businesses of Creating and Using Revenues from Motion Pictures and
Television Programs (Los Angeles: University of California, 1986); Thomas
Lindlof, ed., Natural Audiences: Qualitative Research of Media Uses and
Effects (Norwood, N.J.: Ablex, 1987); and Robert T. Bower, The Changing
Television Audience in America (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985).
3. Alfred Schutz, "The Stranger: An Essay in Social Psychology," in Collected Papers (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1964), 2:91-105.
4. Kubey and Csikszentmihalyi, Television and the Quality of Life, p. xi.
5. See Dafna Lemish, "Viewers in Diapers: The Early Development of Television Viewing," in Lindlof, Natural Audiences, pp. 33-57.
6. See, for example, John Tulloch's examination of writer Trevor Griffith's work in the context of British television (Television Drama: Agency,
Audience, and Myth [London: Routledge, 1990]); and Jane Feuer, Paul Kerr,
and Tise Vahimagi's consideration of the MTM Company in relation to issues
of authorship (MTM: "Quality Television" [London: British Film Institute,
1984]).
7. Lindlof, Natural Audiences, p. x.
8. Eric Barnouw, A Tower in Babel (New York: Oxford University Press,
1966), p. 281. By the time you read this, it is very likely that the fifteen or so
commercial television licenses in Great Britain will for the first time be awarded
to the highest bidders. License holders (the ITV companies) also pay atax on
their profits, which helps to support the alternative commercial channel, Channel 4. American commercial broadcasters pay no special tax.
9. Richard Levinson and William Link, Off Camera: Conversations with
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the Makers of Prime-Time Television (New York: New American Library,
1986), pp. 247-48, 267.
10. Ibid., p. 37. Dandel goes on to illustrate his point with an incident from
his early days as awriter in Hollywood. While working on awestern series
called Tucson Trail, he wrote amoving story about aCatholic priest who
discovers he has strong homosexual feelings; to test his sexual orientation,
the priest initiates alove affair with awoman. Much to Dandel's surprise, the
production company agreed to shoot his script. However, two days before production was to commence, the producer called to say that he had just secured
the free use of atrained collie for afew days and instructed him to rewrite the
script, dropping the female lead and adding a part for the collie. Dandel
remarks: "That's when Irealized what television was. A love affair between a
homosexual and astraight collier
11. The one major exception to this generalization is local news, which in
the last twenty years has emerged as aprofit center.
12. John Lippman, "Paramount, NBC Battle over New Cheers Price;' Raleigh News and Observer (N.C.), 11 February 1991.
13. Jostein Gripsrud, "Toward aFlexible Methodology in Studying Media
Meaning: Dynasty in Norway," Critical Studies in Mass Communication 7
(1990): 117-28.
14. Dallas Smythe, "Communications: Blindspot of Western Marxism:' Canadian Journal of Political and Social Theory 1(1977): 3.
15. John Fiske, "Popular Television and Commercial Culture: Beyond Political Economy," in Television Studies: Textual Analysis, ed. Gary Burns and
Robert J. Thompson (New York: Praeger, 1989), pp. 21-40.
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ontemporary television criticism derives much of its
vocabulary from semiotics and structuralism. This

chapter will introduce the basic terminology of these
methods, offer acase study of structuralist meth-

ods applied to children's television, and introduce some of the concepts the
so-called post-structuralists have used to critique and expand upon semiotics and structuralism. The late Paddy Whannel used to joke, "Semiotics
tells us things we already know in alanguage we will never understand!'
Learning the vocabulary of semiotics is certainly one of its most trying
aspects. This vocabulary makes it possible, however, to identify and describe what makes TV distinctive as acommunication medium, as well as
how it relies on other sign systems to communicate. Both questions are
vital to the practice of television criticism, and these terms will be encountered in a broad range of critical methods from psychoanalysis to
cultural studies.
Semiotics is the study of everything that can be used for communication:
words, images, traffic signs, flowers, music, medical symptoms, and much
more. Semiotics studies the way such "signs" communicate and the rules
that govern their use. As atool for the study of culture, semiotics represents aradical break from traditional criticism, in which the first order of
business is the interpretation of an aesthetic object or text in terms of its
immanent meaning. Semiotics first asks how meaning is created, rather
than what the meaning is. In order to do this, semiotics uses aspecialized
vocabulary to describe signs and how they function. Often this vocabulary
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smacks of scientism to the newcomer and clashes with our assumptions
about what criticism and the humanities are. But the special terminology
of semiotics and its attempt to compare the production of meaning in a
diverse set of mediums—aesthetic signs being only one of many objects
of study—have allowed us to describe the workings of cultural communication with greater accuracy and enlarged our recognition of the conventions that characterize our culture.
The term semiotics was coined by Charles S. Peirce (1839-1914), an
American philosopher, although his work on semiotics did not become
widely known until the 1930s. The field was also "invented" by Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure. The term he used to describe the new science he advocated in Course in General Linguistics, published posthumously in 1959, was semiology. Structuralism is most closely associated
with anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss, whose studies of the logic and
worldview of "primitive" cultures were first published in the 1950s. Although it relies on many of the principles of semiotics, structuralism engages larger questions of cultural meaning and ideology and thus has been
widely used in literary and media criticism. Semiotics and structuralism
are so closely related they may be said to overlap—semiotics being afield
of study in itself, whereas structuralism is amethod of analysis often used
in semiotics.'
Structuralism stresses that each element within acultural system
derives its meaning from its relationship to every other element in the
system: there are no independent meanings, but rather many meanings
produced by their difference from other elements in the system. Beginning in the 1960s, some leading European intellectuals applied semiotics
and structuralism to many different sign systems. Roland Barthes carefully analyzed fashion, French popular culture from wrestling to wine
drinking, and anovella by Balzac. Umberto Eco turned his attention
to Superman comic strips and James Bond novels. Christian Metz set
out to describe the style of Hollywood cinema as asemiotic system. By
addressing the symbolic and communicative capacity of humans in general, semiotics and structuralism help us see connections between fields
of study that are normally divided among different academic departments in the university. Thus they are specially suited to the study of
television.
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The Sign
The smallest unit of meaning in semiotics is called the sign. Semiotics
begins with this smallest unit and builds rules for the combination of signs.
Fredric Jameson has pointed out that this concern with discerning the
smallest unit of meaning is something that semiotics shares with other
major intellectual movements of the twentieth century, including linguistics and nuclear physics, but it is an unusual starting point for criticism,
which has tended to discuss works as organic wholes. Taking the definition
of the smallest unit as astarting point indicates ashift in the sciences
from perception to models: "where the first task of ascience henceforth
seems the establishment of amethod, or amodel, such that the basic
conceptual units are given from the outset and organize the data (the
atom, the phoneme):'2 Saussure conceptualized the sign as composed of
two distinct parts, although these parts are separable only in theory, not
in actual communication. Every sign is composed of asignifier, that is,
the image, object, or sound itself—the part of the sign that has amaterial
form—and the signified, the concept it represents.
In written language, the sign rain is composed of the grouping of four
letters on this page (the signifier) and the idea or concept of rain (the
signified)—that is, the category of phenomena we reserve for water falling from the sky. Saussure stressed that the relationship between the
signifier and the signified in verbal language was entirely conventional,
completely arbitrary. There is no natural or necessary connection between
rain and the concept for which it stands. Furthermore, words have no
positive value. A word's meaning derives entirely from its difference from
other words in the sign system of language. On the level of signifier, we
recognize rain through its distinguishability from brain or sprain or rail
or Braille or roan or reign. The signified is meaningful because of its
difference from sprinkle, drizzle, downpour, monsoon, or from hail, sleet,
or snow. Other words could be invented, such as raim or sain, that use
the same alphabet and are pronounceable, but because these "words" do
not enter into relationships with other signs in the system in ameaningful
way, they remain at the level of nonsense.
Each language marks off its own set of meaningful differences: we can
imagine an infinite number of possibilities for signifiers and signifieds, but
each language makes only some differences important and detectable.
Learning asecond language is difficult because each language consists of
aset of signs whose meanings derive from differences to which we might
not be sensitive—phonetic distinctions we can't "hear," grammar rules
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that make distinctions unfamiliar to us, and words that are untranslatable
into our first language. However, studying asecond language does make
us aware of Saussure's point about the arbitrary nature of verbal languages. The signifier for rain changes to pluie in French and Regen in
German. Neither has any more natural connection to the notion of water
falling from the sky than does rain. Even onomatopoeia—words that
seem to imitate the sounds they signify—turn out to be partly conventional. For English speakers, arooster goes "cock-a-doodle-doo? For Germans he goes "Kikerild?
Saussure was interested in studying the structure of language as asystem, and he bracketed off the real objects to which language refers: its
referents. Semiotics does not concern itself with the referent of the sign
rain, that is, actual water falling from the sky on aparticular day at a
particular place. The concept of rain is independent of any given occurrence of the actual event. Moreover, both Saussure and Peirce recognized
that some signs have no "real" object to which they refer: abstractions
(truth, freedom) or products of the imagination (mermaids, unicorns). More
important, they wished to argue that all signs are cultural constructs that
have taken on meaning through repeated, learned, collective use. Peirce
emphasized that even when we try to define asign, we are always forced
to use another sign to translate it; he labeled the sign that we use to
describe another sign the interpretant.
In this book, for example, we will be describing television's audiovisual
sign systems using linguistic signs (words on these pages) and black-andwhite still photographs that are in many ways quite distant and different
from the original object.

To

take another example, when an image on the

television news is identified as "Corazon Aquino," asign produced by an
electronic image is translated into another sign system—that of proper
nouns. Proper names are aspecial class of signs that seem to have areal,
easily agreed-upon referent. But our understanding of persons (especially
those represented frequently on television) is filtered through sign systems:
we don't "know" anything or anyone (even ourselves) except through
language.
Images do not have an unmediated relationship with their referents.
The image of Aquino could be understood in terms of general categories
ranging from "world leaders" to Filipino women. The referent of Aquino's
image will vary greatly depending on the cultural context—for example
from the United States to Japan. The proper name could refer to another
interpretant, such as "president of the Philippines? Even if we were in
the same room with Aquino and used our index fingers to point to her and
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say, "There is Corawn Aquino? we would have used another set of signs,
gestural and verbal ones. Charles S. Peirce saw the process of communication as an unending chain of sign production, which he dubbed "unlimited semiosis:' Peirce's concept of the sign forces the realization that no
communication takes place outside of sign systems—we are always translating signs into other signs. The conventions of the sign system control
the ways we are able to communicate (that is, produce signifiers) and limit
the range of meanings available (that is, what signifieds can be produced).
Umberto Eco defines asign as "everything that, on the grounds of a
previously established social convention, can be taken as something standing for something else?' Surprisingly, Eco means to include in this definition
even those signs that at first glance seem to be more "natural" than linguistic ones. It is through social convention and cultural appropriation
that adark, cloudy sky becomes asign for "impending storm? Those same
dark clouds could be used to signify bad luck, or nature responding in kind
to one's own gloomy mood (as in the literary convention of pathetic fallacy). The meaning of rain can vary greatly from one culture to another: in
some Polynesian societies, arainstorm is taken to mean that the sky is
crying for the death of achild.
Eco's conception of the sign is adapted from the work of Peirce, who did
not limit himself to symbolic signs (language), as Saussure did, but attempted to account for all types of signs, including pictorial ones.

Tb

do

so, he introduced specific definitions of the terms icon and index. The
categories symbolic, iconic, and indexical are not mutually exclusive. Television constantly uses all three types of signs simultaneously. Television
images are both iconic and indexical, and programs often use words (symbolic signs) on the screen and the soundtrack.
In the iconic sign, the signifier structurally resembles its signified. We
must "learn" to recognize this resemblance just as we learn to read maps
or to draw. The correspondence between adrawing of adog, for example,
and the signified "dog" (which might be aparticular specimen of dog or
the concept of dog in general) could take many different forms. The drawing could be skeletal or anatomical, in which case it might take atrained
veterinarian or zoologist to recognize any structural similarity between
the drawing and the signified "dog? The iconic sign could be a child's
drawing, in which case another kind of expert decoder, for instance the
child's parent or teacher, might be required to detect the structural resemblance. Most drawings rely on rules that dictate point of view and
scale; an "aerial view" of adog, ahead-on angle, or adrawing done twenty
times larger than scale would be much harder for most of us to recognize
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than the conventional side-angle view in which two legs, atail, apointed
ear, and whiskers will do the job, even if no attempt is made at coloration
and the drawing appears only as an outline in black. Most of these admonitions about the conventionality of drawings hold true for video images
as well, even though we think of television as more lifelike.
Indexical signs involve an existential link between the signifier and the
referent: the sign relies on their joint presence at some point in time.
Drawings do not qualify as indexical signs because we can make adrawing
of something we have never seen. Maps are iconic rather than indexical
because acartographer can create amap solely on the basis of other iconic
signs, such as diagrams and geological surveys; she may never have been
to the place the map will signify.
Indexical signs are different from iconic ones because they rely on a
material connection between signifier and signified: smoke means fire,
pawprints mean the presence of a cat; a particular set of fingerprints
signifies "Richard Nixon"; red spots signify "measles!' Most images produced by cameras belong to Peirce's class of "indexical signs" because they
require the physical presence of the referent before the camera lens at
some point in time for their production. This fact about an image is, however, virtually impossible to verify without being present at the time the
image was made. Stand-ins and look-alikes, trick photographs, special effects, computer-generated graphics, multiple exposures, and animated images can all be used to lie to the camera. Even images that we treat as
particularly unique because they have as their signified an individual living creature may be dictated by convention. Throughout Lassie's career
as atelevision character, many different dogs (most of them male) have
been used in the part, often within the same episode. Although many
individual Lassies have now died, the iconic sign "Lassie" lives on, thanks
to the skills of the various production crews and the animal trainers who
find new dogs whenever anew version of the Lassie series is produced. It
may be ablow to our faith in physiognomy, but we can be fooled by pictures of persons almost as easily.
Indexical signs are also established through social convention. Animals
have left pawprints for as long as they have roamed the earth, but their
pawprints became asign only when people began to use them for tracking. As Umberto Eco explains: "The first doctor who discovered asort of
constant relationship between an array of red spots on apatient's face and
agiven disease (measles) made an inference: but insofar as this relationship has been made conventional and has been registered as such in medical treatises asemiotic convention has been established. There is asign
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every time ahuman group decides to use and recognize something as the
vehicle for something else!' Indexical signs are no less tainted by human
intervention than symbolic or iconic ones; they require the same accumulation of use and the same reinforcement and perpetuation by asocial
group to be understood as signs in the first place.
To understand television images, we must learn to recognize many conventions of representation. One of the characteristics of such representational codes is that we become so accustomed to them that we may not
recognize their use; they become as "natural" to us as the symbolic signs
of language, and we think of iconic signs as the most logical—sometimes
as the only possible— way to signify aspects of our world. We can watch
this learning taking place when infants and toddlers begin to watch television. 'Ibddlers, for example, like to touch the screen frequently as they
struggle to understand the two-dimensional nature of television's iconic
signs. Conventional expectations of scale, perspective, camera angle, color,
lighting, lens focal length, and subject-to-camera distance (that is, nonrepresentational aspects of the image) are acquired through exposure to
television; if acamera operator violates too many of these conventions, we
may not be able to "recognize" the image at all.
In its strict sense, Peirce's model does not require the "intention" to
communicate: signs may be produced by nonhuman agencies (such as when
aTV set's technical breakdown produces "snow" on the screen), for example, or by unconscious senders. Peirce's model does not necessarily require ahuman receiver of the sign, or any receiver at all, although, because signs are social and conventional, there must be the possibility that
agiven sign would be understood by apotential receiver. Signification
cannot take place outside of human communication, but semiotics does
not require the existence of empirically verifiable receivers of its signs,
and it cannot promise that all receivers will agree on the relationship of
signifier to signified. Thus authorial intention is not included in the study
of signs and neither is the interpretation or reception of the message by
empirical audiences.
"The camera never lies" is astatement that tells us alot about the way
we accept many photographic or electronic images as real when they involve indexical signs, even if, from asemiotic point of view, the statement
is afalsehood. Many television images are produced in such away that we
are encouraged to understand them only as indexical signs. Stand-up shots
of reporters on location are one example of this: we may not be able to
decipher from the image itself whether Andrea Mitchell is really standing on the White House lawn, but TV places an enormous stress on the
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connection between the image and this location as it exists in real time
and space. 5 Since its invention, so much has been made of the objectivity
of the camera as arecording instrument that we often fail to recognize the
extent to which camera images are produced according to rules just as
drawings are. Semiotics reminds us that the signifiers produced by TV
are related to their signifieds by convention, even if, when we watch something like the news, we tend not to think of the active production of signs
involved in TV but simply receive the news as pure information, as an
unmediated signified.
To engage in fantasy for amoment, consider producing anewsbreak
about acompletely fictional event for broadcast on network TV. If we gave
some careful thought to the way newsbreaks are written and the topics
usually covered in them, we could script and storyboard anewsbreak that
exactly conformed to the mode or presentation typical of U.S. network
newscasting. If we had access to the facilities, technicians, equipment,
supplies, and personnel of one of the networks, and if we could coerce an
anchor to violate professional ethics (or find aconvincing impostor) and
read our script, we could produce anewsbreak, complete with "live action" reports, that would be indistinguishable from the authentic item.
Semiotics reminds us that with nonfictional television, no less than with
its fictional counterpart, we are dealing not with referents but with signs.
In the end, it is impossible to verify the referent from television's sounds
and images. Perhaps this is why, as Margaret Morse argues, the person of
the news anchor, in his or her "ceremonial role," has become increasingly
important in securing our belief in the news and our sense of its
authenticity. 6 In this and many other ways, television relies heavily on the
figure of the unique individual, the television personality. Most of television's signs are easily copied because they are based in convention, but the
on-camera talking head of aknown television personality is still one of the
more difficult aspects of the image to fake.
Umberto Eco has criticized Peirce's distinction among symbolic, iconic,
and indexical on the grounds that it tends to overlook the historical and
social production of all signs. Instead, Eco offers adefinition that casts all
signs in terms of this context: "Semiotics is in principle the discipline
studying everything which can be used in order to lie. If something cannot be used to tell alie, conversely it cannot be used to tell the truth: it
cannot in fact be used 'to tell' at allP 7Television communication is no more
mediated or contaminated than other forms of communication—spoken
language, written language, still photography—in its relationship to reality. The important insight that can be gained from the study of semiotics
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and structuralism is that all communication is partial, motivated, conventional, and "biased? even those forms such as print journalism that are
founded on areputation for truth-seeking and attempt to convey the impression of reliability. The study of semiotics insists that we should discern the distinctive ways of producing and combining signs practiced by
particular kinds of television, in particular places, and at aparticular point
in time, because these codes are inseparable from the "reality" of media
communication.

Denotation and Connotation
So far we have been discussing the sign in terms of denotative meaning.
Connotative meanings land us squarely in the domain of ideology: the
worldview (including the model of social relations and their causes) portrayed from aparticular position and set of interests in society. Roland
Barthes devoted much of his work to the distinction between denotation
and connotation in aesthetic texts. In images, denotation is the first order
of signification: the signifier is the image itself and the signified is the idea
or concept—what it is apicture of. Connotation is asecond-order signifying system that uses the first sign, (signifier and signified), as its signifier
and attaches an additional meaning, another signified, to it. Barthes
thought of connotation as fixing or freezing the meaning of the denotation; it impoverishes the first sign by ascribing asingle and usually ideological signified to it. 8 This is why it takes many words to describe the
signifier at the first level—we must include camera angle, color, size, lighting, composition, and so on. But connotations can often be described in
just one word (noble, romantic, gritty, patriotic, humorous). Sometimes
the difference between connotation and denotation seems rather mechanical in television criticism because television's signs are nearly already
complex messages or texts, making it difficult to isolate the difference
between the two levels of signification. Perhaps it is best to think of connotation as aparasite attaching itself to aprior signification.
To begin with asimple denotation, the fade to black has as its signifier
the gradual disappearance of the picture on the screen and, as its signified,
simply "black? This sign has been strongly conventionalized in motion
pictures and television so that it exists as the following connotative sign:
the signifier is "fade to black" and the signified is "ending" of ascene or a
program. Television production texts insist that students must always use
the fade to black at the end of every program and before any commercial
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breaks. 9 The fade to black has become part of avery stable signification.
But connotations may eventually change through repetition. On Knots
Landing, aCBS prime-time soap opera that has cultivated an image as a
"quality program," each segment ends with afade to black that lasts several beats longer than in most programs. This "fade to black" is part of
the tone of Knots Landing; it is used for the connotation "serious drama"
or "high-class show" (suggesting that the audience needs amoment to
collect itself emotionally, to think over the scene before going on to the
commercial). The longer fade to black now appears on many shows that
aspire to such aconnotation, including thirtysomething and L.A. Law.
Connotations fix the meaning of asign, but in other kinds of texts—those
not of broadcast television—the denotation "fade to black" could take on
other meanings as well. In astudent production, frequent use of the fade
to black could connote "rank amateur direction"; in an art video, it could
connote "experimental, modernist style!'
To

give another example, hair color can be singled out in atelevision

image as adenotation. Many TV actors are women whose hair is light
blond. On aconnotative level, shades of hair color (the first level of signification) are used to produce signifieds such as "glamorous," "beautiful,"
"youthful," "dumb," or "sexy" on the second level of signification. These
connotations, widely known through their repeated use in film and television, are ones that have aspecific history in the United States, one that
stems from glorifying the physical appearance of Anglo women (based on
their difference from and presumed superiority to other races and
ethnicities). But they are also subject to change or revision over time.
Compare, for example, the changing connotations of blondness in the television images of Farrah Fawcett on Charlie's Angels (youthful, pure), Linda
Evans on Dynasty (virtuous, rich), and Madonna in her music videos and
public appearances such as the 1991 Academy Awards ceremony (in which
she deliberately "quoted" Marilyn Momme's hairstyle and what it connotes:
sexiness as acostume).
Some aspects of the image and soundtrack that we think of as nonrepresentational actually function as symbolic signs and often carry connotative meanings; examples may include the color of light (pink for femaleness, white for goodness); music (minor chords and slow tempos signifying
melancholy, solo instrumentals signifying loneliness); or photographic technique (soft focus signifying romance, hand-held cameras signifying onthe-spot documentary). Iblevision is not completely different from written language in this respect. Printed words are inseparable from their
nonrepresentational form in terms of typeface, size of type, boldness, color
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of paper, and so forth. These signs are all established through convention
and repeated use. Such nonrepresentational signs have not been studied
as thoroughly by semioticians as have representational ones. 1° One of the
goals of semiotic analysis of television is to make us conscious of the use of
connotation on television, so that we realize how much of what appears
naturally meaningful on TV is actually historical, changeable, and culturally specific.
Barthes argued that connotation is the primary way in which the mass
media communicate ideological meanings. A dramatic example of the operation of "myth;' as Barthes called such connotations, and of television's
rapid elaboration of new meanings is explosion of the space shuttle Challenger. The sign consisted of asignifier—the TV image itself—that was
coded in certain ways (symmetrical composition, long shot of shuttle on
launching pad, daylight, blue sky background) and the denoted meaning
or signified "space shuttle? On the connotative level, the space shuttle
was used as asignifier for aset of ideological signifieds including "scientific
progress;' "manifest destiny in space," and "U.S. superiority over the Soviet Union in the cold wan"
On 28 January 1986, these connotations were radically displaced. On
that day, all three commercial networks repeatedly broadcast videotape of
the space shuttle exploding. This footage was accompanied first by a
stunned silence, then by an abundance of speech by newscasters, by expert interviewees, by press agents, and by President Reagan (who canceled his State of the Union address to speak about the explosion), much
of which primarily expressed shock. The connotation of the sign "space
shuttle" was destabilized; it became once again subject—as denotation—to
an unpredictable number of individual meanings or competing ideological
interpretations. It was as if the explosion restored the sign's original
signified, which could then lead to aseries of questions and interpretations of the space shuttle relating to its status as amaterial object, its
design, what it was made out of, who owned it, who had paid for it, who
had built it, what it was actually going to do on the mission, how much
control the crew or others at NASA had over it. At such amoment, the
potential exists for the production of counterideological connotations.
Rather than scientific progress, the connotation "fallibility of scientific
bureaucracy" might have been attached to the space shuttle; "manifest
destiny in space" might have been replaced by "waste of human life"; and
"U.S. superiority over the U.S.S.R." by "basic human needs sacrificed to
technocracy"
Television played apowerful role in stabilizing the meaning of the space
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shuttle. The networks, following the lead of the White House, almost
immediately fixed on aconnotation compatible with the state ideology.
This connotative meaning is readable in the graphic, devised by television
production staffs, that appeared in the frame with newscasters when they
introduced further reports on the Challenger an image of the space shuttle with aU.S. flag at half mast in the left foreground. This image helped
to fix the connotation "tragic loss for anoble and patriotic cause" to the
sign "space shuttle? lblevision produced this new connotation within hours
of the event. Some of its force comes from its association with cultural and
ideological codes that already enjoy wide circulation: the genre of war
films, the TV news formula for reporting military casualties, the history
of national heroes and martyrs. Later interpretations of the Challenger
explosion or the space shuttle program had to compete with this one.
The study of connotation indicates the importance of understanding
television signs as ahistorical system— one that is subject to change.
Semiotics allows us to describe the process of connotation, the relationship of signs within asystem, and the nature of signs themselves. But the
study of connotation also directs us outside the television text and beyond
the field of semiotics. We might want to study the producers of television
messages (television networks, NASA, the White House press corps),
the receivers of messages (the U.S. public), and the context in which
signification takes place (the object of study of economics, sociology, political science, philosophy). Semiotics often leads us to questions about these
things, but it cannot help us answer the questions because the study of
the referent is outside its domain.

Combinations and Codes
A semiotics of television provides us with aset of problems different
from those we encounter when we study written or spoken language. What
is television's smallest unit of meaning? Does the set of rules governing
combinations of sounds and images on U.S. television constitute agrammar? To answer these questions, it will be necessary to introduce several
more terms from the special vocabulary of semiotics: channel, code,
syntagm, paradigm, langue, and parole.
In language a small set of distinctive units—letters and sounds
(phonemes)— are used to create more complex significations: words, sentences, paragraphs. Unlike language, television does not conveniently
break down into discrete elements or building blocks of meaning; it has no
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equivalent of an alphabet. The closest we can come to asmallest unit is
the technological definition of the frame from Herbert Zettl's widely used
textbook: 'A complete scanning cycle of the electron beam, which occurs
every 1
/
30second. It represents the smallest complete television picture
unit!' But images already are combinations of several different signs at
once and involve acomplex set of denotations and connotations. Furthermore, if we use the frame as the smallest unit of meaning, we ignore the
soundtrack, where 1
2 0second would not necessarily capture ameaning/
ful sound and where speech, sound effects, and music may be occurring
simultaneously. Christian Metz has given painstaking attention to this
problem as it exists for the cinema. When he wrote his semiotics of the
cinema, he identified five channels of communication: image, written language, voice, music, and sound effects. In borrowing these categories, I
substitute the term graphics for written materials so as to include the
logos, borders, frames, diagrams, and computer-animated images that
appear so often on our television screens. In Cinema and Language, Metz
concluded that television and cinema were "two neighboring language systems" characterized by an unusual degree of closeness. Unfortunately, he
never analyzed television in the same meticulous way he did the cinema.
Before returning to the question of TV's smallest unit of meaning, it
will be useful to review some recent theoretical work on how TV uses
these five channels and how this usage compares to that of the cinema. It
is acommonplace remark that TV is nothing but talking heads—which
tells us that facial close-ups and speech are singularly important to it.
Television production textbooks warn students of the need for simplicity
in the image and explain how to achieve this through visual codes like
symmetrical composition, color compatibility, and high key lighting. These
conventions of TV production represent an interpretation of video technology and its limitations but are not anecessary consequence of it. Most
college textbooks on television production offer us akind of grammar of
television with aconservative orientation; their aim is to educate students
to observe the rules of the system of U.S. broadcast television as it is
currently practiced. John Ellis has explained the logic of these visual codes
thus: "Being small, low definition, subject to attention that will not be
sustained, the TV image becomes jealous of its meaning. It is unwilling to
waste it on details and inessentials?"1 In part, these codes dictate both
how the images are produced and what is represented: on commercial
U.S. television we see more shots of actors, emcees, newscasters, politicians, and commodities than of anything else. But television varies greatly
under different cultural and economic systems. Public television in Eu-
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rope, for example, often employs more aesthetically prestigious "cinematic"
codes: long shots, less talk on the soundtrack, longer takes, an image
originally shot on film.
Broadcast TV in the United States uses graphics to clarify the meaning
of its images, and it does so to amuch greater extent than the feature
film, where graphics appear only in the beginning and ending titles sequences. Diagrams are superimposed over news or sports images to invite
aquasi-scientific scrutiny of the image. Borders and frames mask out the
background of already pared-down images. Words constantly appear on
the screen to identify the program, the sponsoring corporation, the network or cable station, the product name, the person portrayed. Words and
graphics are especially important in certain television genres such as commercials, sporting events, news programs, and game shows. Often the
words on screen echo speech on the soundtrack.
In his analysis of other forms of mass communication, Roland Barthes
described verbal language as always providing the definitive meaning for
the image: "It is not very accurate to talk of acivilization of the image—we
are still, and more than ever, acivilization of writing, writing and speech
continuing to be the full terms of the informational structureP 12 In Barthes'
view, verbal language is used to close down the number of possible meanings the image might have. This "anchoring" of the image by the verbal
text frequently supplies abourgeois worldview: "The anchorage may be
ideological and indeed this is its principal function; the text directs the
reader through the sigmifieds of the image, causing him to avoid some and
receive others; by means of an often subtle dispatching it remote-controls
him towards ameaning chosen in advance:' 13
John Ellis and Rick Altman have argued that the television soundtrack—speech, music, sound effects—entirely dominates the image by
determining when we actually look at the screen. The soundtrack is so
full, so unambiguous that we can understand television just by listening
to it. Because television is adomestic appliance that we tend to have
on while we are doing other things—cooking, eating, talking, caring
for children, cleaning—our relationship to the television set is often that
of auditor rather than viewer. Altman argues that sounds such as applause, program theme music, and the speech of announcers tend to precede the image to which they refer and serve primarily to call the viewer
back to the screen: "The sound serves a value-laden editing function,
identifying better than the image itself the parts of the image that are
sufficiently spectacular to merit closer attention by the intermittent
viewer." 14 Altman asserts that the television soundtrack acts as alure,
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continually calling to us: "Hey, you, come out of the kitchen and watch
this!"
From asemiotic viewpoint, one of the most important characteristics of
television in general (and one that is shared by many genres) might be its
tendency to use all five channels simultaneously, as television commercials
typically do. This might also explain television's low status as an aesthetic
text; on TV too much goes on at once and there is too much redundancy
among sound and image elements for it to be "artistic!" The primacy of the
soundtrack violates conventional notions in cinema aesthetics about the
necessity of subordinating soundtrack to image.
The high degree of repetition that exists between soundtrack and image
track and between segments is mirrored at the generic level of the series,
which is television's definitive form. As Umberto Eco explains the debased aesthetic status of TV: "This excess of pleasurability, repetition,
lack of innovation was felt as acommercial trick (the product had to meet
the expectations of its audience), not as the provocative proposal of anew
(and difficult to accept) world vision. The products of mass media were
equated with the products of industry insofar as they were produced in
series, and the 'serial' production was considered as alien to the artistic
invention!' 15
Because semiotics recognizes the role of combination in all verbal and
visual sign production—including aesthetic production—it tends to take
aless condemning view of television and therefore may have more to say
about TV as a communication system than have more traditional approaches in the humanities, which tend to dismiss TV as avulgarity. Other
kinds of performances that rely on just one channel at atime (music only,
or images only, or printed words only) enjoy ahigher and more serious
aesthetic status. In comparison to novels or silent films or oil paintings,
television is amessy thing. But this is precisely why it has been of interest to semioticians: simply describing its signs presents aformidable challenge. Indeed, semiotics and structuralism have played apolemical role in
universities by presenting television as acomplex experience worthy of
serious analysis.
Christian Metz concluded that the cinema is so different from language
that we must be wary in applying linguistic theory to it. Metz discerned
no smallest units in the cinema. Instead, he felt, it must be analyzed at
the level of the shot, which he called its "largest minimum segment!' This
resembles Eco's conclusion that iconic signs such as images are not reducible to smaller units; they are already "texts" —that is, combinations of
signs—and they are governed by acode that is weak compared with the
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grammar rules that govern language. Weak codes are flexible, changeable, and can produce an unforeseeable number of individual signs.'
Metz was able to explain agreat deal about editing as acode of the
classical Hollywood cinema, using the shot as his "minimum segment" and
applying the semiotic concepts paradigmatic and syntagmatic. 17 A
syntagm is an ordering of signs, arule-governed combination of signs in a
determined sequence. Syntagms are normally linear and must follow a
strict order. A paradigm is agroup of signs so similar that they may be
substituted for one another in asyntagm. A simple sentence provides an
example of asyntagm: "Rosa throws the ball:' This sentence follows the
grammatical rules of order (or the syntagmatic code) for English: subject/
verb/direct object. We cannot change the order of the words in the sentence without making it nonsensical or unidiomatic ("Ball the Rosa
throws"). The sentence can be thought of as drawing on some paradigms
defined grammatically (nouns, verbs, and articles). Another paradigm
could be verbs synonymous with throw that might be substitutable here:
pitch, hurl, or toss. Of course, we change the meaning of the syntagm
every time we make asubstitution from aparadigm.
To take another example, ameal can be thought of as asyntagm: glass
of Chianti, tossed salad, spaghetti with meat sauce, chocolate cake, coffee. This syntagm follows American dietary customs that designate the
order in which dinner items will be served. This syntagmatic code is:
beverage, salad, main course, dessert, coffee. Different cultures or even
different families might eat these things in adifferent order, using adifferent code and producing adifferent syntagm—for example, coffee, spaghetti, wine, green salad, chocolate cake. Or we can imagine an idiosyncratic, unconventional code in which someone always started with dessert.
A paradigm would consist of all foods that could fall under the same category, such as dessert or main course. In arestaurant, we would have
many choices within each category—among types of wine (red, rosé, or
white, or more elaborate listings of the year, winery, and place of origin),
among different kinds of pastas (spaghetti, linguine, fettucine) and sauces
(alfredo, meatless, etc.), or among an assortment of items on the dessert
tray. The menu's alternatives in each category constitute the paradigmatic
sets for that particular menu; the individual meal ordered is the syntagm.
Paradigms are classifications of signs; Barthes wrote that in agiven
syntagm the individual signs are "united in absentia" with others of the
paradigm that were not selected. 18 The meaning of agiven syntagm derives in part from the absence of other possible paradigmatic choices. By
some, the meal syntagm used as an example here might be deemed un-
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healthy, ajudgment based on the presence of certain ingredients (an alcoholic drink, red meat in the sauce, sugar and chocolate in the dessert,
caffeine in the coffee) in our syntagm as well as the absence of some others (more vegetables and fruit, whole grain pasta, fruit for dessert, decaffeinated coffee, and water to drink).
For television we could argue that one paradigmatic category, based on
subject-to-camera distance, consists of the class of signs we identify as
close-ups; others would be head-and-shoulders shots, medium shots, long
shots, and extreme long shots. Another paradigmatic category might be
"all shots of Bill Cosby" Many television programs are produced inside a
studio, with three cameras filming the action at once. The director calls
the shots, speaking to the camera operators through headsets and asking
for specific shots that may be used next: aclose-up, atwo-shot, along
shot. Thus the paradigm during taping consists of the shots available from
cameras one, two, and three; the syntagm consists of the sequence of
shots actually selected, "switched" in the control room in adefinite order
(only one at atime) and lasting for aspecific period of time. In short,
every television program consists of aset of paradigmatic and syntagmatic
choices.
The concepts paradigmatic and syntagmatic may be applied to alevel
of organization higher than the edited sequence. They are also useful in
describing the diverse types of materials one encounters in the "flow" of
U.S. broadcast television. We could define as different paradigmatic sets
TV commercials, trailers for upcoming programming, station identifications, program end credits, opening sequences, and the programs themselves. On agiven evening on agiven channel, asyntagmatic chain that
selects from this paradigm might follow this order: closing credits of The
Cosby Show; cereal commercial; Armed Forces commercial; continued closing credits of The Cosby Show; trailer for upcoming special; trailer for the
next evening's programs; commercial for local automobile dealer. On a
larger scale, we might think of an individual episode as one element in the
syntagmatic chain of the chronological airing of an entire series over a
period of weeks and years.
Because television in the United States is often broadcast twenty-four
hours aday and because it is so discontinuous, combining many different
segments of short duration, determining the beginning and end of these
"syntagmatic chains" presents special problems for the TV critic. Does it
make sense to analyze an individual episode apart from its place in the
entire series? Can we ignore the commercial breaks when writing about
the experience of watching atelevision program? One of the biggest dif-
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ferences in television programming among different countries has to do
with the organization of its syntagmatic relations. Europeans often express shock when they see U.S. television for the first time; they are bewildered by the continual interruptions, the brevity of the program proper,
and the plethora of various advertisements. Raymond Williams coined
the term "television flow" after such an experience. On the other hand,
Americans watching German public television for the first time often find
the pace slow because the units that compose the daily schedule are longer
in duration and fewer in number. On the evening newsbreak, for example,
news readers may read copy for fifteen minutes, uninterrupted by on-thescene accounts from other reporters, commercials, or previews. When
soap operas produced in the United States, such as Dallas, are shown on
such anoncommercial station, the precommercial "mini-climaxes" (zoomins for facial close-ups, music building to acrescendo) appear strange when
they are followed not by acommercial but by the next scene of the program. Such an example could be described as achange in the syntagmatic
chain—and adecrease in the number of paradigmatic sets used to construct it.
Syntagrns and paradigms can be found in relationships between texts
as well as within asingle text. A generic paradigm of "TV game show"
might include Wheel of Fortune, Let's Make aDeal, The $64,000 Question, Queen for aDay, What's My Line?, Jeopardy!, Double Dare, and
Remote Control. A television genre critic would need to provide arationale for this grouping and analyze similarities among the programs. A
syntagmatic arrangement of game shows might be based on their sequence
in programming—their place on the TV schedule, with morning shows
first and evening shows later. Another kind of syntagm might be based on
their chronological appearance in the course of TV broadcast history, with
an older show like Queen for a Day preceding a more recent one like
Remote Control. Paradigmatic associations are synchronic: we group signs
together as though they had no history or temporal order. Syntagmatic
relationships tend to be diachronic: they unfold in time, whether it be a
matter of seconds or of years.
The meaning of every television program is influenced by syntagmatic
and paradigmatic relationships. America's Funniest Home Videos acquires
some of its meaning by its differences from (as acomedy competition using
home videos) and similarities to (presence of studio audience, prize money,
host) other TV game shows and contests. It also derives meaning from its
position on the weekly TV schedule (some viewers may not consider it a
game show because it is broadcast on Sunday evenings during prime time
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—thus violating recent expectations as to when agame show will be encountered) and its place on the time line of broadcast history (it offers
itself as anew kind of programming, and television publicity is notoriously amnesiac about its own past).
Saussurean linguistics is asynchronic model for the study of language;
that is, it insists that sign systems are to be studied as they exist at one
point in time. This is partly aconsequence of its working methods: one of
the principles of semiotics is that the langue (the total sign system) can be
inferred from studying parole (individual utterances or signs). Saussure
argued that one can learn the whole system from an individual case. And it
is true that verbal language—as asystem of paradigmatic and syntagmatic
rules— changes very slowly. Although the vocabulary might be somewhat
different, aShakespeare play written four hundred years ago is still "readable" today as an English-language parole. Semiotics was founded, then, on
astatic model of the sign. Some of the gravest shortcomings of semiotics as
atheory are aconsequence of this: it inherits the tendency to ignore change,
to divorce the sign from its referent, and to exclude the sender and receiver.
These characteristics limit the usefulness of semiotics in the study of
television. Because television is based on weaker codes than those that
govern verbal language, it is, as asystem of communication, unstable; it is
constantly undergoing modification and operates by conventions rather
than by hard-and-fast rules. In semiotic terms, communication involves
encoding and decoding. Each parole (instance of communication) is encoded
in aparticular communication system (written Spanish, Braille, Morse
code). The message is decoded by someone who is competent in that particular code. Unlike verbal language, with which any user of the system
can produce meaningful utterances, television is acommunication system
to which most of us have access only as viewers and listeners, not as
producers/encoders. Historically, television production has been for the
most part restricted to aspecialized, professional elite, those with access
to costly technologies and large and highly specialized division of labor.
Public-access television and home videos employ different conventions of
sign production and require different decoding skills from their audiences.

Structuralism
Structuralism has proven avery useful tool in studying television because, as amethod, it characteristically sets aside questions of aesthetic
worth or value to concentrate on the internal rules for the production of tele-
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vision meaning. As developed in linguistics and anthropology, structuralism sought to understand alanguage or aculture on its own terms and
urged the analyst to put aside judgment and evaluation. Journalistic television criticism has often been so interested in critical dismissal that careless generalizations and faulty descriptions have been the rule rather than
the exception. The application of structuralist methods has made television
criticism more rigorous, more accurate in describing its object, and less
evaluative. As do semioticians, structuralists study things synchronically
and are interested in the system as awhole more than in particular manifestations of it. Rather than studying forms of language, as semioticians normally do, structuralists study the way that acultural system produces aset
of texts or signs, which could be anything from folktales to kinship relations
to dietary rules. Characteristically, astructuralist analysis proposes binary
oppositions such as individual/community, male/female, nature/culture, or
mind/matter and argues that every element within the system derives its
meaning from its relationship to these categories. A structuralist analysis often leads to adescription of the worldview of aculture—its organizing principles for making sense of relationships among people who live in
the same society and between people and their material environments.
The work of Robert Hodge and David Tripp on children's animated series provides agood example of the usefulness of semiotics and structuralism in the analysis of television, as well as the problems and further
questions raised by such methods. Hodge and Tripp argue that cartoons—
widely considered one of the lowest forms of television—are surprisingly
complex. The reason children are fascinated by cartoons is not because
they have been turned into television zombies but because they are understandably engaged by the complex blend of aesthetic, narrative, visual,
verbal, and ideological codes at work in them. Though cartoons are characterized by agreat deal of repetition and redundancy, Hodge and Tripp
argue that their subject matter and their way of conveying it is complicated
stuff. Children use cartoons to decipher the most important structures in
their culture. To make this point, Hodge and Tripp analyze the titles
sequence of the unexceptional 1978 cartoon Fangface, an animated series
about the adventures of werewolf Sherman Fangsworth and his teenage
companions Kim, Biff, and Pugsie. Generically, the series was based
primarily on acomedy-mystery type of story (sometimes called the "Let's
get out of here" adventure formula) found in many examples of cartoons
from Scooby Doo (1969-80) to Slimer and the Real Ghost busters (1986—).
Hodge and Tripp base their analysis on asingle twenty-minute cartoon.
This starting point is significant in that it is the typical founding gesture
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of the semiotician to gather asmall, manageable, and synchronic (contemporaneous) text or set of texts for analysis and, using the text as abasis,
try to establish the conventions governing the larger system (in this case
the series Fangface and the larger system of children's animated television). Compared with other studies of children's television, Hodge and
Tripp's work seems startling new. For, in fact, cartoons have only occasionally been subjected to any kind of literary analysis, and never to the
painstaking detail Hodge and Tripp expend on Fangface. Instead, child
psychologists and media sociologists have tended to use the methods of
quantitative content analysis to "measure" the children's cartoon during a
fixed block of hours in the broadcasting schedule.
Content analysts count how many acts of violence occur, how many male
and female characters there are, how many minority characters appear,
how often villains speak with aforeign accent, and so on. The virtue of a
structuralist/semiotic analysis in this case, then, is that it focuses on both
syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. These combinations and structures are usually lost in content analysis, in which the meanings of discrete units of information within atelevision program are not thought to
depend on the context in which they appear. This is another important
principle of structuralism: the meaning of each sign within atext derives
from its relationship to other signs in the same system. As Terry Eagleton puts it: "Structuralism proper contains adistinctive doctrine ...the
belief that the individual units of any system have meaning only by virtue
of their relations to one another. ...[Y]ou become acard-carrying structuralist only when you claim that the meaning of each image is wholly a
matter of its relation to the other[s]." 19
In this essay, Iwill limit myself to recounting Hodge and Tripp's discussion of the fifty-second opening of Fangface, which they describe as "highly
compressed, using rapid, small-scale syntagme In most cases, these openings will be "the most salient memory children will have" of aprogram and
its characters. In the first image, Fangface appears wearing ared hat. He
licks his lips and smiles. Hodge and 'fripp analyze the image this way:
The picture itself is asyntagm, consisting of aface of an animal with
ahat. How do we categorize the two elements, to make up ameaning? Or what categories are implied by meanings that we assign it?
The hat looks odd, on Fangface's head. To express the oddness, we
can point to the animal nature of Fangface, and the human, cultural
quality of the hat. ...In the paradigmatic dimension the options are
apair of categories nature/culture (or animal/human, which is amore
specific instance of the broader pair), which is the source of the im-
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age's meaning. We can translate this meaning into words—Fangface
is both animal and human, both nature and culture. This meaning, of
course, also underlies the concept of awerewolf. Fangface's hat is odd
in another way: it faces backwards. Here one set of paradigmatic
categories concerns the position of ahat. This pair backwards/forwards
constitutes asingle structure. Forwards signals, among other things,
conformity, normality; backwards, therefore, signals the opposite: abnormality, non-conformity. 2°
In this passage, Hodge and Tripp have introduced the binary opposition
(nature/culture) and proceeded to organize the elements of the television
image into paradigmatic sets. Even at this early point, they acknowledge
that their description of this one image is partial and incomplete. They
have not discussed Fangface's tooth (single like ababy tooth, but big and
powerful like adult permanent teeth), or the color of his hat (red, contrasting with other primary colors and with brown, asecondary color).
Hodge and Tripp continue with adescription of the next three shots,
which follow abolt of lightning and the title "Fangface":
The sequence is clearly organized by amovement from outside to
inside, from nature (as adangerous threatening force) to mature, the
house and the bassinet and the baby protected within by both, ...
starting with ashot of the moon (outside, nature) then showing the
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baby at the window (not threatened by nature). The baby spins rapidly, like awhirlwind (nature) or like amachine (culture), and turns
into ababy werewolf (nature). However, this werewolf is not athreatening figure. It has acute expression, and wears anappy (human
culture). Then, with the soundtrack saying "only the sun (nature) can
change him back to normal," we see apicture of the sun with alongside it the words "Sunshine Laundry"21
A zoom-out reveals that the sun that changes Fangface back into Sherman Fangsworth is not the real sun but apicture of the sun on abox of
laundry detergent in the kitchen. To Hodge and Tripp, this signals another ambiguous rendering of the nature/culture split, in this case between the sun belonging to nature—one of the stars—and the sun used
for the purposes of acommercial trademark and located in the domestic
sphere (culture). So far, Hodge and Tripp have covered only the first nine
shots of the titles sequence. This is one of the perennial problems plaguing the semiotician, especially the semiotician of television, in which each
segment, each image, can produce an enormous (some would say preposterous) amount of analytical text.
Hodge and Tripp's analysis of the verbal track is more concise. The
voice-over in this opening sequence explains: "Every 400 years ababy
werewolf is born into the Fangsworth family, and so when the moon shined
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on little Sherman Fangsworth he changed into Fangface. A werewolf!
Only the sun can change him back to normal. And so little Fangs grew up
and teamed with three daring teenagers, Kim, Biff, and Pugsie, and together they find danger, excitement and adventure!' The verbal track is
used for conveying time, causal relationships, and exposition—for example, the tale of Fangface's origins. Following Barthes, Hodge and Tripp
find that the verbal channel anchors the meaning of the visual. But Hodge
and Tripp note that even the verbal track offers some "interesting illogicalities? They focus on the use of "so" to suggest acausality where none
logically exists between being awerewolf and growing up and teaming up
with "three daring teenagers!' However, most viewers would never notice
this contradiction unless the words of the Fangface opening were printed
out for them to read. The words alone do not reveal the strong parodic
connotation of the "voice of God" style in which the opening is read and
the announcer's voice—deep, booming, masculine, and middle-aged.
Despite the length and detail of many structuralist analyses, critics of
the method have accused structuralists of ignoring stray meanings in the
text and of closing off potential interpretations. The organization of all
the various elements here into one class or the other, nature or culture, is
an example of this flaw. But Hodge and Tripp do not impose asingular,
unifying meaning in the television opening: "The pattern throughout this
sequence is built up of different arrangements of primary opposition:
nature-culture; human-animal. The result is not asingle consistent message about the relations between the two. Sometimes nature is seen as
threatening, sometimes as compatible with culture. Fangface is the focus
of both ambiguity and ambivalence!'
Is Hodge and Tripp's analysis relevant to other cartoon examples? Does
it have ausefulness beyond the specific example of Fangface? It may be
helpful to attempt to extend this kind of analysis to amore recent example of the television animated series, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. In the
series opening sequence, the main characters are revealed to be agroup of
four teenagers, as in Fangface. The turtles do not undergo any physical
transformations (from human to werewolf); rather, they personify the combination of nature and culture. The turtles are green amphibians "in ahalfshell" (nature), but they are also mutants who speak, walk on two feet,
bear the names of Renaissance painters, and wear clothing (culture). Each
of them wears amasklike scarf over his eyes (in blue, red, orange, and
purple) and matching sweatbands around his knees, wrists, and ankles.
Each also wears abelt around the waist that secures different martial arts
weapons (threatening), and the theme song informs us that they are a"fear-
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some fighting team" against the evil Shredder. Yet they have big cute eyes
and are not yet grown up (safe). The theme song repeatedly offers the
combination of Ninja and teenager (as in the line, "Splinter taught them
to be Ninja teens"), aparadox that emphasizes the oppositions of old/
young, discipline/rebellion. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles seems to reinterpret the nature/culture split as freewheeling, nonconformist American
adolescence (nature) versus strict, conformist Japanese adulthood (culture).
Hodge and Tripp find that the nature/culture axis is ahighly significant
one in the world of Fangface, and our brief analysis suggests that it might
be applied to Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles as well. Lévi-Strauss found
that the same binary opposition underlay the mythological systems of South
American tribal cultures. Is nature/culture abinary opposition so basic to
narrative that it will always figure in the structuralist's findings? Are
structuralism's categories predetermined for the critic by the body of work
that has gone before? Or are they so general that the same categories will
be found everywhere, in all kinds of texts, thus becoming too general to
be valuable as acritical tool? The answers to these questions seem to be
both yes and no.
There is asuspicious resemblance between Lévi-Strauss's findings and
those of Hodge and Tripp, despite agreat divergence in historical and
cultural settings. But one can also look at the larger field of children's
literature, animated television, and commercial culture and find that the
nature/culture division, or the blurring of the two, is acentral characteristic of children's media. Animal characters who dress in clothes, talk,
and walk on two feet have appeared with ever greater frequency in children's literature throughout the twentieth century: all of them can be
seen as negotiating in some ways the nature/culture, animal/human oppositions. Television animation is especially fond of such characters, and
they are often treated by journalists and experts on childhood as anew,
bizarre, and grossly commercialized example of collusion between toy manufacturers and the television industry Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are
just the most recent example.
Many of the licensed characters that proliferated in children's television
in the 1980s lend themselves to astructuralist analysis using the nature/
culture pair: My Little Ponies (horses in pastel colors and makeup);
Thundercats (tigers, lions, and cheetahs operating high-tech spacecraft);
Ghostbusters (the spirit world tamed by the technical gadgetry of ectoblasters and proton packs). But how do we explain specific manifestations
of the binary opposition? The figures of the werewolf in Fangface and
Splinter (who is simultaneously aJapanese Ninja master and arat) in
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Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are products of different historical moments and different racial ideologies. Does the use of the binary opposition nature/culture to analyze these cartoons obscure important differences by being too universalist?
Terry Eagleton has remarked that one of the primary drawbacks to
structuralist research is that it is "hair-raisingly unhistorical!" To take just
one example, the history of children's television and animation lend some
important information for an understanding of Fangface, although Hodge
and Tripp, like most structuralists, do not concern themselves with this
context. The animated television series found on Saturday morning television and throughout syndication today are very different from "cartoons" in
the sense of animated motion picture shorts by Disney and Hanna Barbera
— Donald Duck, Bugs Bunny, or Tam and Jerry. A historical approach
could trace these important changes: "limited" animation techniques (fixed
backdrops and restricted character movement) were developed in the 1950s
for animated television series like Fangface in an effort to cut time and
costs; these new series then adapted storytelling conventions from the television series and the comic book. Interviews with children suggest how
important it is to understand television in such "intertextual" frames. Many
children, on seeing Fangface for the first time, whispered "Scooby Doo"
and "Incredible Hulk" to one another during the opening sequence—
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they immediately recognized the show's similarity to other television
texts.
A historical approach to the animated television series would also allow
us to contextualize and explain the kinds of changes that can be observed
in different series from the 1970s to the 1990s, between series like Fangface
and Scooby Doo and contemporary examples like Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles. In the 1970s, the groups of four adventurers were usually made
up primarily of human beings, with atoken female making one of the four.
By the 1990s, many programs had few humans and no females among the
group. The settings changed from the small town and the countryside to
Manhattan and Tokyo. The villains have been transformed from the cold
war's mad scientists, complete with Russian or German accents, into Japanese technocrats; the generic references are no longer to the mystery
story and horror film but to the martial arts movie, although both the series
discussed here retain many of the conventions of science fiction. All of these
comparisons need to be pursued by someone studying the cartoon from the
perspective of genre criticism or narrative or ideological analysis. If we
pursue astructuralist analysis alone, we might simply arrange the different elements in Fangface and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles into nature/
culture oppositions and conclude that they are very similar, whereas acritic
better versed in the history of the animated series and the different cultural
and political contexts in which they were made might see the differences
between the types of series and be better able to explain these differences.

Post-structuralism
The classical structuralist does not look beyond the text to "real" readers, viewers, and listeners to verify whether others find the same kinds of
meanings that s/he does. Television studies, over the past fifteen years,
has become increasingly preoccupied with this omission and with other
limitations of semiotics and structuralism. Although they continue to use
the concepts of text, signification, and code, TV scholars have also sought
to address the problem in various other ways. Hodge and Tripp's larger
study, which includes many different kinds of audience studies in addition
to textual analysis, reveals the influence of post-structuralism. For example, they showed the Fangface episode to groups of children, held discussions with them about the episode, and compared the children's verbal
and nonverbal responses to their own semiotic analysis. In another study,
they asked teachers to keep adiary recording the (rather infrequent) in-
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stances when children mentioned television at school. In the first study,
Hodge and Tripp acknowledge the role of the unconscious in shaping the
children's and their own interpretations of the text. In the second, they
recognize that meanings are influenced by the social institutions—in this
case, school—that control and censor children in certain ways.
Throughout their work, Hodge and Tripp recognize that their own analysis is partial and is formed by their own position as adults, academics, and
men and by their own subjectivities. In this, they part company with the
neutral and objective voice of the semiotician and insist on the necessity of
being self-critical about their research. Hodge and Tripp freely admit that
they are imposing alogical, rational organization of meanings on the text
and, in doing so, are likely to exclude other possible meanings. The meanings they find in Fangface may not be thought of as "residing" in the text
at all but are, rather, aproduct of their own interaction with the text. They
allow for the options of chaotic or idiosyncratic meanings in the children's
decoding of Fangface, as well as for the possibility that children will ignore
many elements in the cartoon simply because they are irrelevant to them.'
Semiotic analysis tends to "neaten up" the texts it studies: some elements are picked out for significance and others are excluded, repressed.
Post-structuralism emphasizes the slippage between signifier and signified
—between one sign and the next, between one context and the next
—while emphasizing that meaning is always situated, specific to agiven
context. What gets excluded in astructuralist analysis, and why, has been
the subject of such post-structuralists as Jacques Derrida and Julia
Kristeva. Theories of psychoanalysis and of ideology, under the influence
of post-structuralism, focus on the gaps and fissures, the structuring absences and the incoherencies, in atext like Fangface.
Hodge and Tripp are not ready to discard signification altogether or to
argue that "anything goes" in interpreting cartoons. They go on to study
Fangface through empirical tests in which they screen the cartoon opening
for children and discuss their understanding of it. They are well aware of the
limited and partial nature of the responses that children (and adults) will
make about television: how these will be created by the context—the classroom, the home, the laboratory—in which the children are speaking; how
gender, race, and age differences within the group will influence the discussion. This brings us to another important insight that Hodge and Tripp
adapt from the post-structural critique. We know television through talking
and writing about it, through discourse. Emile Benveniste used the term
discourse to refer to "every utterance assuming aspeaker and ahearer,
and in the speaker, the intention of influencing the other in some way.""
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In its current usage, discourse carries the stronger implication of speech
governed by social, material, and historical forces, which disallow certain
things from being said or even thought while forcing us to say certain
other things. The term has been used by scholars frequently throughout
the 1980s, often in arather vague way. Many scholars use it in Michel
Foucault's sense to refer to aset of complex, multilayered texts that determine and limit what can be said or known about certain subjects and
therefore serve particular interests in the power structure of society.
Foucault focused on questions of power and knowledge in various
discourses—many of them scientific ones—about sexuality, mental illness, and criminality.
In society various discourses about television compete with one another;
each is informed by and represents aspecific set of interests. For example, in writing about children's television, competing and contradictory
discourses are produced by industry producers, such consumer protection
groups as Action for Children's Television, and academic "childhood professionals" such as educators, pediatricians, psychologists, and social workers. Each of these groups contributes to adiscourse that allows certain
things to be said and rules out other things—or makes them unimaginable.
The discourse of child experts usually assumes acertain normative view
of what children are like (naive, impressionable, uncritical), of what television should do (help children learn to read and to understand math and
science), of what is an appropriate way to spend leisure time (being physically and mentally active, doing things), and of what television viewing is
(passive and mindless). These ideas derive from larger medical, religious,
and social science bodies of thought. 25
Discourse is not "free speech!' It is not aperfect expression of the speaker's intentions. Indeed, we cannot think of communicative intentions as
predating the constraints of language at all. When Hodge and Tripp interviewed children about Fangface and other television shows, they found, in
analyzing videotapes and transcripts of the discussion, that in many instances boys silenced girls, adults silenced children, and interviewers silenced subjects—through nonverbal censure of some remarks (glances,
laughter, grimacing), by wording questions and responses in certain ways,
or by failures to comprehend each other's terms. We can never think about
the meaning of television outside of these contexts. As Hodge and Tripp
put it, "Verbal language is also the main mediator of meaning. It is the
form in which meanings gain public and social form, and through discussion
are affected by the meanings of others."26 They remind us that the entire
topic of children and television is circumscribed by spoken and written dis-
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course. No matter how complete the textual analysis of television, no matter how well designed the audience study, it "would still be partial because
it would still be located in particular social and historical circumstances:' 27
Perhaps the best way to think of semiotics and structuralism is as a
kind of useful exercise for making sure that we know our object before
venturing out into other models of study. As a descriptive method, it
makes sure we have spent sufficient time with atext before moving on to a
series of questions regarding audience activity and the play of television
as discourse.
Semiotics frequently speaks of atext as though its meanings were pregiven and would be understood in precisely the same way by everyone. At
worst, it operates as though all meanings are translatable and predictable
through the work of agifted, scientifically minded semiotician, whose own
unconscious and subjectivity have no effect on the analysis produced. Structuralism challenges traditions in Western philosophy that are based on
the notion of the individual as atranscendent, self-present, free agent
who exists apart from any social or ideological constraints. Contrary to
this position, structuralism is based on amodel in which individuals are at
birth subjected to the structures of culture and society. However, the flaw
in the structuralist model, as post-structuralists have been quick to point
out, is that it is inevitably idealist in the philosophical sense that ideas are
seen as relatively independent, primary forces that determine reality,
rather than as the products of human beings in particular material circumstances. In semiotics and structuralism, signification becomes akind
of pure mental activity divorced from the material world. The poststructuralists have emphasized the contingency of meanings as derived
from cultural texts such as those of television, the instability of the
signifieds linked to signs, and the importance of the unconscious "structured like alanguage" in the formation of the subject.
Semiotics is extremely useful in its attempt to describe precisely how
television produces meaning and its insistence on the conventionality of
the signs. For if signs are conventional, they are also changeable. But
semiotics remains silent on the question of how to change asign system.
Stubbornly restricting itself to the text, it cannot explain television economics, production, history, or the audience. Still, semiotics and structuralism, even with their liabilities, have raised questions about theories
of gender, of the subject, of psychoanalysis, of ideology—and about
the practice of all cultural criticism—that have been usefully applied to
television in awide range of critical practices discussed in the chapters
that follow.
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FOR FURTHER READING
The secondary literature is agood place to start in this difficult field. See
Terence Hawkes, Structuralism and Semiotics (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977); Terry Eagleton, Literary Theory: An Introduction
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983); or Rosalind Coward and
John Ellis, Language and Materialism (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul,
1977). After that one might tackle some of the primary texts: Roland Barthes,
Elements of Semiology, trans. Annette Lavers and Colin Smith (New York:
Hill and Wang, 1968); Umberto Eco, A Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1976); and Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, trans. Wade Baskin (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966.) A useful introduction and acouple of brief, primary texts by Claude Lévi-Strauss
and Jacques Lacan may be found in Jacques Ehrmann, ed., Structuralism
(New York: Anchor Books, 1970).
The problem of verbal and visual codes in media is taken up by Roland
Barthes in Image/Music/Text, trans. Stephen Heath (New York: Hill and Wang,
1977). Barthes' entertaining observations about popular culture are collected
in Mythologies, trans. Annette Lavers (New York: Hill and Wang, 1972).
Umberto Eco has written specifically about television in "Interpreting Seriale in The Limits of Interpretation (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1990), pp. 83-100, and in anumber of essays entitled "Reports from the Global
Village," in Faith in Fakes (London: Seeker and Warburg, 1986), pp. 133-80.
E. H. Gombrich supplies invaluable background on the importance of nonrepresentational codes in images in Art and Illusion (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1972).
A good introduction to semiotics as applied to television criticism may be
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found in John Fiske and John Hartley, Reading Television (London: Methuen,
1978); the differences between broadcast television and film are provocatively
described in John Ellis, Visible Fictions: Cinema, Television, Video (London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1982). An exhaustive application of semiotics to
television that also offers an excellent discussion of its limitations is Robert
Hodge and David Tripp, Children and Television: A Semiotic Approach (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1986); Hodge and Tripp's work is highly
recommended reading for everyone, even those uninterested in the specific
topic of children's television. Another useful book is Roger Silverstone, The
Message of Television: Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Culture (London:
Heinemann, 1981).
Television scholars John Fiske, Margaret Morse, and David Morley consistently have used semiotics and structuralism in their work. Fiske's "Moments
of Television: Neither the Text nor the Audience in Remote Control: Television, Audiences and Cultural Power, ed. Ellen Seiter, Hans Borchers, Gabriele
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semiotics and structuralist analysis of television news to the audience members in The "Nationwide" Audience: Structure and Decoding (London: British Film Institute, 1980); "Texts, Readers, Subjects," in Culture, Media, Language, ed. Stuart Hall, Dorothy Hobson, Andrew Lowe, and Paul Willis
(London: Hutchinson, 1980); and "The `Nationwide' Audience: A Critical Postscript:' Screen Education 39 (Summer 1981): 3-15.
To date, film has been analyzed more carefully by semioticians than has
television; some central works that may prove useful are Christian Metz, Film
Language: A Semiotics of the Cinema, trans. Michael Taylor (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974); and Language and Cinema, trans. Donna
Umiker-Sebeok (The Hague: Mouton, 1974); Jurij Lotman, Semiotics of Cinema, Michigan Slavic Contributions no. 5(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1976). Bill Nichols relates semiotic issues to ideological analysis in
Ideology and the Image (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1981). A
lucid case study of afilm that uses structuralist methods and attempts to
combine these with ahistorical, Marxist, and psychoanalytic interpretation is
Charles Eckert, "Anatomy of aProletarian Film: Warner's Marked Woman,"
in Movies and Methods II, ed. Bill Nichols (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1987). Reading Eckert's response to the critics of this article and his
own second thoughts about the method can give us asense of the reception of
structuralism by U.S. film scholars in the 1970s (see "Shall We Deport LéviStrauss?," Film Quarterly 17, no. 3[Spring 19741: 63-65).
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hereas our ancestors used to listen to talltale spinners, read penny dreadfuls, tune in
to radio dramas, or rush to the local bijou
each Saturday, now we primarily satisfy our

ever-constant yearning for stories by gathering around the flickering box
in the living room. Television is the principal storyteller in contemporary
American society.
But what kind of storyteller is it? In what ways are stories presented on
television similar to those transmitted through other media? How can approaching television as anarrative art deepen our understanding of individual shows or of the medium as awhole? How can looking at television
help us with our research on narrative itself?
The same decades that have brought the invention, birth, and increasing maturity of broadcast television have also played host to the development of anew critical field, narratology, or more simply, narrative theory. This theory has its roots in the Soviet Union of the late 1920s,
specifically in the work of the Russian Formalists and Vladimir Propp; it
has since been fed by the studies of adiverse, international group of linguists, semiologists, anthropologists, folldmists, literary critics, and film
theorists. Although several people have made outstanding contributions,
the field does not rest on the work or the authority of any founding figure(s).
Moreover, although the practitioners come from different disciplines and
study various questions in adiverse selection of texts, the field has been
(comparatively) free of heated dispute. Topics have been raised, sifted,
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argued, and tested until ageneral outline of narrative structure and process has emerged and won widespread—if not absolute—consensus.
Many of the major studies of narrative were published during the 1960s
and 1970s; by the early 1980s the field could be synthesized and disseminated to awider audience. The most recent work in narrative theory is
more in the nature of refinement and extension than of discovery or
creation.' Although many questions remain to be settled (and some oncesettled issues are now being rethought) narrative theory is well established as afield of academic study.
There are several books (to which Iam deeply indebted) that summarize the fundamentals of the theory. 2 Ihope that the interested reader will
consult such texts for more detailed explanations of the key concepts and
more accurate discussion of the ambiguities than is possible here. My task
is to use the fruits of this theory to focus on the nature of television
narratives.
First, however, we must understand the limitations of narrative theory
as atool. Because this field is concerned with general mappings of narrative structure, it is inescapably and unapologetically "formalist" (that is,
it concentrates on describing or analyzing the text's intrinsic formal parameters), and it is up to the individual practitioner to use the insights
gained about narrative structure to analyze atext's content or ideology.
Similarly, because narrative theory concentrates on the text itself, it leaves
to other critical methods questions about where the story comes from (for
instance, the history, organization, and regulation of the broadcast industry, the influence of the networks, or the contributions of individual professionals) and the myriad effects (psychological or sociological) that the
text has upon its audience. Later chapters will demonstrate critical approaches that fill in these large voids.
Yet, at the same time, we must not underestimate the importance of
narrative theory as acritical vantage point, because American television
is as saturated in narrative as asponge in aswimming pool. Most television shows—the sitcom, the action series, the cartoon, the soap opera,
the miniseries, the made-for-TV movie—are narrative texts.' Moreover,
programs that are not ostensibly fictional entertainments, but rather have
other goals such as description, education, or argumentation, tend to use
narrative as ameans to their ends.' On the evening news, an unembellished recital of the latest economic figures is merely informative, but the
story of the Congressional battle over passage of ahotly debated bill is
just that: ast,ory. 5 A commercial for pain relievers may rely on comparison and argument, or an ad for acar may be abstract and descriptive, but
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avast number of advertisements offer acompressed narrative exemplifying the products' beneficial effects. Music videos often enact the storyline
of the song's lyrics. Nature documentaries tend to follow the story of the
animal's life cycle or of the seasonal progression in ageographic area.
The only television formats that consistently eschew narrative are those
that are highly structured according to their own alternate rules: game
shows, exercise shows, news conferences, talk shows, musical performances, sports contests. Yet even in such cases, narrative may infiltrate:
football games, for instance, can be seen as stories of one team's triumph
and the other's defeat, narrated by the sports announcers.
Thus, narratives are not only the dominant type of text on television,
but narrative structure is, to alarge extent, the portal or grid through
which even nonnarrative television must pass. The world that we see on
television is aworld that has been shaped by the rules of this discourse. It
well behooves us, then, to examine its rules carefully.
To this end, we learn from narrative theory that every narrative can be
split into two parts: the story, that is, "what happens to whom:' and the
discourse, that is, "how the story is told? (Please keep in mind that this is
an artificial or "theoretical" distinction. )6 To recognize television's specificity, Ibelieve we need to add a third layer, schedule, that is, "how
the story and discourse are affected by the text's placement within the
larger discourse of the station's schedule? Let us begin with the innermost layer.

Story
Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan defines astory as "a series of events arranged
in chronological order." She correspondingly defines an event as "a change
from one state of affair to another." 7Tzvetan lbdorov uses different terms,
but he is talking about the same phenomenon when he defines aminimal
narrative as amove from equilibrium through disequilibrium to anew
equilibrium. 8 For example, a United Airlines commercial presents a
mother and young daughter in loving embrace (equilibrium). The mother
leaves the girl at aday care center and flies off to New York for abusiness
meeting (disequilibrium). The mother flies back in time to pick up the
daughter at the end of the day (new equilibrium). Rimmon-Kenan's and
Todorov's definitions do not quite make explicit the fact that events cannot
occur in avacuum—they must be enacted by agiven set of characters or
actants in acertain setting. Seymour Chatman groups characters and set-
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ting under the label existents. Together, events and existents are the basic
components out of which stories are made.
Out in the "real world,'' things may happen totally at random, but in
stories they are linked by temporal succession (X occurred, then Y occurred) and/or causality (because Y occurred, Zoccurred). Television, like
all other narrative forms, takes advantage of the viewer's almost unquenchable habit of inferring causality from succession. For example, asimple
commercial for NyQuil (a patent cold remedy) first shows aman and a
woman together in adouble bed, both snuffling and sneezing. We understand them to be husband and wife, afflicted with horrible colds. Without
dialogue, the woman takes some NyQuil from her bedside table and offers
it to the man; he declines and takes another medication. A title reads
LATER; then we see the woman fast asleep while the husband is still miserably awake. Note that the commercial links these two scenes merely by
an indicator of temporal succession, but the advertisers know full well
that the viewer will make acausal connection: the wife is sleeping peacefully because she took NyQuil.
Not all story events are of equal importance. As Roland Barthes was
the first to point out, 9 one can determine ahierarchy between the events
that actively contribute to the story's progression and/or open up options
(Chatman labels these kernels) and those events that are more routine or
minor (Chatman's satellites). In the NyQuil commercial, the important,
kernel event is the decision to take the medication: "sitting up in bed:'
"reaching for the bottle," and "unscrewing the cap" may be events, but
they are minor satellites.
In stories, events do not progress randomly. For millennia, one of the
tasks of critics has been the discovery and description of stories' underlying structures. It was Aristotle who first pointed out the seemingly banal
but actually vital fact that the plots of tragedies have abeginning, amiddle, and an end.' Over acentury ago, German playwright and novelist
Gustav Freytag elaborated on this insight by describing the typical "dramatic triangle": well-made plays begin with an expository sequence setting out the state of affairs, rise through various twists and turns of complicating actions to aclimax, and then fall off in intensity to acoda that
delineates the resolution of the crises and the new state of affairs." With
the exception of serials (to be discussed later), Freytag might have been
describing American television.
Noting that stories often share an overall arc of development is one
thing, but arguing that story events fall into predictable, specific patterns
is another. In his pathbreaking study, Morphology of the Folktale, first
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published in 1928, Vladimir Propp studied agroup of Russian fairy tales.
He invites the reader to compare such events as "1. A tsar gives an eagle
to ahero. The eagle carries the hero away to another kingdom. ...2. An
old man gives Stiéenko ahorse. The horse carries Súéenko away to another kingdom.' 12 Obviously, something uncannily similar is going on here.
Propp concludes that although different tales may feature different characters, these characters fall into one of seven types of dramatic personae:
hero, villain, donor, dispatcher, false hero, helper, and princess and her
father. Moreover, despite surface variability, the actions of these personae
serve identifiable purposes in terms of their "function" in moving the story
along. Propp thus was able to formulate the following "laws":
1. Functions of characters serve as stable, constant elements in atale,
independent of how and by whom they are fulfilled;
2. The number of functions known to the fairy tale is limited;
3. The sequence of functions is always identical; and
4. All fairy tales are of one type in regard to their structure.'
Propp compiled alist of thirty-one functions occurring in his tales. These
tales trace ahero's quest and/or contest with avillain; thus, typical functions include such activities as "#6: The villain attempts to deceive his
victim in order to take possession of him or of his belongings" and "#12:
The hero is tested, interrogated, attacked, etc., which prepares the way
for his receiving either amagical agent or helper." Propp's list of functions
specifies all the different categories of events found in these tales and the
sequence in which they transpire.
Consider the following:
1. Housewife X's sink is clogged. Josephine the plumber suggests Liquid Plumr. The drain cleaner cuts through the clog and the problem
is solved.
2. Customer Y has dry, chapped hands from washing dishes. Madge the
manicurist suggests Palmolive dishwashing detergent. Customer Y
gratefully returns to the beauty parlor with restored hands.
3. Housewife Z makes bad coffee and husband complains. Mrs. Olson
recommends Folger's coffee. Housewife Z tries Folger's and wins
husband's praise and affection.
In each of the above stories, the heroine has alack or misfortune (Propp's
function #8a), which is noticed (#9). She comes into contact with adonor
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(#13), who suggests the use of the magical agent (#14). The initial misfortune or lack is liquidated (#19). Often the heroine is then praised and
thanked by family members (figuratively, #31: "The hero is married and
ascends the throne").
Obviously, it is sorely tempting to try to fit television narratives into
Propp's schema of functions and his categories of personae. Indeed, Roger
Silverstone has worked out adetailed analysis of aBritish series, Intimate Strangers; David Giles has worked on police shows; Arthur Asa
Berger has studied The Prisoner." (In other contexts, Propp has been
applied to films, novels, and even to the Bible.) 15 Yet there have always
been questions as to the validity of Propp's particular schema, and David
Bordwell has recently argued that: (a) there are legitimate questions about
the accuracy of Propp's original scholarship; and (b) followers of Propp are
overly casual in their application of his schema, using it piecemeal, constantly stretching points, making exceptions, and forcing things to fit. 16
If we must accordingly be wary of relying too heavily on Propp's specific
schema, we might still be open to, and perhaps excited by, the possibility
of determining general rules of story construction. Taking off from Propp's
lead, several structuralist narrative theorists have argued that stories are
governed by aset of unwritten rules, acquired by all storytellers and receivers in somewhat the way we all acquire the basic rules of grammar.
This conclusion explains both stories' variability and consistency: asentence can be composed from an almost infinite choice of subjects, verbs,
and objects, but to be comprehended, these choices must be arranged
according to certain shared conventions. One major strand of narrative
theory has concentrated on further specifying these rules; the theories
expounded by Tzvetan Todorov, Claude Bremond, Thomas Pavel, A. J.
Greimas, and others are generally more "abstract" than Propp's and are
bent on working out, via the methodology of linguistics and semiology,
patterns of relations that apply to all stories. 17 None of these competing
theories has won complete acceptance, and to my knowledge, only Greimas's
schema has ever been applied to television.'
The search for underlying structure may be particularly relevant to
television, which, as critics have so often complained, is highly formulaic.
Some formulas are unique to particular shows: one can practically guarantee that each week on the original Star Trek the USS Enterprise will
encounter some alien life form, members of the crew will be separated
from the ship (which will itself be place in jeopardy), one crew member
will have aromantic interest, and all will be resolved through the crew's
resourcefulness or high-mindedness. Other formulas may apply across
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genres (see Jane Feuer's chapter): harmony must be restored at the end of
each sitcom; detectives will solve the crime; investigative reporters will
uncover ascandal, and so on.
Such predictability has led scholars to remark on television's deficiencies
in terms of one of the major engines driving narrative—suspense. As
Roland Barthes argues in S/Z, each significant event opens up anumber
of possibilities; the reader or viewer is constantly in astate of suspense
and anticipation, wondering "what next? what next?"' Because episodic
series on television are so formulaic, and because we know that, except in
special cases, the hero or heroine will be back next week, critics have
argued that we rarely feel the same anxiety with TV, as we do with afilm
or novel, about whether the hero and his love interest will triumph—or
even survive.'
Although this "low suspense" generalization has validity, there are exceptions. In addition to their moral and political significance, the Watergate
scandal and the Persian Gulf War were compelling as stories; each evening
news broadcast revealed complicated and unpredictable twists and turns,
and it was by no means certain that the good guys were going to win out,
or at what cost.
Moreover, certain regularly scheduled television shows can be excruciatingly suspenseful. Consider Rescue 911. This program blends reenactments and documentary footage, actors and "real people," to recreate the
"true stories" of victims of life-threatening situations, victims who were
saved by the assistance of emergency personnel. (Hence the title, which
refers to the phone number that Americans dial to reach emergency assistance.) Let us look in greater detail at an episode that aired during the
1990-91 season. The story can be summarized as follows:
The Kopsticks are ending their vacation in aresort condominium.
Christine is in the kitchen washing dishes while her husband, Terry,
loads the car with luggage. The two children are watching television.
Unseen by Christine, two-and-a-half-year-old Ross goes into the bedroom and looks out the window at ducks in apond below. Ross leans
on the screen—it gives way, and the boy falls three stories into the
pond. His parents notice that he is missing, and, initially without
anxiety, start to look for him. Meanwhile the boy's body, floating in
the water, is seen by the Smith family; Lindell Smith dives in and
pulls him—apparently lifeless—to shore. An ambulance is called for.
The parents realize what is going on and are distraught. Terry attempts CPR on his son, he is soon replaced by the resort's landscap-
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ers, who are more effective. Ross starts to breathe and moan. The
ambulance arrives; the paramedics are concerned that Ross may have
suffered spinal injuries in the fall. He is carefully loaded in the ambulance and taken to the hospital. Doctors examine him for six hours
and conclude that he has escaped all injury; the parents are overjoyed. Drawn together by the accident, the Kopsticks and the Smiths
become friends.
This story proceeds by prompting aseries of questions. When will the
parents realize that the boy has fallen out the window? Will the Smiths
realize that the object they see in the water is achild? Has Lindell Smith
pulled him out of the pond in time? Will the artificial respiration work?
When will more help arrive? How bad are the boy's internal injuries? Did
he suffer brain damage? As soon as one question is answered, another,
seemingly equally critical, takes its place. The viewer doesn't quite believe that the boy will die; we feel certain that the producers would never
offer up such atragedy. (lb my knowledge, although Rescue 911 has offered stories that end with the victim suffering amputation or paralysis, it
has never presented astory in which the victim died.) And yet the show
manages to build up agreat deal of suspense and tension. Ican think of
three reasons for this unusually high level of suspense: (1) This story is a
self-contained episode. The Kopstick family are not "regulars" on Rescue
911 and the viewer has no expectations of seeing them again next week.
Thus, their future is not predetermined by the demands of the "series"
format; (2) The story itself has the unpredictability, the unforeseeable
"messiness' of "real life" (these twists and turns are not likely to occur to
television scriptwriters); and (3) The show capitalizes on acertain "reality
effect"—knowing that the action really transpired along these lines makes
the peril and the stakes much higher than they would be in an overtly
fictional text.
Ongoing, scripted, fictional television narratives have learned to compensate for their lack of suspense by proliferating storylines. Often ashow
will use the same protagonist for separate storylines, as when detective
shows involve their heroes in both acase and aromance. Other series will
use different family members as the leading players in separate storylines;
soap operas keep as many as five or six storylines hopping simultaneously.
Each given storyline may be formulaic, but the ways in which it combines
with, parallels, contrasts, or comments upon another storyline may add
interest and complexity.
Let us look, for illustration, at an episode of Roseanne broadcast dur-
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ing the 1990-91 season. Roseanne and Dan are planning to take along
weekend vacation together alone in Las Vegas, avacation that they have
been looking forward to and scrimping for. They encounter complications:
Roseanne's new boss at the diner tells her that he was never told of her
intention to take the weekend off and that if she doesn't show up for work
he will fire her; Darlene and Becky are planning to give aparty in their
parents' absence, and Dan must set down rules and arrange for his sisterin-law, Jackie, to supervise; and aterrible snowstorm grounds the plane
on the runway. The dominant storyline, which centers on Roseanne and
Dan's marital needs and desire for pleasure, is intersected by the ongoing
story of Roseanne's relationship with her boss and her job and by the
continuing saga of their teenage daughters' attempts at independence and
romantic involvements. Thus, Roseanne's bristling at her boss's authority
is echoed by the girls' attempted defiance of their parents, and the parents' sexuality is mirrored by the girls' interest in their boyfriends.
The strategy of proliferating storylines diffuses the viewer's interest in
any one line of action and spreads that interest over alarger field. In
general, Iwould extend Robert Allen's insight about soap operas to cover
the lion's share of narrative television: television stories generally displace
audience interest from the syntagmatic axis to the paradigmatic—that is,
from the flow of events per se to the revelation and development of
existents. 21
"Existents" includes both characters and setting, but television narratives commonly underutilize setting. Theatrical films will lavish money
and time on capturing details of the setting with infinite care, making the
Western prairie, the futuristic cityscape, or the urban ghetto a major
component of the tale, a character in its own right. But the average
prime-time series has arelatively undistinguished setting; opening montage sequences may situate the show in aparticular locale, but once the
action begins, the living room, bedroom, office, restaurant, or hospital
studio sets are not particularly evocative or individualized. (Commercials,
with higher budgets, make more use of scenery)
In fact, as others have noted, it is characters and their interrelationships that dominate television stories. 22 The way the medium presents
characters contrasts markedly with the situation in literature; despite the
apparent individuality and vibrancy of an Emma Bovary or Huckleberry
Finn, theorists argue over whether, or in what way, literary characters
can truly be said to exist. Some claim that it is nonsense to think of them
as people—they are merely phantasms, nothing but aconcatenation of
the actions they perform or the traits ascribed to them. Ultimately each
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dissolves into nothing but words on aprinted page. However, television
narratives, like films, indisputably offer more than words on apage. Television performers and their character roles are hardly equivalent: television characters "die," whereas the actors who portrayed them blithely
move on to other projects; by the same token, performers may be involved
in scandal or controversy that doesn't affect their characters. Yet because
of the indexical nature of the television sign (see Ellen Seiter's chapter),
whenever we are watching Roseanne and we see the image of arotund
female, we know that aliving, breathing woman once stood in front of a
camera and uttered those lines.
Predictable as their events may be, television stories offer us awide
gallery of vibrant characters. Many of these characters can be slotted into
certain categories of narrative personae. One could use Propp's original
model (hero, helper, dispatcher, donor, villain, princess and her father,
false hero) or Greimas's recasting of Propp (subject, object, sender, helper,
receiver, opponent). Or perhaps, with less theoretical ambition but more
practical efficacy, one could categorize characters by their genre "role":
"father" in domestic comedy, "detective" in acop show, "co-worker" in a
situation comedy, "evil woman" in asoap opera, and so on. The point is
that, although character roles are quite formulaic in American television,
the viewer's interest is continually engaged by the personalities who fulfill
these roles. Cliff Huxtable is the "father figure" in The Cosby Show, and
as such he fulfills certain set expectations (dispenser of wisdom, disciplinarian, breadwinner, devoted husband), but he fulfills these functions in
quite adifferent way than Ward Cleaver in Leave It to Beaver.
Moreover, as David Marc argues, each episode of aseries contributes to
the series' "broader cosmology."23 Television series often create in their
initial premise atension or enigma that centers on character development
or relationships. Will Mary Richards (The Mary Tyler Moore Show) be
able to make it on her own? Will Alex Keaton (Family Ties) renounce
greed and ambition and embrace more human values? Will the thirtysomething group figure out how to be happy and "have it all"? Numerous
shows (such as Gunsm,oke, The Avengers, Cheers, Moonlighting) thrive
by exploiting the tension of covert or undeclared passion: will Matt and
Kitty, John and Emma, Sam and Diane, David and Maddie ever declare,
or consummate, their love?
To take an example, the central question of Roseanne, as Isee it, is
"How are Roseanne and Dan to cope with the limitations of their life?"
They are explicitly drawn as working class and as such are subject to
problems not faced by the characters on thirtysomething. Roseanne and
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Dan will never "have it all"; the question is, "How to be happy with what
you've got?" Whereas The Waltons (poor but proud) answered, "Through
family togetherness and personal integrity," Roseanne is much more cynical. Love is all right, but one must also adopt an attitude of defiance and
self-deprecating humor as armor and compensation against life's troubles.
The last scene of the episode referred to above shows Dan and Roseanne
dancing to Wayne Newton records in their own candlelit living room, wiping out their disappointment over the canceled trip by jokingly pretending that Las Vegas has been sucked underground by aterrible earthquake
and removing the sting of Roseanne's humiliation in front of her boss by
fantasizing that he begged her to come back and has given her a$100 an
hour raise.
Television stories may be formulaic, but the ways in which they are
told can vary considerably. Thus, let us move on to look at narrative
discourse.

Discourse
PARTICIPANTS

On your way to the store you may witness aseries of events enacted by
various personages in agiven setting—say a purse-snatching and the
apprehension of the thief—but what you have witnessed is not anarrative; it only becomes anarrative when you relate what you have seen to
your friends. Narration is acommunicative act: to have anarrative, one
must have not only atale, but also ateller and alistener.
A substantial portion of narrative theory has focused on studying the
participants in this special exchange. As Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg noted some years ago, our model of narrative transmission comes
from the days when one sat and listened to aphysically present storyteller
spin his or her fantasies.' With the move to literary narratives, the situation became more complicated, because instead of actually listening to a
storyteller, we read aprinted text in which an author has deliberately
inscribed an imitation storyteller, that is, the narrator. In fact, on atheoretical level, literary narratives always involve the following six participants: 25
TEXT

Real
Author

Implied
Author

Narrator

Narratee
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To (briefly) describe these six participants, let us pretend that the text
under consideration is Huckleberry Finn. The "real author" is Samuel
Clemens. The "implied author" is the imaginary conception of "Mark
Twain" that areader constructs from the text.' (Because each reader
formulates his or her own image of Twain from weighing subtle hints in
the text, readers may not always agree on his characteristics; some argue
that the person behind this work is terribly racist, others that he is a
fierce critic of racism.) The "narrator" is Huck; he is explicitly set forth in
the opening lines as the voice telling the tale: "You don't know about me
without you have read abook by the name of The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer; but that ain't no matter." The "narratee" is the unspecified person, the "you" above to whom Huck is supposedly speaking. The "implied
reader" is the imaginary person for whom the implied author seems to be
writing—someone, in this case, who is willing to criticize the foibles of
civilization. The "real reader" is the flesh-and-blood person reading the
book in his or her armchair.
Because the above chart grew out of theorists' analyses of literature,
complications arise in applying it to film and television. As Robert Allen
notes in the introduction to this book, assigning individual authorship to a
TV series is, for avariety of historical, economic, and technical reasons,
nearly impossible. Who, for instance, is the real author of the Star Trek
series? With rosters of individuals working on aprogram over its lifetime,
it is difficult to assign to a single individual the title and status of
authorship.'
The "implied author" of atelevision show, like that of anovel, is not a
flesh-and-blood person but rather atextual construct, the viewer's sense
of the organizing force behind the world of the show. Many shows are so
conventional that it is hard to get adefinite sense of such afigure, but one
can sometimes make broad contrasts. Behind Hill Street Blues, one senses
someone fatalistic and irreverent; behind The FBI stands someone who
believes in law and order and humorless professionalism; behind Murder,
She Wrote flits alighthearted yet conservative imp.
The question of the existence of acinematic or television narrator has
sparked much discussion in narrative theory. Our prototypical model of a
narrator is aperson speaking aloud. Films and television proceed instead
through the unrolling of aseries of moving images and recorded sounds.
Yet we sense that someone, or some agency, is presenting these images in
just this way— someone/something has chosen just these camera setups
and arranged them in just this fashion with just this lighting, these sound
effects, and this musical score. As Christian Metz leads us to see, be-
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cause it is narrative, someone must be narrating. This intangible narrating presence need not be thought of as a person, but rather as an
agency, that which chooses, orders, presents, and thus tells the narrative
before us. 28
Alerted, one can see marks of the television narrating agency at work.
The last scene of the Roseanne episode starts with aclose-up showing a
phonograph turning, aWayne Newton record album, and two burning
candles; the camera then pans up to reveal Dan and Roseanne waltzing.
This composition and this movement tell us that the couple has made up
for missing the Las Vegas show by creating their own special evening. The
music is romantic but jaunty, aperfectly apt commentary on the couple's
attitude toward their troubles. (Music, in film and in television, is akey
channel through which the voiceless narrating agency "speaks" to the
viewer. The Gershwin score underlying the United Airlines commercial
described earlier grows ineffably tender during quiet moments and rises
to aresounding climax at the end.)
Partly because the narrating presence behind most television shows is
impersonal and nebulous, time after time television naturalizes this
strangeness by offering asubstitute human face and/or voice. In the fifties
the dramatic anthology series had "hosts" who would appear before the
story itself and act as introducers and emcees. This practice continued
through the sixties in Rod Serling's and Alfred Hitchcock's introductions
to Twilight Zone and Alfred Hitchcock Presents and figures to the present
day in Adam Walsh's role on America's Most Wanted and William Shatner's
on Rescue 911. On-camera hosts lend their charms and credibility, and
their mere humanness, to the amorphous television narrating agency; they
serve to personalize the impersonal. Shatner, indeed, is agood choice as
figurehead of Rescue 911 because he carries viewer associations with his
roles as the captain of technology (James T. Kirk on Star Trek) and a
policeman (on T J. Hooker).
In other cases, the narrator is humanized not by means of asubstitute
body but merely through adisembodied voice, through voice-over narration. Commercials, of course, use voice-overs incessantly, as do documentaries, newscasts, and sports events. The voice works in tandem with the
visual track, telling us what we are seeing or what to think about what we
are seeing, providing the commentary or exposition we are accustomed to
from narrators in novels.
Fictional television programs use voice-over more frequently than one
might at first realize. Some utilize such voices at the beginning to set up
the premise of the series (remember the song that introduces The Beverly
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Hillbillies?); others, like The Wonder Years, make oral narration an integral, ongoing facet of the text. Narrative theory helps us break down such
voice-over narrators into two types: those who are situated outside of the
story they relate, and those who also double as characters within that
story. We will look at voice-over narrators more in the next section. 29
Robert Allen will develop the concept of television's narratee more fully
in his chapter. As he notes, the concept of the "narratee" is particularly
helpful for the study of television because, inasmuch as the shows are
broadcast so widely to vast, impersonal audiences, producers have frequently resorted to using stand-ins. How many times have we heard, "Show
X was filmed live before astudio audience"? Consciously or not, the producers invite these audiences to make the communicative act concrete
—the story is now being told for real listeners (as opposed to video lenses),
and the actors and director can get immediate feedback from the audience's reactions. Furthermore, the viewer isolated at home can now get
the sense that he or she is experiencing the narrative communally, and his
or her reactions are likely to be augmented by the example of the studio
audiences. Alternatively, producers may skip the trouble of inviting alive
audience and instead substitute canned narratees in the form of a
laughtrack.
Another type of television narratee is the "perfect listener." The visiting star on the Tonight Show or aBarbara Walters special recounts the
story of his or her career/drug/personal crises and recovery to Johnny
Carson or Walters. Similarly, reporters in the field address their stories
not straight to the audience at home but rather to the network anchor.
The talk show hosts and the news anchor fulfill identical functions—they
listen eagerly and sympathetically and ask intelligent questions. Their
interest and attention serves as amodel for the viewer eavesdropping in
on this conversation at home.
The "implied viewer" of television narratives is again afictional construct, the person who communes perfectly with the implied author. Thus,
the implied viewer of Gabriel's Fire believes in women serving as attorneys and in interracial friendships; the implied viewer of Twin Peaks appreciates amacabre sense of humor. Though it may seem self-evident, it is
worth noting here that Schlitz beer commercials are addressed to people
who drink, not to abstainers. In short, each commercial creates an implied viewer who is interested in its message. Even if you don't own a
dishwasher, when you watch aCascade commercial you must pretend that
you do in order to meet the narrative on its own terms.
Finally, however difficult audience demographics may seem to the Niel-
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sen Company, to narrative theorists the "real viewer" is an unproblematic
entity, that flesh-and-blood person sitting in front of the television set.
However, as both Robert Allen and John Fiske discuss, there is nothing
simple or unproblematic about the ways those "real" viewers engage with
television's narratives or about the processes by which those stories are
woven into the everyday lives of millions of people. (The social dimensions
of our relationships with television narratives are clearly important; however, their investigation lies beyond the reach of narrative theory)
This model of narrative participants can help us understand afacet of
television so often commented upon: the medium's propensity for "direct
address;' an aspect of what Robert Allen refers to as television's "rhetorical mode" Direct address refers to the situation that occurs when someone on TV—a news anchor, atalk show host, aseries host, areporter
—faces the camera lens and appears to speak directly to the audience at
home. When this happens, we have an apparent precipitous collapse of the
six narrative participants into merely two, the speaker and the viewer.
When Dan Rather faces the camera and relates the evening news, he
simultaneously figures as real author, implied author, and on-screen narrator, while I, sitting at home, am simultaneously nanatee, implied viewer,
and real viewer. Although theoretically there is always adistinction between these roles, the distinction in such cases is nearly indiscernible.
Such astrong impression is given of direct, interpersonal exchange that
when Rather says, "Good night;' I, for one, am likely to answer back to
the screen, "Good night, Dan:'
Whenever we get down to two participants, we are back to the original
model of the prototypical narrative exchange—the oral storyteller and
the physically contiguous listener. In Reading Television, John Fiske and
John Hartley refer to television's "bardic" function. They argue that television serves the same function in acommunity as atraditional tribal poet
like Homer, who sang of epic heroes and their exploits, in that, like a
bard, television conveys the culture's dominant values and self-image. 31 I
suggest that the medium is also "bardic" in that, despite its technological
sophistication, it frequently seeks to imitate the most traditional and simplest of storytelling situations.
TYPOLOGY OF NARRATORS

Narrative theory can provide crucial help in analyzing television
narrators because the field has isolated ahost of issues concerning the
relationship of anarrator to his or her tale and to the world constructed
by that tale—what in narrative theory is called the diegesis. In the
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following discussion, we will look at six of the most important of these
variables.
First, is the narrator acharacter in the story he or she tells, or is the
narrator outside of the story-world?
Ireferred to this distinction briefly above. Thomas Magnum and Johnboy Walton are character-narrators (in Gérard Genette's terminology they
are homodiegetic—that is, situated within the world they tell us about),
whereas the anonymous narrators of PBS documentaries come from another realm (they are heterodiegetic). The distinction between these two
types of narrators can be important because, by convention, characternarrators are considered less objective and less authoritative than
heterodiegetic narrators. The former are personally involved in the stories they relate; the latter merely observe from some more or less Olympian vantage point.
Second, does the narrator tell the whole tale, or is his or her story
embedded within alarger "frame" story? (Narrative theorists always explain embedding by reference to nested Russian dolls.)
Whenever acharacter within aprogram tells another character astory,
that narration is embedded with the overarching discourse of the narrating agency. Because the embedded narrators are themselves enfolded
within the discourse of the whole text, they are assumed to be less knowledgeable and powerful. Such discriminations help us understand the dynamics of Rescue 911. William Shatner acts as the personification of the
heterodiegetic narrator of the entire show: he introduces each episode,
provides information and commentary, and draws conclusions. The various participants in the accidents also narrate—they recount their own
memories of the events—but their storytelling is enfolded within Shatne?s.
Thus, the stories that Christine Kopstick, Terry Kopstick, Lindell Smith,
Connie Smith, and Kendell Smith offer are inferred to be partial, even
colored by their involvement and distress. Like Shatner, the participantnarrators speak both in voice-over and on camera; however, on screen their
gaze is slanted to the side, presumably toward an interviewer who is eliciting their accounts. Only Shatner, the personification of the frame narrator, looks straight ahead, meeting the gaze of the camera. Through the
editing back and forth amongst the participants' stories, through the
reenactments, through the choices of camera placement, through the musical score, and through Shatner's spoken commentary the television narrator ties together all the threads of the story to provide the viewer with
the complete overview.
Third, what degree of distance, in terms of space and time, exists
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William Shatner as frame narrator

between the story events and the time and place of the narrator's narrating?
John-boy Walton narrates from the vantage point of agrown man; his
tone is nostalgic and reflective. (John-boy is portrayed on screen by Richard Thomas, but an older actor provides John-man's voice-over). On the
other hand, Thomas Magnum narrates as his story unfolds. He is more
wrapped up in the action; his narration is more anxious and immediate.
Fourth, what degree of distance in terms of transparency, irony, or selfconsciousness does the narrator exhibit?
The vast majority of television narrators strive for neutrality and selfeffacement, as if viewers are supposed to overlook the fact that the story
is coming through amediator and instead believe that they are looking in
on reality. Other styles are possible, however. Some shows—I'm thinking
of Moonlighting—convey an "arch" tonality and an assertive selfconsciousness, deliberately flouting conventions of realism. Hand-held
camera movement, so typical on contemporary commercials, conveys an
artlessness so studied that it is paradoxically quite self-conscious. And
the decision to use an actor as anarrating figurehead (either on screen or
in voice-over) is always amove toward foregrounding the discourse. In
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fact, many hosts/voice-overs are not at all shy about acting like the talkative narrator of aVictorian novel. At the end of each episode of Rescue
911, Shatner always draws amoral: parents should teach their children
how to call for assistance, everyone should learn CPR, and so on. 32
Fifth, is the narrator reliable? If unreliable, does the narrator withhold
the truth through his or her own limitations (that is, is the narrator fallible), or in order to mislead us?
The way to tell whether anarrator is unreliable or not is to look for
discrepancies between what the narrator tells us and what we intuit the
implied author believes. Heterodiegetic voices generally strive for perfect
sincerity, and every other facet of the text is designed to bolster their
credibility. Character voice-over narrators are more likely to be fallible.
On an episode of Magnum, P.1. entitled "Old Acquaintance," Magnum is
to meet awoman he has not seen since they were high school friends. His
voice-over states: "I had to admit Iwas alittle nervous about seeing Goldie
again after all these years. But one thing Iwasn't worried about was
whether I'd recognize her or not. There was abond between us, ahistory,
acamaraderie that went beyond the physical. It was aspiritual sort of
thing? Meanwhile, the shot shows Thomas craning around ahotel lobby
and overlooking alovely redhead —Goldie — who is blatantly trying to
attract his attention. This dichotomy shows us that Thomas has been spouting garbage; his "spiritual bond" is not strong enough to overcome his
memory of Goldie's unattractiveness in high school.
Finally, one might look at the narrator's degree of omniscience. Omniscience may involve one or more of the following traits: knowing the story's outcome, having the ability to penetrate into characters' hearts and
minds, and/or having the ability to move at will in time and space. One
common way to judge the narrator's omniscience is to see whether or not
the narration is "restricted' that is, whether or not we follow only the
actions and knowledge of aleading character, or whether the narrator
moves at will between characters and thus is "unrestricted!" In some crime
shows, such as Hawaii Five-0 or Columbo, the camera shows the viewer
the guilty party at the outset; we side with the narrator in aposition of
knowledge and wait for McGarrett or Columbo to catch the crook. In other
cases, the television narrator Knows All but resists Iblling All; it shows
the murder being committed but coyly keeps the murderer's face off screen.
(In Dallas, the narrator knew full well who shot J. R. Ewing; it just
wouldn't tell us until the following season.) Most television narrators display alarge degree of omniscience.
lb summarize, narratologists look carefully at acluster of markers indi-
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eating the narrator's position vis-à-vis the tale and the consequences of
this position to the discourse as awhole. Identical story events can seem
radically different depending upon the narrator's slant and on the degree
of the narrator's power, remoteness, objectivity, or reliability. As Walter
Benjamin once put it, "Traces of the storyteller cling to the story the way
the handprints of the potter cling to the clay vessel?' Analyzing television narrators, then, involves putting amagnifying glass to these individualized handprints.
TIME

Christian Metz has written, "There is the time of the thing told and the
time of the telling. ...One of the functions of narrative is to invent one
time scheme in terms of another time scheme'34 The binary nature of
time in narrative is considered one of its distinguishing characteristics
and has been much studied.
Story events, by definition, proceed chronologically. But when the teller
tells the tale, that teller is not bound to follow chronological order; events
can be presented in any order the teller finds most effective. A television
narrator frequently teases the viewer with flashforwards of the action
to come; on Rescue 911, for instance, Shatner intones, "When we continue ..." and presents us with aclip showing Christine Kopstick's hysteria when she realizes what has happened to Ross. Alternatively, anarrator might employ aflashback to orient the viewer and bring him or her up
to date; news stories often intercut file footage from previous events, and
serials often begin with amontage of scenes from earlier shows.
Television narrators often must convey simultaneity. As mentioned
above, television texts frequently present more than one storyline; in the
story-world these events may be happening at the same moment, but a
narrator can only tell one thing at atime. Before television was invented,
film developed several techniques for indicating simultaneity: titles such
as "meanwhile, back at the ranch"; large clocks placed in every location;
verbal indicators; and parallel montage (cutting back and forth between
separate locations).
Television has taken parallel montage to ahigh art. The United commercial mentioned earlier lasts amere sixty seconds but is composed of
twenty-six shots. The narrator cuts back and forth between mother and
daughter, paralleling their activities throughout their respective days. This
linkage is akey component of the text's message. Designed as it is to
appeal to businesswomen, the commercial offers areassuring fantasy that
one can travel out of town and still be back in time to pick up the kids—in
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I. Mother and daughter together

2. The partIng

7. Mother relaxes on pee harm

3. Daughter builds tower

8. Daughter

4. Chrysler Buriding (another tower). Mother is in New York

9. Re-UNITED

5. Arbtfter at eme!

The- commercial has no dialogue, only music, umil the ending moments, when amaie voice-over states,
"For ahalf century and more, business travelers have depended on United Araines to get them to their
most important meetings. United. Rededicated to getting you the service you deserve. Come fly the
Friendly Skies"
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other words, that one can combine family and career (with the help of
United Airlines). The day care center is presented as awarm, wonderful
place, and the little girl—who, like her mother, will obviously grow up to
have acareer—is presented as atomboy in patched jeans, playing with
blocks instead of dolls. The parallel montage both implies the similarities
between them—"like mother, like daughter" — and also suggests that even
though the mother is separated by distance from her child, their lives are
indissolubly linked.
Not only can discourse reorder the sequence of story events, it can also
alter those events' duration. Building on Gérard Genette's work in Narrative Discourse, Seymour Chatman details the following five possible
matches between story and discourse duration: 35
1. Summary: Discourse-time is shorter than story-time.
Verbal narratives rely heavily on summary. In visual media, summary is less common and proves slightly awkward because time
condensation is more difficult without verbal tenses. Perhaps the
closest that television comes to summary is in montage sequences
(particularly those used in tandem with voice-over narration). Thus
the title sequence of Gilligan's Island condenses events that must
have taken some hours or days into afew moments.
2. Ellipsis: Discourse time is zero.
Television narratives depend on ellipsis. Every time the camera
cuts from aman leaving abuilding to that same man getting out of
his car, it has cut out all the story-time in between. This habit of
eliding routine events or nonpertinent stretches of time allows television to present astory that supposedly has aduration of several
hours, days, weeks, or months within the confines of ahalf-hour or
hourlong text.
3. Scene: Story-time and discourse-time are equal.
Whenever atelevision show allows the camera to present story
events in full, without temporal cuts (the camera may change its
spatial position at will so long as no time is lost), we have congruence between story and discourse-time. The scene is the basic
building block of television narratives. Roseanne, for instance,
unrolls through aseries of scenes. Visual variety is accomplished by
means of cutting back and forth between cameras, but the conversations unroll without atemporal break.
4. Stretch: Discourse-time is longer than story-time.
The best example of stretch is slow motion. In slow motion the
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narrator takes longer to relate the events than the events originally
lasted in the story (Fast motion, which is less common, qualifies
as aform of summary.)
5. Pause: The same as stretch except that story-time is zero.
One example of apause would be acomplete freezing of the frame
while the narrator—perhaps asports announcer—analyzes that action. Commercials also use pauses, particularly in product shots. At
the end of the NyQuil commercial mentioned above, we get afreeze
frame of the couple in bed and asuperimposed picture of the product,
while print and voice-over simultaneously proclaim: "Vicks NyQuil,
the nighttime sniffling, sneezing, coughing, aching, stuffy head, fever,
so you can rest medicine, from Vicks, of course!' The action has
paused, but the narrator continues to speak and to drive home the
moral of the story.
As Genette also pointed out, narratives have several options in terms
of their correspondence between story and discourse frequency. Each narrator has achoice between the singulative, the repetitive, and the iterative. That is to say, anarrator can: tell once what happened once (one shot
of the quarterback's brilliant pass); tell ntimes what happened once (replaying the shot of the pass ntimes); or tell once what happened ntimes
(using one shot of one brilliant pass to stand for all the brilliant passing
the quarterback did in that game.)
What is the point of identifying these time distortions? For one thing, it
can be intriguing to consider what lies behind the temporal choices. Interestingly enough, commercials often strategically elide story-time; they
cut from the "before" situation to the "after"— we see the dirty shirt and
then the clean one, but all the work of doing the laundry is hidden. Similarly, a show may begin with some exiting action to grab the viewer's
interest and only flash back to provide less eye-catching background information once its hold on the viewer is firmly established. The United commercial uses both stretch and ellipsis: it uses slow motion during the moments of parting and reunion, lingering over the time the mother and
child are together, whereas it proceeds quickly through the time they are
apart.
Moreover, examining the temporal distortions can help us characterize
television narrators. The closer the discourse approaches to congruence
with story-time through presenting sing-ulative scenes in chronological
order, the less interventionist and the more invisible is the narrator; the
more the discourse distorts story-time through achronological order, un-
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usual pacing, or repetition, the more the narrator's hand is revealed. Sitcoms tend to have self-effacing narrators and to proceed chronologically
from scene to scene, whereas music videos make time distortions part of
their style.
Narrative theory also provides us with aframework for understanding
one of the unique qualities of television—the ability to broadcast "live?
"Liveness" may be defined as the apparent congruence between discourse-time and reception-time—that is, no time gap exists between the
narrative's production and its consumption. We have become accustomed
to films' and novels' "having been spoken" many years before we happen
upon them. In the case of film, this "past-tense" quality is afunction of
technology: the moment of recording the film always precedes the moment of our watching that recording. Television, on the other hand, is
both arecording medium (videotape) and amedium for simultaneous transmission. Other chapters will take up the question of "liveness" as adefining
quality of television. Here let me just point out that "live" broadcasts
offer asimulation of traditional oral storytelling, in which the audience
hears the tale at the moment that the storyteller speaks it.
But on television, what was once live can be taped and rebroadcast later
(and the quality of videotape recording makes it literally impossible for
the viewer—without other clues—to know the difference). In other words,
there are really three time schemes operating: the time of the told, the
time of the telling, and the time of the broadcasting. Let us turn now to
look at this third, outermost layer.

Schedule
Compared with television, novels and films are comparatively "freestanding" in terms of their exhibition or consumption, and the reader or
viewer has relatively unfettered access to such texts. Television narratives are unique in the fact that all texts are embedded within the
metadiscourse of the station's schedule. A viewer can circumvent some of
the extrinsic consequences of this embedding by using avideocassette
recorder; one can, for example, watch ashow at amore convenient time,
or watch it again, or fastforward through commercials. But this embedding has also led television narratives to make certain intrinsic adjustments.
American television schedules are like jigsaw puzzles. They are composed of scores of separate pieces that must fit together in set patterns
and thus must conform to standardized rules. For instance, each piece of
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the puzzle must fit into aspecific time frame controlled to the last second.
Accordingly—unlike oral, literary, or cinematic narratives, which are
much more likely to last as long as their story requires—television narratives have to fit into an assigned Procrustean bed. This frequently means
that long television movies and miniseries are "padded" with insignificant
events, whereas many commercials and news stories don't have enough
time to develop their stories before they must conclude.
Another principle of most television schedules is that each text must
accommodate interruption. The most common form of interruption, of
course, is the commercial break, but one should not overlook the "pledge
breaks" on public television stations or "the kitchen and bathroom" intermissions that cable networks insert into long feature films. Television narratives have learned to compensate for and even take advantage of the
inevitable interruptions in various ways. First, they typically tailor their
discourse to fit "naturally" around the commercial breaks, so that, for
instance, the exposition fits before the first break and the coda after the
last. Second, shows build their stories to ahigh point of interest before
each break to ensure that the audience will stay tuned. (Or actually, as
Kenneth Hey notes of the classic television drama Marty, crescendos are
so structured as to deliver "emotionally sensitive viewers straight into a
commercial message)36 Finally, programs frequently time the placement
of commercials to coincide with atemporal ellipsis so that while the viewer's attention has been diverted, the story can gracefully leap ahead several hours or days.
In recent years, advertisers have actually begun to use interruption as
part of their own texts: one now sees commercials that break themselves
into two parts. In the first "act," someone pours milk onto abowl of cereal.
The commercial is "interrupted" by one or two other nonrelated advertisements, then we return for the second part of the story —lo and behold, the cereal has not gotten soggy!! Such commercials use interruption
as part of their sales pitch.
Because most television stations broadcast around the clock or nearly
so, they have avoracious demand for material. To maximize investments
in time and money, it is cheaper to continue using the same cast and set
than to create all new shows. Moreover, as writers of comic strips, popular
novels, and radio shows had already discovered, using the same existents
has the advantage of building audience familiarity and loyalty.' Thus, as
we all know, few television narratives are self-contained, single broadcasts; thus the development of series and serials.
Series refers to those shows whose characters and setting are recycled,
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but the story concludes in each individual episode. By contrast, in aserial
the story and discourse do not come to aconclusion during an episode,
and the threads are picked up again after agiven hiatus. A series is thus
similar to an anthology of short stories, while aserial is like aserialized
Victorian novel. Serials can be further divided into those that do eventually end (despite the misnomer, miniseries belong in this category) and
those, such as soap operas, that may be canceled but never reach aconclusion, anew equilibrium.
The series format has several consequences for television narratives,
some of which have been mentioned above. For one thing, because the
characters must continue from week to week, suspense is diluted; the
viewer knows that the hero is never in mortal danger. For another, because each show repeats without progression, the viewer finds surface
variability on top of a rigid formula—a "new" mystery (which will be
solved), a"new" villain (to be vanquished), a"new" love interest (to flirt
with, but separate from), a"new" embarrassment or misunderstanding
(to forgive or unravel). One truism of television criticism is that series
characters have no memory and no history: amazingly, they don't notice
that they said and did exactly the same things the previous week. (However, although past events disappear into ablack void, characters' interrelationships do grow from week to week.) Moreover, as long as the series
continues, the viewer can bank on the fact that the central tension or
premise will not be resolved; for instance, on agiven Star Trek we do not
expect that the Enterprise will complete its mission and return to earth.
As John Ellis has noted, "The TV series repeats aproblematic. It therefore provides no resolution of the problematic at the end of the run of the
series. ...Fundamentally, the series implies the form of the dilemma
rather than that of resolution and closure. This perhaps is the central
contribution that broadcast TV has made to the long history of narrative
forms and narrativised perception of the world'38 Only on red-letter occasions will aseries reach an Aristotelian end. The last episode of M*A*S*H
attracted national attention because the show actually created anew state
of affairs: the Korean War ended and everyone got to go home.
Because serials progress from week to week, they face special dilemmas. First, they must bring up to date viewers who do not usually watch
the show or who have missed an episode. To this end, many begin by
offering a flashback recap of ongoing storylines ("Previously, on L.A.
Law. .?). Another option, characteristic of daytime soap operas, is to
have the characters redundantly discuss the most significant past events.
Second, serials must generate enough viewer interest and involvement to
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survive their hiatus. Some offer flashforwards to tease the viewer with
bits of upcoming action; frequently, they also turn to the technique made
famous by movie serials—the cliffhanger. The general rule seems to be,
"the longer the hiatus, the higher the cliff"— witness the spectacular cliffhangers whipped up on Dallas and Dynasty for the last show of each
season.
Iam tempted to claim that one of the distinguishing characteristics of
American television over the last five years has been its blurring of the
distinction between series and serials, or, to be more precise, its increased
tendency toward serialization. (Surely it is significant that even commercials have recently adopted a serial format— for example, the Nissan
Pathfinder's ongoing expedition to Rio de Janeiro, or the unstoppable Energizer bunny, or the burgeoning romance between neighbors who borrow
Taster's Choice instant coffee.) But the line between series and serial may
have been blurry to begin with. Even in a"classic" series like ILove Lucy,
some storylines —such as Lucy's pregnancy—necessarily carried over
week to week. And many series have always evinced nonreversible changes
over the years: within agiven season, each episode of M*A*S*H may be
freestanding and all episodes may be watched in any order, but the shows
dating from the years after Colonel Blake's departure necessarily represent narrative development over those made before he left. On the episode of Roseanne mentioned above, the central storyline about vacation
plans reaches resolution, but Darlene and Becky's party introduces events
involving the girls' boyfriends that link up with earlier and later programs.
St. Elsewhere, L.A. Law, and similar shows have merely developed adistinctive, stable amalgam of series and serialization; on such shows, one or
more of the half-dozen storylines featured on agiven night may conclude,
but others will develop over anumber of weeks. 39 Perhaps the distinction
between serial and series should be seen more as acontinuum than as an
either/or situation.
Series may spill over into serialization because, as Jane Feuer has noted,
the boundaries of television diegeses are strangely, uniquely permeable.
With novels and films, the reader/viewer believes that the action takes
place within a discreet, enclosed time and place, a fictional world, a
diegesis. Yet with TV, one notes aconstant "bleed over" of characters and
themes from one text to another: characters from one series make appearances on another series; the news at eleven will offer more information
about the social problem (child abuse, gambling addiction) just featured in
the made-for-TV movie. Texts even physically overlap one another, as when
voice-over advertisements for alater program are placed on top of the
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closing credits of the present text. Jane Feuer goes so far as to claim that,
because there are so many interruptions of television narratives, "the very
concept `diegesis' is unthinkable on television!' Certainly the boundaries
are shakier and more permeable than is the case with other narrative
mediums.
One of the questions asked at the beginning of this chapter was, "What
qualities are specific to television narrative?" I'd like to avoid answering,
partly because narrative codes on television, as in all mediums, are in flux
and change through time. Partly also because television offers so many
disparate types of texts (commercials are obviously quite different from
soap operas or TV movies) that generalizations are of limited value. Similarly, some of the qualities Iperceive as characteristic of television can
also be found on radio dramas or in serialized novels. Nevertheless, in
order not to shirk my responsibilities, and to summarize the preceding
discussion, Iwill hazard the following list of American television narrative's most common traits in the early 1990s:
•predictable, formulaic storylines;
•multiple storylines intertwined in complex patterns and frequently
interconnecting;
•individualized, appealing characters fitting into standardized roles;
•setting and scenery either very evocative (commercials) or merely
functional (series);
•substitute naiTatees, voice-over narration, and direct address often
employed to "naturalize" the discourse;
•complex interweaving of narrative level and voices;
•tendency toward omniscient, reliable narration;
•reliance on ellipsis and scene;
•achronological order to entice (previews) or inform (flashbacks);
•series, serial, and "hybrid" formats;
•accommodation of interruptions;
•lengths cut to fit standardized time slots; and
•permeable diegesis.
This concatenation of traits adds up to amanifestation of narrative rather
distinct from that found in other mediums. And it would be agrave mistake, Ithink, to underestimate the efficacy and sophistication of television's narrative structures; certainly many of the texts Ihave studied
closely offer evidence of great refinement and complexity.
Ihave been treating the television schedule as akind of discourse. In a
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sense Ibelieve that we can also look behind each station's schedule to see
asupernarrator. These supernarrators are personified and individualized
by three primary means: logos (the NBC peacock, the CBS eye); signature music; and voice-over narrators who speak for the station or network
as awhole. The voice-over narrators are perhaps most significant—each
station routinely uses certain voice-over narrators who speak to the viewer,
providing flashforwards of coming attractions, justifying schedule changes,
or pleading technical difficulties.
Because they are the narrators of the outermost frame, these strange
storytellers are in the position of the utmost power and knowledge. They
sit outside and above all the embedded narratives, unaffected by them.
And it is through their sufferance that all the other texts are brought to
us: they can interrupt, delay, or preempt the other texts at will. Iam
intrigued by the fact that in recent years the American Movie Channel
and WNET have sought to personalize their station spokespersons by
using on-screen figureheads. AMC offers us silver-haired Bob Dorian,
speaking from atraditional study or library, offering gossipy details about
the classic films. WNET presents the much more "with it" image of Louis
Dodley, younger, black, with fine-chiseled features, seated at atelevision
control panel. They are the mouthpieces for the stations, seeking to form
personal, not technological, connections.
Perhaps television is conscious of its role as storyteller. The Bard is
dead ...long live the (TV) Bard.

NOTES
1. I'm thinking of Gérard Genette's Narrative Discourse Revisited, trans.
Jane E. Lewin (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1988), which itself is a
gloss on Genette's own pathbrealdng Narrative Discourse: An Essay in
Method, trans. Jane E. Lewin (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1980),
and of Seymour Chatman's Coming to Terms: The Rhetoric of Narrative in
Fiction and Film (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1990), which takes
as its explicit goal the need to standardize the terminology of the field.
2. My largest debts are to Seymour Chatman, Story and Discourse: Narrative Structure in Fiction and Film (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press,
1978); and to Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction: Contemporary
Poetics (London: Methuen, 1983). For other sources, see "For Further Reading" below.
3. Scholars disagree over the basic definitions of narrative and drama, thus
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leading to some confusion about to where to slot television and film. Chatman
argues persuasively that narrative is the larger field, with diegesis (roughly,
"telling" or "narrative") and mimesis (roughly, "showing" or "dramatic") as
subsets (Coming to Terms, pp. 109-15). See my discussion below on the existence of the television narrator.
4. Chatman speaks of one text-type being at another's "service" (Coming to
Terms, p. 10).
5. See Sharon Lynn Sperry, "Television News as Narrative in Understanding Television: Essays on Television as aSocial and Cultural Force, ed.
Richard P Adler (New York: Praeger, 1981), pp. 295-312; and Robert Stam,
"Television News and Its Spectator," in Regarding Television—Critical Approaches: An Anthology, ed. E. Ann Kaplan, American Film Institute Monograph Series, vol. 2 (Frederick, Md.: University Publications of America,
1983), pp. 23-43. For adiscussion of narrative strategies in ascience documentary, see Roger Silverstone, "Narrative Strategies in Television Science—a
Case Study," Media, Culture, and Society 6(1984): 377-410.
6. As Wlad Godzich, following Genette, reminds us, "actions do not exist
independently of their representation" (foreword to The Poetics of Plot, by
Thomas G. Pavel [Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1985], p. xix).
7. Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction, p. 15.
8. Tzvetan lbdorov, "The Grammar of Narratives;' in The Poetics of Prose,
trans. Richard Howard (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1977), p. 111.
9. Roland Barthes, "Introduction to the Structural Analysis of Narratives;'
in Image/Music/Text, trans. Stephen Heath (New York: Hill and Wang, 1977),
p. 93.
10. Aristotle, "Poetice in Critical Theory since Plato, ed. Ha zArd Adams
(New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971), p. 52.
11. Gustav Freytag, Technique of the Drama: An Exposition of Dramatic
Composition and Art, trans. Elias MacEwan (New York: Benjamin Blom,
1968), pp. 114-40.
12. Vladimir Propp, Morphology of the Folktale (Austin: University of 'Ibxas
Press, 1970), pp. 19-20.
13. Ibid., pp. 21, 22, 23.
14. Roger Silverstone, The Message of Television: Myth and Narrative in
Contemporary Culture (London: Heinemann, 1981); Denis Giles, "A Structural Analysis of the Police Story," in American Television Genres, ed. Stuart
Kaminsky with Jeffery H. Mahn (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1986), pp. 67-84;
Arthur Asa Berger, "Semiotics and TV," in Adler, Understanding Television, pp. 91-114.
15. Roland Barthes, "Struggle with the Angel," in Image/Music/Text, pp.
125-41.
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16. David Bordwell, "ApProppriations and ImPropprieties: Problems in the
Morphology of Film Narrative," Cinema Journal 27, no. 3(Spring 1988): 5-20.
17. For descriptions of other "narrative grammars," see Rimmon-Kenan,
Narrative Fiction, pp. 22-28, 34-35.
18. Silverstone, Message of Television.
19. Roland Barthes, S/Z, trans. Richard Miller (New York: Hill and Wang,
1974).
20. David Bordwell helps us see how differently classical Hollywood films
handle suspense. In particular, such films crank up the tension by creating
and emphasizing deadlines (Narration in the Fiction Film [Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985], pp. 157-66).
21. Robert C. Allen, "On Reading Soaps: A Semiotic Primer," in Kaplan,
Regarding Television, p. 103.
22. "Over and over again, when Iasked executives which factors weighed
most heavily in putting shows on the air, keeping them there, shaping their content, Iheard astandardized list. At the top, the appeal of actors and characters" (Todd Gitlin, Inside Prime Time [New York: Pantheon, 1985], pp. 25-26).
23. David Marc, Demographic Vistas: Television in American Culture
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1984), p. 12.
24. Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg, The Nature of Narrative (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1966), pp. 240-82.
25. Chatman, Story and Discourse, p. 151.
26. Actually, the question of the existence of the "implied author" is one of
the more contested topics in narrative theory The term originated with Wayne
C. Booth in The Rhetoric of Fiction (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1961); it was adopted by Chatman (Story and Discourse), attacked by Genette
(Narrative Discourse Revisited), and then defended again by Chatman (Coming to Terms).
27. See Randall Rothenberg, "Yesterday's Boob Tube Is Today's High Art,"
New York Times, 7October 1990.
28. For more on the question of the cinematic narrator, see Robert Burgoyne, "The Cinematic Narrator: The Logic and Pragmatics of Impersonal
Narration," Journal of Film and Video 42, no. 1(Spring 1990): 3-16. For an
opposing view, see Bordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film, p. 62.
29. For more about the voice-over, see Sarah Kozloff, Invisible Storytellers:
Voice-Over Narration in American Fiction Film (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988).
30. See Michele Hilmes, "The Television Apparatus: Direct Address," Journal of Film and Video 37, no. 4(Fall 1985): 27-36.
31. John Fiske and John Hartley, Reading Television (London: Methuen,
1978), pp. 85-100.
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32. Linguist William Labov, in researching "natural narratives" (oral, unrehearsed stories of personal experiences), has found that they break down into
six parts: abstract, orientation, complicating action, evaluation, resolution,
and coda. Rescue 911 follows his schema exactly. See Labov, "Transformation
of Experience in Narrative Syntax," in Language in the Inner City: Studies
in Black English Vernacular (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1972), pp. 3M-96.
33. Walter Benjamin, "The Storyteller," in Illuminations, ed. Hannah
Arendt, trans. Harry Zohn (New York: Schocken Books, 1968), p. 92.
34. Christian Metz, "Notes toward aPhenomenology of the Narrative," in
Film Language: A Semiotics of the Cinema, trans. Michael Taylor (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1974), p. 21.
35. Chatman, Story and Discourse, pp. 68-78. See also Genette, Narrative
Discourse, pp. 33-160.
36. Kenneth Hey "Marty: Aesthetics vs. Medium," in American History!
American Television: Interpreting the Video Past, ed. John E. O'Connor (New
York: Frederick Ungar, 1983), p. 115.
37. See Roger Hagedorn, "Technology and Economic Exploitation: The Serial as aForm of Narrative Presentation," Wide Angle 10, no. 4(1988): 4-12.
38. John Ellis, Visible Fictions: Cinema, Television, Video (London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1982), p. 154.
39. See Caren J. Deming, "Hill Street Blues as Narrative," Critical Studies
in Mass Communication 2(March 1985): 1-22.
40. Jane Feuer, "Narrative Form in American Network Television," in
High TheorylLow Culture: Analyzing Popular Television and Film, ed.
Colin MacCabe (Manchester, Eng.: Manchester University Press, 1986), p.
104.

FOR

FURTHER

READING

Anyone interested in pursuing this subject should begin with a general
overview of narrative theory Irecommend: Seymour Chatman, Story and
Discourse: Narrative Structure in Fiction and Film (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
University Press, 1978), which is highly readable; Wallace Martin, Recent
Theories of Narrative (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1986), which
compares competing theories, includes useful diagrams and examples, and
offers a thorough bibliography; and Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative
Fiction: Contemporary Poetics (London: Methuen, 1983), which is both concise and thorough and also offers an excellent annotated bibliography. A useful addition to one of the above general handbooks is Gerald Prince, A Dictio-
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nary of Narratology (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987), which
discusses concepts of narrative theory in ahandy dictionary format.
Having mastered the basic tenets of narrative theory one can proceed further into the field along any number of byways. Ihave noted below only a
handful of the many paths one might follow.
Those interested in storyline or plot would do well to start with Vladimir
Propp, Morphology of the Folktale (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1970),
which is apathbrealdng study of story structure that is short, readable, and
intriguing; another seminal study of story events is found in Roland Barthes,
"Introduction to the Structural Analysis of Narratives," in Image/Music/Text,
trans. Stephen Heath (New York: Hill and Wang, 1977). Jonathan Culler's
Structuralist Poetics (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1975) traces
narrative theory's debt to structuralism and offers insights on naturalization
and convention.
Those interested in narrators, discourse, and studies of what used to be
called "point of view" should start with Wayne C. Booth, The Rhetoric of
Fiction (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), which helped define the
field, and then move on to Gérard Genette, Narrative Discourse: An Essay in
Method, trans. Jane E. Lewin (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1980),
which is asustained analysis of Marcel Proust's A la recherche du temps perdu
mixed with rigorous theory Genette has provided his own corrections and
additions to his previous text in Narrative Discourse Revisited, trans. J. E.
Lewin (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1988). Both of Genettes studies should be consulted by anyone interested in time.
Different, valuable approaches to narrative theory are offered by William
Labov, "Transformation of Experience in Narrative Syntax," in Language in
the Inner City: Studies in Black English Vernacular (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1972), pp. 354-96, which offers an alternate model
of narrative structure, and by Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg, The Nature of Narrative (New York: Oxford University Press, 1966), which provides
an overview of the development of narrative form from the time of the ancient
Greeks to the twentieth century.
Whereas the works cited above couch themselves as studies of general
narratology (and primarily restrict their examples to literature), many texts
explicitly apply narrative theory to film. One might begin with Christian
Metz, "Notes toward aPhenomenology of the Narrative," in Film Language:
A Semiotics of the Cinema, trans. Michael Taylor (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974), a rich, though brief, essay. Next one might turn to
David Bordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film (Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1985), which is alengthy and scholarly discussion drawing
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on the work of the Russian Formalists and later narrative theorists. Seymour
Chatman's Coming To Terms: The Rhetoric Of Narrative in Fiction and
Film (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1990) offers the latest thinking
on many thorny issues. My own Invisible Storytellers: Voice-Over Narration
in American Fiction Film (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988)
may be useful.
The number of journal articles dealing with film and narrative is large and
growing. Students would do well to consult such journals as Film Quarterly,
Screen, Journal of Film and Video, Cinema Journal, and Wide Angle. Let
me specifically draw attention to: Robert Burgoyne, "The Cinematic Narrator:
The Logic and Pragmatics of Impersonal Narration;' Journal of Film and
Video 42, no. 1 (Spring 1990): 3-16; Francesco Casetti, "Antonioni and
Hitchcock: Two Strategies of Narrative Investment:' Sub-Stance 51 (1986):
69-86; André Gaudreault, "Narration and Monstration in the Cinema," Journal ofFilm and Video 39, no. 2(Spring 1987): 29-36; Brian Henderson, "Tense,
Mood, and Voice in File Film Quarterly 36, no. 4 (Fall 1983): 4-17; and
Marsha Kinder, "The Subversive Potential of the Pseudo-Iterative Film
Quarterly 43, no. 2(Winter 1989/1990): 3-16.
The body of literature dealing with television narratives is also growing.
Some of these studies offer valuable descriptions without resorting to narrative theory per se; for example, see John Ellis, Visible Fictions: Cinema,
Television, Video (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1982); and David Marc,
Demographic Vistas: Television in American Culture (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1984).
Other texts apply various aspects of narratology to television. For asampling, see Roger Silverstone, The Message of Television: Myth and Narrative
in Contemporary Culture (London: Heinemann, 1981); Robert C. Allen,
Speaking of Soap Operas (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1985); John Fiske, Television Culture (London: Methuen, 1987). In anthologies, see Sharon Lynn Sperry "Television News as Narrative," in Understanding Television: Essays on Television as aSocial and Cultural Force, ed. Richard P Adler (New York: Praeger, 1981), pp. 295-312; Jane Feuer, "Narrative
Form in American Network Television," in High Theory/Low Culture: Analyzing Popular Television and Film, ed. Colin MacCabe (Manchester, Eng.:
Manchester University Press, 1986), pp. 101-14; and several useful essays by
Robert Allen, Sandy Flitterman, Maureen Turim, and Robert Stam in Regarding Television—Critical Approaches: An Anthology, ed. E. Ann Kaplan,
American Film Institute Monograph Series, vol. 2(Frederick, Md.: University Publications of America, 1983).
Among the many journal articles dealing with television and narrative, see
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especially Caren J. Deming, "Hill Street Blues as Narrative;' Critical Studies
in Mass Communication 2(March 1985): 1-22; Phillip Drummond, "Structural and Narrative Constraints and Strategies in The Sweeney r Screen
20, no. 1 (1976): 15-35; and Mimi White, "Crossing Wavelengths: The
Diegetic and Referential Imaginary of American Commercial Iblevision,"
Cinema Journal 25, no. 2(Winter 1986): 51-64.
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T

his chapter focuses on the experience of watching
television—an experience that, as Isuggested in the
introduction, is apervasive and almost universal fea-

ture of modern life. And yet, precisely because it is

so much apart of the fabric of everyday life, it is not very well understood.
All of the essays in this book address the general question: How do we
make sense of and derive pleasure from watching television? This chapter
zeros in on the meeting place between television's discourses and television viewers. We will approach this intersection between the world inside
the set and the viewer in front of it from three directions. First, Iassess
the general strand of contemporary literary theory called reader-oriented
criticism to see what light it might shed on how we understand television
narratives. Sarah Kozloff's chapter on television narratives has examined
the relationship between the tellers of "tele-tales" and the tales themselves. In part, this chapter takes up the relationship between television's
tales and the viewers of those tales. If every story presumes ateller, it
also presumes someone to whom the story is told.
But television is not just aseries of tales; it is aperformance medium,
and in some ways it resembles the I/you relationship of face-to-face communication more than the removed and mediated writer/reader relationship of literary communication. With most novels, the reader's role in the
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exchange process between writer and reader is hidden; the reader is seldom addressed or appealed to. Commercial television, on the other hand,
constantly addresses, appeals, implores, demands, wheedles, urges, and
attempts to seduce the viewer. If literature and cinema attempt to draw
us out of our everyday worlds and into their make-believe universes, commercial television projects itself, its stories, its products into the everyday
world of the viewer. In short, we need to consider ways in which television's discourses and modes of address engage the viewer differently than
either both literature or film.
The ways in which viewers make sense and pleasure from their engagements with television depend in part on the particularities of the act of
television viewing. The expression watching television subsumes awide
variety of modes of engagement with the television set, from rapt attention to occasional glances in the direction of the screen while you are doing
something else. But whatever mode of television viewing you're in, it is
not the same kind of experience as reading abook or even watching a
movie in atheater. Therefore, we consider what we might learn about the
general processes of television viewing from the results of what might be
called ethnographic audience research—direct observation of television
viewing behavior.

Reader-Oriented Criticism
Reader-response criticism, reception theory, and reader-oriented
criticism are all names given to the variety of recent works in literary
studies that examine the role of the reader in understanding and deriving
pleasure from literary texts. Reader-oriented criticism starts from the
belief that the meaning of aliterary text does not reside in any absolute
sense within the text itself. Rather, texts are made to have meaning by
readers as they read. Reader-response criticism places this process of meaning and pleasure production—the act of reading—at the center of the
critical enterprise. In doing so, it attempts to make explicit what has long
been ahidden and largely unacknowledged phenomenon: the confrontation between the reading act and textual structure.
The commonsense observation that meaning does not occur except
through the reading act has given rise not so much to asingle approach to
literature (or film, or television) as to alarge and frequently contentious
field of inquiry. Perhaps because they come so close to the heart of criticism itself and to our relationship with those curious other worlds we call
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literature, film, or television, questions regarding the reading act have
not been answered in asingle voice or asked from within asingle theoretical framework. Questions about reading and readers have been raised
within phenomenology, structuralism, semiotics, feminism, Marxism, and
psychoanalysis—not to mention cognitive psychology, information theory,
and several branches of sociology. As Elizabeth Freund puts it in her
survey of reader-response criticism: "The trend to liberate the reader from
his enforced anonymity and silence, to enable him to recover an identity
or the authority of aforce, is bedevilled by all the concomitant hazards,
schisms, anxieties, and jargons of liberation movements? Reader-response
criticism is, she concludes, a"labyrinth of converging and sometimes contradictory approaches?"
Rather than try to follow all the paths in this critical labyrinth, Iwill
organize my discussion of this approach around what Isee as aset of key
questions—key both to the project of reader-oriented approaches in general and to their possible application to television narratives. In doing so,
Iwill necessarily gloss over many of the philosophical and methodological
differences between the various schools of reader-response criticism that
stand out so sharply to literary theorists. What is most important to the
student of television is the question that reader-oriented criticism thrusts
into the critical foreground: What happens when we read afictional narrative? But we must also ask, What issues and complications arise when the
narrative text being "read" is televisual rather than literary?
One branch of reader-response criticism has concerned itself particularly with the ways in which the reader is implicated in the text and in
which he or she constructs arich imaginary world out of the stark black
words of the fictional text. The literary theories of Roman Ingarden, Wolfgang Iser, and Hans Robert Jauss grow out of the more general philosophical position known as phenomenology. Given its name by philosopher Edmund Husserl in the 1930s, phenomenology concerns itself with
the relationship between the perceiving individual and the world of things,
people, and actions that might be perceived. These are not two separate
realms connected only by the passive sensory mechanisms of the individual, declared Husserl, but rather they are inextricably linked aspects of
the process by which we know anything. All thought and perception involve mutually dependent subjects and objects. Icannot think but that I
think of something. Thus to study any thing is to study that thing as it is
experienced or conceptualized within the consciousness of aparticular
individual. Reality, in other words, has no meaning for us except as individually experienced phenomena.
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Phenomenology views reading fiction as aspecial and fascinating instance of the more general process by which meaning is imposed upon the
world by the individual consciousness. The act of reading is not merely a
mechanical process of sense making, but rather acurious and paradoxical
process by which lifeless and pitifully inadequate marks on apage are
brought to life in the reader's imagination. This process occurs in reading
the simplest fictional narrative (a joke or folktale) as well as the most
complicated and extended literary exercise. It occurs so quickly and seemingly so automatically that it would appear to short-circuit conscious
thought and logic.
What happens when reader meets text, when consciousness encounters
the printed page, can be, and has been, conceptualized in any number of
ways: as asort of mutually sustaining collaboration; as asurrender of the
reader to the thoughts of an absent other; and even as a struggle for
power between the text and the reader. All such conceptualizations of
reader-text interaction recognize that the world constructed as aresult of
the reading act has existence only in the mind of the reader, and yet its
construction is initiated and guided by the words the reader encounters in
the text. Furthermore, those words were selected and organized by someone else, and yet that person (the author) is always absent from the reading process. To Roman Ingarden, astudent of Husserl, the literary work
is like amusical composition. As apiece of sheet music, the musical text
is still only aset of possibilities. This musical text becomes amusical work
only when aperformer "concretizes" the text in performance. The musical
composition certainly exists apart from any particular performance of it,
but it has meaning for us only as aperformance. Similarly, the literary
text for Ingarden is but a"schemata' askeletal structure of meaning
possibilities awaiting realization by the reader.
As an arrangement of words on the page, the literary text is but half of
the perceptual dynamic; it is an object, yet without aperceiving subject.
In the reading act, the fictional world represented by the words on the
page is constructed and given life within the consciousness of the reader.
That world is created as the reader follows the cues provided by the text,
but also—even more important, according to Ingarden—as the reader
fills in the places the text leaves vacant. Gap filling is the process by which
the imaginary world suggested by words in the text is constructed in the
mind of the reader. The notion of gap filling recognizes that reading a
novel involves not merely following amental recipe using ingredients supplied by the text, but amuch more complex process in which the reader
brings to bear upon the words of the text previous experiences with liter-
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ary texts, knowledge of other texts of the saine type, and an array of
mostly unconscious assumptions drawn from his or her own experiential
world. Because those experiences and knowledge vary from culture to
culture, group to group, and individual to individual, there will be different fictional worlds constructed by different readers on the basis of the
same textual instructions. Furthermore, gap filling accounts for one of
the most fascinating qualities of imaginative literature: The worlds we
construct in reading literature appear to us to be fully formed and complete from the time we get our first descriptions of them on page one until
after we have finished reading the final paragraph of the book. Reading a
novel is not like playing "connect the dots:' We don't start with an apparently random arrangement of words that take on meaning and life only at
the end of the reading process. Even on the basis of the tiniest fragment
of narrative information, we will provide whatever is missing until we
have organized those scraps into acomplete imaginary world.
Gap filling is also affected by our movement through the text. The confrontation between our initial expectations and the text forms asort of
provisional fictional world, on the basis of which we develop further expectations of what is likely to happen next as well as assumptions about
the relationship between any one part of this fictional world and any other.
As we read further, those expectations are modified so that we can keep a
coherent world before our mind's eye at all times. In short, Ingarden reminds us that reading is adynamic tension between the reader's expectations and the text's schematic instructions for meaning production. The
result is aconstantly changing fictional world, but one that appears to us
as whole and complete at any moment during the reading act.
Ingarden's description of the reading act is the starting point for Wolfgang Iser's The Act of Reading. 2 Iser points out that our relationship with
narrative artworks is fundamentally different from that with painting or
photography. A painting can be taken in all at once. The only time we
experience anovel as awhole, however, is when we have finished experi,encing it—that is, only after we have read it all. Instead of being outside
the work contemplating it as awhole, the reader of anarrative takes on
what Iser calls a"wandering viewpoint' aconstantly changing position
within the text itself.
Although Iser seems to exclude visual narratives (film and, by extension, television) from his account of the wandering viewpoint, it is clear
that any narrative form involves the reader's—or viewer's—movement
through the text, from one sentence, shot, or scene to the next. Because
narratives unfold in time (reading time or screen time), as viewers or
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readers we are always poised between the textual geography we have
already wandered across and that we have yet to cover. This tension between what we have learned from the text and what we anticipate finding
out occurs throughout the text and at every level of its organization. Each
sentence of aliterary narrative or each shot of atelevision narrative both
answers questions and asks new ones. Iser describes this process as an
alternation between prrotension (expectation or anticipation) and retention
(our knowledge of the text to that point). To continue the geographic metaphor, each new "block" of text we cover provides us with anew vantage
point from which to regard the landscape of the text thus far, while at the
same time it causes us to speculate as to what lies around the next textual
corner. Hence our viewpoint constantly "wanders" backward and forward
across the text.
According to Iser, although the text can stimulate and attempt to channel protension and retention, it cannot control those processes, because
both occur in the places where the text is silent —in the inevitable gaps
between sentences, paragraphs, and chapters. And, Iwould add, in the
gaps between shots, scenes, segments, and episodes. It is in these holes
in the textual structure that we as readers and viewers "work" on that
structure. We make the connections that the text cannot make for us.
Iser's theory of reading activity as gap filling relies on abasic semiotic
distinction (discussed in Ellen Seiter's essay) between paradigmatic (associative) and syntagmatic (sequential) organization. The gaps in the text
to which Iser refers involve the syntagmatic arrangement of textual
segments—the space between one chapter and the next, for example.
These gaps provide us with an opportunity to consider possible paradigmatic relationships between the segments as well. In other words, how
might they be related associatively or conceptually?
As Ihave noted, Iser limits his theory of the reading act to literature.
As ascholar whose examples are drawn predominantly from the realm of
"high art" literature, Iser might be horrified at the prospect of someone
applying his theory of reading not just to television, but to one of the most
popular and least "artsy" of television narrative forms: the soap opera.
Yet this is precisely what Ipropose to do. The phenomenological theory of
reading activity developed by Ingarden and elaborated by Iser helps to
account for the curiously structured and quite complex fictional soap opera
worlds that viewers encounter daily. Furthermore, given that some aspects of "reading" soap operas overlap with the processes involved in reading any narrative broadcast on commercial television, areader- or vieweroriented account of the relationship between soap operas and their viewers
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might help us to understand our relationship with television narratives
more generally.
Serial narrative—what we usually call soap opera—is the most popular form of television programming in the world. Telenovelas dominate the
evening television schedule in many parts of Latin America. Brazil's largest commercial television company, TV Globo, not only produces that country's most popular soap operas, which are in turn the country's most popular programs, but it exports its telenovelas to dozens of countries around
the world. One soap opera or another is usually the most-watched program in Australia in any given week, and for the past thirty years asoap
opera has been the most popular program in Great Britain. In the winter
of 1991, anew serial in the People's Republic of China took that country
by storm. Since the early 1930s, American daytime television schedules
have been dominated by serial drama, and the success of Dallas in the
1970s led to aproliferation of serials in the evening schedules as well.
The most striking narrative feature of soap operas—as the term serial
narrative implies—is their openness. Closed narratives (found in most
feature films and novels) resolve all the major narrative questions raised
in the plot by its end. The pleasure derived from reading or watching
closed narratives is closely connected to that moment of ultimate closure
— when secrets are revealed, riddles solved, obstacles overcome, and desires fulfilled. Open narratives, on the other hand, do not tie up all their
narrative loose ends. Questions, problems, mysteries might remain unsettled or their resolutions might provoke still further questions, problems, and complications.
Some serial forms are more open than others. Latin American soap
operas, for example, tend to last only afew months. At the end of their
runs, there is some attempt to close off some of the major plot lines. Here
we need to make adistinction between American prime-time serials, which
are shown in weekly, one-hour episodes (Dallas, L.A. Law, thirtysomething, Twin Peaks), and daytime soap operas, which are either ahalf-hour
or an hour long and are shown five days aweek (Santa Barbara, General
Hospital, As the World Turns). An episode of a prime-time American
serial usually contains at least one plot line that is closed off by the end of
the episode, along with afew others that might be stretched over several
episodes or an entire season. American daytime serials and British and
Australian soap operas (EastEnders, Coronation Street, Neighbors, Home
and Away) implicitly assume they will never end, and they very seldom
produce narrative closure within agiven episode. Every plot line continues across anumber of episodes.
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In applying some of the insights of reader-oriented criticism to the soap
opera, Iwant to concentrate on the American daytime soap opera because it demonstrates most clearly the peculiar narrative qualities of the
serial form in general. However, most of the points Imake about American daytime soaps are applicable to British and Australian soaps as well.
The openness, longevity, and frequency of American daytime soap operas
(which Iwill henceforth simply call soap operas) result in astaggeringly
large amount of text devoted, ostensibly at least, to the relating of the
same overall story. Each year an hour-long soap opera offers its viewers
260 hours of text. Most of the soaps currently being run on American
commercial television have been on the air for at least ten years. In
cinematic terms, this represents the equivalent of 1,300 feature-length
films! One soap opera, Guiding Light, has enjoyed acontinuous television
run since the early 1950s, giving it atext that would require more than a
year of nonstop viewing to "read!'
Another distinctive feature of the soap opera text is its presumption of
its own immortality. Closed narrative forms are conceived backward, with
the ending of the story dictating what leads up to it. Soap operas have no
point toward which all movement in the plot is directed. Rather than being
based around asingle resolving plot line, soap operas disperse their narrative energy among aconstantly changing set of interrelated plots, which
may merge, overlap, diverge, fragment, close off, and open up again over
aviewing period of several years. Individual episodes advance the plots
incrementally, but no one watches asoap opera with the expectation that
one day all of the conflicts and narrative entanglements will be resolved so
that the entire population of the soap opera universe can fade into happilyever-after oblivion.
A final resolution to asoap opera's narrative seems so unlikely in part
because we follow the activities of an entire community of characters rather
than observing the fate of afew protagonists. It is not at all unusual for a
soap opera to feature more than forty regularly appearing characters at
any given time—not including those characters who have been consigned
to the netherworld between full citizenship in the community and death:
characters who long ago moved to another town, or characters whose fate
is uncertain (dozens of soap opera characters have been presumed dead,
only to be resurrected years later). These large communities represent
elaborate networks of character relationships, in which who someone is is
amatter of to whom he or she is related by marriage, kinship, friendship,
or antagonism. These complex character networks in American daytime
soap operas distinguish them even from their prime-time counterparts
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such as Dallas or L.A. Law, whose "permanent" residents are fewer (a
dozen as opposed to thirty or forty) and whose narratives depend much
more upon afew central characters.
In an attempt to account for the soap opera viewing process, we might
begin by recalling Iser's point that we can never experience anarrative
text in its totality while we are reading it; we axe always someplace "inside" its structure rather than outside of it contemplating it as awhole.
However, unlike closed narrative forms (the novel, the short story, the
feature film, the made-for-TV movie or teleplay), the soap opera does not
give us aposition after "The End" from which to look back on the entire
text. The final page of asoap opera never comes, nor is it ever anticipated
by the viewer. As soap opera viewers, we cannot help but be inside the
narrative flow of the soap opera text. Furthermore, our "wandering"
through the soap opera text as viewers is aprocess that can occur quite
literally over the course of decades.
Even if we wished to view the entire text of All My Children or Coronation Street to this point in its history, we would be unable to do so; a
soap opera is like anovel whose chapters we rip up immediately after
reading them. Our viewing of soap operas is regulated by their being
parceled out in daily installments. Unlike our reading of aliterary text,
the rate at which we "read" films or television programs is afunction of
the text itself rather than our reading activity. The exception—and it is
becoming arather important one—occurs when we watch programs on
videotape and thus can zip, zap, and freeze the flow of images; otherwise
those images flash by at apredetermined and unalterable rate. With soap
operas, and to alesser degree with other series and serial forms of television narrative, this reading regulation is not just technological but institutional as well—a measured portion of text is allocated for each episode
and for each scene within each episode. Unlike the series form of television narrative, wherein acomplete story is told in each episode and only
the setting and characters carry through from week to week, the soap
opera simply suspends the telling of its stories at the end of each episode
without any pretext of narrative resolution. In the 1930s and 1940s, radio
soap operas ended each episode with the announcer asking, for example,
"Will Mary forgive John's thoughtlessness and agree to marry him? Join
us tomorrow" The announcer's role was eliminated as soap operas shifted
from radio to television, but the calculated suspension of the text at the
end of each episode of atelevision soap opera implicitly encourages the
viewer to ask the same sort of question and provides the same answer:
You'll have to tune in to the next episode to find out.
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Viewed in terms of reader-oriented criticism, the time between the end
of one soap opera episode and the beginning of the next constitutes an
enforced gap between syntagmatic segments of the text. Iser comments
on aparallel pattern of textual organization in the novels of Charles Dickens, which were first published in weekly installments in magazines. Thus,
during his lifetime, many of Dickens's readers read his novels over aperiod of months, one chapter each week. Iser claims that they frequently
reported enjoying the serialized form of agiven novel more than they did
the same work when it was eventually published in book form. Their heightened enjoyment Iser explains in terms of the protensive tension provoked
by the strategic interruption of the narrative at crucial moments. Every
chapter ended with amajor unanswered question, but the reader had to
wait until the next issue of the magazine before it would be answered. By
structuring the text around the gaps between installments and by making
those gaps literally days in length, the serial novel supercharged the reader's imagination and made him or her amore active reader. 3
The relationship Iser sees between "strategic interruption" and heightened enjoyment would seem to apply with particular force to the experience of watching soap operas. It might also be responsible, in part at
least, for the frequently mentioned loyalty of many soap opera viewers
and for the pleasure many viewers take in talking about their "stories"
(my mother's generic term for soap operas) with other viewers. The regular suspension of the telling of those stories increases the desire to once
again join the lives of characters the viewer has come to know over the
course of years of viewing. And because the viewer cannot induce the
text to start up again, some of the energy generated by this protensive
tension might well be channeled into discourse about the text among fellow viewers.
When Dorothy Hobson interviewed women office workers in Birmingham, England, to determine how talk about soap operas fit into the everyday work environment, she discovered that the opportunity to talk about
soaps in the "gap" between episodes was just as important to these viewers as watching the soap. Their lunchtime and work-break conversations
frequently revolved around soap operas, as they anticipated what might
happen next, debated the significance of recent plot events, analyzed the
motives and behaviors of particular characters, and related the fictional
world of the soap opera to their own experiences. Indeed, several women
decided to begin watching aparticular soap opera because they found
lunchtime discussion about it so important to their colleagues. 4 The range
of protensive possibilities these and other viewers of soap operas might
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discuss is considerably wider than in many other types of narrative. Unlike texts that have asingle protagonist with whom the reader identifies
almost exclusively, the soap opera distributes interest among an entire
community of characters, thus making any one character narratively dispensable. Even characters the viewer has known for decades may suddenly die in plane crashes, lapse into comas, or move to Cleveland.
Textual gaps exist not only between soap opera episodes but within
each episode as well. Each episode is planned around the placement of
commercial messages, so that the scene immediately preceding acommercial raises anarrative question. For the sponsor, the soap opera narrative text is but apretext for the commercial—the bait that arouses the
viewer's interest and prepares him or her for the delivery of the sales
pitch. For the viewer, however, the commercial is an interruption of the
narrative—another gap between textual segments, providing an excellent opportunity to reassess previous textual information and reformulate
expectations regarding future developments. We might even argue that
the repetition and predictability of commercial messages encourage this
retentive and protensive activity. A given commercial might be novel
enough to warrant our attention the first time we see it, but is unlikely to
sustain our interest on subsequent viewings.
Iser theorizes that textual gaps can also be created by "cutting" between plot lines in astory Just when the reader's interest has been secured by the characters and situation of one plot line, the text shifts perspective suddenly to another set of characters and another plot strand.
Because of this, says Iser, "the reader is forced to try to find connections
between the hitherto familiar story and the new, unforeseeable situations.
He is faced with awhole network of possibilities, and thus begins himself
to formulate missing links?' As regular soap opera viewers know, in any
given episode there are likely to be several major plot lines unfolding. The
text "cuts" among them constantly. The action in one scene might simply
be suspended for atime while we look in on another plot line. Later in the
episode we might rejoin the action in scene one as if no time had elapsed
in the interval, or we might join that plot line at alater moment in time.
The gaps that structure the soap opera viewing experience—between
episodes and between one scene and the next, as well as those created by
commercial interruptions—become all the more important when one considers the complex network of character relationships formed by the soap
opera community. In asense, the soap opera trades narrative closure for
paradigmatic complexity. Anything might happen to an individual character, but in the long run it will not affect the community of characters as
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awhole. By the same token, everything that happens to an individual
character affects other characters to whom he or she is related.
When Ifirst began to watch soap operas regularly, Iwas struck by the
amount of narrative redundancy within each episode. One episode of Guiding Light, Iremember well, consisted basically of scenes in which different members of the community learned that two couples were about to be
married. Icould understand why this information might be repeated in
subsequent episodes—not every viewer is able to watch soap operas every
day—but why was it necessary to repeat it over and over again within the
same episode? This is apuzzle only for the inexperienced soap opera viewer.
The regular viewer, familiar with the paradigmatic structure of that particular soap (that is, its network of character relationships) will know that
who tells whom is just as important as what is being related. Having been
conditioned to think of anarrative primarily in syntagmatic terms (what
happens when), Idid not realize that in soap operas, what happens is
important only as it affects the soap's network of character relationships.
Each retelling of the information "Skip and Carol are to be wed" is viewed
against the background formed by all the characters' interrelationships.
Thus the second and third retellings within the same episode are far from
being paradigmatically redundant.
How is this paradigmatic complexity related to the structuring of gaps
in the soap opera text? The size of the soap opera community, the complexity of its character relationships, and the fact that soap opera characters possess both histories and memories all combine to create an almost
infinite set of potential connections between one plot event and another.
The syntagmatic juxtaposition of two plot lines (a scene from one following or preceding ascene from the other) arouses in the viewer the possibility of aparadigmatic connection between them. But because the connection the text makes is only asyntagmatic one, the viewer is left to
imagine what other connection, if any, they might have. The range of latent relationships evoked by the gaps between scenes is dependent upon
the viewer's familiarity with the current community of characters and his
or her historical knowledge of previous character relationships. For example, one episode of asoap opera might be structured around the wedding
of two young characters. Following ascene showing the exchange of vows,
we might see the bride's divorced parents arguing at the reception, while
in the next scene two young friends of the bridal couple exchange amorous glances across acrowded dance floor. The text itself does not indicate
what paradigmatic relationship the viewer is to construct among these
three syntagmatically linked scenes. But the viewer may well see connec-
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tions among the ritual union of two characters, the effects of the dissolution of the union between the parents of one of them, and the possible
beginning of aromantic union between two other characters. In avery
real sense, then, the better one knows asoap opera and its characters, the
greater reason one has for wanting to watch every day. Conversely, the
less involved one is in agiven soap opera's textual network, the more that
soap opera appears to be merely an unending series of plot lines that
unfold so slowly that virtually nothing "happens" in any given episode,
and the more tiresomely redundant each episode seems.

Television's Modes of Address
As we have seen, narrative theory begins with the observation that
every story is told by someone and in particular ways. Reader-oriented
criticism takes up the corollary to this observation: every story entails
someone to whom and for whose benefit the story is being told. In attempting to specify "to whom" astory is told and the role this hypothetical listener/reader ought/might play in the reading process, reader-oriented
theorists have proposed abewildering array of readers—fictive reader,
model reader, intended reader, ideal reader, implied reader, and superreader, to name but afew. Although each of these readers is somewhat
different, they all refer to the fact that —as anyone who has ever tried to
tell an anecdote or ajoke knows—every story is constructed around aset
of assumptions the teller makes about his or her audience: what they know
or don't know; what their attitudes are toward certain groups of people;
why they are willing to listen to the story to begin with; how it is likely to
fit in with other stories or jokes they might have heard; and so forth.
Model, ideal, super, implied—these words all refer to the composite of
these assumptions as they are manifested within the narrative itself.
For example, the university where Iteach (the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill) has an intense sports rivalry with another campus of the state university system that is located just twenty miles away
(North Carolina State University). The rivalry has prompted anumber of
jokes told by students and alumni (all right, yes, sometimes by faculty,
too) of one school about the other. At aUNC alumni reception afew years
ago, someone asked me if Iknew how one could identify afuneral procession for aState alumnus? "The lead tractor," he said, "has its lights on?
The fact of his telling me this joke assumes anumber of things about me
as alistener: (1) that Iam aware of the rivalry between the two schools;
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(2) that Iknow that N.C. State is the campus in the state system that
specializes in agriculture; (3) that Iknow that atractor is an inappropriate
vehicle in afuneral procession; and (4) that Iside with UNC in this rivalry
and thus am likely to find the joke both relevant and funny rather than
pointless and insulting.
One of the most obvious ways the reader can be acknowledged and
assumptions about him or her manifested is by referring directly to the
reader: addressing the reader directly, confiding in the reader, appealing
to the reader, describing what the reader knows or might feel, even questioning or challenging the reader's interpretation of the text thus fat In
other words, the text might create acharacterized fictional reader. Such
astrategy was common in the eighteenth-century British novel (Henry
Fielding's Tom Jones, for example), reaching its most elaborate (and funniest) use in Laurence Sterne's Tristram Shandy. But the fashion for characterized fictional readers waned in the nineteenth century (compare Dickens with Fielding), and by the twentieth century the reader was largely
ignored in mainstream fiction. Even when the author employed first-person
narration to personify the voice of the storyteller, there was seldom a
corresponding personified reader to whom the first-person narrator told
his or her tale. Adopting the narrational style of the nineteenth-century
novel and drama, Hollywood cinema also pretends the viewer isn't there
and tells its stories, for the most part, through the inhuman objectivity of
the "third-person" camera.
Thus, despite reader-oriented criticism's usefulness in foregrounding
the role of the reader, the relationship between addresser and addressee
in television needs to be distinguished from that in literature as well as
from that in cinema and theater. In all these modes of storytelling, says
Marie Maclean, we have atype of performance. A novel, film, play, or
television program is apresentation, adisplay text arranged in aparticular way for aparticular audience in the hopes of eliciting aparticular set
of responses. Each of these forms carries within it traces of the face-toface communication situation from which each ultimately derived. "Through
anarrative text' she writes,
Imeet you in astruggle which may be cooperative or may be combative, astruggle for knowledge, for power, for pleasure, for possession.
The meeting is manifest in the course of the narrative performance in
which the performer whether human or textual, undertakes to control the audience by words or signs alone, while they, the partners in
the act, use their power as hearers to dictate the terms of the control.
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If you tell me astory, Ican refuse to listen, but if Ibecome alistener,
Ican also always remind you that words, in the last resort, can only
mean what my mind allows them to mean. I, too, am constantly
performing.'
All performances, she continues, involve aset of expectations and conventions that form acontractual relationship between performer and audience.
This contract might be violated, transgressed, subverted, or amended,
but it cannot be ignored because it frames the performance act itself.
Each form of performance (novel, cinema, drama, television) implies a
different set of conventions and expectations and hence adifferent contract between performer and audience. For example, in live performance,
performers can regulate their "acts" according to the immediate feedback
audience members provide them. A stand-up comic can address an audience member directly, allow him or her to "perform" in answer to aquestion, exchange barbs with aheckler, or decide to change material in midact
if audience response seems to dictate that. By the same token, the audience of the live performance has the power to respond while the performance is occurring, in the same space as the performer, and in such away
that its response can affect the nature of the performance. Literary performance, on the other hand, is but arepresentation of an enacted performance. The actual "performer" (the author) is always absent from the
text and at the moment of the text's "performance" in the mind of the
reader. Nor can the author, at the time of his or her "performance" (the
writing of the book), see or hear the person by whom the text is meant to
be read. In written texts, both performer and audience have become literary conventions; the author may be represented in the text as anarrator
and the reader may be characterized by the text, but both have been
reduced to linguistic signs. The reader's power to attempt to control the
performance contract is similarly limited—at least in relation to the faceto-face performance situation. "Feedback" becomes the reader's interpretation of the text.
Cinema combines features of both live and literary performance. It provides us with an iconic (Peirce might say "indexical") rather than alinguistic representation of the performance act. In other words, cinema is
at one level at least arecord or simulation of what was, at the moment of
recording on film, a"live" performance. Despite the fact that it rarely
occurs in Hollywood films, afilm performer can appear to address the
audience in the movie theater by looking and speaking into the camera.
(Woody Allen's Purple Rose of Cairo is afantasy about overcoming the
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simulated nature of cinema's direct address.) But direct address in the
cinema is still only arepresentation of aface-to-face exchange, because
the performer is literally absent both from the film itself and from the
time and place of its showing, just as the audience was absent at the
moment the performer spoke to the camera. Similarly, although there can
be immediate response to the film in the movie theater (laughter, applause,
hissing, even verbal retorts), nothing the audience does short of stopping
the projector will affect the film's "performance? At one level each showing of the film will be the same as the last, regardless of how demonstrative the audience's response might have been.
Television has agreater capacity to emulate live performance than either cinema or literature. Unlike literature and like cinema, television
represents its performers iconically— we see their images on the screen.
But unlike cinema, television can serve not only as arecording device but
also as asimultaneous transmission device. Direct address in cinema can
only allude to aface-to-face communication situation because the address
is always frozen in the past. Television can and does simulate face-to-face
communication in that aperformer's address to the camera can be seen
and heard by the viewer at the moment of its articulation. The word
simulation is very important here. Television creates the appearance of a
face-to-face encounter between performer and viewer, but it is an encounter in which the viewer is severely limited in his or her ability to turn the
tables and become the addresser. Where that does occur (as with viewer
call-in shows or on home shopping cable channels), it is usually via another communication technology, the telephone, which reduces the
viewer-as-performer to adisembodied voice. Furthermore, the television
performer can control which viewer is allowed to be heard by other viewers and for how long. In short, the issue is not how close television can
come to imitating an actual face-to-face communication event, but how,
why, and with what effects upon the act of TV viewing television uses its
unique capacity to simulate person-to-person encounters.
In terms of the way television addresses and attempts to engage the
viewer, we need to keep in mind that television has the ability to "represent" awide variety of other narrative, dramatic, and performance
forms. Television can transmit a"live" theatrical performance or sporting
event. It can also broadcast afilm made decades ago. In the broadcasting
of news conferences, it can show aface-to-face encounter as it happens. In
the near half-century of its use as acommercial entertainment medium,
television has developed two primary modes of address—what we might
call the cinematic mode and the rhetorical mode.
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Drawn from the conventions of Hollywood-style cinema, what Iam calling the cinematic mode of address and viewer engagement expends tremendous effort to hide its operation. It engages its viewers covertly, making them unseen observers of aworld that always appears fully formed
and autonomous. As has been noted, with very few exceptions (most of
them in comedies), the viewer of a Hollywood-style film is neither addressed nor acknowledged. One of the cardinal sins of film acting is looking into the lens of the camera, because doing so threatens to break the
illusion of reality by reminding viewers of the apparatus that intervenes
between them and the world on the screen. This is certainly not to say
that there is no "implied" viewer constructed by Hollywood films. Given
that the viewer's knowledge of the world of the film comes through the
camera, the viewer is quite literally positioned in some place relative to
the action in every shot.
We see the cinematic mode of viewer engagement on television not only
in televised Hollywood films or made-for-TV movies, but also in television
dramas of all sorts as well as in some situation comedies. Indeed, the
preponderance of television drama on prime-time American television is
shot using the same conventions as "big-screen" filmmaking—especially
as those conventions affect address. We would find it astonishing if, during an episode of Dallas, J. R. Ewing turned to the camera and said,
"What do you think about that?" And even in Twin Peaks, ashow acclaimed for its narrative and stylistic innovation, the viewer was still ignored, and the narrative unfolded as if no one were watching.
Daytime soap operas and some situation comedies have modified the
Hollywood style of shooting to accommodate what is called "three-camera,
live-tape" shooting, whereby an entire scene is enacted while being shot
and recorded on videotape simultaneously by three (or more) television
cameras. The director electronically cuts between one camera's shot and
another as the scene is enacted in real time. Live-tape production obviously makes subjective point-of-view shots much more difficult to achieve
than in Hollywood-style filmmaking, because repositioning the camera so
that it sees what aparticular character sees would require penetrating
the space of the scene. Hence subjectivity (showing what a character
sees or thinks) is usually rendered aurally rather than visually by showing
aclose-up of acharacter while his or her thoughts are heard on the sound
track. Despite some degree of deviation from Hollywood cinema style,
however, live-tape television dramas seldom, if ever, address the viewer.
The rhetorical mode of viewer engagement on television is in some ways
the opposite of the cinematic mode. Rather than pretending the viewer
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isn't there, the rhetorical mode simulates the face-to-face encounter by
directly addressing the viewer and, what is more important, acknowledging both the performer's role as addresser and the viewer's role as addressee. Among the types of programs that rely on the rhetorical mode
are news programs, variety shows, talk shows, religious programs, "selfhelp" and educational programs (cooking, exercise, home study, and gardening shows, for example), MTV (the video-jocks), home shopping channels, sports, game shows, and, of course, many advertisements. The
addressers—those whom Sarah Kozloff discusses as the narrator—in
these types of television shows play anumber of distinct roles: they may
be "characterized" as the reporter, anchorperson, announcer, host, sportscaster, moderator, or quiz master. Each characterization, obviously, involves different conventions of address: how the addresser presents himself or herself and how he or she relates to and acknowledges the viewer.
But in each case there is an attempt to engage the viewer directly. Furthermore, each involves an attempt, implicitly or explicitly, to recruit people as viewers—that is, to persuade the actual person watching at home
that he or she is the "you" to whom the addresser is speaking.
In other words, the television addresser attempts to solicit the viewer's
participation in acommunication transaction in which aprospective audience member agrees to play the role of listener/viewer. As Maclean points
out, every story implicitly begins with the statement, "Listen, and Iwill
tell you something you will want to hear." That is, the story teller attempts to assert his or her role as storyteller and, at the same time, to
convince the addressee to accept that role as well as the addressee's own
role as listener to the story. Every story—indeed, every face-to-face
communication—involves an exchange on the basis of apresumed contract:
the addresser offers to tell us something we haven't already heard. By
agreeing to listen, we accept the offer. But the addresser also expects
something in return for telling us astory or revealing apiece of information:
he or she expects some kind of response. And as listeners we expect to be
able to respond. At aminimum, the teller looks for aresponse indicating
that the listener understands the point of the story, that he or she now
realizes why it was relevant and thus worth listening to. This signal of
relevance might be as simple as anod of the head or amurmured "hmmm:'
In the case of ajoke, the desired response is, of course, laughter. In all
performance situations, says Maclean, the audience "experience an obligation to respond and feel cheated if they cannot do so. The response may
be positive or negative, it may confirm or contest the expectations of the
teller. ...[Regardless,] the audience, whether willing or unwilling, feel
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that they have entered into, or sometimes that they have been forced into,
acontractual relationshipr 7
The centrality of the rhetorical mode of address to American television
becomes apparent when one considers the performance contract Maclean
speaks of in relation to the economic basis of commercial television. As I
argued in the introduction, television is in the business of selling people to
advertisers. Or, to be more precise, broadcasters are paid by advertisers
on the basis of the statistical probability that at acertain time of day x
number of aparticular category of viewers (men or women, teenagers,
children) will be tuned to aparticular program and thus will be in aposition to watch the advertiser's message. Commercial television's job is not
to sell products but to recruit people who axe available to watch television
as viewers. Whatever else atelevision program does, whatever response
it hopes to elicit (laughter, tears, outrage, or whatever), it must first persuade aperson in front of television set to play the role of viewer, to enter
into acontractual relationship that simulates what we experience in faceto-face situations. Commercial television constantly reminds you that you
are the "you" it wishes to speak to.
Becoming awatcher of commercial television also involves the viewer in
an implicit economic contract as well. Maclean argues that, although every
narrative transaction is also an economic transaction (between the producer and the consumer of acultural product), at the level of reading the
nature of that transaction is the giving/accepting of agift rather than the
selling/purchase of acommodity. "The gift economy," she says, "is more
flexible than that of merchandise: you can choose not to enter into it, you
may even choose not to reciprocate. ...The worth of anarrative, like the
worth of agift, has nothing to do with its valuer8
Programming on commercial television arrives in our home as agift.
We haven't asked for it; we don't pay to receive it; and (unless you are one
of the families that make up the television ratings sample) no one asks you
whether or in what ways you use it. Commercial interruptions are, in one
sense, the string that comes attached to the "free gift" of television programming. But commercials are also implicit reminders that the gift was
given by the advertiser. Not too long ago most programs (and afew still
today) would be preceded or closed by an announcer's voice saying, "This
program has been brought to you by ..!" or "This program has been
sponsored by. ..!' The minimal response the advertiser implicitly asks
from you, as the viewer to whom the program is offered, is that you also
agree to play the role of viewer during the commercial message. But the
entire economic system of commercial broadcasting is premised upon the
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expectation that at least some viewers will reciprocate the gift of programming by purchasing the sponsor's product.
This implicit reciprocity underpinning commercial television's viewing
contract can be seen more clearly when we compare it to our contractual
relationship with the movies. The Hollywood cinema style has developed
to serve asystem of economic exchange in which the viewer pays "up
front" for the opportunity to enjoy the cinematic experience that follows
the purchase of aticket. Thus, in amovie theater, we have different expectations about the nature of that experience than we do in front of the
television set. For example, one reason that the showing of product advertisements before afilm has not gone over very well in the United States is
that people feel they have paid to see the movie and therefore should not
be subjected to amessage they did not pay for and do not necessarily
want to see. But once amoviegoer has paid for aticket, no further action
is asked of him or her after leaving the theater to fulfill the implicit contract between "the movies" and the viewer/consumer. By contrast, commercial television succeeds only by persuading the viewer to respond to
the "gift" of programming at another time, in another place, in aprescribed manner. In other words, the implicit bargain between the viewer
and television is fulfilled not in front of the set but in the grocery store.
Television asks us to act; hence it is inherently rhetorical. If the theatrical
movie-viewing situation is centripetal (one bright spot of moving light in a
dark room draws us into another world and holds us there for ninety minutes or so), then television is centrifugal. Its texts are not only presented
for us but directed out at us. Ironically, television's commercial messages
drive us away from the set, out into the "real" world of commodities and
services.
The nature of the gift economy of television becomes visible only when
the system of exchange breaks down. Occasionally, for example, atelevision program will deal with issues or take astance that aparticular public
pressure group finds offensive. That group might urge its adherents to
boycott products made by the sponsors of the show as an expression of
their disapproval. The pressure group is in effect urging its members to
disavow that sponsor's program gift, to leave it and its surrounding advertising messages "unopened," and to not reciprocate the gift by purchasing
the sponsor's product.
One of the hallmarks of the rhetorical mode—and another striking difference between its method of viewer engagement and that offered by
Hollywood films—is its use of characterized viewers. Direct address is
but the most obvious way in which the viewer is represented on television
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—for example, as the "person" Dan Rather says "good evening" to at the
beginning of the CBS Evening News. Television frequently provides us
with on-screen characterized viewers—textual surrogates who do what
real viewers cannot: interact with other performers and respond (usually
in an ideal fashion) to the appeals, demands, and urgings of the addresser.
These on-screen characterized viewers abound on television commercials. An ad for Time magazine that aired several years ago, for example,
opens with ashot of aman sitting at his desk at home. An off-screen voice
asks him, "How would you like to get Time delivered to your home every
week for half-off the newsstand price?" The man looks into the camera as
the voice speaks, but before he can respond the voice adds, "You'll also
receive this pocket calculator with your paid subscription!' An arm emerges
from off-screen and hands the calculator to the man. He nods his acceptance of the offer, but again, before he can speak the voice piles on still
more incentives. Finally, with not the slightest doubt remaining that the
man will become a Time subscriber, the voice orders him to place the
toll-free call. The man hesitates. "What are you waiting for?" the voice
asks. "You haven't told me the number," the man objects. The voice responds with the number, and it magically appears at the bottom of the
screen. The ad ends with the man placing the phone call.
Notice that although the characterized viewer (the man in the ad) is
constructed so as to resemble the real viewer Time hopes to reach with
the ad, the former stands in adifferent relationship to the text's addresser
than does the presumed viewer at home. The man in the ad enjoys adirect, face-to-face (or, in this case at least, face-to-voice) relationship with
the performer who addresses him. The technology necessary to bring the
commercial message "to us" disappears and is replaced by an unmediated
person-to-person communication situation. One function of this strategy
is to evoke face-to-face communication interaction and the contract that
interaction entails.
In other ads, the characterized addressee is established in asetting
suggesting that of the implied audience and within which is enacted a
drama of face-to-face communication. The characterized addressee confides a problem to afriend (dull floors, constipation, bad breath, gray
clothes, or whatever), who predictably offers the solution to the problem
in the form of aparticular product —frequently as agift. The characterized viewer responds appropriately by thanking the friend for the gift,
acknowledging the wisdom of his or her advice and the solution to the
viewer's problem.
The Time ad illustrates another aspect of television's use of the charac-
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terized viewer—a blurring of the distinction between characterized addressee, implied viewer, and addresser. When the man responds to the
voice, he does so by looking directly into the camera. Thus, he looks at
"us" as if we were the source of the message. In aHollywood film, one of
the principal ways of establishing identification between the viewer and a
character is the use of a strategy called glance/object editing. We are
shown aclose-up of acharacter as that character looks off-screen. The
second shot, taken from that character's point of view, shows what he or
she sees. A third shot returns us to the close-up of the character. In the
rhetorical television mode, however, glance/object editing is short-circuited
in that "we" turn out to be the object of the character's glance. In the
curious logic of this mode, the voice of the commercial is made into our
voice, as the man establishes the connection between our gaze and "the
voice:' At the same time, we are also characterized as the man who responds to that voice. He acts as we should act. The superimposition of the
telephone number at the end of the ad, however, addresses "us" rather
than "him? because he attends to the oral recitation of the number rather
than to its appearance on the screen—and even if he did notice the printed
number, it would appear backwards to him!
The purposive collapsing of addresser, characterized addressee, and implied viewer in television's rhetorical mode creates what Robert Stam has
called, with regard to news programming, "the regime of the fictive We?
In the middle of asoap opera, the announcer says, "We'll return to our
story in just amoment? A promotion for the local newscast says, "Tonight on Action News we'll look at the problem of teenage pregnancy"
Other examples are obvious and legion on American commercial television. Who is this "we"? Perhaps it merely stands for the collective "senders" of the message—the news staff, the advertisers, the people who run
the broadcasting station. But the signified of television's "we" is usually
left vague enough to cover both the addresser and the implied addressee.
Stam sees the "misrecognition of mirror-like images" in the fictive We to
have serious consequences: "Television news ...claims to speak for us,
and often does, but just as often it deprives us of the right to speak by
deluding us into thinking that its discourse is our own?'
The characterized addressee plays an equally important role in two other
television genres, the game show and the talk show. Whereas the commercial and the news program tend to characterize their addressees individually, game and talk shows represent their addressees as agroup—the
studio audience. Unlike the example of the commercials mentioned above,
in which the impersonal experience of watching television is made into an
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interpersonal one by situating the action on the viewer's side of the television set, in talk and game shows the characterized viewer is made apart
of the performance on the other side of the screen. The studio audience is
"there," where it really happens, able to experience the show "in person"
in the same space and at the same time as the performance unfolds. Again
television constructs asimulation of aface-to-face performance.
Game shows and talk shows carefully regulate the responses of their
studio audiences so that this "live" audience is represented to the home
viewer as an ideal audience. With the prompting of "applause" signs in the
studio, the audience unfailingly responds at the appropriate moment: when
anew guest is introduced, when acontestant wins the big prize, when it
is time for acommercial. Game shows and talk shows also employ devices
to individualize the studio audience. In some cooking shows, for example,
amember of the studio audience is chosen to sample the meal the chef has
prepared. On both Late Night with David Letterman and The Tonight
Show, the host goes into the studio audience to talk with individual audience members. Donahue, Oprah Winfrey, The Joan Rivers Show, Geraldo, and other such panel talk shows depend on members of the studio
audience to ask the show's guests the same type of questions "we" would
ask if "we" were there.
Notice, however, that even when the characterized viewer is allowed to
speak as an individual member of the studio audience, his or her discourse
is carefully regulated and channeled. It is only the host (Oprah, Phil, or
Geraldo) who wields the microphone and determines who is allowed to
speak and for how long. The audience member speaks to and looks at
either the host or the guests on stage. Only the host looks directly into
the camera and addresses us. Sometimes the host will become aspokesman for both the studio audience and the presumed home viewer by reverting to the fictive We. (As in: "I think what we all want to know, Dr. X,
is what first prompted you to wear achicken suit in the operating room?")
In this way host, studio audience, and home viewer are collapsed, and the
means by which the responses of the characterized viewer are regulated is
covered over.
In talk shows, although the studio audience is addressed and individual
members are allowed to speak, the roles of host, guests, and characterized audience are demarcated, if on some shows purposefully blurred. The
audience stays "in its place" offstage; guests are isolated onstage in front
of the audience; the host negotiates and regulates the relationship between them and the home viewer. Except in the unlikely event that a
studio audience member is called upon to speak for afew seconds, his or
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her role is primarily that of an exemplary viewer—one who listens, looks,
and responds appropriately. In game shows, however, the characterized
viewer crosses the line that normally separates the characterized "audience" from the "show" This transformation of audience member into performer is perhaps best exemplified by announcer Johnny Olson's invitation to "come on down" on The Price Is Right. We might speculate that
much of the pleasure we derive from game shows stems from the fact that
the contestants seem to be more like "us" than like "them?' As characterized viewers, they appear to us as "real" people acting spontaneously, not
as performers reading lines. This appearance of ashared identity with the
viewer at home is, of course, carefully managed on most game shows.
Contestants are screened and coached to make sure that they will perform
well. Even if drawn at random from the studio audience, the contestant is
no doubt aware of the role he or she is expected to play from having watched
the show before.
By splitting off one or more characterized viewers from the rest of the
studio audience, the game show sets up acircuit of viewer involvement.
When Bob Barker asks the contestant to guess how much the travel trailer
costs, we almost automatically slip into the role of contestant, guessing
along with him or her. If we guess correctly, we vicariously share in the
success. But we can also distance ourselves from the contest and take up
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the position of members of the studio audience as they encourage the
contestants and, on The Price Is Right, at least, shout out what they
believe to be the correct guess. Thus, as we watch agame show we constantly shift from one viewer position to another, collapsing the distance
between contestants and ourselves as we answer along with them, falling
back into the role of studio audience as we assess the contestants' prowess
and luck, and assuming aposition superior to both when we know more
than they. The viewer-positioning strategy of the game show encourages
us to mimic the responses of the characterized viewer in the text. Indeed,
Ifind it difficult to watch a game show without vocally responding
— whether or not someone else is in the room with me.
In short, it is not coincidental that commercial television has developed
asophisticated rhetorical mode of viewer engagement within which much
energy is expended to give the viewer at home an image of himself or
herself on screen and to make sure the viewer knows that he or she is the
person to whom the show (and its accompanying commercials) is offered.
By conflating addresser and addressee under the regime of the fictive We,
commercial television softens the bluntness of its rhetorical thrust. By its
positioning of "us" in "their" position, we seem to be talking ourselves into
acting. By adopting the style and mode of address of commercials, other
genres of television programming rehearse "for fun" what the commercials do in earnest. By simulating face-to-face exchanges, television attempts to "de-mediate" our relationship with it and strengthen the contractual obligations we feel toward it. Every commercial is an implicit
unanswered question —"Will you buy?" — that calls for an action the commercial text itself cannot provide, because only real viewers can buy the
very real commodities the commercials advertise. By offering characterized viewers within the text, commercials fictively answer their own questions with resounding affirmation. We should not be too surprised, then,
when talk shows, game shows, religious programs, and other forms of
commercial television programming also "write in" their own viewers and
provide them with opportunities to respond and act in an affirming, if
carefully regulated, manner.
The ultimate expression of television's rhetorical mode can be found on
American cable television in the form of home shopping channels. Home
Shopping Club, Cable Value Network, QVC Network, and other such operations sell merchandise directly to viewers who order it over the telephone. The merchandise ranges from inexpensive knick-knacks to jewelry
and electronic gear priced over $500. In the main, the "programs" on the
home shopping channels consist of a"live" host describing aparticular
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product, which is shown on-screen. The price and telephone order number also appear, along with arunning count of the number of units of the
item sold. Frequently the item is "available" only for the amount of time it
is featured on-screen, and viewers are encouraged to call in their orders
immediately. From time to time, viewers who have just ordered an item
talk directly with the host "on the air." The host congratulates the caller
for making an excellent purchase, and the caller reciprocates by extolling
the virtues of the product just ordered.
Home shopping channels must recruit not just viewers but viewers as
purchasers. There is no separation of "program" from "advertisement!'
Unlike the rest of commercial television, home shopping channels sell products to viewers, not viewers to advertisers. The success of these channels
need not be measured in terms of ratings but is directly related to the
number of units sold. Nevertheless, the task of the host and of the "program" as awhole is still to persuade viewers to watch and to persuade
them to accept the role of good viewers, who not only like what they see
but buy it as well.
The Home Shopping Club uses the device of club membership to recruit
its viewers. It creates an implicit distinction between viewers (anyone who
happens to be watching) and club members, who achieve this status by
purchasing the products they see. The process by which thousands of indi-
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vidual viewers—separated from each other and from the "show" by thousands of miles—purchase products by telephone is reframed as aprocess
of interpersonal affiliation. The products become not just objects of individual and anonymous consumption, but objects around which a simulated social organization is created; the phone call to order the product
becomes an initiation rite, the product itself abadge of membership. The
viewer whose call is put "on the air" becomes acharacterized viewer who
is empowered to speak directly to the "club's" officers and to have his or
her voice heard by the membership at large. Once again, the characterization of the viewer and the simulation of interpersonal communication turn
out to be central to television at its most rhetorical.

The Social Contexts of Television Viewing
Despite the insights that reader-oriented criticism provides into the
process by which we engage with narratives, there is adanger in discussing the role of the television viewer in terms of the role of the literary
reader—as much of this chapter has done. The danger, rather obviously,
is that such adiscussion obscures important differences between watching television and reading abook. As we have seen, the formal characteristics of commercial television—its oceanic flow of programming, the textual gaps created by the constant interruption of those programs,
television's multiple modes of address, and the simultaneity of performance
and response—all make the relationship of viewer to text quite different
from our experience with either cinema or literature. But we also need at
least to acknowledge differences in the actual viewing situation itself, or
what we might call the social contexts of television viewing.
Since the advent of broadcast audience research in the 1930s, the investigation has concentrated on two major areas. Broadcasters themselves
and advertisers have been interested primarily in measuring the audience
—determining how many of what kinds of viewers are watching television
at aparticular moment during the broadcast day. Because the economic
relationship between broadcasters and advertisers is based on the statistical probability of viewership, large-scale audience measurement is essential. Ironically, the very power of commercial advertising to affect consumer purchasing decisions long ago provoked concern among academic
researchers and other groups that first radio, then television, might have
deleterious consequences for audience members. For this reason, researchers have attempted to discern the effects upon various audience groups of
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watching television and listening to radio. They have hypothesized, for
example, that television violence might encourage aggressive behavior
among children; that viewing stereotypical portrayals of various social
groups might reinforce viewer prejudices; that "heavy" television viewing
in general might be associated with perceptions of the world as dangerous. This strong line of effects research has itself prompted other scholars
to investigate television viewing not in terms of effects but in terms of the
functions that particular types of programming might serve for particular viewing groups. Watching soap operas, for example, has been explained
in terms of the viewer's need for vicarious social interaction or problem
solving.
Neither of these major strands of audience research has adequately
addressed the basic question, How do television and television viewing fit
into the everyday lives, the "lived experience," if you will, of viewers? Or,
put another way, how is the process of making sense of and taking pleasure from television affected by the particular contexts within which people make use of television? These questions beg yet another: What does it
mean when we say that someone is "watching television"? Broadcasters
would like advertisers to think that "watching television" involves rapt
attention to the sounds and images coming from the television set, but is
this the case? An Oxford University scholar, Peter Collett, conducted an
experiment to find out. He constructed acabinet containing both atelevision set and avideotape recorder, which was connected to avideo camera
positioned to capture whatever went on in front of the set when it was
turned on. Collett persuaded anumber of British families to have this
device installed in their living rooms for afew weeks. When he analyzed
the resulting videotapes, he found that focused, attentive viewing was a
minority mode of engagement with the television set. Most of the time
that the set was on, his subjects were doing something else in addition to
or instead of watching television. That "something else" might be talking
with other family members, eating ameal, reading the newspaper, studying, making love, or avariety of other activities. On many occasions, the
subjects were so involved in doing other things (sometimes in other rooms
of the house) that they could not be said to be "watching" television at
al l° Collett's experiment merely confirms our own experience that television is merely one aspect of our complex domestic environments, which
are full of other stimuli. Indeed, it has been argued (although Iwould not
totally agree) that television soap operas are made primarily to be heard
rather than seen, so that viewers busy with chores around the house can
keep up with the narrative without having to visually attend to the screen.
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Recently anumber of scholars have examined the role of television in
everyday life. They have attempted to describe and to begin to account for
the complex ways in which television has become apart of daily life, how
it fits into patterns of domestic relations, and how its place in the home
varies from culture to culture. It is not possible here to give this work and
the debates it has engendered the scrutiny they both deserve. However, it
does make sense to me to end achapter on "reading" television with an
overview, at least, of some of the ways in which social context appears to
affect that reading process.
Although some scholars would argue that they do not conform to the
protocols of ethnography as practiced in sociology or anthropology recent
studies of television and everyday life are certainly informed by what we
might call the ethnographic impulse. Ethnography, at its most basic, is
concerned with the social meanings of human action as that action occurs
in its "natural" context. It is particularly concerned with how people understand and organize the world around them and what meanings they
attach to their own behavior and that of others. Thus ethnographically
inspired TV-audience research strives for "thick" descriptions of the complex ways in which people interact with television, of the relationship between television and other aspects of domestic life, and of the meanings
viewers attach not just to the "content" of television but to the very act of
viewing itself.
Even within anthropology there is no standard ethnographic method,
but most ethnographic descriptions are based upon prolonged, direct observation of behavior in its natural setting and upon extensive interviews.
It is frequently said that ethnographers become "participant observers"
of the situations they hope to describe. Ethnographers studying aculture
to which they are outsiders immerse themselves in the everyday life of
that culture, striving for knowledge of the commonsensical, the taken-forgranted. If the study is successful, they will have traded their outsider's
explicit and distanced knowledge of the alien culture for something approaching the insider's implicit and intimate grasp of how things work and
what things mean. For scholars studying the relation of television to everyday life in their own culture, the problem is reversed: they must take a
phenomenon already so familiar that it disappears into the background of
daily life and make it "strange" so that its particularities and subtleties
are objectified and rendered visible.' Audience researchers primarily interested in measurement or effects are concerned that the cases or samples they choose to study be representative and that the results of their
studies have scientific validity (that is, that they be replicable by other
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researchers if the same methodology sampling techniques, and so forth
are followed). They aim for knowledge that is universal and thus predictive. Ethnographically oriented researchers stress the concrete and the
particular rather than the representative and the universal.
David Morley's Family Television investigates, as its title suggests, the
relationship between television and family life. On the basis of his participant observation and interviews with eighteen South London families,
Morley describes the inextricability of television viewing from patterns of
domestic power relations within the family. Building on the findings of
other studies, Morley describes the differences in social meaning that television takes on for different members of the family. For "fathers" in the
study, television viewing frequently was anighttime respite and escape.
They preferred asocial, uninterrupted, intense involvement with the television text. "Mothers," on the other hand, whose workday extended well
into the evening hours, necessarily engaged in amore distracted mode of
television viewing. Indeed, some women reported feeling guilty about taking pleasure from the rare occasions when they were able to fully attend
to their favorite programs. For women, television was also ameans of
encouraging rather than stiffing family talk. Needless to say, these quite
different social meanings attached to television viewing by different members of the family sometimes provoked conflict.
Morley also found that new elaborations of television technology quickly
become absorbed into patterns of domestic and gender relations within
the household. None of the women in Morley's study used the remote
control device regularly, and in many cases its "place" was on the arm of
the father's chair. Ann Gray describes asimilar "gendering" of television
technology in her study of VCR use among families in northern England.
The VCR usually came into the household as "daddy's toy" The father
mastered its controls and made initial decisions as to its use. Some mothers expressed areluctance to learn how to operate the VCR, not because
it was too complicated but rather because they feared it would become yet
another piece of domestic technology (like the clothes washer, vacuum
cleaner, and microwave) that they would be expected to use to serve the
family's needs. 12
As Imentioned earlier, Dorothy Hobson has pursued the relationship
between gender and television viewing—specifically the relationship of
female viewers to British soap operas. She suggests that in some cases
the viewing experience is merely the beginning of the road along which
television becomes intertwined with other aspects of everyday life. Hobson's interviews with female officeworkers during their lunch hours re-
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vealed that soap operas provided afocus for socialization as these women
shared, challenged, revised, and continually reformed their understandings of the show's plots and character relationships. Her work reminds us
that the process by which people make television relevant, meaningful,
and pleasurable might be launched by their viewing of programs in the
home, but the trajectory of that process may carry it far beyond the immediate viewing environment. 13 Family dynamics might determine
whether or not aparticular program is viewed and how that viewing occurs for each family member, but these dynamics cannot fully account for
what happens when the audience for soap operas, music television, or
sporting events is reconstituted at another place and alater time.
Ethnographic studies have also examined cultural differences in television viewing practices as well as the relationship between the age of the
viewer and the ways that viewer makes television apart of daily life.
Leonicio Barrios's extensive observation of and interviews with thirteen
Caracas families reveals the dynamics of family interaction with Venezuela's most popular form of television drama, the telenovela. The physical
circumstances of viewing these enormously popular soap operas depend
on the arrangement of the living space, the economic position of the family, and family politics. Where space is limited, family size large, and economic resources few, viewing is almost inevitably afamily affair, as the
family "living room" may also be the dining room, kitchen, bedroom, and
pathway to other parts of the house. But when afamily has the means to
purchase two sets, its members tend to disperse, even while watching the
same program. Women, in particular, seem to enjoy watching telenovelas
alone—so much so that one woman interviewed, who watched her favorite soap opera at night with her children, also videotaped it so that she
could watch it again alone the following day. The women in Barrios's study
were also eager, where possible, to prevent interruptions in their viewing
of telenovelas, and family members were urged if not coerced to observe
the tranquilos (quiet) of what one grandmother called her "sacred" time.
Echoing Hobson's study, Barrios found that telenovelas provided viewers
with subject matter for later discussions with friends. This was particularly the case with teenagers but extended to younger children as well.
One preschooler, who was not allowed to watch telenovelas, nevertheless
knew the principal characters and plot lines from her friends' conversations at play."
It is also clear from ethnographic observations of children at home that
television becomes apart of our daily lives at avery early age. Dafna
Lemish found that by ten months old, some children were already fasci-
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nated by Sesame Street, and as early as sixteen months, "babies were
turning [the] television on by instruction, or at will, for the purpose of
actually viewing television? Lemish also observed children learning to
deal with the ambiguous status of television's images and sounds. Although the animals, puppets, and people toddlers get to know on television seem to be like those the child experiences on this side of the screen,
they cannot be touched or kissed; their appearances and disappearances
cannot be controlled by the child; and once they have gone, no searching
strategy can locate them. This and other studies of children's interaction
with television remind us that we not only must learn how to interpret
television's representational conventions (in which dissolve might mean
elapsed time, for example), modes of address, and ways of telling stories,
we also learn how to be atelevision viewer and how television viewing
might fit into the patterns and rhythms of our everyday lives. 15

Conclusions
This discussion of the ways we "read" television has necessarily omitted
several important sets of issues that have considerable bearing upon that
process; these issues are, however, taken up in other chapters. Understanding how the viewer is addressed and characterized by television demands aparallel consideration of television's narrational strategies, which
Sarah Kozloff examines in her chapter. Ihave glossed over the crucial fact
that we never come to aparticular television program viewing experience
as a"naive" viewer. That moment of viewing is always conditioned by our
experiences with and knowledge of other television texts and is often preceded by promotions for the show, interviews with the show's actors, advertisements in newspapers, and so on. Indeed, perhaps more than any
other form of cultural production, television presents texts that never
"stand alone? Instead, they continuously point the viewer in the direction
of other texts. It is television's relentless intertextuality that forms the
subject matter for Jane Feuer's chapter. We must also recognize that we
always come to any viewing experience already positioned and defined as
social beings. Beyond apoint, there is no useful category of "the reader"
or "the viewer" separate from that reader or that viewer's conglomerate
and socially specific identity in terms of race, gender, class, ethnicity, region, and other markers of social position. Ann Kaplan, Mimi White, and
John Fiske all discuss the social constructedness of television viewing and
television viewers in their chapters.
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Despite the fact that they, like any approach to television, leave much
unaccounted for, both reader-oriented criticism and ethnographic television studies at least raise aset of questions that traditional literary analysis and traditional mass communication research leave unasked. In doing
so, they challenge us to reconsider concepts and assumptions that lie at
the heart of the critical endeavor. What is atext? How is it made meaningful, relevant, and pleasurable? What is the relationship between the world
in the text and the world brought to the reading/viewing experience? How
does the text attempt to construct us as readers/viewers? If we accept
that texts don't contain meaning but are made to mean as readers/viewers
encounter them, what are the limits of what readers/viewers can do with
texts? What, then, is the role of the critic? Given the fundamental nature
of these questions, it should come as no surprise that there is little agreement about the answers.
The relationship between television and its viewers provides an excellent laboratory in which to test the insights of reader-oriented literary
theorists—even if, as in the case of Wolfgang Iser, some of them might
question the applicability of literary theory to the realm of nonliterary
popular culture. Reader-oriented criticism begins by sweeping away the
myth of eternal and stable textual meaning and substitutes the notion of
readers' "activations" of texts within historically specific conditions of reception. Iblevision provides us with texts that are infinitely less stable
and more ephemeral than any literary work. It takes astudy of the ontological confusion young children experience with television to remind us of
the curious way television's images appear and disappear—here for an
hour or so and then gone, perhaps forever. Furthermore, few people in
the television industry think in terms of programming as aseries of autonomous and isolated texts. Because the goal of commercial television is
the stimulation of habitual viewing over long periods, programs are conceived of more as waves in the schedule's neverending flow than as books
on ashelf.
Ethnographic television studies respond to the critical problem of television's ubiquity and intimacy. By the seemingly simple acts of observing
how people interact with television and listening to what they tell us about
the meanings those interactions have for them, we begin to glimpse something of the complexities and subtleties of television's roles in our lives.
The studies Ihave referred to in this chapter have value to me primarily
because they identify some of the parameters of our engagements with
television. That's anice way of saying that they point out just how little we
really know about TV viewing. But they also call to our attention the
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social nature of television viewing. The simultaneity of television broadcasts, with millions of sets receiving the same images at the same time,
makes watching atelevision program asocial phenomenon even if we are
"alone" while we watch. The oceanic nature of television programming, its
constant references to other texts, and the close connections between television and other forms of textual production all combine to plug any individual act of television viewing into anetwork of other viewers and other
discourses and to link us as viewers with the larger culture. And television's penetration into the private spaces of our lives, its unnoticed connection with the rituals and routines of daily life, inevitably make television viewing apart of our relations with the other people with whom we
share those private spaces.
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FOR FURTHER

READING

There are several good introductions to reader-oriented criticism, including
two in Methuen's (now Routledge's) New Accents series. Elizabeth Freund's
The Return of the Reader: Reader-Response Criticism (London: Methuen,
1987) provides agood discussion of the background against which reception
theory emerged and has chapters devoted to major American and German
theorists. Robert C. Holub's Reception Theory: A Critical Introduction
(London: Methuen, 1984) offers acritical overview of the work of the German
reception theorists, particularly Wolfgang Iser and Hans Robert Jauss. Two
excellent anthologies of reader-oriented literary criticism are Susan Suleiman
and Inge Crossman, eds., The Reader in the Text: Essays on Audience and
Interpretation (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1980); and Jane
P Tompkins, ed., Reader-Response Criticism: From Formalism to PostStructuralism (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980). Both
have good introductory essays and bibliographies.
Several other works position reader-oriented criticism within amore general context of literary theory, among them: William Ray, Literary Meaning:
From Phenomenology to Deconstruction (London: Basil Blackwell, 1984); Terry
Eagleton, Literary Theory: An Introduction (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983); and Jonathan Culler, The Pursuit of Signs: Semiotics,
Literature, and Deconstruction (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1981).
Much of the analysis of soap opera structure in this chapter is based on
work by Iser and Jauss. Iser's approach is best laid out in The Act of Reading:
A Theory of Aesthetic Response (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1978), but see also The Implied Reader: Patterns of Communication
in Prose Fiction from Bunyan to Beckett (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1974). Jauss's more historical theory of reception is proposed in Aesthetic Experience and Literary Hermeneutics (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1982) and Toward an Aesthetic of Reception
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1982).
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For examples of reader-oriented criticism written from perspectives other
than those of Iser and Jauss, see (among many others) David Bleich, Subjective Criticism (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978); Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence: A Theory of Poetry (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1973); Umberto Eco, The Role of the Reader (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1977); Stanley Fish, Is There aText in This Class?
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1980); Norman Holland, 5
Readers Reading (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1975); and Steven Mailloux, Rhetorical Power (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1989).
The rise of reader-oriented criticism in literature has provoked considerable
debate—among its practitioners and between them and theorists/critics of
other stripes. Both Freund and Eagleton contribute to these debates, but the
primary arena has been journals of literary theory and criticism. Of these,
see especially Diacritics, Critical Inquiry, and New Literary History. Although her approach derives more from speech act theory and performance
theory than reception studies, I found Marie Maclean's Narrative as
Performance: The Baudelairean Experiment (London: Routledge, 1988) to
be extremely useful in dealing with the performative nature of literary narrative and, by extension, the rhetorical nature of television. My own Speaking
of Soap Operas (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1985) attempts to develop a"reader-oriented poetics" of the soap opera form.
Interest in the dynamics of television viewing has increased markedly since
the publication of the first edition of Channels of Discourse in 1987. Playing
key roles in arousing the interest of television critics and cultural studies scholars in television viewing and audiences were the works of David Morley, Dorothy Hobson, and len Ang: see Morley's The "Nationwide" Audience: Structure and Decoding (London: British Film Institute, 1980) and Family
Television: Cultural Power and Domestic Leisure (London: Comedia, 1986);
Hobson's "Crossroads": The Drama of aSoap Opera (London: Methuen, 1982);
and Ang's Watching "Dallas": Soap Opera and the Melodramatic Imagination, trans. Della Couling (London: Methuen, 1985), and Desperately Seeking
the Audience (London: Routledge, 1991). John Tulloch's work links the dynamics of television production with those of reception. See his 'A Country
Practice": Quality Soap (Sidney: Currency Press, 1986), with Albert Moran,
and Television Drama: Agency, Audience, and Myth (London: Routledge,
1990). Two useful anthologies of current work on audiences are: Phillip Drummond and Richard Paterson, eds. Television and Its Audience: International
Research Perspectives (London: British Film Institute, 1988); and Ellen Seiter,
Hans Borchers, Gabriele Kreutzner, and Eva-Maria Warth, eds. Remote
Control: Television, Audiences and Cultural Power (London: Routledge, 1989).
As John Fiske's chapter will discuss, much of the impetus behind the works
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cited above comes from developments in the field of cultural studies. Graeme
Turner examines the relationship between cultural studies and television audience research in British Cultural Studies: An Introduction (Boston: Unwin
Hyman, 1990).
Arising out of somewhat different theoretical concerns has been recent
work in the ethnography of television viewing. Two recent collections are:
Thomas Lindlof, ed. Natural Audiences: Qualitative Research of Media Uses
and Effects (Norwood, N.J.: Ablex, 1987); and James Lull, ed. World Families Watch Television (Newbury Park, Calif.: Sage, 1988).
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he term genre is simply the French word for type or
kind. When it is used in literary, film, or television
studies, however, it takes on abroader set of impli-

cations. The very use of the term implies that works
of literature, films, and television programs can be categorized; they are
not unique. Thus genre theory deals with the ways in which awork may
be considered to belong to aclass of related works. In many respects the
closest analogy to this process would be taxonomy in the biological sciences. Taxonomy dissects the general category of "animal" into asystem
based on perceived similarity and difference according to certain distinctive features of the various phyla and species. As one literary critic has
remarked, "biological classification is itself an explanatory system, which
has been devised primarily to make sense of an otherwise disparate group
of individuals and which is changed primarily in order to improve that
sense. While robins and poems are obviously different, the attempt to
make areasoned sense similarly dominates their study." In asimilar way,
literature may be divided into comedy, tragedy, and melodrama; Hollywood films into Westerns, musicals, and horror films; television programs
into sitcoms, crime shows, and soap operas. Genre theory has the task
both of making these divisions and of justifying the classifications once
they have been made. Taxonomy has asimilar task. However, the two part
company when it comes to the question of aesthetic and cultural value.
The purpose of taxonomy is not to determine which species are the most
excellent examples of their type or to illustrate the ways in which aspe-
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cies expresses cultural values or to show how that species manipulates an
audience—to mention varying goals of genre classification. But rather
than discussing genre analysis as awhole, we should distinguish among
the uses of the term for literature, film, and television.
Traditionally, the literary concept of genre has referred to broad categories of literature (such as comedy and tragedy) that tend not to be treated
as historically or culturally specific manifestations. For example, Aristotle defined tragedy as an ideal type according to which any particular
tragedy must be measured. Even though he drew upon the theater of his
own society (classical Greece) for his models, Aristotle spoke of "tragedy"
as akind of overarching structure that informs individual works. Once the
ideal structure was achieved, Aristotle implied, tragedy could then have
its ideal impact on an audience. (In asimilar way, although Hollywood film
genres are constructed from actual films, the genre itself is frequently
spoken of as an ideal set of traits that inform individual films. Thus, although many individual Westerns do not feature Indians, Indians remain
acrucial generic element.)
Drawing on Aristotle, the literary critic Northrop Frye attempted in
the 1950s to further develop the idea of classifying literature into types
and categories that he called genres and modes. Frye commented that
"the critical theory of genres is stuck precisely where Aristotle left it?'2
Frye attempted to further differentiate among types of literature. He
classified fiction into modes according to the hero's power of action—either
greater than ours, less than ours, or the same as ours—arriving at such
categories as myth, romance, epic and tragedy, comedy, and realistic fiction
according to the hero's relationship to the reader. Frye points out that
over the last fifteen centuries these modes have shifted, so that, for example, the rise of the middle class introduces the low mimetic mode in which
the hero is one of us (pp. 33-35). As for genres, Frye distinguishes among
drama, epic, and lyric on the basis of their "radical of presentation" (that
is, acted out, sung, read), viewing the distinction as arhetorical one with
the genre being determined by the relationship between the poet and his
public (pp. 246-47).
We can see that the traditional literary view of genre would have only a
limited application to film and television. The literary categories are very
broad ones. Such literary types as drama and lyric, tragedy, and comedy
span numerous diverse works and numerous cultures and centuries. Film
and television, however, are culturally specific and temporally limited. Instead of employing abroad category such as "comedy," we need to activate
specific genres such as the "screwball comedy" (film) or the "situation
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comedy" (television), categories that may not correspond to or necessarily
be subspecies of the literary genre of comedy. As we will see, attempts to
measure the comic forms of mass media against the norms of drama are
doomed to failure. At this point in the development of film genre theory,
the concept has been applied most usefully to American film and television. Moreover, literary genres tend to be—to employ adistinction from
lbdorov—theoretical to agreater extent than do film and television genres,
which tend to be histarical. 3 The former are "deduced from apreexisting
theory of literature," whereas the latter are "derived from observation of
preexisting literary facts!' That is to say, some genres are accepted by
the culture, while others are defined by critics.
Literary criticism, which has been around much longer than either film
or television criticism, has described more genres from the theoretical or
deductive perspective. Film and television criticism still tend to take their
category names from current historical usage. For example, although
Homer did not refer to his own work as an "epic" poem, both industry and
critics employ the categories of "Western" and "sitcom!' One of the goals
of film and television genre criticism is to develop more theoretical models
for these historical genres, not necessarily remaining satisfied with industrial or commonsense usage. Thus, in film genre study, the theoretical
genre calledfi/m noir was constructed out of films formerly grouped under
the historical labels "detective films," "gangster films" and "thrillers? Indeed, even melodramas such as Mildred Pierce were discovered to possess the stylistic traits of this newly created theoretical genre.
Iblevision studies is too new afield to have yet greatly differentiated
between historical and theoretical genres; however, we are now attempting to redefine, if not reclassify, some of the received categories such as
soap opera. Originally aderisive term used to condemn other forms of
drama as being hopelessly melodramatic, the term soap opera has been
refined in aconfrontation between such historical examples as the afternoon serial drama, prime-time serials, and British soap operas. British
"soaps? for example, cause us to question the equation of the term soap
opera with the mode of melodrama, because their own mode might better
be described as "social realism"; they possess none of the exaggeration
and heightened emotion and elaborate gestures of their American cousins. And the middle-class, slowly unwinding, woman-centered world of
afternoon soaps bears little resemblance to the fast-paced plutocratic
worlds of Dallas and Dynasty.
Out of this confrontation emerges anew conceptualization of the genre,
in which the continuing serial format is not necessarily equated with the
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descriptive term soap opera. Thus we can retain the method of the literary definition of genres without necessarily retaining their content. The
literary concept of genre is based upon the idea, also common to biology,
that by classifying literature according to some principle of coherence, we
can arrive at agreater understanding of the structure and purpose of our
object of study. Thus the taxonomist begins with already existing examples of the type. From these, she/he builds aconceptual model of the
genre, then goes on to apply the model to other examples, constantly
moving back and forth between theory and practice until the conceptual
model appears to account for the phenomena under consideration. (Of
course, this is alot easier when the genre is already complete and not, as
with television, in aconstant state of flux and redefinition.)
As Rick Altman points out, every corpus thus conceived reflects aparticular methodology. The constitution of ageneric corpus is not independent of, nor does it logically precede, the development of amethodology.'
According to another literary critic, "What makes agenre 'good, in other
words, is its power to make the literary text 'good'—however that 'good'
be presently defined by our audience?' We might substitute the word useful
for the word good here. Genres are rhetorical and pragmatic constructions of an analyst, not acts of nature. The biological analogy is useful
here also. Although those animals that we label "dogs" and "cats" exist
naturally, to label them "mammals" is to construct acategory that is not
natural but culturally constructed. After all, Spot and Morris have no
need to call themselves mammals—biologists do. Similarly, each genre
analyst has areason for constructing the genre categories he or she claims
to "discover" For example, Soap Opera Digest has always covered primetime soap operas, even when that means placing The Young and the Restless
and Twin Peaks in the same category. It is useful for the fan magazine to
attract both audiences to its pages. On the other hand, as Jim Collins
notes in his chapter, highbrow critics are motivated to place Twin Peaks in
aseparate category because they feel called to police the boundaries between "art" and "trash," and they want to claim that Twin Peaks is art.
The characteristics that make the popular artifacts of movies and television "good" may not correspond to the generic "good" of literary works.
It is due to their nature as artifacts of popular culture that films and
television programs have been treated in aspecific way in genre studies.
Genre study in film has had ahistorically and culturally specific meaning.
It has come to refer to the study of aparticular kind of film—the massproduced "formulas" of the Hollywood studio system. This concept of formula has been defined by John Cawelti:
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A formula is aconventional system for structuring cultural products.
It can be distinguished from invented structures which are new ways
of organizing works of art. Like the distinction between convention
and invention, the distinction between formula and structure can be
envisaged as acontinuum between the two poles; one pole is that of a
completely conventional structure of conventions—an episode of the
Lone Ranger or one of the Tarzan books comes close to this pole; the
other end of the continuum is acompletely original structure which
orders inventions —FinnegansWake is perhaps the ultimate example. 7
In this view, the concept of genre stems from aconception of film as an
industrial product. That is, the particular economic organization of the
film industry led to akind of product standardization antithetical to the
literary concept of an authored work. Genre offers away for the film and
TV industries to control the tension between similarity and difference
inherent in the production of any cultural product. Whereas we expect
each bar of Ivory soap to be exactly like the last one we purchased, we
expect each Hollywood film we see to be in some ways unique. But completely unique products don't mesh with the system of production regularity and division of labor upon which Hollywood is built. Thus, the classical
Hollywood narrative style and genres help to regulate the production of
difference by producing their own differences within very circumscribed
structures of similarity. In addition, as Cawelti and others have pointed
out, genres provide filmmakers with an easy-to-use creative toolbox. Just
one shot of horses on the horizon is necessary to establish that afilm is a
Western. Thus, film genre study is grounded in the realities of the film
industry, even though, in theory, any genre critic is free to construct any
genre he or she wishes.
Within the institution of film criticism, however, the concept of genre
was initially employed to condemn mass-produced narratives such as Hollywood studio films for their lack of originality. It was assumed that genre
films could not have any artistic merit, because they were not original
works and because they were not authored works. These standards of
evaluation are based upon aromantic theory of art that places the highest
value on the concepts of originality, personal creativity, and the idea of the
individual artist as genius. Ironically, it was through an attempt to establish aromantic, author-centered model for film that the concept of genre
began to take on amore positive meaning in film criticism. The auteur
policy attempted to reconceptualize the anonymous products of the Hollywood assembly line as the creations of individual artists, assumed to be
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the directors of the films. The author was constructed by attributing unity
—whether stylistic or thematic or both—to films that bore the signature
of certain directors. One would think that the auteur approach would have
further invalidated genre criticism. However, it was discovered that certain authors expressed themselves most fully within aparticular genre
—John Ford in the western or Vincente Minnelli in the musical. In some
sense, then, genre provided afield in which the force of individual creativity could play itself out. Some viewed the genre as aconstraint on complete originality and self-expression, but others, following amore classical or mimetic theory of art, felt that these constraints were in fact
productive to the creative expression of the author. Thus genre study
evolved within film studies as areaction against the romantic bias of auteur
criticism.
When film studies turned toward semiotics and ideological criticism,
the idea of the genre as athreshold or horizon for individual expression
gave way to an interest in the genres themselves as systems and structures. Thomas Schatz has referred to the semiotic interest in genre as
"the language analogy" He says that genre can be studied as aformalized
sign system whose rules have been assimilated (often unconsciously)
through cultural consensus. Following Claude Lévi-Strauss, Schatz views
genres as cultural problem-solving operations. He distinguishes between
adeep structure that he calls film genre and asurface structure that he
calls the genre film. The genre film is the individual instance, the individual utterance or speech act (parole). The film genre is more like agrammar (langue), that is, asystem for conventional usage.
According to Schatz, the film genre represents atacit contract between
the motion picture industry and the audience, whereas the genre film
represents an event that honors that contract. According to this linguistic view, afilm genre is both astatic and adynamic system. However,
unlike language, individual utterances do have the capacity to change the
rules. 8 Over many decades, for example, the film Western changed from a
classic pattern in which a lone hero saved civilization to aprofessional
pattern in which agroup of comrades shared adventures outside the boundaries of any community. The TV sitcom in the 1970s and after also moved
away from the nuclear family as its basic setting and toward "families" of
unrelated adults that formed in the workplace. In both cases, these shifts
in the film genre correlate to changes in the culture outside. The most
difficult task of the genre critic is to adequately account for these correlations. Ultimately, genre criticism is cultural criticism.
The language analogy sees an active but indirect participatory role for
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the audience in this process of genre construction. For the industrial arts,
the concept of genre can bring into play (1) the system of production, (2)
structural analysis of the text, and (3) the reception process with the
audience conceived as an interpretive community—that is, asocial grouping whose similarities cause them to interpret texts the same way, as
opposed to completely individual interpretations. Rick Altman relates
the concept of genre to that of the interpretive community. In his view,
the genre serves to limit the free play of signification and to restrict semiosis. The genre, that is to say, usurps the function of an interpretive community by providing acontext for interpreting the films and by naming a
specific set of intertexts according to which anew film must be read. The
genre limits the field of play of the interpretive community. Altman sees
this as an ideological project because it is an attempt to control the audience's reaction by providing an interpretive context. Genres thus are not
neutral categories, but rather ideological constructs that provide and enforce apre-reading. 9
In asimilar way, Steve Neale sees genres as part of the dominant cinema's "mental machinery," not just as properties possessed by texts. Neale
defines genres as "systems of orientations, expectations, and conventions
that circulate between industry, text, and subject? Any one genre, then,
is both a"coherent and systematic body of film texts" and acoherent and
systematic set of expectations. Neale agrees with Altman that genres
limit the possibilities of meaning by both exploiting and containing the
diversity of mainstream cinema.' Drawing upon Altman and Neale, we
can conclude that each theoretical genre is aconstruct of an analyst. The
methodology that the analyst brings to bear upon the texts determines
the way in which that analyst will construct the genre. Genres are made,
not born. The coherence is provided in the process of construction, and a
genre is ultimately an abstract conception rather than something that
exists empirically in the world.
Thus we can distinguish anumber of different reasons why the concept
of genre has figured in both popular and critical discourses as an "instrument for the regulation of difference?" From the television industry's
point of view, unlimited originality of programming would be adisaster,
because it could not assure the delivery of the weekly audience, as do the
episodic series and continuing serial. In this sense, television takes to an
extreme the film industry's reliance upon formulas in order to predict
audience popularity. For the audience—as members of various interpretive communities for American mass culture—genre assures the interpretability of the text. Through repetition, the cultural "deep structure"
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of afilm genre "seeps to the surface? The audience—without conscious
awareness—continually rehearses basic cultural contradictions that cannot be resolved within the existing socioeconomic system outside of the
text: law and order versus the idea of individual success (the gangster
genre); nature versus culture (the Western); the work ethic versus the
pleasure principle (the musical).
The approaches to genre that we have discussed might be summarized
under three labels—the aesthetic, the ritual, and the ideological approaches. Although in practice these are not absolutely distinct, in general we can use them to distinguish among different approaches that have
been taken toward film and television genres. The aesthetic approach includes all attempts to define genre in terms of asystem of conventions
that permits artistic expression, especially involving individual authorship. The aesthetic approach also includes attempts to assess whether an
individual work fulfills or transcends its genre. The ritual approach sees
genre as an exchange between industry and audience, an exchange through
which aculture speaks to itself. Horace Newcomb and Paul Hirsch refer
to television as a"cultural forum" that involves the negotiation of shared
beliefs and values and helps to maintain and rejuvenate the social order as
well as assisting it in adapting to change. 12 Most approaches based on the
language analogy take the ritual view. The ideological approach views
genre as an instrument of control. At the industrial level, genres assure
the advertisers of an audience for their messages. At the textual level,
genres are ideological insofar as they serve to reproduce the dominant
ideology of the capitalist system. The genre positions the interpretive
community in such a way as to naturalize the dominant ideologies expressed in the text. Some ideological critics allow for constant conflict and
contradiction in the reproduction of ideology as the ruling ideas attempt
to secure dominance. A more reader-oriented ideological model would
allow for the production of meanings by the viewer as well. Thus recent
approaches to genre have attempted to combine the insights of the ritual
approach with those of the ideological approach. According to Rick
Altman, "because the public doesn't want to know that it's being manipulated, the successful ritual/ideological 'fit' is almost always one that disguises Hollywood's potential for manipulation while playing up its capacity for entertainment. ...The successful genre owes its success not alone
to its reflection of an audience ideal, nor solely to its status as apology for
the Hollywood enterprise, but to its ability to carry out both functions
simultaneously."13
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The Situation Comedy
As an example of the generic approach to television analysis, Ihave
chosen to discuss the most basic program format known to the medium
—the situation comedy. In general, television taxonomy has not yet advanced to the point where aclear distinction between historical and theoretical genres has emerged. Thus all TV genres in some sense remain
historical genres, those defined by aconsensus between the industry, TV
Guide, and the viewing audience. The sitcom is no exception. We are all
capable of identifying its salient features: the half-hour format, the basis
in humor, the "problem of the week" that causes the hilarious situation
and that will be resolved so that anew episode may take its place the next
week.
Nevertheless, different methodologies for defining the genre have produced different notions of the sitcom as genre. Iwill discuss the ways in
which three critics have approached the genre in order to demonstrate
that each has constructed adifferent genre called the sitcom. David Grote
takes an aesthetic approach to the genre and finds that it lacks dramatic
development of any kind, serving merely to reassert the status quo. Horace Newcomb also finds the genre limited in its capacity for ambiguity,
development, and the ability to challenge our values; however, because he
takes aritual view, he does see the genre as basic to an understanding of
the reassurance the television medium provides for its audience. David
Marc appears to believe that certain authors can make the sitcom form
into social satire; his would also represent an aesthetic approach. Finally,
my own approach will be asynthetic one, viewing the sitcom as agenre
that did develop, for historical reasons, in the direction of the continuing
serial.
The most literary—and consequently the most negative—view of the
television sitcom is taken by David Grote." According to Grote, television
has completely rejected the type of comic plot that has dominated the
comedic tradition from Greek and Roman times, atype that, following
Northrop Frye, he calls "new comedy." In the tradition of new comedy, a
very basic arrangement of plot and character has predominated. In it, a
young man's desire for ayoung woman meets with resistance, usually by
her father, but before the end of the play, aplot reversal enables the boy to
get the girl. This is the plot of Greek New Comedy which can be dated
back to 317 B.C., but it is also the plot of Shakespearean comedies, Hollywood romantic comedies, and many musical comedies. Although few would
dispute the longevity of this plot paradigm, many might question Grote's
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next step, which is to make asweeping historical generalization about the
social meaning of new comedy and then to use that generalization to disparage the sitcom as anew form of comedy that rejects that social meaning. According to Grote, the comic plot is social in nature because the
forces that keep the lovers apart always represent social authority. The
resistance of the young lovers to the parental figure thus represents a
threat to power, authority, and stability, because, according to Grote, in
this type of comedy father never knows best.
At the end of the traditional ("new") comedy, there is a celebration
—usually the wedding of the young people, to which the father is invited
back in. The authority figure actually admits that he was wrong and the
rebellious children right. The basic comic plot uses the young couple's
union to symbolize the promise of the future, guaranteeing the possibility
of personal change and, with it, social change. In this way Grote assumes
that the basic comedy plot has held the same meaning in different cultures and throughout history, thus conceptualizing the genre as an ideal
type with asingle, ahistorical, acultural meaning. His next step is even
more universalizing: he claims that the TV sitcom completely rejects both
the form and the meaning of this traditional comic plot, thus symbolizing
the "end of comedy" as aprogressive social force.
Grote bases his static conception of the sitcom form on its nature as an
episodic series, that is, aprogram with continuing characters but with a
new plot (situation) each week. Thus, no matter what happens, the basic
situation can't change. From this, Grote generalizes that the sitcom resists the change of the traditional comic plot and indeed resists change of
any kind:
The situation comedy as it has evolved on American television has
rejected more than the traditional comedy plot. Not only does boy
not pursue and capture girl, he does not pursue anything. The principal fundamental situation of the situation comedy is that things do
not change. No new society occurs at the end. The only end is death,
for characters as well as for the situation itself, the precise opposite
of the rebirth and new life promised in the celebrations of the traditional comedy. The series may come on every week for no more reason than that it is convenient for the network and the sponsors, but
the messages that accompany those weekly appearances are the messages of defense, of protection, of the impossibility of progress or any
other positive change. ...That such achange occurred is curious,
but that such achange occurred in the largest mass medium known to
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man, in the most progressive and changeable society in Western history, and was immensely popular, is almost incredible. Everything
the traditional comedy stood for, at every level of art, psychology,
philosophy, and myth, has been overthrown in this New Comedy of
American television.
Ihave chosen to discuss Grote's "construction" of the genre not because
Ithink it is the construction that does the most "good" for the texts, but
rather because Ithink it takes to an extreme avery common view that the
TV sitcom is by nature aconservative and static form. The goal of the
sitcom, according to Grote, is to reaffirm the stability of the family as an
institution. Thus Grote moves, as would any genre analyst, from an
identification of the formal features of the text (in this case the nature of
the episodic series and the fact that each episode returns to the equilibrium with which it began), to ageneralization about the meaning of these
features (they represent arejection of change of any kind), to asocial,
cultural, political, or aesthetic interpretation of the genre (the sitcom represents the end of the progressive potential of the traditional comic plot).
If we accept Grote's premises, his conclusions are not illogical. However,
his entire argument depends on an acceptance of his belief that after centuries of progressiveness, the meaning of comedy suddenly shifted to a
regressive one for no reason other than that the television medium has
transformed history. Many would find this difficult to accept as an historical explanation.
Yet even the more complex "ritual" view constructed by Horace
Newcomb bases its model for the genre on the formal qualities of the episodic series. To Newcomb, writing in the early 1970s, the sitcom formula
provides aparadigm for what occurs in more complex program types and
provides amodel of atelevision formula in that "its rigid structure is so
apparent!' 15 The situation is "the funny thing that will happen this week?'
Next week there will be anew situation entirely independent of what
happened this week. The situation develops through complication and confusion usually involving human error. There is no plot development and no
exploration of ideas or conflict: "The only movement is toward the alleviation of the complication and the reduction of confusion" (p. 34). Thus
Newcomb sees the sitcom as providing asimple and reassuring problem/
solution formula. As the audience we are reassured, not challenged by
choice or ambiguity; nor are we forced to reexamine our values. When the
sitcom shifts its meaning away from situations and toward persons, we
find ourselves in aslightly different formula, that of the "domestic corn-
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edy," says Newcomb. Newcomb defines the domestic comedy as one in
which the problems are mental and emotional; there is adeep sense of
personal love among members of the family and abelief in the family
—however that may be defined—as asupportive group. Although, as
with the sitcom, the outcome is never in doubt, for the domestic comedy
"it is also true that there is more room for ambiguity and complexity,
admittedly of aminimal sort. Characters do seem to change because of
what happens to them in the problem-solving process. Usually they 'learn'
something about human nature" (p. 53). Newcomb goes on to point out
that the form of the domestic comedy may expand when problems encountered by the family become socially or politically significant (as in All
in the Family or M*A*S*H.)
Newcomb thus constructs the sitcom as the most "basic" of the television genres in the sense that it is the furthest from "real world" problems
encountered in crime shows real world forms and value conflicts encountered in soap operas. It is, in asense, formula for formula's sake; the very
ritualistic simplicity of the problem/solution format gives us acomforting
feeling of security as to the cultural status quo. Newcomb thus constructs
aritual view of the genre, but aritual view based on an essentially static
conception of the episodic series such as had informed Grote's more universalized and literary account. Newcomb's major interpretation is his
equation of the form with acultural meaning of stability and reassurance.
For it is equally possible to view the static nature of the sitcom form as
having the potential to challenge our received norms and values.
This is the move that David Marc appears to make in "The Situation
Comedy of Paul Henning." 16 Marc attributes the subversive potential of
such sitcoms as The Beverly Hillbillies to the presence of an author—in
this case, the producer Paul Henning—thus making his an aesthetic conception of genre (that is, an author can work in abanal genre like the
sitcom and transform it into an individual statement). Nevertheless, the
argument for the subversive potential of the static sitcom form need not
depend upon the aesthetic conception but may be seen to lie in the ideology of the genre itself, quite apart from what aparticular author may
choose to do with it.
For Grote and, to alesser extent, Newcomb, The Beverly Hillbillies
would qualify as abasic episodic sitcom that endlessly replays the same
theme—the virtue of plain values and the rejection of materialism. Marc
sees the show as abrilliant caricature of cultural values and conflicts, in
its way as much of asocial critique as All in the Family. The theme of the
backwoodsman versus the city slicker is acommon one in American folk-
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lore and in other television genres as well (the family dramas Little House
on the Prairie and The Waltons frequently featured this theme). In the
sitcom, however, the theme is treated comically, giving it asatiric potential.
Marc would agree with Grote and Newcomb that, on The Beverly Hillbillies, the plots never develop very far: the Clampetts never adjust to life
in Beverly Hills; the family is never accepted by their neighbors; Elly May
never marries; Granny never gives up her mountain ways. But Marc does
not evaluate this lack of development in anegative light. Rather, he sees
the Henning sitcoms as adeparture from the formula of the 1950s sitcom.
Unlike Newcomb's domestic comedy, in Henning sitcoms the individual
crisis of afamily member does not provide us with the weekly situation.
We don't identify emotionally with the Clampetts' problems as we might
in aprogram with greater psychological character development, so that
instead The Beverly Hillbillies provides us with an almost pure cultural
conflict. Marc says that we are invited to test our own cultural assumptions because "the antagonists axe cultures" and the characters "charged
cultural entities!' He concludes that Paul Henning's The Beverly Hillbillies, although it is not satire per se, is nonetheless a"nihilistic caricature
of modern life!'
Thus Marc differs from Grote and Newcomb not over their description
of the sitcom's lack of plot and character development, but rather over
their interpretation of what this essentially static genre means. To Grote,
it means that the sitcom is inferior to the dominant literary form of comedy; to Newcomb that it aids in the restoration and maintenance of society. To Marc it would seem to mean something entirely different: he implies that Henning's comic treatment may be more socially satiric than the
expansive form of domestic comedy that accommodates social and political issues (the Norman Lear sitcoms of the early to mid-1970s being the
epitome of this type). In this way the static sitcom structure can explore
ideas and challenge dominant cultural values, and it is able to do so precisely because it does not allow our individualistic identification with welldeveloped characters to get in the way. If we follow out the logic of this
point of view, it could lead to the conclusion that The Beverly Hillbillies
was more of a social satire than All in the Family, in which our
identification with the more well-rounded Archie Bunker was likely to
outweigh the positive liberal benefits of the show's intended satire of his
racist beliefs.
Although all three models represent useful individual constructions of
atelevision genre, none seems to me to account for the role of the interpretive community in the construction of agenre or the role of history in
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generic "evolution!' In fact, one of the dangers of ageneric approach is a
built-in tendency to structuralize the model in such away that it is impossible to explain changes or to see agenre as adynamic model. The basis of
much genre theory in the language analogy tends to remove it from history as well and to emphasize structure over development. When genre
theory is applied to the television medium, this danger is even greater, for
we already have cultural preconceptions as to the "sameness" of television
programming— that is, "if you've seen one sitcom, you've seen them all!'
The impression of continuity over difference intensifies when television is
evaluated according to literary conceptions of genre, with their centuries
of evolution, or even according to the half-century span of such film genres
as the Western. Iwould argue, however, that the sitcom has "evolved" in
its brief lifetime, in the sense that it has gone through some structural
shifts and has modulated the episodic series in the direction of the continuing serial. This is not to say that the genre has "progressed" or become
"better," but rather that it has become different. Unlike Grote, Ithink the
changes need to be explained, but Ialso think that explaining such changes
must be part of acomplex construction of the genre.
As an example of how Iwould construct the genre, let's trace the development of the situation comedy from the late 1960s to the present. In
order to do this, we have to take into account developments in the industry and in social and cultural history as well as developments more or less
internal to the genre. 17 These internal developments might be described
as intertextual. That is, the sitcom develops by reacting to and against
previous sitcoms. As the genre ages, it becomes richer by virtue of an
increased range of intertexts that can be cited in each new sitcom.
Popular TV critics explain the move away from the "rural" sitcoms of
the late 1960s and toward the social and political domestic comedy of the
early to mid-seventies by claiming that the audience "felt aneed" for a
more sophisticated conception of the genre. Then, in the mid-seventies,
they wanted "mindless" teen-oriented sitcoms. In the 1980s, they desired
family warmth, which signifies areturn to the wholesome domestic comedies of the 1950s. The explanation of generic evolution/programming trends
according to an assumed "need" on the part of the interpretive community
is the most common way in which industry observers and participants
construct TV genres. As an historical construct, it is worthy of analysis in
itself (why this construction and not another?); as atheoretical construct,
however, it begs the question. The concept of audience "need" is asubstitute for an explanation of shifts in aculture, in an industry, and in anarrative form; in itself it does not explain anything. In at least one instance
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—the emergence of the MTM and Lear sitcoms in 1971—it can be demonstrated that what changed was not the demands of any empirical audience, but rather the industry's own construction of network television's
interpretive community. Whereas in the era of the Paul Henning "hayseed" sitcoms, the industry had conceptualized the audience as an aggregate or mass; it was now reconceptualizing the audience as adifferentiated mass possessing identifiable demographic characteristics.
This also caused the industry to redefine the measure of the popularity
of aparticular genre or program. "Popularity" came to mean high ratings
with the eighteen- to forty-nine-year-old urban dweller, rather than popularity with the older, rural audience that had kept the Paul Henning sitcoms on the air throughout the 1960s. Later, the industry refined its model
audience once again. During the "Fred Silverman years" of the mid- to
late 1970s, the audience for sitcoms was defined as mindless teenagers;
the result was shows like Three's Company, Happy Days, and Laverne
and Shirley. In the 1980s, the desirable audience—at least for the NBC
network—became the high-consuming "yuppie" audience, thus defining
the popularity of such shows as Cheers and Family Ties.
Of course, the audience itself no doubt changed from the late 1960s to
the mid-1980s —specifically, the baby boomers matured during this period. And of course, cultural changes no doubt influenced the generic
shifts in the sitcom. But they did not directly cause the genre to change.
It seems clear that the industry acted as an intermediary factor in that it
was continually redefining the audience for its own ends. An interesting
question would be: What caused the industry to redefine the audience at
certain points, and to what extent did this really correspond to material
changes in the culture? To further complicate the question of causality,
the sitcom itself was responding to changes in other television genres —
specifically, to what Iwould label the serialization of American television
—throughout the 1970s.
Thus the sitcom, around 1970, shifted away from the "one dramatic
conflict series" model of The Beverly Hillbillies and toward an expanded
conception of the domestic comedy. 18 This was not necessarily as abrupt a
shift as it now seems; earlier programs such as The Dick van Dyke Show
(1961-66) had prepared the way for areconceptualization of the domestic
comedy in the direction of the home/office blend that would characterize
the MTM sitcoms of the 1970s. Specifically, in the early seventies the sitcom was further developed by two independent production companies
(themselves responses to industrial changes) :MTM Enterprises, which
produced The Mary Tyler Moore Show, The Bob Newhart Show, Rhoda,
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and others; and Norman Lear's Tandem Productions which produced All
in the Family, Maude, The Jeffersons, and others. The aesthetic view
comes into play here in the sense that these independent production companies encouraged the development of the writer/producer as acrucial
creative component in the development of the new form of domestic comedy. (Of course, the emergence of the writer/producer was itself dependent upon cultural and industrial factors.)
We might say that the MTM and Lear sitcoms transformed the situation/
domestic comedy by adapting the problems encountered by family members either in the direction of social and political issues (Lear) or in the
direction of "lifestyle" issues (MTM). Thus the Bunker family had to deal
with problems caused by blacks moving into the neighborhood; whereas
Mary and Rhoda had to deal with problems caused by their being representatives of anew type of woman: working, single, independent, and
confused. The basic problem/solution format of the sitcom did not change.
Instead, the nature of the problems shifted and the conception of character held by the sitcom genre altered.
The Lear sitcoms were more influential in shifting the terrain of the
characters' problems, whereas the MTM sitcoms were more influential in
altering the conception of character. We have already seen that the assumed apolitical nature of the pre-1970s sitcom is called into question by
new constructions of the genre through readings of such programs as The
Beverly Hillbillies. Such readings assume that over the years the cultural
conflict endlessly repeated in that show must have had some impact on the
audience, however unconsciously that impact was assimilated. Nevertheless, the Lear sitcoms introduced an overtly political agenda into the genre.
But it was in their conception of character that the "new wave" sitcoms of
the 1970s most markedly altered the "grammar" of the formula.
The new domestic comedies introduced alimited but significant concept
of character development into the genre. Although all comic characters
are of necessity stereotyped (that is, they possess alimited number of
traits compared to actual individuals), the new sitcom characters were
less stereotyped than their predecessors, especially in the MTM "lifestyle" variety. If the hillbillies never adapted to modern life, the same
could not be said for Mary, who began her show by moving from asmall
town to Minneapolis in order to start acareer. If previous characters in
domestic comedy learned alittle from experience, Mary learned alot.
Over the seven years the program was on the air, she became more assertive, more her own person. Similarly, Rhoda went from single womanhood
to marriage to divorcée status within the span of her own series, each
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change registering on the character and deepening our sense of her life
experience. As television characters, the MTM women appeared to possess acomplexity previously unknown to the genre. When both the nation
and the industry grew more conservative in the mid-1970s, the grammatical innovations of the Lear programs appeared passé as political relevance
faded from the sitcom's repertoire. But MTM's "character comedy" survived the transition from the new wave sitcoms of the early 1970s to the
Silverman programs of the mid- to late 1970s. Then, under the impetus of
an overall serialization and "yuppification" of American television in the
1980s, the MTM sitcom emerged as the dominant form of the genre.
The idea of character development inevitably moves agenre based on
the episodic series model toward the continuing serial form. This is what
occurred, for example, when Rhoda's wedding and subsequent divorce
gave the episodes of that sitcom acontinuing plot line and character continuity. But character development is also aquality prized by the upscale
audience which tends to have amore literary standard of value. We have
already seen that the idea of character depth and development does not
necessarily make for "better" or even for more sophisticated programming. To value "character comedy" over other comic techniques is to take
up an ideological position, to construct the genre in aparticular way and
to value it for akind of depth that some would construe as ideologically
conservative. According to certain Marxist analyses of art (in particular,
Bertolt Brecht's concept of the epic theater), flat characters are more
politically progressive because they take us away from our identification
with the characters and force us to think about how the play is constructed.
According to this view, character complexity and development is merely a
representation of bourgeois values. We have already seen aversion of the
Brechtian position in the argument that the concept of character in The
Beverly Hillbillies is more socially critical than the concept of character
in All in the Family or in Cheers. And, finally, character growth and
development over time, along with an awareness of its own past, has always characterized the continuing serial, which, due to the growing popularity of daytime serials in the late 1970s and the emergence of the primetime serial with Dallas, finally emerged as anew narrative paradigm for
generic television. The evolving sitcom had helped to prepare the way for
the growth of serial drama; reciprocally, serialization gave anew grammar
to the upscale comedies of the eighties.
The original cast of Cheers was agood example of how the eighties
sitcom was designed to capture the upscale demographic audience. Sam
and Diane developed from season to season. After their torrid affair in
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the second season and their breakup in the third, an episode in the fourth
season harks back to the past. Thinking they are about to perish in an
airplane crash, Sam confesses that he should have married Diane. That
same season, they almost rekindle their lust for one another. This ongoing
romantic tension gives their relationship asense of development and the
series asense of history. At the same time, another "lifestyle" sitcom,
The Cosby Show, returns us to the father-knows-best world of the 1950s
domestic comedy, aworld from which class and racial conflict are once
again absent. The element of struggle in the Lear sitcoms would seem to
have been put aside. Yet this absence has adifferent ideological motivation in the 1980s. The implication is that racial and economic equality have
already been achieved, whereas in the fifties they were not yet seen as
problems worthy of incorporation into the ideology of the domestic comedy. Many believe that the renewed emphasis on the stability of the family
—especially the return to the nuclear family in The Cosby Show and Family Ties—reflected the conservative ideology of the Reagan era.
As we move further into the 1990s, it can be argued that we are seeing
areturn of the Lear-type social-issue sitcom, although "domestic" and
"family of coworkers" shows remain in the majority. It is fascinating that
in the summer of 1991, after the show had been in syndication for years,
CBS showcased episodes of All in the Family during prime time. The
same types of programs that throughout the 1980s provided afternoon
babysitting are now being touted as priceless classics. Among the toprated sitcoms for 1990-91 were three that dealt regularly and explicitly
with social issues: Roseanne, The Simpsons, and A Different World.
Both Roseanne and The Simpsons return us to the Lear sitcom structure of the blue-collar nuclear family with loud, vulgar, and—in the case
of Homer Simpson—bigoted parental figures. True to the Brechtian tradition, the stars of these shows are flat cartoon figures, in the case of the
Simpsons quite literally. Roseanne Barr has been criticized for not knowing how to act, but that kind of criticism is probably more applicable in an
MTM type of sitcom that emphasizes fully developed characters. Roseanne
deals more with the social and familial problems of a"realistic" family
whose struggles are primarily, if not totally, economic in nature. Although
it does not contain the overt social conflict of the Lear shows, its humor
tends more in that direction. The Simpsons, although subtle and complex
in the situations it presents, also stresses class conflict and familial discontent. lb judge from these examples, the development of the sitcom
would seem to be cyclical rather than linear, dependent on cultural and
industrial changes.
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In the realm of the work-family sitcom, Murphy Brawn reconstructs
The Mary Tyler Moore Show for the 1990s. Indeed, when CBS did aMary
Tyler Moore Show twentieth-anniversary retrospective in February 1991,
they scheduled it to immediately follow Murphy Brown, billing the evening as "Murphy and Mary." The newer show features the same newsroom
setting, the same family of coworkers concept, the same home/office alternation, and the same sophisticated humor. Only the character of Murphy
differs significantly from the older model; she is aloudmouthed (but gorgeous), successful, single career woman in her forties, who would have
been starting her career about the same time that Mary Richards (then
30) joined the WJM news team in 1971. Mary represented the traditional
woman caught in anetwork of social change; Murphy represents the fruition of the middle-class women's movement: tough, successful, and alone
as she approaches middle age. In spite of its brilliance, Murphy Broum is
arguably aprogram based almost entirely on intertextuality, much more
so than other shows that have tapped into the formula of the original Mary
Tyler Moore show. Kate and Allie, for example, accessed the comradery
between Mary and Rhoda but did not provide the family of coworkers.
Designing Women cites both the coworker and female bonding aspects but
does not satirize TV news operations. "Murphy and Mary" is no casual or
artificial linkage. The two shows really represent acontinuation of the
same cultural theme—the earlier show riding the crest of the feminist
movement, the later one detailing its ebbing in the "postfeminist" era.
The arguments just made might lead agenre analyst to conclude that
the sitcom does not fit theories of generic evolution developed for Hollywood film genres. According to the most teleological version of the theory
of generic evolution, agenre begins with anaive version of its particular
cultural mythology, then develops toward an increasingly self-conscious
awareness of its own myths and conventions. It is implied that the genre
is also progressing toward ahigher version of its type. Although it is
possible to construct the TV sitcom according to this evolutionary model,
one could equally argue that the sitcom has gone through repeated cycles
of regression to earlier incarnations, as exemplified by the cycle of mindless teen comedies of the 1970s and by the return to the traditional domestic comedy in the mid-1980s. Another theory of film genre development
argues that after aperiod of experimentation, afilm genre settles on a
classical "syntax" that later dissolves back into arandom collection of
traits, now used to deconstruct the genre. 19
This theory does not attempt to judge the value of any stage of generic
development, nor does it see agenre as necessarily progressing toward a
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more perfect form. Yet it is difficult to see how this theory would apply to
the TV sitcom, either. There have been sitcoms that reflect back upon
earlier ones (elsewhere Ihave argued that Buffalo Bill represented an
inversion of the idea of the family of coworkers epitomized by The Mary
Tyler Moore Show). 2°Yet even when it is possible to identify aperiod
during which astable "syntax" prevailed in the genre—such as the MTM/
Lear dominance of the 1970s—it is not as easy to point to amovement
toward ever greater self-reflexivity in agenre like the sitcom. Rather, it
would seem that the genre has gone through aseries of transformations,
some of which returned it to earlier versions of its own paradigm. Indeed
when U.S. network television took on agreater self-reflexivity in the late
1970s with programs like Saturday Night Live and SCTV Comedy Network, self-consciousness tended to emerge across genres rather than within
them. Perhaps the most self-reflexive program of the 1980s, Moonlighting, was ageneric hybrid, invoking old detective movies as well as romantic comedy.
The problems involved in applying the theory of film genre evolution to
television should remind us that genre theory as awhole might work better for film than for TV. Film genres really were mechanisms for the regulation of difference. The genre organized large numbers of individual works
into acoherent system that could be recognized by the interpretive community. Television has always employed standard program types, but arguably this has not been the main principle of coherence for the medium.
Television programs do not operate as discrete texts to the same extent as
movies; the property of "flow" blends one program unit into another and
programs are regularly "interrupted" by ads and promos. Critics have
argued that perhaps the unit of coherence for television is found at alevel
larger than the program and different from the genre—for example, an
evening's viewing on aparticular network or all the possible combinations
of programs aviewer could sample during one evening.
In addition, developments in technology and consequent changes in viewing habits during the 1980s arguably work against genre as the main organizing principle for viewing. With the advent of remote control and
multiple-channel cable systems comes the tendency to "zap" from one channel to another. According to aTV Guide survey, "There's no question that
the remote control switch revolutionized the way we watched TV in the
'80s!' The survey found that 75 percent of viewers had remote control, and
of those, 30 percent said they try to watch two or more shows at once
—either occasionally or most of the time. Thirty-seven percent said they
liked to flip around the dial rather than tune in for aspecific program.zi
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These new viewing practices could mean the end of genre in the sense this
chapter has described it. Yet it could also mean that arapid flow from one
genre to another will come to represent the typical viewing experience.
Our ability to distinguish genres would have to become even more intuitive and rapidly accessed, even more operative at asubconscious level.
Theories of the evolution of film genres have argued that genres such as
the Western and the musical develop by recombining and commenting on
earlier instances of their own genre. Of course, it was not uncommon
during the Hollywood studio era (and it is even more common in contemporary Hollywood films that no longer exhibit the distinct genre boundaries of yore) for new genres to develop out of the recombination of previous genres. After all, one of the best-known musicals ever—Oklahoma!
—is really amusical Western. But it is arguable that Hollywood genres
had agreater tendency to draw upon their own predecessors, thus keeping generic boundaries relatively distinct and enabling them to serve an
ideological function for the interpretive community as they recombined in
ever more complex ways. Television genres, on the other hand, appear to
have agreater tendency to recombine across genre lines. For instance,
Hill Street Blues might be described as acrime show—soap opera—documentary that resembles its progeny—the medical show St. Elsewhere and
the legal comic drama L.A. Law—far more than it does any previous
crime shows or soap operas. None of these programs is generically pure.
And there exists an entire TV "genre" —the late-night comedy show
—whose raison d'être appears to be to comment on the whole range of
television genres. This greater horizontal recombination also points up
the limitations inherent in the typically vertical consideration of the development of film genres. The genre approach has its limits in the process
of constructing an understanding of the medium. Yet, as this chapter has
tried to demonstrate, it also has its virtues.
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The Context of Ideological Criticism
'm not a doctor. But Iplay one on TV." Thus we are
addressed by amale performer on television, in an advertisement for Vicks cough and cold medications. Different versions of the ad subsequently appear, modifying the introductory claims of different spokesmen for the product. Within
the flow of television, the advertisement activates arange of assumptions,
obvious but usually unspoken, about the medium in general and the normative expectations that inform its functioning. This is at least the case
within the context of American commercial broadcasting and perhaps
more broadly informs all television viewing in which promotion, even selfpromotion, is an issue. Among these assumptions are the following:
1. In the context of American television, advertising is normal. It is
recognized by viewers as the source of station/network income and expected within the course of programming, an integral part of television flow. The regular presence of commercials is agiven, regulating
the rhythm and patterning of programs and viewing. In the process,
viewers are addressed as potential consumers, whether or not they actually sit there watching the ads that play on their televisions.
2. The commercial is for aparticular brand of cough medicine, one
among many other brands that are also promoted on television. They
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all claim to offer the best remedy for aparticular common ailment.
They vary not in what they do—reduce cough and flu symptoms—but
in how they structure their appeal to potential consumers. The ad
maintains acareful balance between similarity and difference: this
product is one version of arange of similar products, differentiated by
brand name and by the tactics of aparticular campaign.
3. The product is itself divided within the ad. There are different
versions of the Vicks formula, each serving as aremedy for aspecific
combination of flu symptoms. This internal division, wherein an array
of products shares abrand and product name, provides an image of
bountiful inclusivity. For coughs and flu, one need not look beyond this
particular brand name product. However, this division is not exclusive
to this product. Other manufacturers of comparable patent medicines
offer asimilar choice of three or four versions of medicine, each adifferent color and each designed to alleviate aspecific combination of
symptoms. The balance of similarity and difference within and among
specific brands provides an image of plenitude and free market choice
that is extended with the ads for each brand name.
4. The persona of the spokesman is established as authoritative through
astructure of discourse—direct address, firm assertion—and his avowal
of his status as an actor on television. "I'm not adoctor, but Iplay one on
TV? He is not "really" amedical authority but establishes credibility by
acknowledging this from the outset. At the same time, he invokes medical authority in relation to his fictional role elsewhere on television. The
appeal of the ad is initiated in the unstable mirroring of references between the commercial text and the discourses beyond it (extratextual)
and between the commercial text and other discourses of television
(intertextual): I'm not really adoctor, but Ireally am an actor; and as an
actor in another television text, Ireally play adoctor. The impact of the
commercial as apersuasive consumer message, urging viewers to go out
and buy this particular product, is in part anchored in an understanding of
the ad as amoment of and within television. It relies as much on reference
to other texts within the medium—other ads and other fictional roles—as
it does to the world beyond the television screen. This simultaneous
referentiality is integral to the comprehensibility of the ad.
As part of this process, the viewer is assumed to be generally familiar
with television's modes and genres. Ideally, the viewer will recognize the
actor and be able to identify the specific role he plays elsewhere on television. Yet in the absence of this specific knowledge, it is enough to know
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that there are many places within television where someone could play a
doctor and to recognize this particular spokesman as alikely "doctor type?
This premise in turn assumes that viewers are also familiar with the practice of using actors in commercials as abasis of celebrity association and
appeal. Within this context of intertextual relations, as one moment in
television refers to others, the commercial itself may also assume acertain kind of currency and itself become areference point. This is in fact
the case with this particular ad, because the line, "I'm not adoctor ...
came to be widely recognized and circulated in other contexts, usually
parodic. For example, even five years after the commercial was regularly
aired on television, references to that ad campaign were still heard. In a
1991 episode of the situation comedy Seinfeld, the main character (played
by comedian Jerry Seinfeld) commented in voice-over on another character, aholistic healer: "He's not adoctor, but he plays one on TV"
Ihave detailed the assumptions and implications of asingle advertisement to initiate aconsideration of the ideological functioning of television.
Ideological criticism has its origins in Marxist theories of culture. It is
concerned with the ways in which cultural practices and artifacts—in the
present case, television—produce particular knowledges and positions for
their users—in the present case, television audiences. These knowledges
and positions link viewers with and allow reception of the economic and
class interests of the television industry, which is itself part of abroader
culture industry (including, for example, book and magazine publishing,
radio, the music industry, and the film industry). Ideological analysis is
based on the assumption that cultural artifacts—literature, film, television, and so forth—are produced in specific historical contexts, by and for
specific social groups. It aims to understand culture as aform of social
expression. Because they are created in socially and historically specific
contexts, cultural artifacts are seen as expressing and promoting values,
beliefs, and ideas in relation to the contexts in which they are produced,
distributed, and received. Ideological analysis aims to understand how a
cultural text specifically embodies and enacts particular ranges of values,
beliefs, and ideas.
Marxist theory conceives of society as acomplex interrelationship among
different practices and institutions. Within society the ways in which meanings (values, beliefs, and ideas) are expressed through cultural texts, and
the ways in which these meanings are received and understood by their
audiences, is adynamic process involving the interaction of multiple influences or determinations. Moreover, within Marxism arange of perspectives on culture and ideology has been developed. The particular approach
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to ideological criticism that one uses will vary according to one's position
within Marxism. Finally, television itself is amass industrial medium involving avariety of texts, produced by many different groups (and individuals), and aimed at abroad and heterogeneous set of audiences. It thus
becomes difficult to talk about asingle set of beliefs or ideas that are
carried by television in any simple or immediate sense. In the discussion
that follows, Ioffer acursory overview of some basic Marxist ideas about
ideology and culture and draw on these perspectives as an orienting perspective for television analysis.
Within Marxist theories of culture and society, the concept of ideology
has been subject to intensive elaboration.' Classical or orthodox Marxist
theory construes society in terms of abase/superstructure model. According to this model, the primary and crucial organizing factor of ahuman
society is its material or economic base (some theorists call this the
infrastructure)—its mode of production. Fundamental class identities,
alliances, and material interests are established at this level of social organization according to who owns, controls, and profits from the basic mode
of production. Class divisions are established based on who owns and controls the means of production and who labors within it. The dominant
mode of production in turn determines the superstructure, which includes
the arrangement of political and legal systems, culture, and ideology (including belief systems such as philosophy, religion, and morals). Dominant interests are defined by material interests—the control of economic
and productive practices—which axe then expressed and manifested in
the organization of the superstructure. Within this model, the superstructure is not only organized in line with the interests of the ruling class
(which owns/controls the means of production) but thereby functions to
sustain and perpetuate the current dominant mode of production.
The cultural artifacts produced within agiven mode of production are
seen as primarily reflecting dominant class interests. Iblevision —a heavily capitalized and industrialized branch of the entertainment industry
— would necessarily reflect the belief system, the ideology, of the dominant class, the bourgeoisie. Viewers, then, are seen as buying into the
beliefs and meanings expounded on television, no matter what their positions within the economic system. This occurs for anumber of reasons. In
the first place, because the dominant class owns and operates the television industry—including production and programming—it is assumed that
other sets of meanings and beliefs are rarely, if ever, given afull public
airing. Alternative meanings simply are not available in the same way
that dominant ideology is. Second, and equally important, all viewers par-
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ticipate in the society and culture on an ongoing basis and are able to
understand it, whether or not it directly serves their interests. The process of having been raised and educated under the sway of certain dominant meanings and beliefs (ideology) establishes certain norms and expectations for all viewers. Because, from this perspective, the economic base
determines everything else, atransformation of television's ideological practices would require ashift in the mode of production—a total reorganization of ownership and control of the medium. The most rigid and extreme
versions of this approach do not even allow the possibility that nondominant
views might find expression within commercial broadcast media; nor do
they admit the importance (in some cases even the possibility) of alternative or counterreadings on the part of the mass audience.
Classical Marxism, as this view is sometimes called, tends to define
ideology as false consciousness, or acomplex production of illusory ideas
about the way society works and in whose benefit. According to this view,
the ruling class promulgates systems of meaning to promote its own interests and works to generalize and universalize them, so that oppressed or
subservient classes mistakenly adopt the ruling-class ideas as their own.
This, then, is ideology: beliefs that are taken as "natural" when in fact
they perpetuate the status quo and continue the class system of oppression. In adopting the values and beliefs of the ruling classes as their own,
individuals participate in their own oppression. Materialist (Marxist) analysis of the economic base reveals the actual class dynamics at stake in a
given institution or system and allows an understanding of the truth of
class oppression to replace the false consciousness of ideology. Political
activism and social transformation can occur when ideology is exposed as
such through the insight of materialist analysis. Ideological analysis is
empowering insofar as it helps lift the blinders of false consciousness and
enables people to understand the way the system—even, perhaps, their
favorite television shows—help perpetuate their oppression.
A rather simple example of classical Marxism applied to television might
argue that the mass audience believes that television is harmless entertainment, offering apleasant way to relax at the end of ahard work day.
But in actuality the medium lulls the mass audience into passive inaction
and indeed instills bourgeois aspirations and values, promising that personal fulfillment can come through the practices and products of current
consumer society. Thus, this mass audience exists in astate of false consciousness; by failing to recognize how their ideas and values are formed
for them to serve the interests of others, they are dupes of ideology. Corrective political action would involve educating the mass audience to un-
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derstand how the medium instills values at odds with their real, material
interests. For example, having more control over their own productive
work might be more fulfilling than an evening watching television and
might yield more concrete rewards than drinking aparticular brand of
beer, driving acertain car, or using aspecific brand of lipstick.
Within Marxism, the theory of ideology as false consciousness has been
subject to criticism and revision. In the first place, it does not explain how
or why people so readily adopt ideas that would seem to be at odds with
their own interests in society, especially their material interests. Furthermore, if one follows this argument, one would assume that television expressed ahighly restricted range of beliefs and ideas. However, this does
not seem to be the case with contemporary commercial television. Although the range of opinions and values allowed on television is by no
means entirely open, television does seem to allow for the expression of a
range of beliefs and ideas. Because it emphasizes institutional and economic analysis of media organizations and concentrates on the expression
of overtly political ideas through the media, the classical Marxist approach
is limited by its inability to account for the fact that, as Robert Allen
notes in the introduction, most people watch television, most of the time,
because they find it enjoyable. In this sense, classical Marxism does not
provide sufficiently subtle critical and theoretical perspectives for dealing
with the pleasures of contemporary culture, including watching TV.
Because of these problems and limitations, many theorists have acknowledged the inadequacy of adefinition of ideology as merely false consciousness and have developed alternative ideas about ideology and how it functions. These alternative approaches variously stress contradictions within
society (and within individual social subjects), the coexistence of competing ideological positions, and the ways in which individuals assume positions in relation to their social world—the very formation of subjectivity
as aprocess. Subjectivity refers to the understanding of individuals as a
composite effect of forces and structures that constitute them as individuals, centrally including language, social (class) organization, and family
relations. Theories of subjectivity argue that the very ideas of individuality and the self are built upon, and chronologically come after, one's participation in complex networks of social and cultural processes that inform
the unconscious as well as the conscious being. These ideas are centrally
developed in the context of psychoanalysis and will be discussed more
fully in the next chapter by Sandy Flitterman-Lewis. Some Marxist scholars have felt that an adequate theory of ideology requires understanding
social subjectivity in these terms. Such approaches offer abasis for un-
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derstanding ideology and ideological criticism that does not reduce pleasurable participation in everyday entertainment to the effects of false
consciousness.
Still working within the base/superstructure model, other theorists have
emphasized the principle of uneven development present in Marxist thought
from its inception. This involves the recognition that social transformation is aconstant but inconsistent process. All parts of the social system
—the mode of production and the superstructure—may be dominated by
ruling-class interests. But traces of earlier social forms and practices coexist alongside the dominant along with more progressive elements and
forces. Moreover, these contradictory and conflicting perspectives are not
evenly distributed. Certain cultural practices may express issues and ideas
from aprior social formation, whereas other artifacts embody progressive
elements that look forward to future forms of social and material practice.
In this context, cultural artifacts and texts have the potential to criticize
and challenge the status quo by carrying ideological positions that are out
of phase with the current, dominant mode of ideological production. The
video artwork of Cecilia Condit, including such pieces as "Beneath the
Skin" (1981) and "Possibly in Michigan" (1983), offer afeminist vision and
critique of relations between the sexes, especially focusing on the violence that underwrites them, while citing forms of popular fiction. 2 Yet
especially in amedium like television, which normally requires substantial financial investment to produce and air programs, the expression of
values and beliefs would tend to line up with dominant interests more
often than not. Nonetheless, the emphasis on uneven development allows
for amore complex understanding of society and ideology. In particular, it
foregrounds the fact that avariety of voices may express conflicting class
interests, although the ruling class interests will prevail in most contexts.
Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci used the term hegemony to explain
the complex ways in which the dominant class maintains its control over
society. Hegemony describes the general predominance of particular class,
political, and ideological interests within agiven society. Although society is composed of varied and conflicting class interests, the ruling class
exercises hegemony insofar as its interests are recognized and accepted
as the prevailing ones. Social and cultural conflict is expressed as astruggle for hegemony, astruggle over which ideas are recognized as the prevailing, commonsense view for the majority of social participants. Hegemony appears to be spontaneous, even natural, but it is the historical
result of the prestige enjoyed by the ruling class by virtue of their position
and function in the world of production. With this concept, it is possible to
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argue that television programs express arange of positions and ideas.
From this perspective, the medium functions as aforum for negotiating
hegemony, although dominant interests will prevail most of the time and
may even restrict the range of competing voices that get heard.
A more thoroughgoing reformulation of ideology was developed by the
French Marxist philosopher Louis Althusser, who reconceptualized society through arevision of the base/superstructure model itself. As aMarxist, Althusser recognized the importance of the mode of production in
determining the nature of society. But rather than arguing that the mode
of production is abase that by itself determines the rest of the superstructure, he proposed that society is comprised of avariety of interrelated
social and intellectual activities or practices, including the economic, the
political, and the ideological. Together these different practices make up
the social formation. These areas of social practice—economic, political,
and ideological—do not exhaust human experience but designate key arenas within which individuals find their identity in the social formation.
Economic practice involves the mode of production—the nature of productive forces and relations of production. Political practices describe social relations and specific forms of social organization. Economic and political analyses are therefore concerned with the nature and relations of power
as expressed in particular economic and social systems. Ideological practice refers to systems of representation (images, myths, and ideas) in which
individuals experience and express their relation to their material world. 3
Ideological analysis, then, aims to understand the ways in which meanings are produced by and for individuals within asocial formation. Economic, political, and ideological practice are distinct but coexisting arenas
of human activity. They exert mutual influence and pressure on one another but also operate with relative autonomy.
The idea of relative autonomy is acrucial revision that Althusser introduced in relation to the classical Marxist base/superstructure conception
of society. Although economic practice ultimately determines all other
practices (or, as Althusser puts it, the economic determines all other social practices "in the last instance"), political and ideological practice are
not necessarily direct reflections of economic practice but have alife of
their own. That is, each sphere of social practice has its own structures,
dynamics, and history Because of this relative autonomy, political and
ideological practices are important arenas for contestation, along with
economic practices.
Moreover, all spheres of the social formation are characterized by disunity and contradiction. Social practices are complex and heterogeneous
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structures. For example, the very idea of social identity (who we understand ourselves to be in relation to others in society) is acomplex construction and may include different sets of interests. One crucial term of
distinction—class—is established as afunction of economic practice, but
other terms may emerge specifically within the contexts of political or
ideological practice. National identity, for example, is produced in the
context of political practice. A given individual may be defined and positioned by avariety of categories, including class, nation, race, gender,
age, profession, and so forth. At times the various interests of an individual, defined as an effect of these intersecting categories, may work in
concert, whereas at other times they may be divided or come into conflict
with one another.
Althusser's understanding of ideology also covers the idea of social subjectivity. Systems of representation—including language, myths, religion,
and so on—function to construct individuals as social subjects, contributing to the production and recognition of one's very sense of identity. In
this area Althusser drew on psychoanalytic ideas about individual selfrecognition to develop his theories of subjectivity as asocial process. In
this instance, ideology is seen to function as asystem that interpellates
individuals, or hails them. That is to say, ideology asks us to recognize and
position ourselves within its terms of reference. Ideology, like the character Ernestine in aLily Tomlin sketch, asks, "Is this the party to whom I
am speaking?" Once the question is heard, it is hard to just say, "no:' In
other words, ideology functions as asystem of address, and individuals
are positioned as social subjects through their responses in this system.
The Althusserian conception of society and ideology is not without problems and has been subject to substantial criticism and revision. 4 But the
basic terms of his understanding of ideology are important. Because
Althusser defined ideology in terms of both systems of representation
and individuals' relations to their material world, his theories have been
useful and influential in film, media, and cultural studies. The relative
autonomy of ideological practice signals the importance of studying individual modes of representation, recognizing that they are socially determined but are not necessarily simple or direct reflections of dominant
economic interests. Furthermore, because ideological practice concerns
relations between the individual and the social formation via interpellation, it focuses attention on individuals as social subjects who not only
construct but are also constructed by systems of representation.
Both Gramsci and Althusser open the way for the analysis of culture as
aset of practices instead of seeing artifacts as fixed entities with specific,
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hidden ideological meanings waiting to be exposed by the Marxist critic.
Indeed, insofar as ideological practice concerns ways in which individuals
experience and contest meaning—and how they produce representations
and meanings—there is no such thing as being "outside" ideology. As
cultural theorist Stuart Hall has said, "The notion that our heads are full
of false ideas which can, however, be totally dispersed when we throw
ourselves open to 'the real' as amoment of absolute authentication, is
probably the most ideological conception of all?' Hall points to the way in
which ideology presents itself as natural or serves to naturalize agiven
system of representation. "When we contrast ideology to experience, or
illusion to authentic truth, we are failing to recognize that there is no way
of experiencing the 'real relations' of aparticular society outside of its
cultural and ideological categories?' In other words, ideology is not a"message" hidden within atext or system of representation, it is the very
system of representation itself and the commonsense principles that endow
the system with meaning for those who participate in it.
Because ideology involves acomplex set of practices and relations, ideological criticism includes avariety of procedures and methods that emphasize different aspects of the intersections among individuals, systems
of representation, and the social formation. A mass art form like television provides acrucial arena for ideological analysis precisely because it
represents the intersection of economic-industrial interests, an elaborate
textual system, and aleisure-entertainment activity. Marxist scholarship
in mass communication, especially before 1980, overwhelmingly centered
on economic and institutional analysis of media systems. This includes,
centrally, the work in political economy outlined in the introduction to this
book. This work is crucial to understanding the economic complexity of
the television industry and has implications for the ideological understanding of the medium. But ideological analysis must also focus on television
as asystem of representation through which individuals experience and
understand their world. Ultimately the goal is to understand how textual
systems, with their relative autonomy and structuring contradictions, also
function within the dynamics of the larger social formation.

The Viewer as Consumer and as Commodity
Even acursory glance at American television reveals that advertising
occupies acentral position in terms of both textual system and economic
support. Networks and individual stations earn profits by selling time to
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commercial sponsors. In the United States, television followed the model
of the radio industry in developing networks and commercial sponsorship
and from the start considered the viewer/consumer on anational scale.'
The position and functioning of advertising is acrucial aspect of ideological analysis, because it is the place within television's textual system where
the economics of the system are made manifest. With the prominent and
regular display of commercials on television, the source of network and
station income is not hidden but becomes, on the contrary, an integral
part of the television program flow. The importance of commercial sponsorship and the relation of viewership to station and network revenue are
underscored in popular television magazines and newspaper columns that
regularly report on ratings and the competition for audiences.
American commercial television is "free? Viewers do not pay for broadcasting through alicense fee (as is the case in Britain) because advertisers
pay for air time to promote their products. Because commercial television
is first and foremost amass-advertising medium, viewers are positioned
as potential consumers. This does not mean that every viewer is in the
market for everything advertised on television. Rather, this address to
viewers as consumers means that they are regularly subjected to arange
of appeals for avariety of products. Even viewer-supported cable services
(Home Box Office, Showtime, and others) include promotional spots for
their own programs. In these cases, the viewer is addressed as apotential
consumer for the station itself and its services. Because they are "sold" to
advertisers, viewers themselves become commodities in the act of watching television. An elaborate apparatus of ratings is in place—the Nielsen
and Arbitron systems being the most prominent—to measure the audiences for specific programs and stations. Ratings are used by the television industry to determine network and local advertising rates. The vieweras-consumer is thus abstracted into an object of exchange value that the
network or station offers to acommercial sponsor—literally sold to advertisers in lots of one thousand.
This understanding of the viewer as at once aconsumer and acommodity provides abasis for analysis that draws together the culture industry
on the one hand and consumer society on the other. One does not normally
decide to watch television in order to look at products for possible future
purchase or to become atoken in the system of exchange between networks, stations, ad agencies, and commercial sponsors. Yet both of these
positions are inevitably at stake, supporting and sustaining the activity of
watching television, which is undertaken for avariety of other reasons—to
relax, to see how afavorite sports team is doing, to learn about the day's
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events, or because there is nothing better to do. Ideological analysis emphasizes the commercial message as the linchpin between television as
information-entertainment and television as an industry, with the viewer
as the place where these meanings or forces converge. An awareness of
how the material interests of the industry are most directly expressed on
television leads to an understanding of the viewer as aconsumer and a
commodity. But it does not exhaust the work of ideological analysis. On
the contrary, it becomes the grounds for raising arange of issues focused
on texts and readers.
However abstract or impersonal the implications of commodification may
be, it is important to realize that viewers are not forced to watch television but choose to do so freely, as individuals. This choice takes place, by
and large, with some awareness of the process by which one becomes a
consumer/commodity in the very act of viewing. With this understanding,
ideological criticism turns its attention to the nature of the meanings and
pleasures that television offers through its programs. For in the absence
of force, one assumes that the medium itself offers attractions to its
audience—that it is, in some sense, familiar, meaningful, and perhaps
even enjoyable.' Indeed, despite being derided as "couch potatoes" by too
many media critics, people still watch television in large numbers and
with great frequency. The medium's convenience and accessibility furnish
apartial explanation for its popularity, because television programs are
quite literally at one's fingertips. But this is anecessary precondition of
television's effectiveness as an agency of consumerism; it is not sufficient
to account for the values and meanings the medium may hold for its viewers or for the pleasures those viewers might derive from it. For an explanation of these, we must turn our attention to the programs themselves,
to see what they have to offer, individually and as agroup.

Ideology in Narrative
The analysis of individual programs, groups of programs, and viewertext relations is central to understanding the ideology of television. Here
ideological criticism draws on the methods and insights of different approaches to textual analysis—semiotics, genre study, narrative analysis,
psychoanalysis, and others—to discern what meanings are made available through the medium and its programs and the nature of viewer engagement. In drawing on these various methods of analyzing texts, the
ideological perspective assumes that television offers aparticular construe-
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tion of the world rather than auniversal, abstract truth. In other words,
ideological criticism examines texts and viewer-text relations to clarify
how the meanings and pleasures generated by television express specific
social, material, and class interests. This is not to say that agiven program or episode directly expresses the beliefs of aparticular producer,
writer, director, or network programmer—though obviously these may
be contributing influences and viewpoints. Nor does it mean that there is
some conspiracy among television executives to control the ideas expressed
through the medium. Rather, ideological analysis focuses on the systematic meanings and contradictions embodied in textual practices. This includes the way familiar narrative, visual, or generic structures orient our
understanding of what we see and how they naturalize the events and
stories on television.
Narrative and generic conventions are crucial ways in which television
handles social tensions and contradictions. At the level of the individual
episode, ideological criticism can begin with narrative analysis to see how
the structural and functional logic of plot development explains and naturalizes asequence of events. Discussion of aspecific episode of the American situation comedy Webster may clarify this point.' The program is a
family sitcom centered on ayoung black boy, Webster Long, and his white
foster parents, George and Katherine Papadopoulous. George is asportscaster, aformer professional football player whose best friend and teammate was Webster's father. Katherine is an upper-middle-class woman who
works in the city government. In the premiere episode, George and Katherine return home from their honeymoon to discover that Webster's parents have been killed in acar accident and that Webster is now legally in
their custody. In asubsequent episode originally broadcast in 1986, Webster becomes excited by the state lottery, convinced that he can become a
millionaire if allowed to play. George tries to persuade him that gambling
is awaste of money but finally lets him spend his allowance on alottery
ticket. Webster chooses his six numbers with his family; the digits are to
consist of each person's lucky number and age. Katherine goes last, and
instead of announcing her age, she volunteers to buy the ticket and fill in
the last number herself.
The night before the drawing, Webster dreams that he wins the lottery.
His dramatized fantasy is aparodic version of excessive wealth. Servants
lead him around his mansion on ahorse for amusement and do his homework for him. Webster sits amid ornate antiques, dressed in ared silk
robe trimmed with gold sequins. He offers lavish gifts to his parents and
their friends, including an immense pearl left over from anecklace he
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designed for the Statue of Liberty. It is too large to wear, but the perfect
size for bowling in the mansion's bowling alley. As Webster revels in his
wealth, noting that the U.S. government has put his face on anew trilliondollar bill, Katherine reminds him that "When you give out of love, you're
rich even without money" The next day, the whole family watches the
lottery drawing on television. As the numbers are called one by one, they
directly follow Webster's ticket, ending with Katherine's age, thirty-nine.
George begins to celebrate until Katherine reads the ticket she purchased,
where the sixth number is thirty-six. She confesses that she lied about
her age when she finished filling in the ticket. As aresult, Webster does
not win millions of dollars. In the final scene, the family is commiserating
with one another over their loss. Webster seeks to console George and
Katherine, who in turn notes that it doesn't matter if they have money. "If
you've got what we've got, you can be rich without money" Webster repeats her statement, revealing that Katherine had said the same thing in
his dream. "We could have all the money in the world and not be as rich as
we are," he affirms.
In this episode we are presented with an obvious moral tale about the
value of gambling, even in legal forms. George insists that no one ever
really gets rich through games of chance and that the lottery is awaste of
time. This in fact proves to be the case and is the meaning of the episode
as summarized in the weekly TV Guide listing for the show: "lb teach
Webster how hard it is to get rich playing the lottery, George buys him a
ticket? Yet this linear and predictable development is cut across and displaced by another logic that promotes Webster as aprivileged, almost
magical agent. His scheme for picking numbers proves effective: the family members' lucky numbers and ages are the winning numbers for the
one week that he plays the lottery His childlike faith in his ability to win
is thus confirmed by the narrative outcome of the lottery drawing, producing an effect strong enough to supersede the "adult" message about
the serendipity of gambling.
Indeed Webster would have won millions if Katherine had not betrayed
his scheme by misrepresenting her age, which she does by claiming to
help Webster achieve his goal in the first place by actually purchasing the
ticket. This particular narrative move relies on a cultural stereotype
—women lie about their ages—to naturalize an outcome that sustains
the double logic indicated above. Gambling is shown to be awaste of money,
proving George's point; and yet Webster maintains his privileged status in
surmounting the odds in principle, if not in fact. George and Webster are
both proved "right" by the narrative because Katherine toys with Web-
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ster's formula for picking numbers, which she does even though, within
the fiction, only three characters would even know that the "39" on the
ticket referred to her age—which they all know anyhow. To reinforce the
idea that women naturally lie about their ages, she offers the following by
way of apology: "I don't know what got into me. It was like areflex!' An
additional implied aspect of this sequence of events is that Webster's magical faith can only work once, in the context of his initial naive belief in his
ability to win. From now on George's perspective on gambling will prevail.
In the process, Webster shifts his interest in wealth as money to an emotional investment in wealth as familial love.
On a weekly basis, the general lifestyle of the family—their house,
clothing, occupations—represents a recognizable upper-middle-class
image. In this episode, the dream of becoming an instant millionaire is
first endorsed only by Webster but is adopted by George and Katherine in
the course of the actual lottery drawing. As the numbers are drawn, they
all become increasingly excited, so that they are all profoundly depressed
when they realize that they "lost" by one number. In this way the episode
implies that the style of living it regularly represents is simply normal,
that the lure of millions of dollars offered by the lottery is afantasy shared
by everyone—all families, all conceivable viewers—in the same way. The
ideological significance of the "taken-for-grantedness" of the family's social and economic position may well be lost on many U.S. viewers, not
because they share this position but because the lifestyle represented pervades media representations as an average standard of living. But it is
immediately revealed when the program, and others like it, are shown in
countries where, for the average viewer, achieving the Papadopoulous's
standard would itself be beyond imagination. Structurally, then, the aspiration to wealth embodied in this particular episode diverts attention from
the fact that this family is in fact already very well off within the context
of American society and fabulously wealthy in relation to families in the
Third World.
To complicate matters, within this context of upwardly mobile class
aspirations Webster's dream is obviously parodic, a conglomeration of
media representations of the very rich—lots of servants, alive horse
— with childlike additions. 1° The pearl, above all else, condenses the admixture of imagery insofar as it represents a precious gem (an object
representing acertain investment value), jewelry (though not usable as
such), asport (to link up with George's profession), and atoy all at the
same time. It is also merely afantasy object, because no real pearl could
ever be that size. Webster's fantasy of riches is constructed strictly as a
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fantasy, and achild's fantasy at that. It is not "really" how rich people
live. The absurdity of Webster's dream image of wealth helps soften the
blow of not winning the lottery, as does the repeated dictum that love,
especially familial love, itself constitutes wealth. This homily would seem
to be the "message" of the episode, especially when it is repeated by Webster as the final agent of authority as he explicitly shifts his privileged,
magical faith in the lottery to faith in the family.
But amore detailed analysis of the episode's narrative indicates that
this message and confirmation of faith in the family is only one stage or
moment in amore intricate scheme of values and meanings that includes
linking the value of familial love to honesty in order to promote the realization of fantasies. This is expressly at issue in the program's subplot.
At the opening of the episode, George is depressed because his favorite
Greek restaurant is closed, and he can no longer spend Friday afternoons
eating his favorite dish prepared by his "Yaya" (as he calls the grandmotherfigure who ran the restaurant). Katherine traces this woman and invites
her over to teach her how to prepare the dish for George. The Yaya proposes that she do the cooking herself, while Katherine can impress George
by pretending she prepared the dish. Katherine refuses to go along with
this idea, not because George would not believe her (although throughout
the series she is depicted as being incompetent in the kitchen), but because she could not lie to George about something as meaningful as his
Friday afternoon repast. In this case honesty wins out; Katherine successfully prepares George's favorite dish and is able to restore his Friday
afternoon ritual. These narrative developments are embedded in, but secondary to, the lottery story in which Katherine lies about her age "like a
reflex" and thereby fails Webster.
The theme of familial love thus supports or frames the overall logic of the
episode's narrative development, but it hardly begins to contain the network
of ideological values. Rather, the above analysis suggests the importance of
recognizing acombination of narrative functions as the work of ideology.
Some of these are specific to this particular show—for example, sustaining
the privileged status of the character for whom the program is named.
Others have more to do with typical practices of representation within the
medium, such as implying that an upper-middle-class lifestyle is "average?
At other moments, the show relies on broader cultural and social myths, in
this case the belief that women do not like to admit their ages, especially
as they approach forty. All of these strands are drawn together and activated in this specific episode to naturalize and give sense to astory with
amore overt moral message about gambling, wealth, and the family.
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In analyzing this episode, ideological criticism discerns the overall interaction of meanings and the logic of how they are structured. This includes
acertain degree of contradiction and instability, for example in the fact
that Webster could have won the money had his formula been followed.
But if this had happened in the narrative, the message about the importance of family love would have been lost, or certainly muted. At the
same time, anarrative development of this sort would have profound implications for future episodes of the program, including the necessity of
transforming the family's week-to-week lifestyle image. Katherine's "betrayal" of Webster's magical formula is in some sense alogical necessity
within this episode—to prove the importance of familial love—and for
the program in general. However, it functions at the expense of women,
both in general as acultural truth, and in specific when Katherine herself
fails to follow Webster's wishes. Understanding the ways in which all of
these countervailing forces balance and naturalize one another in the episode is precisely the point of ideological analysis of specific programs on
television.
This approach is not limited to dramatic narrative programs but is
equally applicable to game shows, news, documentaries, sports, and other
kinds of television programming. In each case, one chooses aspecific set
of episodes or programs and analyzes them with the goal of understanding the cultural logic that sustains them. Like commercials, game shows
dramatize the consumerist ethic that underwrites so much of television by
offering structured and formulaic arenas for competition, often with the
goal of winning lavish prizes. A program such as The Price Is Right directly involves consumer knowledge as the basis of competition, with a
person's success or failure as acontestant based on his or her ability to
assess the retail market value of awide range of products including cars,
jewelry, household cleansers, groceries, and appliances. In the course of
proceeding to the grand prize competition that caps each episode, participants are subjected to avariety of competitive games that require them
to demonstrate their skills as consumers. In acrucial sense, the whole
show becomes asort of continuous advertisement as each new object and
product within these games is described in detail by brand name.
Although money and prizes remain the goal of most game shows, they
do not all so blatantly proclaim consumerism as the specific terms of competition, only as the goal. Most game shows structure knowledge within a
restricted field. In programs like Password Plus, Wheel ofFortune, Scrabble, and The $100,000 Pyramid, the ability to guess the correct word,
phrase, or category on the basis of the least information defines the corn-
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petition. How many letters, words, or definitions are required before you
can properly identify the correct answer? These structures are charged
with significance in the context of game show competition, as players strive
to fill in the blanks first to reap the rewards of winning.
At the same time, most game shows integrate elements of chance into
the course of play. Some level of skill is always necessary, but skill alone is
rarely adequate for achieving success. Contestants on The Price Is Right
are selected from the studio audience. Whether or not one even gets to
compete is amatter of luck. In other game shows, the amount of money to
be won is determined by the spin of awheel or the press of abutton at the
right time. Chance is also incorporated into game shows that emphasize
specific kinds of knowledge or skill in that contestants usually have to pick
categories blindly, without full knowledge of the kinds of information that
will be required. On Wheel of Fortune, avariation of Hangman, contestants not only compete to correctly identify the phrase or name featured
on the game board, but they also spin awheel every time they request a
new letter to plug into the empty spaces on the board. The wheel determines the amount of money each letter earns but also introduces opportunities to lose aturn or to go bankrupt, thus losing all the money one has
accumulated. A player proceeding with all due skill can suddenly be eliminated in acrucial round of the game. In other words, adouble narrative
logic is at work, one combining knowledge and luck.
Although the balance between elements of chance and skill may vary,
this dual logic is typical of most game shows. It provides acontext for
evoking familiar adages or versions thereof: life isn't fair; success is aquestion of being at the right place at the right time; it's not what you know;
and so on. At the same time, one can admire skillful players, compare
contestants in terms of how well they play the game, and even measure
oneself against them. But all this occurs against abackdrop of acknowledged serendipity. One can aspire to the prizes and simultaneously console oneself: Imay be a better/worse player; but Imight have better/
worse luck if Iwere actually competing. In other words, in most game
shows neither sheer skill nor sheer luck prevails, and this balance contributes to the shows' effectiveness and appeal. Viewers can enjoy the adeptness of the players without feeling hopelessly stupid, recognizing that
luck has something to do with their success; and viewers can maintain
feelings of superiority over lesser players, whether or not the game's elements of chance work in their favor. This sustains a viewer's pleasure
while that person is watching aparticular show, mentally participating in
the play, or rooting for aparticular contestant. The important point is that
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threugh the balance of skill and chance, which is also atension, there is
always an available space for identification with and distance from the
players, so that viewers can be as involved or disaffected as they like and
still continue to watch.
An ideological approach to game shows, as to dramatic programs, aims
at an understanding of the underlying narrative logic and patterns that
structure the games. Such an approach acknowledges from the very start
that the structure and appeal of game shows is aquestion of consumer
rewards, with large sums of money, new cars, appliances, vacations, and
so forth held out as the desired rewards for properly negotiating the range
of skill and chance proposed by each program. But it is also instructive to
specifically examine both the ways in which these rewards are achieved in
aregulated field of competition and the nature of the rules of the game.
What kind of knowledge is at stake in the show in the first place? What
sort of competition is involved? How are these factors incorporated and
intertwined in aseries of steps en route to the grand prize?

Ideology and Contradiction in the Texts of Television
The discussions of Webster and of game shows indicate that ideological
analysis is not necessarily asimple or self-evident practice. This is true in
at least two senses. In the first place, the underlying theoretical perspectives that support ideological analysis, outlined earlier in this chapter,
encourage an understanding of the contradictions and instabilities in culture as the places where the dominant system is most clearly exposed. In
this regard it is important to recall the ideas of uneven development and of
hegemony as anegotiated terrain. It is also necessary to remember that
ideology is not a fixed set of beliefs, but an arena of representational
practice (and therefore asite of struggle and contestation). 'Men together,
these ideas suggest that the expression even of dominant ideology necessarily includes tensions and contradictions. Indeed, in some sense dominant ideology can be seen as the effort to contain or smooth over points of
contention and contradiction in the process of promoting amore unified
idea of social subjectivity. But it is only more or less successful, never
finally achieving a homogeneous set of representational practices or a
unified social subject. Ideological criticism aims to expose the fault lines
within the system.
To further complicate matters, television as atextual system is itself
dense and complex. As amedium that usually aims to attract the largest
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possible audience for any given program, television's ideological system is
relatively diffuse. Moreover, especially with the growth of cable services
and home videocassette recorders, the competition for audiences has involved not only aiming for the largest mass audience, but also the targeting of specific subaudiences by specific cable channels, networks, or programs. Television in general aspires to attract the largest possible audience
at all times. It achieves this in practice by aiming its programming at
specific core audiences. The kind of programming one sees on Saturday
morning is decidedly different from what airs on most stations on Thursday evening or Sunday afternoon. The differences occur because, even
though one individual may watch television at all of those times, the core
mass of viewers for each of those time periods is seen as demographically
distinct. At the same time, a variety of interests are balanced in the
production and programming of any single show. These include the interests and needs of the network as acorporate entity, of individual stations,
and of sponsors and advertising agencies; the concerns of the creative
personnel who actually create the programs; awareness of the audience, which is perceived as increasingly fragmented owing to a proliferation of new technologies for delivering entertainment into the
home via video and television; and reaction to arange of activist pressure
groups representing different political positions and agendas. If all of
these institutional and interpersonal relations are considered together,
ideological pluralism and dispersion can be seen as an institutional
imperative, even within the confines of amedium that, at least in the
United States, is thoroughly entangled with the demands of consumer
culture.
Moreover, the production of multiple ideological positions can be viewed
as an effect of programming practices, as individual episodes and programs are situated within the larger system of program flow. The creators
of aprogram do not usually have any say over the kinds of ads that air
during their show; nor do they determine where their show will air in the
programming schedule. Similarly, viewers watch when they want to, perhaps turning on the television in the middle of an hour-long dramatic episode, flipping through other channels on the remote control when they get
bored, and so on. Whatever the institutional imperatives that generate a
context for ideological dispersion—and there are many countervailing
forces—the texts that comprise television are not discrete and delimited
but are juxtaposed with and bump up against one another. In other words,
individual episodes are segmented and interspersed with commercials,
news briefs, and program previews, all of which are themselves sequences
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of minina/Tatives. These sequences are, in turn, positioned within an unceasing flow from program to program.
This appearance of an endless text, extended and reduplicated from
station to station, is regulated through various kinds of repetition: shows
air on the same night and time each week, genres maintain certain conventions, and so forth. This kind of regularity provides asense of segmentation within program flow. One can reserve Thursday night for Knots
Landing and be sure of seeing it (if it is not preempted). Similarly, fans of
Dallas and Dynasty, if they happened to be home on Thursday night,
might choose to sample Knots Landing based on the knowledge that it
was aprime-time serial melodrama. In this context, agiven program may
develop variable perspectives and issues over time. And the perspectives
put forth in one scene or episode may be repeated, fragmented, and even
contradicted by the next program or the commercial that follows. Thus,
within asingle episode, across an evening of viewing, or over aseason's
worth of episodes of aparticular program, the production of ideology may
emerge as variable, slippery, or even contradictory.
The American crime drama Cagney and Lacey offers striking examples of this point, but the show is hardly singular in offering heterogeneous ideological meanings to its viewers. The program features two female police detectives as the center of narrative interest and espouses a
sympathetic liberal feminism. Individual episodes frequently foreground
personal and professional issues that are perceived as being of particular
concern to women—sexual harassment, problems of working mothers,
child abuse, and so forth. Yet the visual and narrative strategies engaged
in individual episodes may work to undercut or contradict the ostensible
progressive orientation of the show by relying on traditional plot structures and conventional modes of visual representation that have conventionally worked to undermine the power and effectiveness of women. For
example, framing and mise-en-scène are sometimes used in ways that
imply that one or the other of the central characters is caged or trapped.
This may produce an impression of weakness or helplessness on the part
of that character, even though within the narrative she is supposed to be
an active, competent detective.
In one episode, Christine Cagney is physically threatened by asuspect
in amurder to which she was witness. He follows her around in an effort
to persuade her not to testify against him through sheer threat of force.
This episode includes repeated shots of Cagney isolated in her apartment,
almost cowering, trapped by the camera as well as by the suspect who
watches her through the rooftop skylight of her apartment. In this case
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her usual ability to perform as acop—aggressive, strong, and confident
—is displaced by conventions for representing women as subject to the
menacing threat of anarrative character and the look of the camera. In
another episode, Cagney initiates asex discrimination suit against asuperior officer, against the wishes of her New York City police department
superiors. When she resolves to pursue the case, she is seen in aclose-up
framed against the barred windows of the precinct interrogation room.
Thus, even as the program offers aportrait of two strong, professional
women, it deploys familiar visual and narrative conventions, using an already established visual and narrative language, that restrict women's
ability to control their own fates and subjugate them to the control of the
camera, forcefully identified with the male gaze.
Of course, in these examples there is also room for alternative interpretations. When Cagney is framed against the barred windows of the precinct interrogation room, the scene could be taken as just another familiar
image of aweak woman or as aself-conscious comment by the program
itself on the way in which women, however competent, are framed by
social constraints. This example underscores how television must be analyzed in terms of disunity and contradiction in at least two senses: first, as
the codes of narrative and visual construction come into conflict at particular moments within the program; and second, as these forms of disjunction open the possibility of arange of interpretive positions. Ideological
criticism aims precisely at understanding these contradictions as constitutive of the text's ideological problematic. The ideological problematic
refers to the field of representational possibilities offered by atext and the
structuration of issues in particular ways. In this vein, ideological criticism is less concerned with finding aspecific message in atext than with
delineating the range of issues and questions raised within aprogram or
across aset of texts (a number of episodes, or aprogram and the advertisements, or an evening of programming).
The ideological problematic refers to the nature and range of issues
raised and how they are raised and to the systems of representation that
are thereby promoted or excluded, in implicit or explicit terms. David
Morley explains: "The problematic is importantly defined in the negative
—as those questions or issues which cannot (easily) be put within aparticular problematic—and in the positive as that set of questions or issues
which constitute the dominant or preferred 'themes' of aprogramme."'
What are the constitutive issues at stake in the first place, especially when
it comes to asserting important categories of social subjectivity? What
range of possibilities for meaning are promoted by the text? What areas of
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meaning are staked out as significant for discussion? What is implicitly or
explicitly left out? These are the kinds of questions that are raised—and
answered with the help of other critical methodologies.
In the case of Cagney and Lacey, the problematic is initially established as afunction of anumber of generic and discursive systems. On the
one hand, the program combines the police drama with aspects of domestic melodrama. As a police show, the focus on urban crime and police
procedures provides acontext for a certain range of issues within the
context of "law and order": the ethics of dealing with informants, the role
of the press in reporting crime, and the impact of crime on its victims,
among others. On the other hand, the presence of two women detectives
—one married with children, the other single, and both nearing forty
—allows for the examination of aparticular range of domestic and interpersonal issues. With this emphasis the problems involved in raising
children or of balancing careers and families can be raised. Simultaneously,
afeminist discourse cuts across both of these others and at times offers an
explicit connection between them, because the show quite consciously addresses issues of concern to women in aprogressive spirit. For example, it
may include concerns of pornography or child abuse as part of its police
plots, but these issues also have implications for the characters as women
and mothers.
Together, these areas begin to define the ideological problematic of
Cagney and Lacey, circumscribing the kinds of plots it includes and the
nature of the issues it raises on aweekly basis. The combination establishes its similarities to other programs within television but also differentiates it on the one hand from other police shows, which may not share its
domestic and feminist concerns, and on the other hand from shows that
share its domestic or feminist concerns but are not police shows (for example, Kate and Allie or Designing Women). Within the defined ideological problematic, which can expand and mutate over time, the program
may orchestrate avariety of perspectives without clearly insisting that
only one position is acceptable. For example, in one episode Cagney thinks
that she might be pregnant. She is therefore forced to consider an array of
options—whether to tell the potential father, whether to try and marry,
whether to have the baby—and decide on acourse of action. She explicitly raises these possibilities and their implications, often in discussion
with Lacey, while the two of them pursue the police subplot. In the end, it
turns out that she is not pregnant after all. Thus all the choices prove to
be hypothetical options rehearsed by the program but not requiring a
decisive course of action—one way of addressing issues of concern to con-
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temporary women in the abstract, combining the program's feminist and
domestic voices.
At the same time, in the elaboration of the ideological problematic, the
field of choice is circumscribed; although different perspectives may be
introduced, the range is not infinite. In Cagney and Lacey, feminism is
explored in the context of the traditional, middle-class, nuclear family.
Although Christine Cagney has no husband or children, her familial situation is explored through her relationships with her father and brother.
Similarly, the police system itself and its hierarchy of authority at times
causes problems for the protagonists, not only in the episodes dealing
with Cagney's sexual harassment suit, but also, for example, in conflicts
over areas of jurisdiction between precincts. This allows the program to
raise questions about the police system and to suggest that it has problems, especially when it comes to questions of the sexual division of labor
and power. But the program never poses athoroughgoing challenge to the
system as awhole. Instead, such problems are portrayed as weaknesses
or aberrations in afundamentally good system, within which the characters of Cagney and Lacey represent an ideal.
The latitude of competing voices and positions constructed within the
particular problematic presents itself as atotality precisely because different points of view are incorporated. In other words, the very incorporation of different positions and points of view conveys an impression of
completeness, as if anything that might be said on the issue has been
covered. But often only adelimited or circumscribed range of choices is in
fact presented to begin with. Moreover, the presentation of multiple positions and points of view is often regulated or controlled by an implicit
hierarchy that privileges certain positions over others. This hierarchy is
established in anumber of ways, including the positions that are most
frequently represented and the framing narrational logic within which a
limited plurality of voices is allowed to speak. For example, on The 700
Club, TV minister Pat Robertson's forum for representing his conservative, evangelical position, awide range of social and cultural issues are
raised. A viewer casually flipping through the channels might chance on
the program just as someone was describing alife of debauchery. But this
person's story would only be presented in the program in order to be
condemned as ungodly; it would most likely occur in the context of aconfessional narrative wherein the individual in question subsequently experienced aspiritual rebirth of the kind celebrated by Robertson and his
evangelical organization.
This is an extreme example of ashow's introducing arange of voices
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and perspectives in order to reframe them according to apreestablished
and clearly delineated set of ideological values. But in many instances
television can be seen as working to contain minority positions or deviations from the mainstream by first providing acontext for their expression. With regard to Cagney and Lacey, the roles held by the program's
title characters are hardly aberrant, but they are not typical within the
context of television. The women are presented as having an unusual degree of strength and independence in their narrative roles and might be
viewed as achallenge or threat to traditional gender roles. In this context, the use of conventional visual strategies for representing women
—such as positioning them from the point of view of amale spectator,
either explicitly within the fiction (as when Cagney is stalked and watched
through her skylight window) or implicitly, by depicting them in typically
feminine poses and behaviors—along with the domestic plots that emphasize the more traditional roles of wife, mother, and daughter, can be
seen as working to contain the potential threat.
On television, the movement between program plot segments and commercial breaks may exacerbate the sense of contradiction. In an episode
initially broadcast during the 1983-84 season, the professional plot concerns the illegal adoption market. The parallel personal subplot focuses
on Mary Beth Lacey and her family as she arranges to get temporary
custody of the abandoned infant whose plight has prompted the police
investigation. (A wealthy couple who had purchased the child through a
private adoption has abandoned her at ahospital after discovering that
she is deaf.) During the course of the investigation, the baby's real mother
is located. In aconfrontation with Lacey, she explains that she sold the
baby out of economic hardship, but now regrets her actions and hopes to
reclaim custody. The episode concludes with Lacey returning the infant to
achild welfare officer in an extremely emotional scene, on the heels of the
Laceys' decision to look into the possibility of adopting her.
The commercial that directly followed this scene was one for Hallmark
Mother's Day cards, featuring ababy and ajingle about afirst Mother's
Day. The highly sentimental Hallmark version of motherhood was jarring
in the face of the program's portrayal of the same thing. Indeed, the episode offers three representations of motherhood, each involving aspecific
set of problems: awealthy woman who can't bear children and turns to the
marginally legal private baby market; awelfare mother who feels pressured to sell her third child for economic reasons—to help the rest of her
family and the baby enjoy better living conditions; and a professional
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experience aloss. The discrepancies in conception and representation between the program and the commercial seem irreconcilable. But they are
mutually interdependent, as the troubled versions of motherhood represented in the episode appear to be more realistic, complex, and progressive in contrast to the more traditional, sentimental representation offered by Hallmark. Moreover, all of these representations work together
to define the contours of the problematic of "motherhood," with the ad
serving to provide anecessary supplement in the overall concert of voices.
Contradictions—and confirmations—between juxtaposed segments of
television flow are not necessarily systematic in the sense of being willfully or consciously planned by programmers or sponsors. However, they
occur regularly through the course of television programming as an effect
of the structure of the system, in which continuous programming is the
rule and flow is aprincipal characteristic of the system. Almost everyone
can cite his or her own striking examples. Public service messages about
health and nutrition air on Saturday morning, embedded among ads for
candy, cookies, snack foods, and sweetened cereals aimed at children. A
news story about new research linking smoking with some illness can be
followed by an ad for smoker's tooth polish.
At the same time, with regard to Cagney and Lacey, some feminists
have stressed the importance of female bonding, represented in the relationship between the two main characters, as an important aspect of the
show. Although the two characters bring different and often conflicting
perspectives to bear on issues of personal and professional life within the
fiction, they work successfully as ateam and provide one another with
support. They do not compete against one another but negotiate and combine viewpoints in order to work together. The narrative occasions that
foreground this sort of interaction are seen as privileging women's perspectives and as offering the possibility of concerted action grounded in
different aspects of women's experience. In these instances, it is possible
to argue that the program goes beyond simply presenting astrong image
of women to offer anascent feminist ideology within the context of mass
art. Similar arguments may be made regarding other programs that feature women constituting acommunity (personal or professional) as the
center of narrative interest, such as Kate and Allie, Designing Women,
The Golden Girls, and Heartbeat.
Thus over time, both within individual shows and across several episodes, aprogram may produce arange of ideological effects and meanings. The contradictions and multiplicity of views help explain aprogram's
appeal to abroad potential audience. In the case of Cagney and Lacey,
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one can recognize progressive, liberal, and traditional values working at
once through the fabric of the show, often as competing and contradictory
positions. Depending on where and how one focuses one's attention, a
range of belief systems can be partially satisfied and fulfilled, though they
are received in acontext of contestation, moderated by the other perspectives that accompany them. An awareness of this field of multiple meanings as the work of ideology is crucial in understanding the effectiveness
and appeal of television as amass medium.

The Pleasures of Consumption
So far this chapter has focused on more familiar and conventional forms
of television programming. This focus is based in the common assumption
that programs are what attract viewers in the first place; they are the
major source of the pleasure, entertainment, and information that accounts for why viewers watch television. Within the course of the programming flow, viewers are then subjected to other appeals of apromotional nature, not only advertisements, but promotions for other programs
and episodes that are not on now but will be shown later (this evening,
next week, etcetera). Promotional and advertising appeals are recognized
as the sites where television's consumerist mission is obvious—not only
to political economists but to all viewers—and where the dominant ideology of the medium is baldly exposed. Programming is then seen as the
area in which more complex and subtle meanings, effects, and pleasures
are generated.
Shop-at-home television programs and stations that have emerged in
the course of the past decade can be analyzed as alimit or test case in this
regard.' In shop-at-home television the programming is sales—a flow of
products offered directly to the viewer for purchase, one at atime, twentyfour hours aday. The programming provided by television shopping stations is not differentiated from the commercial appeals of advertisements.
Instead, programming is acontinuous segmented sales pitch. Iblevision's
force as an apparatus and agency of consumer culture is fully and explicitly expressed by this kind of programming. At the same time, the shopping channels raise questions about the very nature of television programming in the first place. How much, or how little, programming does it take
to entice viewers to watch the television for more than afew minutes? If
someone watches shop-at-home programs for hours on end, is it simply
because that person likes commercials? Would he or she also watch hours
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of nonstop television advertising? Shop-at-home programming allows us
to interrogate the minimal requirements of programming and representational practices on television. For the structure of such programs precludes regular rules of shopping: they are not interactive catalogs from
which viewers pick what they want to buy and when.
The Home Shopping Network (HSN) is one of the first and most successful of the shop-at-home channels. It is widely available on cable systems throughout the United States and also runs on anumber of broadcast stations. On HSN certain forms of meaning and pleasure seem to
persist even in the absence of conventional entertainment and information. This includes appeals to viewers as members of acommunity, even as
afamily of consumers, who are connected through exchanges of confession and testimonials between program hosts and call-in purchasers. In
the process of selling its products, HSN provides appropriate terms and
guidelines for its own use by the viewer, with aparticular emphasis on the
female as the ideal consumer and on domestic space as the ideal site of
consumption. Because both atelevision and atelephone are necessary to
shop with HSN, the home is very nearly the only location from which one
can avail oneself of the service.
The network provides its shop-at-home services under the name of the
Home Shopping Club (HSC), which individuals automatically join with
their first purchase. The club offers items for purchase one at atime, and
they can only be bought during the time they are displayed on the television, usually five to ten minutes. Each item is shown in aseries of close-up
shots, with information about price, number sold, and so on included in
accompanying graphics. A wide range of products is sold on the club, but
certain kinds of products dominate. These include jewelry, collectibles,
clothing, and small electric appliances. A program host describes the item
at length as it is displayed and then takes calls from buyers who discuss
their purchase. Over the course of the programming, an overarching discourse of consumption is constructed through these phone exchanges: people discuss what they buy, why they buy, how they buy, and for whom they
buy.
Most of the merchandise offered by HSC could be categorized as the
conspicuously consumed trinkets of working-class and lower-middle-class
lifestyles and taste cultures within American consumer society.' Many of
the products, especially the jewelry and collectibles, are imitations or
cheaper versions of the fine china and crystal figurines or jewelry one
might find in upscale department stores or specialty shops like Tiffany's.
The HSC products offer an image of wealth, but they lack the manufac-
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timer and designer imprimatur that would constitute value in the way of
the upscale, properly bourgeois products that are their model. At the
same time, all HSC viewers are addressed and presented as knowledgeable and informed shoppers in general. In conversations between program hosts and shoppers, there is aconstant dialogue about the quality
and value of the products being sold, including comparison of commercial
retail values and the bargain prices offered by the club. The program
projects its viewers as experts who fully understand the larger world of
consumerism and the merchandise that circulates within it. Thus the program offers the image of aworking-class taste culture, with the subjects
who populate it constructed as discerning, active, and educated consumers.
Moreover, as Robert Allen points out in his chapter, the club represents
the exemplary viewer-consumers that have made it successful as members of alarger community of desire that everyone can join. Shoppers are
applauded for acting to fulfill their desires, though the process of accumulation will never be complete because there is aconstant stream of products waiting to be purchased. With consumption literally based in the
home, the female consumer becomes the focus for regenerating consuming desires. Through phone calls, viewers learn how shopping with the
club also consolidates and confirms domestic and social relations, because
often the product is purchased as agift for someone else—a daughter,
spouse, parent, or neighbor.
The Home Shopping Club and its parent network, HSN, represent the
pleasures of buying in the very process of selling their merchandise. The
program constantly reconfirms the value of staying home and watching
television —HSC in particular—as the best way to secure family and community relations. It also validates the position of women as the center of
these relations. Given these emphases, conventional forms of entertainment and information programming are not necessary as the lure to situate viewers as virtual subjects of consumption. For in the world according
to HSC, television affords direct participation in the pleasures of personal
and economic exchange to consolidate the family as the subject of an improved standard of living. In these terms, even despite the direct sales
pitch and the programming that is indistinguishable from adirect commercial appeal, there are complex ideological meanings to be derived about
consumption, the family, pleasure, values, and gender. This discussion of
HSC only initiates consideration of the density of class and gender positions generated through the course of its programming, which at first
may seem to be nothing more than ablatant advertising gimmick.
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Television as a Heterogeneous Unity
The ideological meanings and positions produced on television—in episodes, series, or whole networks— are not unified or monolithic, but that
does not imply that television can mean anything you want it to or has
something for everyone. Rather, arange of intersecting and at times even
contradictory meanings runs through the course of programming, offering some things for most people, aregulated latitude of ideological positions meeting the interests and needs of arange of potential viewers. This
means that the medium does not often encompass extreme positions and
places astrong emphasis on balance and even-handedness when it does
present arange of opinions and perspectives to hedge against offending
any moderate position. It is useful to approach this heterogeneity in terms
of the idea of the ideological problematic.
Within individual programs, between programs and commercials, and
across avariety of programs, television is highly fragmented and heterogeneous, allowing for the orchestration of avariety of issues, voices, positions, and messages. None of these on its own accounts for the ideology of
the medium. Instead, the aim of ideological analysis is to understand their
coexistence and contradiction through the medium in systematic and social terms. Above, this point was illustrated in relation to ideas about
maternity and motherhood presented on Cagney and Lacey. What became clear was that the concept "motherhood" was important enough to
warrant exploration and narrative exposition through the course of the
show, but that this concept itself involved complex and contradictory positions. It is not enough to conclude that "motherhood" is an important
idea, in the absence of aconcrete analysis of the multiple representations
that comprise it. In the case in question, this included aconsideration of
one of the advertisements that aired during the program.
In the process of offering aconcert of voices, and with its strong links to
consumerism, television works to sustain the dominant social-cultural ideology while allowing that this ideology itself involves aseries of values
and attitudes. Yet the recognition of awhole range of perspectives—including the possibility of opposing and contradictory ideas—does not mean
that everything can be said in the context of television. There are social
and cultural attitudes that lie beyond the multiplicity of dominant ideological expressions. At times such positions may find an outlet on television,
but these occasions are rare, and they do not necessarily, or usually, occur
in the context of network prime-time programming. In other words, however complex and contradictory, the range of ideological positions to be
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found on television is ultimately limited to sets of cultural and social beliefs that are not extreme—positions that, from the perspective of the
mainstream, could still be considered reasonable and widely held.
The recognition of television's regulated ideological plurality (the inclusion of arange of perspectives with minimal attention to extreme or minority positions) raises the question of viewers—how they engage and
are engaged by the medium and how they are situated in relation to its
production, ideological positions, and meanings. Some of these issues are
more fully addressed in the context of psychoanalytic criticism, feminism,
and British cultural studies. With respect to the ideological functioning of
the medium, it is nonetheless crucial to understand that, as asite of textual activity, television is the locus of intersection and coexistence of varying narratives, genres, appeals, and modes of address. Viewers consent to
watch, and to submit to its array of appeals, in exchange for the text and
the possibility of identifying particular meanings, mobilizing the voices
that seem to speak "to them!'
This interpretation in turn raises the possibility of alternative or subversive reading strategies, because particular marginalized or disempowered social groups (women, African Americans, gays, and others)
may develop strategies for focusing on isolated moments within the textual flow that offer the possibility of disrupting and destabilizing the dominant ideology The whole issue of reading practices, especially in the context of identity politics (the idea of building a coalition based on
emphasizing aparticular aspect of one's social identity, defined in terms of
race, sexual preference, etcetera), is more central to the questions raised
by British cultural studies. But it is auseful issue to bring up in the
context of ideological criticism because it points to the ways in which individuals can recognize and use the meanings made available through the
heterogeneity of television's systems of representation, however much the
system may strive to "contain" extreme or disruptive meanings. Feminist
approaches to daytime soap opera, for example, have suggested that the
traditional villainess transforms feminine weakness into asource of power
and strength and offers viewers afigure of female vengeance against patriarchal restraint. 14
Focusing our attention on readings highlights the fact that adominant
ideology is less afixed set of meanings and beliefs than it is anegotiated
position within asystem of contradictory and contestatory meanings that
are expressed in cultural texts, including television. These readings are
carried out in the interest of awillful subversion of dominant ideology by
social and cultural groups whose interests are not centrally addressed, or
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are largely ignored, by television's system of representation and its plurality of voices. Readings "against the grain" are interested in the latent
possibility of alternative viewpoints erupting within the multiple strategies of appeal that are normally at work in the medium. For example, in
the discussion of Cagney and Lacey, we saw how avariety of perspectives
and topics were expressed in the show but were ultimately contained by
dominant conventions and norms. A subversive reading emphasizes amarginal voice or position and brackets off the dominant context that presumably holds it in place, or it demonstrates how the marginal voice exposes
the contradictions of the dominant context within which it emerges. These
alternative readings become away of turning the medium on its head,
allowing various subcultural voices to initiate breakdowns and reversals of
meanings of television's dominant ideological practices through the medium's own texts.
In part, alternative readings are possible because of the overriding contradiction that characterizes contemporary social practice in general and
television in particular. In striving to represent itself as atotality that
speaks for and to us all, the medium inevitably raises issues and points to
values and ideas that are problematic or disruptive and that cannot be
neatly or easily subsumed in general social consensus. The combined texts
of television nevertheless work to hold themselves together as the
diversified expression of dominant ideology This struggle for unity occurs
not only at the level of ideas and issues, but also at the level of genre and
mode of address, as television attempts to fashion aunified "world" out of
discontinuous textual fragments. Regularity and repetition are important
strategies for ordering the unending flow of television's images and sounds.
The same shows, featuring the same characters, air at the same time each
week; reruns and syndicated repeats provide frequent returns to already
known material; news and talk show hosts are promoted as familiar (even
familial) personalities. All of this contributes to an overall sense of regularity and stability, as part of television's appeal across the variety of program flow.
Within this context, the production of the celebrity personality as a
commodity cq,n be seen as acrucial strategy that works to hold the diversity of television's textual flow in place for the viewer, because the celebrity is aproduct circulated through asystem of textual segments. In American television, the figure of Ed McMahon is prototypical in this respect.
His prominent status as anationally recognized figure is anchored in his
multiple appearances within television: as Johnny Carson's "second banana" on The Tonight Show (over aperiod of thirty years); as the commer-
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cial spokesman for avariety of advertised products (including, for example, Alpo dog food); as the promoter for the Publisher's Clearinghouse
Sweepstakes; and as the host of the syndicated show Star Search.
McMahon's career is typical of the way the medium produces familiar individuals in the form of celebrities. The habitual regularity of the medium is
not limited to programs, genres, and scheduling, but embraces the individuals who populate it.
The proliferation of appearance as aform of regularity on television
signals the status of the celebrity as acommodity, afigure of circulation
that allows viewers to find unity in relation to the celebrity persona across
arange of genres, programs, and audiences. It is not simply coincidental
that made-for-TV movies frequently star actors who are well known for
their other work on television. The medium counts on the recognition of
the television star from aseries to draw an audience for the made-for-TV
movie. Although specific commercials, program episodes, and programs
(series, serials, and specials) maintain their integrity and impact as individual texts, they also constantly refer to one another. 15 In the case of the
made-for-TV movie with its stars drawn from daytime and prime-time
television dramas, the movie may be perfectly entertaining to someone
unfamiliar with the specific cast. But it will presumably attract areadymade audience and will be even more meaningful to the viewer who already knows and admires the actor and the character he or she plays on
another TV program. Moreover, having watched the actor in the movie,
the viewer may decide to become a regular watcher of a previously
unviewed series. The recognition and enjoyment of intramedium connections and references at this level means that any given text or textual
segment makes sense on its own but also may evoke additional fields of
signification. On the one hand, atext may be provisionally excised from
the flow of television and analyzed on its own terms, according to avariety
of methods. On the other hand, the rest of the medium becomes the representational context that grounds the program within television as aselfdefined textual field.
This process of multiple referentiality is not limited to the deployment
of celebrity figures but increasingly becomes the rule as self-reflexivity
and intertextual references proliferate through the medium. These are
found in almost any program and genre, including Saturday Night Live,
Late Night with David Letterman, St. Elsewhere, Moonlighting, Murder,
She Wrote, thirtysomething, and The Simpscms, among other programs.
The final episode of the situation comedy Newhart ended by suggesting
that the whole program had been adream of the main character on the
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earlier Bob Newhart Show, thereby referencing the popular situation comedy with which it shared astar. The final episode of Dallas in 1991 offered
aversion of It's aWonderful Life, as the central character, J. R. Ewing,
gets to see what the world of Dallas would have been like if he had never
been born. (Although this episode references apopular film rather than a
television program, properly speaking, it is afilm whose popularity has
grown in direct proportion to its numerous television screenings, which in
fact proliferated when the copyright was not renewed and the film entered
the public domain.) The range of self-reflexivity and self-referentiality
encompasses awide range of genres.
A full understanding of television's ideological production must take
account of this aspect of the meanings generated through the medium.
For it leads to acertain limited sense of meaning and logic, whereby the
terms of clarity and understanding are contained by the medium itself
rather than by reference to the "real world!' It promotes recognition and
understanding of the medium and its texts as constructions, allowing the
audience to participate in the inside jokes and artifice that seem to permete and at times even overtake it. This can reach extremes, as it did when,
for example, Mickey Mouse—the animated figure—appeared "live" at the
1988 Academy Awards show to present the award for best animated short.
Obviously, the animated cartoon figure was not actually there on stage
but was technologically inserted for the (international) television audience viewing the event. He even brought his own guests: Minnie Mouse,
Donald Duck, and Daisy Duck were shown sitting in the audience, among
the other celebrities, as Mickey shared the stage with Item Selleck.
Murphy Brown, an American situation comedy, provides another example, this time in amore conventional narrative context. The eponymous heroine of the program (played by Candice Bergen) is areporter on
aweekly television news magazine show. In one episode, Morgan Fairchild
plays an actress starring in anew situation comedy in which the main
character is aprominent celebrity investigative reporter on aweekly television news magazine show. In preparation for her role, she spends time
with Murphy Brown and her coworkers and ends up asking Murphy to do
awalk-on during the premiere episode of her show. Murphy agrees, although the show turns out to be awful, Murphy herself included. At the
end of the episode, Murphy is in the offices for her own program when
Connie Chung (a well-known, real television news reporter) walks in
—playing herself, "Connie Chung," within the fiction. She and Murphy
discuss Murphy's role on the situation comedy, and Connie says that she
would never do anything like that because it could damage her credibility
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and integrity as arecognized news personality. When Murphy protests
that Connie is only saying that because she did not actually have an opportunity to make such achoice, Connie explains that she was in fact asked
first but turned down the offer.
What sense is aviewer to make of this? On the one hand, we have a
highly typical moment of television's self-reflexivity in the form of acute
joke that most Murphy Brown viewers will readily get. On the other hand,
any attempt to unpack the joke demonstrates that conventional terms of
referentiality no longer function. Instead, representation is stretched to
the limits of signifying logic. As a character in the fiction of Murphy
Brown, Connie Chung is telling the truth—she did not appear on the
sitcom within the sitcom. Yet here she is, Connie Chung herself, portraying herself and doing awalk-on for afictional situation comedy, in which
she says she would not compromise her integrity by doing such athing. To
complicate matters even further, this cameo appearance coincided with
the introduction of Connie Chung's own prime-time news show, which was
receiving extensive press coverage, and criticism, for its own "confusions"
of fiction and nonfiction through the use of dramatic reenactments of the
events being reported. Yet even at this limit point of meaning, the episode
also presumes aset of given categories and identities as reference points
to make meaning, even non-sense, out of this turn of events. These reference points include recognition of the distinctions between news and entertainment, however tenuous the dividing line, and of the celebrity figures
who forcefully represent the different modes of television (Morgan
Fairchild, Candice Bergen, and Connie Chung), as well as the confusions
between them.
At this point it is possible, even necessary, to return to the cough medicine commercial discussed at the start of this chapter and consider an
additional possible reading. At one extreme we might assume that the ad
is hermetically self-referential and that the actor, who is not a doctor,
plays adoctor only in this ad and nowhere else on television. In this case
the interplay of extratextual and intertextual reference is caught up in a
sort of mirror logic, signaled by the declaration, "I'm not adoctor, but. ..."
The verbal message implies that the actor plays adoctor in adifferent
(fictional) television text. But if we assume, even playfully, that he plays a
doctor only in this commercial, then we may conclude that the ad is referring to itself and to all of the times it is broadcast. Intertextuality becomes self-conscious self-referentiality, because the implied reference to
another text is actually only areference to this text. Television hereby
exhibits its own fictionality, but in terms that insist that this fictionality
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exercises affective and intellectual appeal. In this extreme interpretation,
television is at once completely artificial and completely meaningful to its
viewers. We know that the ad does not really convey the voice of medical
authority—it is only an actor playing adoctor in acommercial. Moreover,
the ad tells us that it knows that we recognize this artificiality. But we
may still follow its lead and buy the product to alleviate acough, which is
also something the ad wants us to do.
Because the commercial so clearly sets up the terms of its functioning
within the conventions of the medium—including self-consciousness about
its own fictionality and self-referentiality — it is easy, even effortless, to
watch it and follow its logic as long as we already understand the medium's norms, its regular practices and strategies. Even at its points of
minimal referentiality, with its self-reflexive acknowledgement of its own
fictionality this particular commercial, along with many other television
texts, fits into the world constructed on television and works to position
us as potential consumers in areal marketplace beyond the confines of the
television screen (but also active within it, as we have seen). Ideological
analysis allows us to understand the strategies and mechanisms of television that produce these paradoxical and contradictory positions of knowledge within contemporary culture.
Finally, ideological criticism is concerned with texts as social processes
and as social products. Given television's prominent position in contemporary social life, its dense network of texts, and its pervasive implication in
alarger consumer culture, it constitutes amajor arena of contemporary
ideological practice. It is thus clearly important to subject the medium to
ideological investigation. This is especially the case as the expansion of
.cable and other alternative choices to network and broadcast programming proliferate and fragment the audience, offering awider range of
programming but also reduplicating much of what already exists. At the
same time, these characteristics make the project of ideological analysis a
complex task. Because of its fragmentation and heterogeneity, television
constantly draws viewers into its world of representation, but it does so in
uneven or variable ways. This representational heterogeneity mainly functions as alimited and regulated pluralism, striving to hold things in balance and to develop all subjects and points of view in relation to normative
frames of reference.
Dominant ideological interests may constitute this normative frame and
prevail in the last instance. But along the way we are confronted with a
variety of issues, ideas, and values that cannot easily be subsumed under
the heading of "ruling ideology" which is itself constructed in contradic-
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tion. The process is further complicated by the fact that, in the current
social formation, television itself contributes to and exists in highly fragmented and dispersed systems of representation, so that it is difficult to
identify asingle normative or dominant voice. In the face of this heterogeneity, it is all the more crucial that we directly confront and analyze the
mobilization of multiple perspectives and contradictions, through and across
the texts that comprise television, in order to develop our understanding
of ideological practice in all its complexity.

NOTES
1. The discussion of Marxist theory developed here is intended as ageneral
and introductory overview. In the process of summary, Iinevitably and unfortunately simplify an important and complex body of literature, conflate abroad
range of diverse thought, and elide refinements and subtleties within Marxist
theory This chapter is not an appropriate context for detailed elaboration of
these positions; however, Ihave included key texts on Marxist theories of
ideology in the supplemental bibliography.
2. For adetailed discussion of this work, see Patricia Mellencamp, "Uncanny Feminism," in Indiscretions: Avant-Garde Film, Video, and Feminism
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990), pp. 126-39.
3. This formulation is borrowed and paraphrased from several theorists who
have discussed Althusser's theory of ideology, in particular Stuart Hall,
"Signification, Representation, Ideology: Althusser and the Post-Structuralist
Debates," Critical Studies in Mass Communication 2(June 1985): 103; and
Rosalind Coward and John Ellis, Language and Materialism (London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1977), p. 67. Althusser explains ideology in these
terms in "Marxism and Humanism," in For Marx, trans. Ben Brewster (New
York: Vintage Books, 1970), pp. 221-47.
4. Stuart Hall's "Signification, Representation, Ideology" offers what Iwould
consider arevision or reappraisal of Althusser that draws heavily, but not
uncritically, on his theory A more thoroughgoing critique can be found in
Simon Clarke et al., One-Dimensional Marxism (London: Allison and Busby,
1980).
5. Hall, "Signification, Representation, Ideology," p. 105.
6. Ibid.
7. James Schwoch, "Selling the Sight/Site of Sound: Broadcast Advertising and the Transition from Radio to Television," Cinema Journal 30, no. 1
(Fall 1990): 55-66.
8. There have developed avariety of alternative perspectives on how the
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medium engages its viewers. Some of these are summarized by William Boddy,
"Loving aNineteen-Inch Motorola: American Writing on Television' in Regarding Television—Clitical Approaches: An Anthology, ed. E. Ann Kaplan,
American Film Institute Monograph Series, vol. 2(Frederick, Md.: University Publications of America, 1983), pp. 1-11. In particular, Boddy provides
an overview of the so-called "pessimistic" culture theorists who perceived mass
media as organizing popular taste "along the demands of the consumer market" (p. 4) and offering afalse sense of community to the alienated, fragmented masses of industrial society.
Others have discussed the medium's appeal in terms of its utopian kernel.
This position proposes that mass culture generally succeeds when it responds
to real social needs, but that it fulfills these needs in imaginary terms and in
highly delimited ways. Here, the goal of analysis is to discern the utopian/
liberating aspirations expressed in television, as well as to describe how these
aspirations are channeled and delimited. See Hans Magnus Enzensberger,
The Consciousness Industry (New York: Seabury Press, 1974), and Richard
Dyer, Light Entertainment (London: British Film Institute, 1973), esp. pp.
39-42.
9. Although no longer in its first run on prime-time television, Webster
enjoyed along run in prime time and remains popular in syndication. It is
discussed here as arelatively available and familiar show.
10. Interestingly enough, the behavior of George and Katherine in this dream
is clearly modeled on "the millionaire and his wife" from Gilligan's Island.
George wears yachting clothes and affects the speech patterns of Mr. Howell,
while Katherine dresses over-formally—in an elaborate gown and fur coat
—and behaves like the empty-headed Mrs. Howell.
11. David Morley, The "Nationwide" Audience: Structure and Decoding
(London: British Film Institute, 1980), p. 139.
12. This discussion is based on alonger analysis of the Home Shopping
Club in Mimi White, Tele-Advising: Therapeutic Discourse in American
Television (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1992). Also see
Jane Desmond, "How IMet Miss lbotie: The Home Shopping Club," Cultural
Studies 3, no. 3(October 1989): 340-47.
13. Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1984).
14. Tania Modleski, Loving with a Vengeance: Mass-Produced Fantasies
for Women (London: Methuen, 1982), pp. 95-98.
15. For amore systematic analysis of how television constructs these unities and continuities as amechanism of viewer engagement see Mimi White,
"Crossing Wavelengths: The Diegetic and Referential Imaginary of American Commercial Iblevision," Cinema Journal 25, no. 2(Winter 1986): 51-64.
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FURTHER READING

The suggestions for further reading are divided into three broad areas,
beginning with Marxist theories of ideology and concluding with analyses of
television that incorporate ideological perspectives. In the process of organizing particular selections, Ihave not always maintained firm boundaries. For
example, Ihave included an article on television by Theodor W Adorno in
section 2, along with readings by the Frankfurt School theorists. Similarly,
Raymond Williams's book on television also appears in section 2, along with
other works by Williams on culture and society.
Marxist Theory of Ideology
One of the earliest elaborations of ideology in the writings of Marx is Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels, The German Ideology (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1976), pt. 1. See also the collection of Marx and Engels, On Literature
and Art, ed. Lee Baxandall and Stefan Morawsld (New York: International
General, 1973).
The work of Antonio Gramsci is available in Selections from the Prison
Notebooks, ed. and trans. Quentin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell-Smith (New
York: International Publishers, 1971), and Selections from Cultural Writings,
trans. William Boelhower (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1985).
Louis Althusser develops his theory of ideology in anumber of essays in
For Marx, trans. Ben Brewster (New York: Vintage Books, 1970), and in
Lenin and Philosophy, trans. Ben Brewster (New York: Monthly Review
Press, 1971). The Althusserian position on ideology is elaborated in relation
to semiotics, psychoanalysis, and the theory of the subject in Rosalind Coward and John Ellis, Language and Materialism (London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1977). A critique of the Althusserian position, in particular in relation
to understanding culture, is offered by Simon Clarke et al., One-Dimensional
Marxism (New York: Allison and Busby, 1980).
Ideology and Culture
The Frankfurt School offers Marxist perspectives on sociology and culture
that were not developed in this chapter. Their contributions to Marxist theories of mass culture have been significant. In particular, see Max Horkheimer
and Theodor W. Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment, trans. John Cumming
(New York: Seabury Press, 1972), esp. "The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception? Also see Andrew Arato and Eike Gebhardt, eds.,
The Essential Frankfurt School Reader (New York: Urizen Books, 1978); and
Theodor W. Adorno, "Television and the Patterns of Mass Culture," in
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Television: The Critical View, ed. Horace Newcomb, 1st ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976), pp. 239-59. (Note: Adorno's essay is not included in more recent editions of the Newcomb anthology.)
Raymond Williams is acrucial figure in the debate over theories of ideology
and culture, elaborating sociological perspectives on literature and culture
within the context of Marxist theory In Keywords (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976) he traces key terms and concepts in culture and society.
Also see Culture (London: Fontana, 1981) and Problems in Materialism and
Culture (London: Verso, 1980). Williams also wrote one of the earliest books
on television in the tradition of British cultural studies, Television: Technology and Cultural Form (New York: Schocken Books, 1975). Williams's work
in this area is discussed in Stuart Laing, "Raymond Williams and the Cultural
Analysis of Television' Media, Culture, and Society 13, no. 2(April 1991):
153-69. Alan O'Connor, ed., Raymond Williams on Television (London:
Routledge, 1989), includes articles that Williams wrote from 1968 to 1972 for
aregular television column in The Listener, aweekly magazine published in
England by the BBC.
Within the context of literary theory, Althusserian perspectives are developed in Pierre Macherey, A Theory of Literary Production, trans. Geoffrey
Wall (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978); and in Fredric Jameson, The
Political Unconscious: Narrative as aSocially Symbolic Act (Ithaca, N.Y.:
Cornell University Press, 1981). Jameson has also published acollection of his
writings on film, entitled Signatures of the Visible (New York: Routledge,
1990). A theoretical discussion of the arts and mass culture within the Marxist tradition, including extensive discussion and critique of Althusser, is available in Urry Lovell, Pictures ofReality (London: British Film Institute, 1980).
Approaches to art as asocial product, including Marxist theories of ideology, can be found in Janet Wolff, The Social Production of Art (New York:
New York University Press, 1984). A summary of different methodological
approaches to culture in the Marxist tradition is provided by Lawrence
Grossberg, "Strategies of Marxist Cultural Interpretation' Critical Studies
in Mass Communication 1(December 1984): 392-421.
Ideology, Mass Media, and Television
Useful chapters or essays on ideology and culture, including film, television,
and mass media, are collected in Michele Barrett et al., eds., Ideology and
Cultural Production (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1979). A collection of
essays from the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies that
includes Marxist approaches to culture is Stuart Hall, Dorothy Hobson, Andrew Lowe, and Paul Willis, eds., Culture, Media, Language (London: Hutchinson, 1980). Leftist perspectives on American mass media are offered in
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Donald Lazere, ed., American Media and Mass Culture: Left Perspectives
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987). Issues of popular culture,
politics, and gender are raised in Colin MacCabe, ed., High Theory/Low
Culture: Analyzing Popular Television and Film (New York: St. Martin's
Press, 1986). Media systems, institutional analyses, and the mediation of culture in particular texts are all covered in James Curran et al., eds., Mass
Communication and Society (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage, 1979). Gaye 'Richman,
ed., The TV Establishment: Programming for Power and Profit (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1979), offers essays on media structures and practices based on the reflection hypothesis that the content and structure of the
media reflect social values and needs.
International perspectives and issues in mass media and television are addressed in: Therese Daniels and Jane Geson, eds., The Colour Black: Black
Images in British Television (London: British Film Institute, 1990); Ariel
Dorfman and Armand Mattelart, How to Read Donald Duck: Imperialist
Ideology in the Disney Comic (New York: International General, 1975); Conrad Phillip Kottak, Prime Time Society: An Anthropological Analysis of Television and Culture (Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1991); Edward W Said, Covering Islam (New York: Pantheon, 1981); Cynthia Schneider and Brian Wallis,
Global Television (New York: Wedge Press, 1988); and Alessandro Silj et al.,
East of Dallas: The European Challenge to American Television, (London:
British Film Institute, 1988).
Books on mass culture, media, and video culture that incorporate issues of
ideology include: Sean Cubitt, Timeshift: On Video Culture (London:
Routledge, 1991); Henry Giroux et al., Popular Culture, Schooling, and Everyday Life (Granby, Mass.: Bergin and Garvey, 1989); Fred Inglis, Media
Theory: An Introduction (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1990); Len Masterman,
Teaching the Media (London: Comedia, 1985), esp. chap. 6, "Ideology"; and
James Schwoch, Mimi White, and Susan Reilly, Media Knowledge: Readings
in Popular Culture, Pedagogy, and Critical Citizenship (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992). Historical perspectives, with especial attention to issues of class in television, are addressed by George Lipsitz, Time
Passages: Collective Memory and American Popular Culture (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1990). Todd Gitlin, Inside Prime Time (New
York: Pantheon, 1985) looks at the organization and practices of the American network television industry in relation to the kinds of programs that appear in prime time.
Books that offer analyses of various forms and modes of programming from
an ideological perspective include: Hal Himmelstein, Television Myth and the
American Mind (New York: Praeger, 1984); Len Masterman, ed., Television
Mythologies: Stars, Shows, and Signs (London: Comedia, 1984); Elayne Rap-
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ping, The Looking Glass World of Nonfiction TV (Boston: South End Press,
1987); Ella Taylor, Prime Time Families: Television Culture in Postwar
America (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989); John 'Fulloch, Television Drama: Agency, Audience, and Myth (London: Routledge, 1990); and
Mimi White, Tele-Advising: Therapeutic Discourse in American Television
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1992). A range of books
dealing with audiences and reception have been written; Icite one here because it so centrally raises issues of gender and class: Andrea Press, Women
Watching Television: Gender, Class, and Generation in the American Television Experience (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1991).
Anthologies with articles incorporating questions of ideology and television include: Manuel Alvarado and John O. Thompson, eds., The Media Reader
(London: British Film Institute, 1990); Tony Bennett et al., eds., Popular
Television and Film: A Reader (London: British Film Institute/Open University Press, 1981); Todd Gitlin, ed., Watching Television (New York: Pantheon,
1986); Andrew Goodwin and Garry Whannel, eds., Understanding Television
(London: Routledge, 1990); E. Ann Kaplan, ed., Regarding Television
—Critical Approaches: An Anthology, American Film Institute Monograph
Series, vol. 2 (Frederick, Md.: University Publications of America, 1983);
and Patricia Mellencamp, ed., Logics of Television: Essays in Cultural
Criticism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990). The January 1988
special issue of Camera Obscura is devoted to "Television and the Female
Consumer" and includes anumber of articles that situate television in relation
to issues of gender and American consumer culture. An interesting booklength study of political campaign films made for television is offered in Joanne Morrelae, A New Beginning: A Textual Frame Analysis of the Political
Campaign Film (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1991).
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A

fter aday's work at the film studio, Alfred Hitchcock
used to doze off in front of the TV screen; "Televi-

sion:' he said, "was made for that purpose!' For film
theorists, psychoanalysis has provided auseful way
of discussing our relationship with the cinema. It has done this primarily
through an analogy between film and that product of slumber, the dream
—tracing the relationship between fihns themselves and the dream-work,
that unconscious process of transformation that permits us to relate
"stories told in images" to ourselves while we sleep. But if the dreamer
and the film spectator are kindred spirits in some ways, what kinds of
conclusions can we draw when we apply this analogy to the study of television, amedium whose very techniques and processes, while similar in
some ways to film, are vastly different in crucial ways? In what follows, I
will discuss the principles of psychoanalytic criticism as they have developed in film studies, the main features that differentiate television from
film in this regard, and, finally, the ways in which psychoanalytic theory
must be modified when applied to TV, through adiscussion of the soap
opera—considered by many to be the "quintessential televisual form!'
However, from the very outset it is important to emphasize that cinema
and television are two completely distinct media; as textual systems, and
in the manner by which we engage with them as viewers, film and television are profoundly different. The conditions that produce visual/auditory
images and that shape our viewing experience in the cinema are simply
not the same when we watch TV. For this reason, where psychoanalysis is
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concerned, there can be no simple exchange of method from one medium
to the other. Rather, what the psychoanalytic approach might provide, in
its application to television studies, is the definition and description of an
entirely new type of social subject, part viewer, part consumer—the
"tele-spectator" (to use French filmmaker Jean-Luc Godard's evocative
term).

Psychoanalysis as aCultural Theory
In order to analyze the ways in which this different TV spectator is
constructed and engaged, Iwill begin by summarizing the basic tenets
of psychoanalysis. This will necessarily require acertain amount of oversimplification on my part, for the argument is complex and fairly resistant
to summary. What Iintend here is simply to trace the broad outlines of
psychoanalytic theory so that its relation to acritical understanding of
both film and television will become clear; readers who would like to pursue this line of argument in depth should consult the bibliography for
further reading. Psychoanalysis, as atheory of human psychology, describes the ways in which the small human being comes to develop aspecific
personality and sexual identity within the larger network of social relations called culture. It takes as its object the mechanisms of the unconscious—resistance, repression, sexuality, and the Oedipus complex—
and seeks to analyze the fundamental structures of desire that underlie all
human activity.
Sigmund Freud, who discovered and theorized the unconscious, believed
that human life is dominated by the need to repress our tendencies toward
the gratification of basic desires and drives (the "pleasure principle") in
favor of delayed and more socially acceptable means of gratification (the
"reality principle").' We come to be who we are as adults by way of a
massive and intricate repression of those very early, very intense expressions of libidinal (sexual) desire. The unconscious is what Freud designates as that place to which unfulfilled desires are relegated; as such, it
has been referred to as that "other scene" where the "drama of the psyche" is played out. In other words, beneath our conscious, daily social
interactions there exists adynamic, active play of forces of desire that is
inaccessible to our rational and logical selves.
The unconscious, however, is not simply aready-and-waiting place for
repressed desire—it is produced by the very act of repression. In describing the process by which the unconscious is formed, Freud takes the hypo-
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thetical life of the infant as it develops from an entity entirely absorbed by
the need for immediate gratification into an individual capable of establishing aposition in asocial world of men and women. Freud's theory of
the human mind is not simply aparable of individual development, but a
general model for the way all of human culture is structured and organized. One of Freud's major contributions to the theory of human personality was his discovery of infantile sexuality—there is eroticism in the
earliest of our childhood experiences. From the very first moment in an
infant's life, the small organism strives for satisfaction of those biological
needs (food, warmth, and so on) that can be designated as instincts for
self-preservation. Yet at the same time, this biological activity also produces experiences of intense pleasure (sensuous sucking at the breast, a
complex of satisfying feelings associated with warmth and holding, and
the like). Tb Freud, this distinction indicates the emergence of sexuality;
desire is born in the first separation of the biological instinct from the
sexual drive. It is important to note that the element of fantasy is already
present, for all the infant's future yearnings for milk will be marked by a
need to recover that totality of sensations that goes beyond the mere satisfaction of hunger and includes physical pleasure—Freud would say sexual pleasure as well. In other words, there is aprocess of hallucinating—a
fantasmatic process—going on; each time the child cries for milk, we can
say that the child is actually crying for "milk" (milk-in-quotes)—that hallucinated image of the bonus of satisfaction that came when the need of
hunger was fulfilled.
As the child grows, there is agradual organization of the libidinal drives
that, although still centered on the child's own body, channels sexuality
toward various objects and aims. The first phase of sexual life is associated with the drive to incorporate objects (the oral stage); in the second,
the anus becomes the sexualized zone (the anal stage); and in the third,
the child's libido is focused on the genitals (the phallic stage). What is
important here is that the child does not yet experience itself as aunified
self, nor is it able to distinguish between itself and the outer world. Rather,
the child is like afield across which the libidinal energy of basic drives
plays.
In Freud's view, the Oedipus complex marks adecisive moment in the
child's development, for it defines the individual's emergence into sexually
differentiated selfhood. In the pre-Oedipal stages, both the male and the
female child are in adual, reciprocal relation with the mother; with the
Oedipal moment, this two-sided relation becomes three, and atriangle is
formed by the child and both parents. The parent of the same sex be-
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comes arival in the child's desire for the parent of the opposite sex. The
boy gives up his incestuous desire for the mother because of the threat of
punishment by castration perceived to come from the father. The child
copes with this threat by identifying with his father (he symbolically becomes him). He thereby learns how to take up a"masculine" role in society. The forbidden desire for the mother is driven into the unconscious,
and the boy learns to accept substitutes for the mother/ desired object in
his future as an adult male. For the female, the Oedipal moment is not one
of threat, but of realization—she recognizes that she has already been
castrated and, disillusioned in the desire for the father, reluctantly identifies
with the mother. In addition, the Oedipus complex is far more complicated for the girl, who must change her love object from mother (the first
object for both sexes) to father, whereas the boy can simply continue loving the mother (or her stand-in).
Such schematizing probably makes this process sound rather far-fetched
to some readers. You might also see why some have claimed Freud's theories to be inherently sexist. For the moment, Isimply wish to describe
the general outlines of the theory and to point out that Freud did not
create but merely described the mechanisms of consciousness prevalent in
the patriarchal society in which we live. What is relevant for this essay,
however, is the work of the unconscious, the production of fantasy, and the
erotic component of desire present in all of our activities (including watching film and TV). In discussing the Oedipal moment, we should remember
that these are symbolic structures found at the level of the unconscious
rather than of felt experience. Although we might remember feelings of
hostility or intense love for one parent, we cannot remember the Oedipal
situation as such, for it is precisely because of repression that these experiences become part of our unconscious psychic makeup. The important
point is that the Oedipus complex signals the transition from the pleasure
principle to the reality principle, from the child's exclusive focus on its
relations with mother and father to its assimilation within the larger society. The threat of castration and the Oedipus complex are less important
as literal processes than they are as symbols for the way in which agiven
culture imposes its rules and order on all of us. It is through these processes that the child develops aunified sense of self (an ego) and takes up
aparticular place in the cultural networks of social, sexual, and familial
relations.
For Freud, the individual (or subject) who emerges from this process is
irrevocably split between two levels of being—the conscious life of the
ego, or self, and the repressed desires of the unconscious. This uncon-
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scious is formed by repression, for it is guilty desires, forced down below
the surface of conscious awareness, that cause it to come into being. Thus
it is radically distinct from rational conscious life—it is utterly other,
strange, illogical, and contradictory in its instinctual play of the drives
and ceaseless yearning for gratification. According to Freud, dreams are
the "royal road to the unconscious!' This is because dreams are actually
symbolic fulfillments of unconscious wishes. (The Disney song "A Dream
Is aWish Your Heart Makes" was not too far off. Or—to take atelevisual
example—Dr. Zachary Smith from Lost in Space says, "Dreams are the
true interpreters of our desires!') In order for the unconscious subject to
produce adream—a symbolic "text" that can be understood by unraveling the various threads of dream-imagery to get to the "dream-wish" itself
—the unconscious engages in something called the dream-work. Various
operations such as condensation (in which awhole range of associations
can be represented by asingle image), displacement (in which psychic
energy is transferred from something significant to something banal, conferring great importance on atrivial item), conditions of representability
(in which it becomes possible for certain thoughts to be represented by
visual images), and secondary revision (in which alogical, narrative coherence is imposed on the stream of images) combine to transform the
raw materials of the dream (bodily stimuli, things that happened during
the day, dream-thoughts) into that hallucinatory "visual story" that is the
dream itself.
With the transforming work of the dream as an example, we can see
that the workings of the unconscious find no direct expression in conscious
life (because these workings are the result of an initial repression). However, the complicated pathways between conscious activity and unconscious
desire are made evident through the vehicle of language. As dreams,
neuroses (the result of an internal conflict between adefensive ego and
unconscious desire), slips of the tongue, failures of memory, and jokes and
puns indicate, unconscious wishes and desires—with alogic of their own
—underlie even the most apparently "innocent" activity. Even the simple
acts of filmgoing or watching TV are shaped by unconscious desires. This
fact implies that there can never be aone-to-one relationship between
language and the world; meaning always exceeds its surface, and things
do not always "mean" what they appear to. We can never say with any
certainty that the speaking subject says exactly what it means or means
what it says; we can never possess the "full" meaning of any of our actions.
Thus we know of the existence of the unconscious when it "speaks" to
us through the language of dreams, neuroses, and the like. This emphasis
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on expression has led French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan to say that the
unconscious is "structured like alanguage? Lacan is credited with reinterpreting Freud in the context of structural linguistics, and it is the work of
Lacan upon which psychoanalytic film theory is based. Because of his
emphasis on language, Lacan rereads the Oedipus complex along these
lines: the child moves out of the pre-Oedipal unity with the mother not
only through fear of castration, but through the acquisition of language as
well. Thus the moment of linguistic capability (the ability to speak, to
distinguish aspeaking self) is the moment of one's insertion into asocial
realm (a world of adults and verbal exchange). All of us learn to speak in
the language and customs of our particular culture; Lacan inverts this to
say that we are in fact spoken by the culture itself. Our sense of self is
formed through the perception and language of others, and this formation
takes place even at the deepest levels of the unconscious. In other words,
we can speak only using alanguage that is foreign to us when we come
into the world. Someone else gives us our names, and we learn who we are
through the responses of others.
Lacan presents atheory in which the questions of the human subject
(individual), its place in society, and its relationship to language are all
interconnected. He charts the development of the self and the formation
of the psyche in terms of psychoanalytic "registers" that are roughly equivalent to Freud's pre-Oedipal and Oedipal phases. In what Lacan calls the
"Imaginary," the child's first development of an ego—an integrated selfimage —begins to take place. It is here in the "Mirror Phase," Lacan says,
that this ego comes into being through the infant's identification with an
image of its own body. Between the ages of six and eighteen months, the
human infant is physically uncoordinated; it perceives itself as amass of
disconnected, fragmentary movements. It has no sense that the fist that
moves is connected to the arm and body, and so forth. When the child sees
its image (for example, in amirror—but this can also be the mother's
face, or anyone perceived as whole), it mistakes this unified, coherent
shape for asuperior self. The child identifies with this image (as both
reflecting the self and as something other), and finds in it akind of satisfying unity that it cannot experience in its own body. The infant internalizes
this image as an "ideal ego' and this process forms the basis for all later
identifications, which are imaginary in principle. Simply put, in order for
communication to occur at all, we must at some level be able to say to each
other, "I know how you feel!' The ability to temporarily—and imaginatively
—become someone else is begun by this original moment in the formation
of the self.
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Lacan's "Symbolic" register is roughly equivalent to the Oedipal process and encompasses all discourse and cultural exchange. A third term,
symbolized by the father and signifying the Law (of culture), disrupts the
harmony of the dual relation between (m)other and child in the Imaginary.
The Symbolic Order concerns preestablished social structures (Lacan uses
language as his model) such as the taboo on incest, which regulates relations of marriage and exchange. In this schema, the figure of the father
represents the fact that awider familial and social network exists and
that the child must seek aposition in that context. The child must go
beyond the dual identifications of the Imaginary, in which the distinction
between "me"/"you" is always blurred, to take aposition as someone who
can designate himself or herself as an "I" in aworld of adult third persons
("he "she and "it"). The appearance of the father thus prohibits the
child's total unity with the mother and, as noted before, causes desire to
be repressed in the unconscious. Lacan's contribution to psychoanalytic
theory involves his rethinking of the Oedipal process in terms of language:
when we enter the Symbolic Order we enter language/culture itself. (In
fact, Lacan uses the term symbolic to indicate an emphasis on systems of
meaning, the use of symbols, and symbolic relations.)
But because, as we have seen, the unconscious is the site of repression,
we are never entirely in control of our meanings. Although, in conscious
life, we have some idea of ourselves as reasonably unified and coherent,
this self-perception is in some sense an illusion. The ego is simply afunction or "effect" of that which is always beyond our grasp in the unconscious. Thus when we speak, our conscious, intended meanings always
bear the traces of what we have repressed. This is what Lacan means
when he says that the subject is always split in language. You the subject,
as in the subject of asentence, always take up asomewhat arbitrary position when speaking. The pronoun "I" stands in for the ever-elusive subject, the speaking self. When Isay "I am lying to you," the "I" in the
sentence is fairly stable and coherent; but the "I" that pronounces the
sentence (and throws its truthfulness into question to boot) is an always
changing, shifting force. For the sake of understanding, the "I" of the
sentence and the one who produces/pronounces it are put into aunity that
is of an imaginary kind. Thus, there is acertain level of illusion about
identity; we stabilize the shifting that happens in speaking in order to
make communication possible.
Lacan's work demonstrates an alliance among language, the unconscious,
parents, the Symbolic order, and cultural relations. Language is what
internally divides us (between conscious and unconscious), but it is also
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that which externally joins us (to others in culture). By reinterpreting
Freud in linguistic terms, Lacan emphasizes the relations between the
unconscious and human society. We are all bound to culture by relations of
desire; language is both that which speaks from deep within us (in patterns and systems that preexist our birth), and that which we speak in
our continual network of relations with others. It is in this sense that
psychoanalysis can be interpreted as asocial theory.

Psychoanalysis and Film Studies
Early in "The Imaginary Signifier," his classic study of film spectatorship, Christian Metz poses afounding question: "What contribution can
...psychoanalysis make to the study of the cinematic sigmifier?"2 In other
words, how can the theory of the unconscious help us to understand what
happens when we watch afilm—how we interact with it, how it creates
its meanings, what pleasures we derive from it, what we come away with?
This question echoes throughout Metz's work, emphasizing that: (1) we
can't discuss the film spectator without taking the processes of the unconscious into account; and (2) psychoanalysis brings something to the study
of film that other types of study leave out. This is because apsychoanalytic approath to the cinema shifts its emphasis away from the film itself
—that discrete, formal entity on the screen—toward the spectator, or
more precisely, toward the spectator-text relations that are central to the
process of meaning-production in film.
Film theory looks to psychoanalysis to understand why the cinema so
immediately became such apervasive and powerful social institution. For
this reason, it is at the level of the cinema's institutional form that Metz
first stakes his argument for psychoanalysis; he speaks of the "dual kinship" between the psychic life of the spectator and the financial or industrial mechanisms of the cinema. The cinema reactivates—in ways that
are pleasurable—those very deep and globally structuring processes of
the human psyche. As Metz puts it:
The cinematic institution is not just the cinema industry (which works
to fill cinemas, not to empty them). It is also the mental machinery
—another industry—which spectators "accustomed to the cinema"
have internalized historically, and which has adapted them to the consumption of films. (The institution is outside us and inside us, indistinctly collective and intimate, sociological and psychoanalytic, just
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as the general prohibition of incest has as its individual corollary the
Oedipus complex ...or perhaps ...different psychical configurations
which ...imprint the institution in us in their own way.) The second
machine, i.e., the social regulation of the spectator's metapsychology,
like the first, has as its function to set up good object relations with
films. ...The cinema is attended out of desire, not reluctance, in the
hope that the film will please, not that it will displease. ...[Mlle
institution as awhole has filmic pleasure alone as its aim.'
Differing from the models of mass audience offered by empirical or sociological approaches to the cinema ("real" people who go to movies) and the
notion of aconsciously aware viewer provided by formalist approaches
(people have conscious artistic ideas about what they see), psychoanalytic
film theory discusses film spectatorship in terms of the circulation of desire. That is, it considers both the viewing state and the film text alike as
in some way mobilizing the structures of unconscious fantasy. More than
any other form, the cinema is capable of actually reproducing or approximating the structure and logic of dreams and the unconscious. From Freud,
we know that fantasy refers to the fulfillment of awish by means of the
production of an imaginary scene in which the subject-dreamer, whether
depicted as present or not, is the protagonist. lb paraphrase French postFreudians Jean Laplanche and J-B Pontalis, we organize our unconscious
ideas into fantasies—imaginary scenarios or stagings of desire in which
our deepest wishes are dramatized or "performedr4 The important point
here is that psychoanalytic film theory emphasizes the notion of production
in its description, considering the viewer as akind of desiring producer of
the cinematic fiction. According to this idea, then, when we watch afilm
it is as if we were somehow dreaming it as well; our unconscious desires
work in tandem with those that generated the film-dream.
This dreamlike process implies that the spectator is actually acentral
part of the entire pleasure-producing machinery of the cinema. Jean-Louis
Baudry calls this machinery the cinematic apparatus,' and it is roughly
defined as acomplex, interlocking structure involving: (1) the technical
base (specific effects produced by the various components of the film equipment, including camera, lights, film, and projector); (2) the conditions of
film projection (the darkened theater, the immobility implied by the seating, the illuminated screen in front, and the light beam projected from
behind the spectator's head); (3) the film itself as a"text" (involving various devices to represent visual continuity, the illusion of real space, and
the creation of abelievable impression of reality); and (4) that "mental
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machinery" of spectatorship (including conscious perceptual as well as
unconscious and preconscious processes) that constitutes the viewer as a
desiring subject. From this it should be clear that there are both technological and libidinal/erotic components that intersect to form the cinematic
apparatus as awhole. And at the very center of the cinematic apparatus,
there is the spectator, for without this viewing subject the entire mechanism would cease to function.
But can we say with any certainty who this spectator is? What exactly
defines the spectator's "fictive participation," and what specific psychoanalytic processes are engaged? The first thing we can note about the cinema spectator is his/her capacity for belief. Metz tells us that belief in the
cinema involves abasic process of denial and acceptance.' Behind every
incredulous spectator (who knows the events taking place on the screen
are fictional) lies acredulous one (who nevertheless accepts these events
as if they were true); the spectator thus disavows what s/he knows in
order to maintain belief in the cinematic illusion (that what the cinema
shows us is true). The whole effect of the film viewing situation turns on
this continual back-and-forth of knowledge and belief, this split in the
consciousness of the spectator between "I know full well ..!" and "But,
nevertheless ...," this "no" to reality and "yes" to the dream. The spectator is, in asense, adouble spectator whose division of the self is uncannily
like that, as we have seen, between conscious and unconscious. So even at
the very basic level of belief in the cinematic fiction, something akin to
unconscious desire is at work.
Now we come to what is perhaps the trickiest notion in psychoanalytic
film theory's conception of film spectatorship. For film theory sees the
viewer not as aperson, aflesh-and-blood individual, but as an artificial
construct, produced and activated by the cinematic apparatus. The spectator is discussed as a"space" that is both "productive" (as in the production of the dream-work) and "empty" (anyone can occupy it); the cinema in
some sense constructs its spectator through what is called the fiction effect. There are certain conditions that make film viewing similar to
dreaming: we are in adarkened room, our motor activity is reduced, our
visual perception is heightened to compensate for our lack of physical
movement. Because of this, the film spectator enters a"regime of belief"
(where everything is accepted as real) that is like the condition of the
dreamer. The cinema can achieve its greatest power of fascination over the
viewer not simply because of its impression of reality, but more precisely
because this impression of reality is intensified by the conditions of the
dream. The cinema thus creates an impression of reality, but this is atotal
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effect—engulfing and in asense "creating" the spectator—which is much
more than asimple replica of the real.
Psychoanalytic film theory goes to great lengths to distinguish between
the real person and the film viewer, drawing on operations of the unconscious for its description. Three factors go into the psychoanalytic construction of this viewer: (1) regression; (2) primary identification; and (3)
the concealment of those "marks of enunciation" that stamp the film with
authorship. First, those conditions of the dream state that we've just discussed also produce what Baudry calls "a state of artificial regression? 7
The totalizing, womblike effects of the film viewing situation represent,
for him, the activation of an unconscious desire to return to an earlier
state of psychic development, one before the formation of the ego, in which
the divisions between self and other, internal and external, have not yet
taken shape. Baudry sees this condition, in which the subject cannot distinguish between perception (of an actual thing) and representation (an
"image" that stands in for it), as being like the earliest forms of satisfaction of the infant, in which, as you remember, the boundaries between
itself and the world are confused. Baudry says that the cinema situation
reproduces the hallucinatory power of adream because it turns aperception into something that looks like ahallucination. But he notes an important difference. Whereas Freud says that the dream is a"normal hallucinatory psychosis" of every individual, Baudry points out that film offers
an "artificial psychosis without offering the dreamer the possibility of exercising any kind of immediate control?'
Yet in order for the slippage from dreamer to viewer to occur—a slippage that defines the peculiar situation of cinema viewing—and in order
for the film spectator to actually become the subject of someone else's
dream (the film), a situation must be produced in which the viewer is
"more immediately vulnerable and more likely to let his own fantasies
work themselves into those offered by the fiction machine?' This has already been prepared for by the heightened receptivity (a state something
like the suggestibility of hypnosis) produced by the "artificial regression"
of the fiction effect.
Metz defines primary cinematic identification as the spectator's
identification with the act of looking itself. He calls the spectator "allperceiving" and says it is s/he who literally makes the film happen. For
this reason, "the spectator identifies with himself, with himself as apure
act of perception"; without the spectator, the film cannot exist.' This
type of identification is considered primary because it is what makes all
secondary identifications with characters and events on the screen possi-
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ble. This process, both perceptual (the viewer sees the object) and unconscious (the viewer participates in afantasmatic or imaginary way), is at
once constructed and directed by the look of the camera and its stand-in,
the projector. From alook that seems to proceed from the back of the
head (from the projector behind us in the theater)—"precisely where fantasy locates the 'focus' of all vision" —the spectator is given that illusory
capacity to be everywhere at once, that power of vision for which the
cinema is famous." Baudry describes this arrangement in aslightly more
technological way: "[Mlle spectator identifies less with what is represented,
the spectacle itself, than with what stages the spectacle, makes it seen,
obliging him to see what it sees; this is exactly the function taken over by
the camera as asort of relay." 12
Metz says that this type of identification is possible because the viewer
has already undergone that formative psychic process called the Mirror
Phase (discussed earlier). The film viewer's fictional participation in the
unfolding of events is made possible by this first experience of the subject,
that early moment in the formation of the ego when the small infant begins to distinguish objects as different from itself. Just as the infant sees
in the mirror an ideal image of itself, the film viewer sees on the movie
screen larger-than-life, idealized characters with whom s/he is encouraged to identify. Film theory has been quick to appreciate the correspondence between the infant in front of the "mirror" and the spectator in
front of the screen, both being fascinated by and identifying with an imaged ideal that is viewed from adistance. This early process of ego construction, in which the viewing subject finds an identity by absorbing an
image in amirror, is one of the founding concepts in the psychoanalytic
theory of cinema spectatorship and the basis for its discussion of primary
identification. Part of the cinema's fascination, then, comes from the fact
that while it allows for the temporary loss of ego (the film spectator "becomes" someone else), it simultaneously reinforces the ego. In asense,
the film viewer both loses him/herself and refinds him/herself—over and
over—by continually reenacting the first fictive moment of identification
and establishment of identity.
You will remember that the third element in this construction of the
cinematic viewer (after regression and primary identification) has to do
with "authorship" (who or what produces the cinematic world) and its
effacement. In our discussion of the viewer as dreamer, Inoted that a
number of conditions combine to give the spectator the impression that it
is he or she who is dreaming the images and situations that appear on the
screen. Dream and fantasy have this in common with fiction: they are all
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imaginary productions that have their source in unconscious desire. Freud
is very concise when he summarizes this function of the desiring subject:
"His Majesty the Ego, the hero of all day-dreams and all novels?' Obviously, however, although the dreaming subject is the "author" of his or her
own dreams, the viewing subject is pulled into an imaginary world produced for but not by him or her. The film works to hide its "real" author,
thereby encouraging the viewer to forget that s/he is watching someone
else's "dream," astory that is the result of someone else's desire.
Whereas all fantasies originate from the subject who produces them,
film obviously involves amore complicated process that takes into account
the unconscious desire of both filmmaker and spectator. Ipointed out earlier that the viewer's position is produced as an "empty space" so that the
viewer is more susceptible to having his/her own fantasies interact with
the film. This interaction is achieved by shifting the terms of what film
theory calls the "system of enunciation? The concept is borrowed from
structural linguistics and (if you remember our earlier example) implies
the position of the speaking subject. Every time we speak there is both
the statement (what is said, the language itself) and the process that
produces the statement (how something is said, from what position). Film
theory applies this concept to the cinema. In every film there is always a
place of enunciation—a place from which the cinematic discourse proceeds. This is theorized as aposition, not to be confused with the actual
individual, the filmmaker, and is related to the distribution of looks (who
sees, and where they see it from). Metz connects the process of enunciation to voyeurism, the erotic component of seeing that founds the cinema. 14
In psychoanalytic terms, voyeurism applies to any kind of sexual
gratification obtained from vision, and is usually associated with ahidden
vantage point. Metz shows how the space of cinematic enunciation becomes the position of cinematic viewing: "If the traditional film tends to
suppress all the marks of the subject of enunciation, this is in order that
the viewer may have the impression of being that subject himself, but an
empty, absent subject, apure capacity for seeing?"
For his model of the cinema, Metz changes the linguistic emphasis into
aconcept of the enunciator as "producer of the fiction," calling attention to
the way that every filmmaker organizes the image flow, choosing the series of shots that make up the relay between the one who looks (the camera, the filmmaker) and what is being looked at (the scene of the action).
But this organizing process must be hidden, and this is achieved by disguising the discourse (in which an enunciative source is present, its reference point is the present tense, and the pronouns "I" and "you" are en-
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gaged) in order to present itself as impersonal history [story] (in which
the source of enunciation is suppressed, the verb tense is an indefinite
past of already completed events, and the pronouns engaged are "he
"she and "it"). Discourse emphasizes the relation between speaker and
addressee, whereas in history the address is impersonal. For the spectator to have the impression that it is his/her own story being told, it must
appear as if the fiction on the screen comes from nowhere. Since history
is, by definition, "a story told from nowhere, told by nobody, but received
by someone;' the invisible style that hides the work of the enunciator
makes it seem like "it is ...the receiver (or rather the receptacle) who
tells it." 16

Psychoanalysis and Television
Ihave explained the model for viewer participation in the cinema in
such detail because the argument in psychoanalytic film theory is extremely
complex; each interlocking part depends on its relation to the others. A
whole constellation of factors works together to produce what we call the
film spectator: the technology of cinema; the nature of filmic enunciation;
the characteristics of the viewing situation; and the psychic processes that
link viewer with film. But clearly television, in many of these respects, is
quite different. Psychoanalytic film theory cannot simply be applied to
television. Its insights must be adapted and its account of viewer/text
relations reformulated. This process is further complicated by something
Inoted in the first edition of this book: compared to the extensive amount
of work done in psychoanalytic film theory, there was relatively little work
on television from apsychoanalytic perspective. Not much has changed in
the intervening years; although refinements of psychoanalytic film theory
have occurred (particularly in terms of the female spectator and precise
definitions of the gaze in psychoanalysis), psychoanalytic television theory
remains largely untheorized, at least in terms of the model that I've outlined. And although there has been asignificant amount of interesting
work on television utilizing other methodologies, psychoanalysis per se
has not received the same attention in television studies.
From the very start, then, television requires that the spectator-dreamer
analogy be rethought. Because there is no "artificial regression," primary
voyeuristic identification is not engaged. The source of enunciation is dispersed (and made problematic), and with that, its terms of address. And,
as we shall see, three of the most important ways that the classical fiction
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film binds its viewer into the text—the point-of-view and reverse-shot
structures and secondary identification with characters—are detached,
reorganized, and complicated in television. A "fascination in fragments"
is all that remains.
Let's start with some of the more obvious differences between film and
television in terms of the way each organizes its texts and engages its
viewers; these features will lead to very different psychoanalytic consequences and effects. Films are seen in large, silent, darkened theaters,
where intense light beams are projected from behind toward luminous
surfaces in front. There is an enforced and anonymous collectivity of the
audience because, for any screening, all viewers are physically present at
the same time in the relatively enclosed space of the theater. In contrast
to this cocoonlike, enveloping situation is the fragmentary, dispersed, and
varied nature of television reception. The darkness is dissolved, the anonymity removed. As Roland Barthes has pointed out (in considering television to be "the opposite experience" of cinema), the site of television
reception is the home: "[T]he space is familiar, organized (by furniture and
familiar objects), tamed. ...Television condemns us to the Family, whose
household utensil it has become?'
Cinema depends on the sustained and concentrated gaze of the spectator and the continuous, uninterrupted unfolding of its stories on the screen.
'Iblevision, on the other hand, merely requires the glance of the viewer.
Whereas the aura of cinema spectatorship produces hypnotic fascination,
the atmosphere of television viewing enables just the opposite—because
the lights are more likely to be on, one can get up and return, do several
things at once, watch casually, talk to other people, or even decide to turn
the television off. The stories commercial television tells us are constantly
interrupted by advertisements, station identifications and promos, and
the like. In addition, the TV viewer can switch channels at will, enabling
him or her to watch several shows simultaneously. As Robert Stam puts
it, television "is not Plato's cave for an hour and ahalf, but aprivatized
electronic grotto, aminiature sound and light show to distract our attention from the pressure without or within?"
Technological innovations have widened this breach between the conditions of reception in film and TV. The proliferation of Watchman pocket
TVs, home video cameras, and VCRs allows for the infinite availability of
the video image, just as digital monitors that make possible the simultaneous viewing of two programs, the ubiquity of remote control, and the
expansion of cable and satellite broadcasting allow for its multiplicity. And
further compounding the complexity of the viewing situation in TV is the
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fact that we watch Hollywood movies on television—either via broadcasts or on videocassette.
Cinema and television also involve different technologies, which in turn
produce different psychoanalytic effects. A film is astrip of autonomous
still images that appear to move when projected in rapid succession on the
screen. The moving television image, on the other hand, is generated by
the continuous scanning of whatever is in front of the camera by an electronic beam. An endless series of horizontal lines replaces the intermittent stillness of the single image, creating what Stephen Heath and Gillian
Sldrrow call a"perpetual present" that can always be changed in the very
moment of its transmission. 19 Uchnological differences between film and
television encourage different spatial relationships between viewer and
image. A film is always distanced from us spatially (we sit "away" from it
in the theater), making the screen image seem inaccessible, beyond our
reach. The television set occupies aspace that is nearby—just across the
room, at the end of the bed, in the palm of our hand, or elsewhere. The
television screen thus takes up amuch-reduced, and more intimate, part
of the spectator's visual field and seems available (the TV set is acontrollable possession) at amoment's notice. It does not fascinate in quite the
same way. In fact, because we go to the cinema, whereas TV comes to us,
we can talk about two very distinct kinds of fascination or absorption. In
cinema, the viewer is absorbed, taken up by the film from afar, positioned
and controlled. In TV, it is the viewer who does the absorbing, taking in
the programs like asponge, in an attitude of distraction that allows the
viewer to be everywhere at once. An explosion of stimulation replaces
directed fascination.
And it is precisely with regard to TV's quality of "immediacy" that we
can make some fundamental distinctions between psychoanalysis in film
and television. A film is always distanced from us in time (whatever we
see on the screen has always already occurred at atime when we weren't
there), whereas television, with its capacity to record and display images
simultaneously with our viewing, offers aquality of presentness, of "here
and now" as distinct from the cinema's "there and then? It is television's
peculiar form of presentness—its implicit claim to be live—that founds
the impression of immediacy. In the words of Heath and Sldrrow, TV's
electronically produced, present-tense image suggests a"permanently alive
view on the world; the generalized fantasy of the television ...image is
exactly that it is direct, and direct for me!'2° Television produces asort of
"present continuous" that confuses the immediate time of the display of
the image with the time when the events shown actually took place. It
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hardly matters what content is communicated by the television, so long as
the "communicating situation" created by this sense of presentness is
maintained.
Although this argument is based on Heath and Skirrow's comments on
live transmission and has been equally analyzed in Stam's work on television news and Jane Feuer's work on live TV, it is the effect of "liveness"—an
illusory feeling—that Iwant to emphasize. 21 Whether live or on tape,
much of television—from news programs and talk shows to soap operas
and situation comedies—creates the impression that we are watching
events as they take place. Whatever the format, television's "immediate
presence" invokes the illusion of areality presented directly and expressly
for the viewer (though this is less so for prime-time serials which more
closely resemble the cinema).
Thus television substitutes liveness and directness for the cinematic
dream-state, immediacy and presentness for regression. It also modifies
primary identification in ways that support its more casual forms of looking. The television viewer is adistracted viewer, one whose varied and
intermittent attention calls for more complex and dispersed forms of
identification. As we have seen, the cinema bases its primary identification on the association of the spectator's look with that of the camera.
Television breaks down the voyeuristic structure of primary identification
—there is no camera position to be occupied in the same way. But if the
position is dispersed, voyeurism remains; it increases and amplifies as its
focus perpetually shifts. Television's fractured viewing situation explodes
the singular vision of cinema, offering instead numerous partial identifications, not with characters but with "views!" The desire to see and the
desire to know, wedded in the cinema by the spectator's guided gaze, find
themselves liberated in TV and intensified because of this. Voyeuristic
pleasure is not bound to a single object, but circulates in a constant
exchange.
Remember that the psychoanalytic differences between film and television are rooted in technology. When we examine TV closely, we see that
there can be anumber of possible "looks' not of one camera but of many.
Three different types of camera looks ensure that the "constructed spectator" of television will be different from that of film. For example, think
of the different camera looks operating in asimple local television news
story. We see the news anchor as s/he introduces a"live" report from a
reporter "on the scene." We then see the reporter as he or she addresses
us directly. During the reporter's account, we may be given another "look"
as we see footage of the event being described but recorded earlier. The
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number of "looks" may be further multiplied in more complicated stories:
shots from helicopters, "live" reports interspersed with footage shot months
earlier, footage of eyewitnesses to the event reported, etc. 22 Thus television generates avariety of perspectives and camera positions with which
to identify.
Scholars disagree over how television's fragmented and multiple looks
affect our relationship with TV. John Caughie discusses this dispersal not
in terms of camera positions but of television's fragmented broadcast flow.
Each little narrative unit, each little "drama" (and this includes such diverse elements as commercials, news briefs, and the like) provides the
viewer with asense of coherence that is only momentary before being
disrupted by the switch to the next TV segment. 23 However, both Robert
Stam and Mimi White conclude that television does precisely the opposite. According to Stam, the variety of television's views gives the spectator an exhilarating sense of being everywhere at once. The viewer is endowed with amasterful sense of visual power and omnipotence. 24 White
maintains that television's constant blending of fictional programs and accounts of actual events creates atotalizing world that binds the diverse
material of TV (and the reality of actual events) into one continuous whole.
Television addresses us, she says, as an ideal spectator, presenting us
with aworld that is "progressively all-encompassing, self-defining, and
continuous'25 Lynne Joyrich adds consumerism and melodrama into the
equation of television spectatorship, enriching this discussion with asocial dimension. In her view, television draws us all into ashared bond of
consumerism and, because of its location in the home, combines passivity
with domesticity in its most prevalent form, the melodrama. 26
Yet it is not simply the unifying effect, the imaginary coherence, that
links primary identification to the apparatus in cinema. As we have seen,
cinematic processes of identification are connected to authorship, because
the viewer takes up the position, the "look," offered him/her by the
filmmaker. Such aconcept of authorship is literally nonexistent in television, where the practical implications of programming make such centrality impossible. Who is the author of Murphy Brown, or of Jeopardy!, or
of the CBS Evening News, for that matter? The television apparatus makes
us redefine the notion of "author" — and with it the "enunciative source"
in television. How can we speak of the "producer of the fiction" in television? Whose unconscious desires do we share in television and how does
"it" (television's enunciator) address us differently than we are addressed
in film?
You will remember that in the theory of cinematic enunciation, each
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filmmaker possesses and then delegates the look (what the camera sees).
We might in one shot see what no character in the film can see, and in
another shot see only what aparticular character sees. This is what characterizes aparticular director's system of enunciation—the organization
of asystem of looks across the viewer's visual field. In television, by contrast, the look is much more qualified and diffuse. In many forms of
television—game shows, talk shows, television news, to name but afew
—our view is almost never limited to that of aparticular character. But
even with forms of television that seem to be most like cinema in style, the
prime-time serial for example, this system of looking is complicated. If
the enunciative source is conceived of as asite of unconscious desire that
we are made to share, where is this "site" in Knots Landing, for example?
Is the authorial subject-position held by David Jacobs (the series'
cocreator), by Lawrence Kasha (co-executive producer), by Bernard
Lechowick, Mary-Catherine Harrold, or Lynn-Marie Latham (producers),
by writers such as Parke Perrine or Mimi Kennedy? Is it held by the
directors of individual episodes (who are, at times, the actors themselves)
or their writers? How does E. Robert Rosenbaum, the executive in charge
of production, or Lorimar, the production company, fit into this conception
of authorial desire? And—especially with television—couldn't the sponsor be considered the author as well?
It is only possible to say, then, that the look that hovers over the television text is disembodied and dispersed and therefore doubly difficult to
designate. Because we only sometimes see through the eyes of acharacter
(proportionally speaking, the bulk of TV programming gets along quite
well without these constructions), our look is most often not taken up in
an exchange between fictional characters. Heath and Skirrow say that
television constructs asituation of looking itself, apart from any specific
individual (author or character).' The "who speaks" (or "whose desire is
articulated") of cinematic enunciation becomes the position of the spectator as alook.
This issue might be made alittle clearer if we look at some recent remarks by French filmmaker Jean-Luc Godard. In an hour-long video entitled Soft and Hard (1985), Godard and his collaborator, Anne-Marie
Mieville, discuss their work, the differences between film and television,
the language of visual images, and so forth. This discussion is all juxtaposed with clips from classical Hollywood films and contemporary TV programming. At one point near the end, Godard speaks of his work as a
filmmaker and of his frustrations in television. When seen in the light of
film theory's argument about enunciation—and the changes called for by
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the different enunciative structure of TV—his comments seem remarkably astute. Enunciation is aconcept linked to authorship, but it is not
exactly the same thing. The notion of the unconscious as aproductive
source is what marks the difference between the two. Godard says:
When one says "I," you can see that ..."I" projecting itself towards
others, towards the world. ...The cinema has shown that quite
clearly, more than all other forms. ...The "I" could be projected,
enlarged, and could get lost. But its idea could be traced back. Television, on the other hand, can project nothing but us [elle nous projette],
so you no longer know where the subject is. In cinema, in the very
idea of the large screen, like in the myth of Plato's cave, [we have] the
idea of "project," "projection," which in French, at least, have the
same roots. Project, projection, subject. With TV, on the other hand,
you feel that you take it in [on la reçoit] —you're subjugated by it, so
to speak. You become its subject ...like the subject of aking. 29
Another difference between film and television that is partly related
to this issue of enunciation has to do with the television "text!' It involves both the form and content of the "classical cinema:' whose aim
is the construction of a fictional world in which the illusion of reality
is provided by the fluid continuity of seamless editing. In avery basic
sense, there is nothing that corresponds to the feature-length film in
television. Even the miniseries and the made-for-TV movie (which are
organized pretty much along the lines of the dominant fiction film) are
marked by the segmentation, variety, and (commercial) interruption
characteristic of television. At the same time, the serial form of soap
operas and prime-time dramas implies that we will always be frustrated
in our desire for narrative closure. In television, our need for such
completion becomes reorganized; elements of the story are partially resolved in a way that inevitably permits the continuation of the text.
For example, whereas classical Hollywood cinema almost always leads
to marriage (the formation of the couple being seen as synonymous with
resolution), marriage in most television narrative forms (especially soap
operas and prime-time dramas) is amajor mode of complication, asite of
disruption rather than resolution. 29 The unstable, reversible, and circular
movement of this type of program thus frustrates our desire for closure,
for it embeds interruption into the very heart of the discursive structure.
Therefore, even in TV's most fictional forms—those places to which we
would most readily look for the similarities between television and film
—the TV apparatus organizes spectatorship quite differently, relying on
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proliferation rather than plenitude, perpetual deferral rather than fulfillment.
Finally, one of the most important differences between film and television, when analyzed in terms of psychoanalysis, involves the way that our
identification is negotiated through the point-of-view and reverse-shot
structures. Historically, it was through editing, the joining of shot to shot
in the creation of afictional world, that the cinema came to have its own
method of constructing not only "reality" but its spectator as well. A
Hollywood movie is made up of thousands of individual pieces of film,
thousands of shots, dozens of "looks!" A single conversation scene may
involve numerous shots and several camera positions. One character's lines
might have been shot one day, another's the next. While one character's
lines are being shot in close-up, the character to whom she is speaking
might not even be on the set. Hollywood cinema has devised elaborate
strategies to ensure that the viewer perceives asuccession of individual
shots and looks as acoherent whole. Furthermore, it produces this coherence while hiding the strategies that accomplish it. Hollywood editing is
sometimes called "invisible" editing, because we are not supposed to consciously notice the transition from one shot, one look, to the next. In this
way, we are made to believe in the reality of the constructed world. Again,
the hand of the "author," the force that produces the looks we share and
binds them together into a seamless whole, remains hidden as we are
pulled into the "realistic" scene unfolding on the screen.
Most often, the spectator's ability to construct amentally continuous
time and space out of fragmentary images is based on a"suturing" (sewing together) of looks, astructured relay of glances: (1) from the filmmaker/
enunciator/camera toward the profilmic event (the scene observed by the
camera); (2) between the characters within the fiction; and (3) across the
visual field from spectator to screen—glances that tie the scene together
and bind the viewer to the film. Central to the process of tying the look of
the camera, the look of the characters, and the look of the spectator together are the reverse-shot and the point-of-view shot; these are the main
means by which "the look" is inscribed in the cinematic fiction and the
experience of the characters is shared. Shot/reverse-shot sequences are
common in conversation scenes, where by looking over the shoulder or
from the position of one character we see who that character is talking/
listening to. A reverse-shot taken from behind or beside the second character reveals the first character. In point-of-view shots, our look becomes
that of aparticular character— we are put in that character's visual position and view the world of the film through his/her eyes during that shot.
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In both cases, the spectator therefore identifies, in effect, with someone
who is always off-screen, an absent "other" whose main function is to
signify aspace to be occupied. In psychoanalytic terms, the spectator is
inserted into alogic of viewer/viewed that evokes certain unconscious fantasy structures such as the primal scene (an early "scenario of vision" in
which the unseen child observes the parents' lovemaking). Film theory
suggests that just such acombination of vision and desire lays the groundwork for acomparison between film viewing and unconscious activity.
Therefore, in the cinema, the reverse-shot structure enables the spectator to become asort of invisible mediator between an interplay of looks,
afictive participant in the fantasy of the film. From ashot of one character looking, to another character looked at, the viewer's subjectivity is
bound into the text. However, this positioning of the spectator as asort of
ideal voyeur is totally broken down in television. Most often in television,
the expected responding shot of the reverse-shot structure is denied, and
therefore the spectator is placed outside of the fictional world instead of
within it. Whereas in the cinema the reverse-shot structure works together with the point-of-view system to bind the spectator into aposition
of coherence and fictive participation, in television the effect is just the
opposite. Voyeurism is engaged precisely because of the refusal of such a
binding operation.
As we shall see, even the reverse-shot structure, the staple of soap
opera—whose continual exchange of dialogue often provides the only basis
for the drama—is drastically changed in television because of the fragmentation and dispersion I've already discussed.' In the cinema this binding operation has been used to perpetuate what Noël Burch has called the
cinema's "greatest secret" — in which the fragmented space is recombined
through editing to preserve an illusory fictive continuity—but television
needs no such disguise. 31 In fact, it thrives on just the opposite, keeping
the look forever in circulation and fantasy always deferred. In the soap
opera, it is never aquestion of "creating" acoherent space, of concealing
the activity of an organizing principle outside the text, because the spectator is never moved through space. Nor is there astrong distinction between the space of the fiction and the space of daily life. Paradoxically,
TV's hold is much stronger precisely because of the easy conduct from one
"world" to another. Likewise, abelief in the fictional totality is not necessary for what the reverse-shot accomplishes in the soap opera is something altogether different. The quality of viewer involvement, instead, is
one of continual, momentary, and constant visual repositioning, in keeping with television's characteristic "glance!' The look is not focused, as it
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is in aclassical film by adirector such as Alfred Hitchcock or Fritz Lang,
for example; there is no enunciator to transform the discourse into an
apparently self-generating story.

"Another" Kind of Pleasure
Psychoanalytic film theory has much to tell us about the meanings and
pleasures that the cinema affords its spectators, and we have just seen
how it can help us elucidate the differences between film and TV. From
these discussions it should be clear that psychoanalysis can also tell us
precisely how television viewing offers us "another" kind of pleasure, how
it maintains its fascinating hold on us even in the absence of those elements that are central to cinematic fascination. This has to do, particularly, with the way in which psychoanalytic theory constructs its spectator (in both television and film), keeping in mind that this viewer is a
theoretical construct, related—but not reducible—to actual viewers in
the theater or in the home. The following examples will demonstrate how
television's production of "another" kind of pleasure is based on the creation of atelevisually specific "subject-effect" in which both primary and
secondary identifications are reorganized, multiplied, and intensified. Once
we have an understanding of how these unconscious processes are engaged, our knowledge of specific historical, economic, and cultural differences among audiences can be significantly grounded in the fantasy structures that underlie all viewing pleasures.
My examples are all taken from the daytime soap opera All My Children
and occur on episodes broadcast in 1990. First, though, ashort description of some of the residents of Pine Valley is necessary to clarify the
situations from which these examples come. Natalie Hunter Chandler
(Kate Collins) is currently involved in asteamy affair with the local police
detective, Trevor Dillon (James Kiberd) and seeking adivorce from the
manipulative scoundrel Adam Chandler (David Canary). Dixie Cooney
Martin (Cady McClain) is afeisty, independent young woman from Pigeon
Hollow who married the love of her life, Tad Martin (Michael E. Knight),
but only after bearing Adam Chandler's illegitimate heir. Due to the machinations of her uncle Palmer Cortlandt (James Mitchell) and Tad's mother
Opal Purdy (Jill Larson), Tad and Dixie separated long enough for Tad to
have an affair with Adam's former wife, Brooke English (Julia Barr), the
only woman Adam Chandler ever truly loved. This separation enabled
the kidnapping of Dixie by the arch-villain Billy Clyde Tuggle (Matthew
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Cowles) and her subsequent rescue by Tad, as aresult of which they both
recognized the depth of their love. Their remarriage, however, was stopped
short by Tad's untimely death (actually, his disappearance) at the hands of
Billy Clyde.
Let's look first at abrief sequence from an episode that aired in September 1990. The opening scene of that episode is an exchange between
Trevor, Natalie, and Adam. Natalie, having suppressed her feelings for
Trevor, has just made amarriage of (financial) convenience with Adam;
Trevor is trying to convince her to follow her heart, get an annulment, and
marry him—the only man who can make her "happier than [she's] ever
been in [her] whole life!' The scene is interrupted by the AMC title sequence, dividing the action into two large segments. The first section lasts
48 seconds and is comprised of 15 shots, basically alternating between
Trevor and Natalie (for 12 shots), then Adam (arriving in the twelfth
shot) alternating with Trevor & Natalie (together in the alternating shot).
Trevor pleads with Natalie ("We can be married. Just say the word?) until
Adam bursts in CAR right, Trevor. Iwant you out of here. Now!"), and
the segment ends on azoom-in to Natalie in close-up (she spins around
wide-eyed) while the first strains of the AMC theme song beat time. The
section following the title sequence is much longer (1 minute and 14 seconds), but has roughly the same number of shots (17). It depicts Trevor
and Adam arguing in the background, while in the foreground Natalie
listens, increasingly frustrated. Finally, she turns and tells them both to
shut up; then, saying that she's made up her mind, she looks ambiguous,
expectant, in close-up as the music punctuates the suspension of the
sequence.
The sixth shot, in which Natalie listens in the foreground to the two
men arguing behind her, is the longest shot of the segment and the most
"theatrical" (in that it is "staged" to permit us to watch Natalie's expression while the two men argue). Yet it defies its theatricality by having the
camera move, almost imperceptibly, closer in to Natalie as she listens.
This allows the camera to amplify the subtle conflict playing across Natalie's face and demonstrates, in avery striking way, the centrality of the
close-up to soap opera style. As Jeremy Butler points out, "If soap opera
sound is structured around dialogue, the image is predicated upon the
importance of the close-up ...[which] privileges facial signs of performance!' In fact, the entire sequence just discussed could be described as
"the drama of Natalie's face," as minimal dialogue (for her) and maximum
facial expression intensify the narrative significance of the moment.
But most important, for our purposes, is the way in which this sequence
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demonstrates the specificity of the soap opera's televisual style in terms of
its rupture and dispersion of primary (and later, secondary) identifications,
processes that at once secure the unconscious participation of the spectator and point to the difference of the televisual text. Within the space of
any soap opera program hour (minus the fifteen minutes for commercials)
we can find an incredible variety and complexity of both shot setups and
narrative subsegments (even in our brief sequence, the variations in type
of shot, camera angle, character movement, and camera movement demonstrate this). Our vision is thus dispersed, fragmentary, and amplified;
this quality of viewing is both characteristic of the soap opera form, and
central to the peculiar kind of spectatorship in television that Iwant to
describe.
As typified by this sequence, there is an astounding variety of shot
setups within the confined world of the soap opera. Even though action
takes place in alimited number of locations (in AMC, the various places
where the characters live, the hospital and offices where they work, the
restaurants and burger joints where they relax, the health club where
they work out, and so forth), scenes are marked by aconstant diversity of
camera angles and distances within asingle space. Camera distance is
further complicated by a continually moving (or zooming) camera that
often rests only momentarily on aconversation before moving again. For
this reason, there is aperpetual "fracturing" of the televisual space. For
example, in this sequence of limited activity, the background/graphie elements of the shot axe always changing, as the camera follows the transition caused by acharacter's movement or slightly modifies the close-up
from shot to shot. And these are almost never simply arepetition of a
single glance, but involve aconstant diversion of the eyes or areframing
of the space (to include aportion of another character, adifferent angle,
etcetera). From this constant movement, avisual rhythm that depends on
fragmentation is built. Within a single sequence there is never any
sustained camera work (the camera seems to hop about from place to
place), nor any sustained focus of the representation. Rather, we find a
parallel on the formal level (how we are shown the world of the soap opera)
to what occurs in that world (at the level of the narrative content). The
complexities of the soap opera form confirm the fact that TV viewing is
never static. The eye is constantly in movement, never resting; it always
has something new to see.
In terms of primary identification, this constant motion clearly implies
that there is no "unifying presence" at the site of spectatorship, thereby
demonstrating just how powerfully television reorganizes our patterns of
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looking. Soap opera, as an exemplary television text, mobilizes different
relations of desire and vision than those that operate in the Hollywood
film. Even when it uses the structures of Hollywood cinema (point-ofview and reverse-shot, the flashback, systems of continuity and alternation, patterns of secondary identification, and afocus on the image over
dialogue/sound), the daytime drama has to modify these, reworking them
to fit in with the televisual system of enunciation. And it is precisely this
reorganization—particularly, as we shall see, in terms of dispersion and
amplification of the desiring gaze—that produces the peculiar multiple
pleasures of television.
The first point to be made concerns the construction of an imaginary
space. As Inoted, the cinema spectator's participation depends on the
illusion of spatial coherence produced by invisible editing and acarefully
regulated interaction of looks, all subordinated to the logic of the narrative. Stephen Heath refers to this process as "the conversion of seen into
scene in which vision itself is dramatized, staged as anarrated spectacle
before the viewer. 33 However, the soap opera's form disturbs such anarrative binding, giving us not adramatic "scene" but an infinite variety of
autonomous "seens," partial views of interrupted exchanges. Soap opera
scenes are shot in "real timer the actors performing before three television cameras that record the action simultaneously. Editing involves switching between cameras as the scene unfolds. Thus, whereas cinema must
construct aspatially and temporally continuous scene from bits and pieces
of film, soap operas start with "whole" space and "real" time, then proceed to fragment that space, move around it, reorganize it, and single out
aspects of it for our detailed examination. Because of the way that space
is repeatedly dispersed and fragmented here, we do not find the same
illusory space construction that was such acentral part of the film viewer's role.
In soap operas, space is continually redefined by camera movement
within and across shots, with background elements helping to keep us
oriented to the space as awhole. This means that there is asubtle (but
undeniable) variation in shots that only appear similar, due to the actions
of secondary characters, the placement of objects, and the changing shape
of background space. Two shots of the same scene of asoap opera are
almost never from exactly the same camera position. At any given moment, two of the three cameras shooting asoap opera scene are not being
"taken!' They are being repositioned, their images reframed as the characters move around the set, so that when the director switches back to
one of them it shows the spectator asomewhat different view of the scene
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from the one it offered when last we saw through its lens. Thus soap
operas do not employ the standard conventions of "invisible" editing to
hide transitions between shots or require their viewers to construct a
total imaginary space. Rather than the continuous move to incorporate
space, suppress difference, and totalize viewing, what the viewer of the
soap opera sees is ascene in constant flux.
A corollary to what Iam calling the specifically televisual reorganization of vision, and equally disturbing to primary cinematic identification,
are the peculiar variations of the reverse-shot and point-of-view structures that we find in even the most simple soap opera dialogue. For rather
than asystematic volley of alternated looks from static camera positions,
most often we have aclose-up of one character followed by amore distant
shot of the other (which provides aslight, but perceptible, variation in the
background). Furthermore, the soap opera viewer is never given aresponding shot that would indicate the perceptual point of view of the person speaking. Thus close-ups often appear from nowhere, or seem to without the spatial anchoring we find in classical film. In addition, characters'
glances frequently appear somehow curiously askance rather than directed
at another character. This dislocation of the gaze, this displaced eyeline
structure, can be explained in part by production circumstances. Television cameras cannot penetrate the space of the scene without being seen
by the viewer. However, it is the production of effects that concerns me
here. And in these terms, the spectatorial position produced by soap opera's visual style is very different from the bound, coherent, integrated
position of viewing produced by Hollywood cinema.
One final feature that reworks primary identification involves the pointof-view shot. A mainstay of cinematic identification, the traditional pointof-view shot is rarely found in the soap opera. Conventionally, in the cinema, the point-of-view shot, often in combination with the subjective image
(for example, distortions to convey dizziness), is one of the primary ways
of drawing the spectator psychologically into the world of the film. It anchors cinematic identification by making the spectator's glance coincide
with that of aspecific character. However, the "live-tape" shooting style of
the soap opera does not accommodate the point-of-view shot very well.
Because the action of asoap opera scene unfolds in real time within the
restricted space of an interior set, it would be very difficult to reposition a
TV camera for apoint-of-view shot without that camera being seen by the
viewer. To use our example, as we view the conversation/confrontation
between Trevor, Natalie, and Adam, we look at their faces, but we do not
look through their eyes or otherwise experience the scene from their per-
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spectives. As noted, this dialogue is represented in two sequences containing amultitude of separate shots, but rather than conveying any character's subjective view (and thereby locating them—and the spectator—as
points of coherence that anchor the vision), these shots simply fragment
and complicate the space.
When Trevor makes his first appeal to Natalie, each of them is shown
looking in adirection that makes the camera's placement outside of their
consciousness obvious. Even at the moment of greatest intensity (Trevor
in voice-over: "I love you, Natalie. And Iknow you love me"), Natalie is
decidedly not seen from Trevor's viewpoint. Her close-up, in fact, is tightly
cropped (each shot of her in this sequence is atiny variant on this close-up)
such that her expression is emphasized, but not her (or Trevor's) subjectivity. When Adam enters and looks at them, we expect to see their reactions from his point of view. We do see their startled looks, but not from
where he's standing. In fact, it is the camera that takes over the function
of vision as it emphatically closes in on Natalie's face—in alook that is
neither anchored in nor mediated by any of the characters.
In the second segment of this sequence, the pattern is repeated. The
"theatrical" shot discussed above (shot six) presents another way of avoiding subjective point of view. The spatial placement of the characters in the
frame (Natalie in the foreground, Trevor and Adam visible behind her)
gives us avision of them rather than from them. This shot is followed by
medium close-ups of Natalie alternating with medium shots of Trevor and
Adam together in the frame. The climax of this segment (Trevor in voiceover, again: "Say what you want, doll") is also aclose-up of Natalie. But,
characteristically, we are given no responding shot to reveal her point of
view. We are thus left to contemplate her ambiguous expression (as the
music encourages us to do), while the drama moves on to two other characters completely unrelated to the Trevor/Natalie/ Adam triangle—Palmer
Cortlandt and his nephew Will (Dixie's uncle and brother). These instances
graphically illustrate the way in which the soap opera's televisual structure frustrates any possibility of anchoring spectator-identification within
the subjective vision of its characters and the way in which it perpetually
offers afragmented subjectivity dispersed across numerous views.
Perhaps we can best see the different pleasures of plurality and dispersion that television provides in the way that it reorganizes, and thereby
reconstitutes, secondary identifications. Unlike feature films, with their
relatively self-contained worlds and limited number of characters, soap
operas typically present large communities of regularly appearing characters. In fact, as David Jacobs, cocreator of Knots Landing, contends,
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"The story is just aclothesline to hang the relationships on. It's not about
the story —or plot—but around the relationships between the characters
[that the interest develops]!'34 And most critics who write about soaps
agree. Emphasizing the importance of character interaction, Robert Allen
asserts that our viewing pleasure in the soaps can be attributed as much
to the relationships as to the characters as individuals.

Jane Feuer re-

lates this amplification to the family, claiming that the "implied spectator"
for television is not the isolated individual (as film theory assumes), but
rather afully socialized family member. She then generalizes about the
"familialised viewing subject" created by the episodic series and the continuing serial, showing how TV works to break down any barriers between the fictional world, the world of advertising, and the actual world of
the viewing family. 36 As Ann Kaplan notes in her chapter, Tania Modlesld
puts this "familialization" in afeminist context, arguing that the utopian
vision of the extended family generated by the soap opera is apositive
collective fantasy for women: "What the spectator is looking at and perhaps longing for, is akind of extended family, the direct opposite of her
own isolated nuclear family. ...The fantasy here is truly a'collective
fantasy'—a fantasy of community, but put in terms with which the viewer
can be comfortable. ...The fantasy of community is not only areal desire ...it is asalutary one."37
Due to this multiplicity of characters, secondary identifications in the
soap opera are both fractured and extended over time. A film actor preparing for arole does so with the knowledge of how the film will end, and
thus what the fate of his/her character will be. To adegree, who that
character is will be determined by how the drama ends. Similarly, our
relationship to that character is inevitably conditioned by how s/he figures
in the film's narrative resolution. But there is no ending point in soap
operas, no moment of ultimate closure in light of which an actor can gauge
his/her performance or the viewer can locate arelationship with that character. Soap operas encourage multiple identifications with characters by
keeping those characters perpetually open to change. Several examples
will demonstrate how (1) the open-ended narrative structure of the soap
opera increases this plurality by allowing characters to both transform
their interactions and change over time; and (2) how the dispersal and
variety of identifications both generates more complex imaginary processes
and further blurs the distinctions between fictive and real, ablurring that
is central to TV's particular conjunction of fantasy, desire, and belief.
Two more examples from All My Children will show how the soap opera's open-ended structure adds to this complication of identification pro-
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cesses, making any identification with characters fragmented, momentary, and partial and at the same time intensifying the quality of our
interest in their lives. 38 Both instances concern the wedding of Dixie and
Tad Martin, first as it was aired in January 1990, and then as it occurs in
flashback some ten months later in November of that same year. On each
occasion we are made to identify with avariety of characters as we trace
their changing (and ambiguous) desires across time.
An entire segment between commercials is devoted to Tad and Dixie's
wedding. While the ceremony celebrates their union, we are guided through
the conflicting thoughts and reactions of the numerous characters present. Uncle Palmer escorts Dixie down the aisle, and once Donna Sago and
her daughter, Emily Ann, begin to sing, the music accompanies aseries
of glimpses at the attending guests. First aclose-up of Palmer signals a
flashback in which he remembers scheming with Opal Purdy, Tad's (estranged) mother, to break up the relationship that is now being celebrated:
"I never give up," he says to Opal on learning of their defeat. "If worst
comes to worst, I'll make sure that that marriage is short and sweet!' The
next close-up is Opal's, as she remembers ascene in Palmer's study (the
site of his flashback as well) where Dixie's reaction to the falsely discredited Tad allows Palmer and Opal to play good cop/bad cop. Palmer tells a
distraught Dixie that her fiancé is the "Casanova of the nineties," and
Opal later recalls this phrase, congratulating him: "Casanova of the
nineties—that's atouchdown! We have won the gamer
A return to the wedding discloses ageneral shot of the guests; Natalie
and Trevor are seated together, but she looks across the room at Jeremy
Hunter (her first love and husband from another time), who looks longingly back at her. Then asequence of close-ups that zoom in and dissolve,
each into the next, pairs other lovers, both secret and revealed. Jackson
Montgomery looks adoringly at Erica Kane, who turns around and smiles;
Cecily smiles at her husband Nico; then two additional shots pair older,
established couples, Phoebe and Langley Wallingford and Ruth and Joe
Martin. Neither the editing nor the glances of the characters indicate
where they are located in the crowd, but the shots tell us everything about
who they are (how they feel). Each shot is thus alittle vignette, asilent
discourse on the narrative threads that involve and connect the different
characters.
A return to the happy wedding couple establishes them in profile
close-up at the altar, ashot that will become crucial in the subsequent
flashback months later. The song now concludes as various shots depict
the ceremony, including exquisite tight close-ups of both Tad and Dixie as
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they exchange their vows. One close-up each of Palmer and Opal serve as
reminders of their discontent, but for the most part, the sequence radiates with the beauty of the ceremony and closes on the kiss as the camera
moves subtly forward.
This brief description makes clear that the wedding is aprivileged instance, embedding flashbacks and complications in its resolving form. Multiple and perpetually threatened, each resolution contains seeds of its undoing, promising future unions and new configurations and complicating
the possibility of varied identifications. And this is precisely what occurs
some ten months later as Dixie, now divorced from Tad and prisoner of
the evil Billy Clyde (Emily Ann's father, before Donna adopted her), remembers her wedding. In the intervening time, in fact, it is Palmer and
Opal who have become aromantic pair, while Palmer's nephew Will tries
everything to separate the two. Dixie's flashback occurs in aseedy shack
as Billy Clyde prepares to marry her against her will. Dressed in the
wedding gown that he has forced her into and terrified by his crazed declarations of love, she conjures up an image of her past happiness and thereby
realizes (as do we) how deeply she still loves Tad. Tad, meanwhile, is on
Billy Clyde's trail, searching for clues with the aid of Donna (who hates
Billy Clyde for what he did to Emily Ann's mother, Estelle) and Trevor (a
police detective by profession); Tad, too, has recognized his feelings.
Billy Clyde advances toward Dixie with abunch of flowers, and as he
kneels, the camera moves in. As it advances to alarge close-up of Dixie's
frightened face, she takes the flowers, while the voice of the minister at
her and Tad's wedding signals adissolve. As can be expected, the image
that follows is adirect visual "quote" from the wedding: the altar profile
close-up of the pair that initiated their vows. Then, in exact duplication,
the exchange of exquisite tight close-ups of each of them underscores the
irony of their current situation. The dissolve back to the present occurs
right before Tad pronounces his fervent affirmation, leaving the silent
image of his loving look inscribed in Dixie's memory The remainder of the
sequence depicts Billy Clyde's malicious rambling, the arrival of the phony
"reverend' and Dixie's plan to hide the ring in her flowers. It ends on a
close-up of her praying for rescue, her desperation avivid reminder of all
the changes that have occurred in the intervening months.
In keeping with this pattern, after the commercial break Opal and Palmer
affirm their love for each other in astrong embrace (in the same study
where both of their interruptive flashbacks had occurred during Tad and
Dixie's wedding). Thus the displacement and transformation of the
flashbacks, indicative of the infinitely variable and open-ended structure
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of the soap, confirm the ever-shifting temporalities and circumstances that
constantly vary our identifications with the characters. Our attention is
as intense as it is partial, as we participate in the multiple and changing
fictions that each character evokes.
In addition to these transformations over time, soap opera's characteristic and constant plurality of secondary identifications intensifies the viewer's imaginary activity, enabling the slide from fictive to real in order to
solidify the connections between the characters' world and ours. As Tania
Modleski asserts, "[Although] soap operas invite identification with numerous personalities ...the spectator is never permitted to identify with
acharacter completing an entire action. ...[Therefore, they] present us
with numerous limited egos, each in conflict with the others, and continually thwarted in its attempts to control events because of inadequate knowledge of other people's plans, motivations, and schemes:'39 Certainly this
ability to interact imaginatively with a number of competing lives is
amplified by the soaps' variety of fictions, but here it is important to make
adistinction between identification, as aspecific imaginary process, and
sympathy (or empathy), as acondition of cognitive choice. Janet Bergstrom
clarifies this difference by emphasizing the unconscious nature of
identification: "Freud's case studies provide rich examples of the ways in
which imaginary identifications (through dreams, day-dreams, and fantasies) are formed in tandem with the storehouse of moments and affects
that govern an individual's unconscious life. Imaginary identifications, and
the affect tied to them, have ahistory which is specific to the individual;
these identifications are subject to fluctuations, but they are bound by a
logic of association that is never arbitrary."49
Because psychoanalytic identification is concerned with unconscious processes of the psyche rather than with perception and cognition, consciously
felt sympathy has little to do with identification in the psychoanalytic sense
and thus even less to do with identification in the cinema or TV. Empathy
concerns aparticular level of experience, but we must go deeper to understand its imaginary component. Identification involves the ability of the
subject offantasy to occupy avariety of roles—continually sliding, doubling, and exchanging numerous fictive positions. Soaps allow us to assume the intensity of identification in acompletely transitory way; we are
able to alternate fictions (often between character and star) with the ease
characteristic of the process of dreams. The dispersal of looking that dominates the daytime drama's visual style and the fragmentation of its narrative mode produce the peculiar form and intensity of the soap opera's
mobile identifications. And it is this sense of connection to the characters
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and their worlds—this amplification of belief—that produces the "other"
pleasures and fascinations of television viewing in the soap.

Conclusion
Ihave tried, in this analysis, to show how the cinematic apparatus is a
machine of fascination, luring the spectator into desire for the image. The
apparently innocent act of cinema viewing involves unconscious factors of
which we may not even be aware, for it engages multiple processes of the
psyche in its task. The television apparatus is equally fascinating, yet it
provides avery different kind of lure. Blurring the categories of fiction
and nonfiction, embedding distraction in its very core, fragmenting vision
into aplurality of views, rupturing primary identification and amplifying
secondary identifications, instilling adesire for continual consumption (not
only of its programs but of the products that it sells), and trading on the
powerful sense of immediacy that it creates, the television apparatus is in
many ways more pervasive than its cinematic kin. Both the cinema and
television are combined technological and libidinal institutions, creating
spectators insistent on perpetual return. Yet in television, acomplex network of ratings, consumption, and economic exchange requires ever more
powerful psychic mechanisms, reduplicating structures of fascination to
compensate for its appeal to adispersed and fractured subjectivity. The
very nature and function of our fantasmatic participation in the televisual
situation must be redefined.
Early in this essay Icited Christian Metz's formulation of the cinematic
institution as aform of "mental machinery" that has adapted spectators to
the consumption of films. He sees its function as the production of pleasure, for "the cinema is attended out of desire, not reluctance? With afew
modifications, this description could apply to television as well. And yet
psychoanalysis, which provides away of understanding how the cinema
operates, can only provide us with aseries of questions where television is
concerned. The mechanisms that produce and regulate desire in television
are infinitely varied, multitudinous, and complex. When Ioriginally wrote
this conclusion in 1986, Istated that the field was open, with everything
yet to be developed. Very little has changed since then; although an elaborate psychoanalytic model of film spectatorship exists, the work in this
area of television still remains to be done. By tracing out the terms of
psychoanalysis in film studies and by offering asuggestive example of
television's differences, Ihave hoped to indicate some of the things we
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need to think about in developing our own theories of spectatorship in TV.
For as Metz points out, all of us—analyst, critic, and spectator alike—are
fueled by the workings of unconscious desire.

NOTES
1. This discussion relies in part on Terry Eagleton's very useful summary
discussion of psychoanalysis in Literary Theory: An Introduction (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1983), pp. 151-93. For another general introduction to psychoanalysis, particularly as it relates to film theory, see my chapter, "Psychoanalysis," in New Vocabularies in Film Semiotics, coauthored with
Robert Stam and Robert Burgoyne (London: Routledge, 1992), pp. 123-83.
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Signifier, under the title "Story/Discourse: A Note on Two Kinds of Voyeurism!" The original version can also be found in John Caughie, ed., Theories of
Authorship (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1981).
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29. See my "All's Well That Doesn't End-Soap Opera and the Marriage
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30. See Jeremy Butler's excellent "Notes on the Soap Opera Apparatus:
Televisual Style and As The World Turns," Cinema Journal 25, no. 3(Spring
1986): 53-70, for an extremely useful and detailed discussion of the soap opera's fragmented visual form.
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Macmillan, 1981), p. 37.
34. Quote from David Jacobs, appearing as a guest on The Sally Jessy
Raphael Show, 12 November 1990.
35. See Robert C. Allen, Speaking of Soap Operas (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1985), pp. 61-95.
36. Jane Feuer, "Narrative Form in American Network Television," in High
Theory/Low Culture: Analyzing Popular Television and Film, ed. Colin
MacCabe (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1986), pp. 103, 105.
37. Tania Modleski, Loving with aVengeance: Mass-Produced Fantasies for
Women (Hamden, Conn.: Archon, 1982): 108.
38. For interesting discussions of soap opera's refusal of narrative closure,
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"Melodrama, Serial Form, and Television Today," Screen 25, no. 1(1984): 4-16.
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FOR FURTHER

READING

There are anumber of primary texts in psychoanalytic film theory; all are
central to formulating key concepts in the relationship between psychoanalysis and the cinema (apparatus, gaze, identification, split belief, mirror stage,
etc.).
Christian Metz, The Imaginary Signifier: Psychoanalysis and the Cinema
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1982), contains the following relevant essays by Metz: "The Imaginary Signifier," pp. 3-87; "Story/Discourse:
A Note on Two Kinds of Voyeurism," pp. 91-98; "The Fiction Film and Its
Spectator," pp. 101-47; "Metaphor/Metonymy," pp. 151-211. "The Imaginary
Signifier," perhaps the most comprehensive "statement of purpose" in the field,
discusses the unconscious structures that underlie our experience of film, noting how the powerful impression of reality in cinema is first and foremost an
illusion. "The Fiction Film and Its Spectator" explores the analogies and
disanalogies between film and dream. All the essays use concepts from
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Lacanian psychoanalysis, but "The Imaginary Signifier" contains the most
complete application.
The anthology Apparatus, edited by performance artist Theresa Hak Kyung
Cha (New York: Tarim Press, 1980), contains several of the founding articles
of psychoanalytic film theory. Many of the essays deal with the spectator's
experience as asemihypnotic trance; with the similarities and differences between film and dream; and with the notions of regression, identification, and
the cinematic apparatus. All are important, but among the most significant
are: Bertrand Augst, "The Lure of Psychoanalysis in Film Theory" pp. 415-37;
Roland Barthes, "Upon Leaving the Movie Theater," pp. 1-4; Jean-Louis
Baudry, "Ideological Effects of the Basic Cinematographic Apparatus;' pp.
25-37, and "The Apparatus: Metapsychological Approaches to the Impression of Reality" pp. 41-62; Thierry Kuntzel, "The Defilement: A View in
Close-Up;' pp. 233-47. Metz's "The Fiction Film and Its Spectator" is also
included in this anthology, pp. 373-409. In addition, there are highly interesting articles by filmmakers Dziga Vertov, Maya Deren, Jean-Marie Straub, and
Daniele Huillet and aconceptual piece by Cha. Philip Rosen, ed., Narrative,
Apparatus, Ideology: A Film Theory Reader (New York: Columbia University Press, 1986), contains revised translations of both Baudry articles, as
well as excerpts from "The Imaginary Signifier" and landmark articles by
Laura Mulvey, Nick Browne, and Stephen Heath. Rosen's introductory material is useful for the advanced student, and the anthology is wide-ranging in
its overview of major theoretical trends in film.
Robert Lapsley and Michael Westlake, Film Theory: An Introduction (Manchester, Eng.: Manchester University Press, 1988), is also for the advanced
student, containing chapters on politics, semiotics, psychoanalysis, authorship, narrative, realism, and the avant-garde. More explanatory, and more
geared to the general student, is New Vocabularies in Film Semiotics (London:
Routledge, 1992), with sections on semiotics and intertextuality by Robert
Stam, narratology by Robert Burgoyne, and psychoanalysis by Sandy
Flitterman-Lewis, presented in a lexicon format with an eye toward the
definition of terms and their use in film studies.
Janet Bergstrom's interview with the cine-semiologist Raymond Bellour,
'Alternation, Segmentation, Hypnosis:' Camera Obscura 3/4 (Summer 1979):
70-103, is auseful explanatory article that describes key concepts in aconversational tone. Stephen Heath's collection of essays, Questions of Cinema
(New York: Macmillan, 1981), is more difficult reading but combines important psychoanalytic generalizations with textual analysis; see especially the
essay entitled "Narrative Spacer pp. 19-75 (reprinted in the Rosen collection). Laura Mulvey's central article, "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema: Screen 16, no. 3(1975): 6-18 (reprinted in many anthologies), discusses
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the psychoanalysis of spectatorship in terms of sexual difference. The most
lucid explication of feminist film theory from apsychoanalytic standpoint is
Mary Ann Doane, The Desire to Desire: The Woman's Film of the 1940s
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987), which discusses the "women's
films" of the forties within this framework.
There are anumber of critical overview articles that summarize the issues
in psychoanalytic film theory The most useful collection, though often extremely difficult reading, is one put out by the British Film Institute for the
Psychoanalysis and Cinema Event in Edinburgh in 1976, Edinburgh 76 Magazine #1: Psychoanalysis and Cinema. Among the articles included are
Rosalind Coward, "Language and Signification: An Introduction," pp. 6-20;
Stephen Heath, "Screen Images, Film Memory" pp. 33-42; Claire Johnston,
"Toward aFeminist Film Practice: Some Theses:' pp. 50-57; Christian Metz,
"History/Discourse: A Note on Two Voyeurisms," pp. 21-25; and Geoffrey
Nowell-Smith, "A Note on History/Discourse," pp. 26-32. A slightly different perspective, and one more accessible to the general student, is found
in E. Ann Kaplan's anthology Psychoanalysis and Cinema (New York:
Routledge, 1989), in which fifteen scholars apply psychoanalytic criticism to a
variety of films.
Janet Bergstrom, "Enunciation and Sexual Difference," Camera Obscura
3/4 (Summer 1979): 32-69, offers another useful discussion of important concepts. For more critical (and sometimes skeptical) perspectives on psychoanalysis, see Dudley Andrew's chapter entitled "Identification" in Concepts
in Film Theory (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984), pp. 133-56;
Charles Altman, "Psychoanalysis and Cinema: The Imaginary Discourse
Quarterly Review of Film Studies 2, no. 3 (1977): 257-72; and Christine
Gledhill, "Developments in Feminist Film Criticise in Re-Vision: Essays in
Feminist Film Criticism, ed. Mary Ann Doane, Patricia Mellencamp, and
Linda Williams (Los Angeles: American Film Institute, 1984), pp. 18-48.
Individual articles that describe the psychoanalytic method or concentrate
on particular textual analyses can be useful in clarifying the major points.
Some of these are: Raymond Bellour, "Hitchcock: The Enunciator," Camera
Obscura 2(Fall 1977): 66-91, and Sandy Flitterman, "Woman, Desire, and
the Look: Feminism and the Enunciative Apparatus of Cinema;' in Theories
of Authorship, ed. John Caughie (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1981),
pp. 242-50, which both discuss Hitchcock's Mamie; two articles by Thierry
Kuntzel that discuss The Most Dangerous Game ("The Film-Work, 2," Camera Obscura 5[Spring 1980]: 6-69, and "Sight, Insight, and Power: Allegory
of aCave," Camera Obscura 6[Fall 1980]: 90-110); and Stephen Heath's detailed and complicated analysis of Welles's Touch of Evil ("Film and System,
Terms of Analysis:' Parts 1and 2, Screen 16, nos. 1-2 [19751 7-77, 91-113).
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In "The Order of [Cinematographic] Discourse," Discourse #1 (1979): 39-57,
Bertrand Augst applies Foucault to discussions of the cinema. Mary Ann
Doane discusses identification in "Misrecogmition and Identity," Cine-tracts
11 (Fall 1980): 25-32; and Lesley Stern discusses point of view in "Point of
View: The Blind Spot," Film Reader, no. 4(1979): 214-36.
Iindicated in the original edition of this work that there had been relatively
little written in the field of psychoanalytic television studies. Since that time,
there still has not been very much specifically psychoanalytic work done; most
writers seem to concentrate on other approaches, often pointing to the limitations they see in the psychoanalytic method. Still, there are anumber of articles that take important steps in that direction, and John Ellis, Visible Fictions:
Cinema, Television, Video (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1982), is an
exemplary book in this respect. Ellis is one of the first to describe in detail
both the similarities and differences between the cinema and television institutions. The forthcoming special issue of Quarterly Review ofFilm and Video,
atribute to Beverle Houston, contains articles by Thomas Elsaesser, Nick
Browne, and Marsha Kinder, among others, that suggest new and exciting
ways in which television can be theorized along psychoanalytic lines.
In The "Nationwide" Audience: Structure and Decoding (London: British
Film Institute, 1980), David Morley begins the work on how aTV text "inscribes" its viewers, positioning its audience through various modes of address. But Morley takes amuch more critical position toward psychoanalysis
in his excellent overview article "Changing Paradigms in Audience Studies,"
in Remote Control: Television, Audiences, and Cultural Power, ed. Ellen
Seiter, Hans Borchers, Gabriele Kreutzner, and Eva-Maria Warth (London:
Routledge, 1989), wherein anumber of articles by top television scholars mention but never directly deal with the psychoanalytic method. Robert Deming
discusses the different theories of "spectator-positioning" in television in "The
Television Spectator-Subject," Journal of Film and Video 37, no. 3(Summer
1985): 49-63; and John Caughie, in "The 'World' of Television," Edinburgh 77
Magazine #2: History/Production/Memory (1977): 73-83, and "Rhetoric, Pleasure, and Art Television—Dreams of Leaving," Screen 22, no. 4(1981): 9-31,
deals with subject-positioning in relation to television's regulated "flow" and
with the "televisual look!' These essays, though, are more complex and difficult
for the beginning reader.
Among the works on individual programs (or types of programming) that
rely on a psychoanalytic approach, Stephen Heath and Gillian Skirrow,
"Television: A World in Action," Screen 18, no. 2(1977): 7-59, analyzes how a
particular type of viewer is constructed by the documentary/interview format. Margaret Morse and Sandy Flitterman discuss relations of sexuality and
desire in televised sports (Morse, "Sport on Television: Replay and Display,"
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in Regarding Television—Critical Approaches: An Anthology, ed. E. Ann
Kaplan, American Film Institute Monograph Series, vol. 2[Frederick, Md.:
University Publications of America, 1983], pp. 44-66) and in a particular
detective series (Flitterman, "Thighs and Whiskers: The Fascination of Magnum, PI: Screen 26, no. 2[1985]: 42-58). Robert Stain's excellent article
"Television News and Its Spectator," also in Kaplan, Regarding Television,
pp. 23-43, uses Metz's "imaginary signifier" in adetailed and highly readable
discussion of televised news. Both Stam's and Morse's articles are wonderful
examples of the psychoanalytic method as applied to TV Another article by
Morse, "Talk, Talk, Talk—the Space of Discourse in Iblevision," Screen 26,
no. 2(1985): 2-15, discusses TV news, as well as sportscasts and talk shows,
in terms of the relations of subjectivity and discourse.
Two articles by Jane Feuer, although not specifically psychoanalytic, have
psychoanalytic applications and refer to some of the theory: "Melodrama, Serial Form, and Television lbday," Screen 25, no. 1(1984): 4-16; and "Narrative Form in American Network Television," in High Theory/Low Culture:
Analyzing Popular Television and Film, ed. Colin MacCabe (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1986), pp. 101-14. This is also the case with Annette Kuhn's
important article, "Women's Genres: Melodrama, Soap Opera, and Theory"
Screen 25, no. 1(1984): 18-28.
Equally focused on women's genres, but more specifically psychoanalytic,
are articles by Lynne Joyrich ("All That Television Allows: TV Melodrama,
Postmodernism, and Consumer Culture") and Sandy Flitterman-Lewis ("All's
Well That Doesn't End: Soap Opera and the Marriage Motif"), both in Camera Obscura 16 (January 1988): 128-53, 118-27, in aspecial issue on TV and
the female consumer. This special issue is forthcoming as abook from the
University of Minnesota Press in 1992, entitled Private Screenings: Television and the Female Consumer and edited by Denise Mann and Lynn Spigel.
The Camera Obscura anthology is joined by two other new collections that
have articles relevant to, if not explicitly about, psychoanalytic theory in its
application to television: Patricia Mellencamp, ed., Logics of Television: Essays in Cultural Criticism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990),
and James Naremore and Patrick Brantlinger, eds., Modernity and Mass
Culture (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991).
Two articles that apply psychoanalysis to TV, but in ways different from
those outlined in this chapter, are Beverle Houston, "Viewing Television: The
Metapsychology of Endless Consumption," Quarterly Review of Film Studies
9, no. 3(Summer 1984): 183-95; and Marsha Kinder, "Music Video and the
Spectator: Television, Ideology, and Dream," Film Quarterly 38, no. 1(Fall
1984): 3-15. The former uses Lacanian theory to analyze the way in which
television's lack of spectacle works against producing aunifying experience
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for the viewer, instead instilling in its audience the desire to consume. The
latter article discusses the form and institutional setting of music television,
focusing on the relations between video and dreaming.
This list of works on television that use psychoanalysis is intended to be
suggestive rather than exhaustive; there are other articles that, though not
developing apsychoanalytic theory of television viewing, make use of some of
the concepts. The most important point to consider with any articles referring to psychoanalysis is whether they support abelief in the unconscious and
its functioning or not. Often articles will cite psychoanalysis only to note its
limitations as amethod or atheory; less frequent, but more relevant to this
chapter, are articles that are concerned with the workings of the unconscious
in the televisual text and situation.
General works on psychoanalysis that are relevant to this kind of work are,
of course, Sigmund Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams, Three Essays on
the Theory of Sexuality, Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious, The
Psychopathology of Everyday Life, and acollection of essays entitled General
Psychological Theory. Terry Eagleton's chapter on psychoanalysis in Literary Theory: An Introduction (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1983) provides auseful overview, as does Juliet Mitchell's founding work, Psychoanalysis and Feminism (New York: Vintage Books, 1975). Jacques Lacan's
writings, The Four Fundamentals ofPsychoanalysis (London: Hogarth Press,
1977) and Ecrits: A Selection (New York: W. W. Norton, 1977), are notoriously difficult, but there are some texts that go along way toward clarifying
the issues. Jean Laplanche and J-B Pontalis use an extended dictionary format in their extremely useful book, The Language of Psychoanalysis (New
York: W W. Norton, 1973); Rosalind Coward and John Ellis's Language and
Materialism (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1977) has amore difficult
prose style but provides helpful discussions on "developments in semiology
and the theory of the subject"; and Kaja Silverman's The Subject of Semiotics
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1983) and Linda Williams's Figures of
Desire (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 1981) contain excellent summaries of Lacanian concepts, particularly in their relation to film.
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he two parts of my title, "feminist criticism" and
"television," require brief discussion individually be-

fore Ilink them together. Ineed to say something
about the contexts in which television studies devel-

oped in order to account for the paucity of feminist approaches before the
1980s, and, since feminism does not have asingle meaning, Ineed to
discuss the ways in which Idefine the term.
Iwill focus mainly on U.S. television studies, but acontrast with the
British approach is important to illuminate, through the differences, developments in the United States. In this country, television studies have
had even more difficulty than film in being accepted as an academic subject. Film finally obtained such acceptance through its claims to be "art,"
but no one was willing to make that argument for television. Thus, whereas
film was able to find aplace in various humanities departments in the
1960s and 1970s, television was taken up by the social sciences or in departments of journalism. Robert Allen, among others, has noted how
difficult it was for television criticism to develop within the traditional
mass communication research paradigm.'
In Britain, television study took adifferent tack in part because it was
not developed in schools of communication, but rather through organizations like the British Film Institute and places other than the major
universities: art colleges, further education colleges, and polytechnic
institutes. British intellectuals outside of the university communities,
then, originally developed methods for studying and criticizing tele-
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vision that were not dissimilar from those used in early cultural and
film studies. 2
It is thanks to the journals Screen and Screen Education, together with
the University of Birmingham's Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies, that critical work on television was developed and debated. Much of
this early work focused on how to teach television and gave rise to methods of study closely related to the experiences of the student-spectators
with whom teachers interacted. Thus television studies in Great Britain
were concerned from the beginning (1970s) with the social contexts within
which television was viewed and might be taught. Reception became a
logical focus for studies of the relationship of viewers and televisual texts.
British media scholars were also interested in television as an institution and the ways in which television as institution raised larger social
issues—particularly relations of social power and class and the psychological impact of mass culture. In the mid-1970s, work on television as an
institution was further stimulated by the announcement of anew network, Channel 4, which was to address "minority" audiences and provide
avenue for independent and experimental programming. While scholars
at American universities were "objectively" measuring television's content, social effects, and patterns of individual use, British media teachers,
scholars, and practitioners were engaged in far more polemical work on
the role of television in British society?
However, neither in America nor in Britain was there much feminist
work on television throughout the 1970s. The gap was noticed in 1980 by
Susan Honeyford, who suggested that perhaps the dearth of feminist criticism in television had to do, first, with "the massive dominance of the
national broadcast television institutions with their insistence on large
audiences" and, second, with "the relatively little academic work or serious critical writing" on television.' A later article by Gillian Skirrow discussed efforts to get TV unions to agitate for more jobs for women, 5 but
otherwise Screen articles on television, until 1981, dealt mostly with broad
issues—defining TV studies, teaching strategies—or with the contents
of specific programs. 6
How do we explain this gap, particularly at atime (1970s) when feminists were developing important and suggestive theories for analyzing the
classical Hollywood cinema? Perhaps one reason is that American scholars who were both female and feminist tended to work in the humanities
rather than in the social sciences. If TV studies concentrated on the (traditionally male-dominated) production sphere and involved social science
methods (again largely male dominated), then the lack of feminist work in
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those areas is understandable. For instance, between 1940 and 1970 there
were very few studies of soap operas—an obvious TV genre for feminist
analysis—even from aquantitative perspective; what studies there were
did not foreground gender issues. 7 One of the problems with quantitative
research is precisely that it pretends to take an "objective" stance, that is,
to provide empirical data untainted by any particular set of concerns or
interests. By definition, as we'll see, feminism is a"political" position, and
feminist research (no matter what type) must look for issues having to do
specifically with women and the place they are assigned in society. For
this reason, most of the quantitative content analyses of soaps do not
constitute feminist research, although their results may be useful for feminist scholars.
In Britain, the feminists interested in television were more activistoriented and thus focused on changing the institution itself rather than on
developing feminist readings of TV texts. Fewer women in Britain than
America have academic positions that give them the privileged time to
write; much of the film theory developed in Britain, for instance, was the
work of women actually engaged in independent filmmaking, so that theory was closely linked to practice. But, as Idiscuss further below, there
was no analogous independent television production with the same possibilities for exhibition, because the nature of television as an institution
makes such independent production enormously difficult.'
In general, acircular effect was set in motion, such that the more feminist theory was developed for film studies, the more it absorbed the interests of scholars who might have pioneered feminist approaches to TV. It is
also possible that the low academic standing of television, together with
the frequent disregard in which American programming was held, made
women—who already had adifficult time getting ahead in academic humanities departments—reluctant to engage with the form. Women were
interested in and constantly watched films, but these same women scholars did not necessarily watch television.
But in the early 1980s things changed dramatically in the wake of the
maturation of cinema studies. A significant number of female film scholars on both sides of the Atlantic finally began to work on female representation in television. An article by Stephen Heath and Gillian Skirrovv,
published in Screen in 1977, that discussed the British program World in
Action was one of the first to apply British theoretical approaches from
the 1970s, first worked out for the classical Hollywood film, to television.
A model for any future close-reading analysis, Heath and Sldrrow's essay
focused on "the fact of television itself" and on "the ideological operations
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developed in that fact" rather than on discussion of any particular (political) positions that the "content" might revea1. 9
Meanwhile, various American graduate programs in film began to turn
their attention to critical analysis of television, and graduate students
produced some of the first interesting work. 19 Young scholars in other
disciplines, notably literature, also began to apply their critical approaches
to related kinds of popular women's TV programs such as soaps. A television conference held in New York in 1980—to which few, if any, women
critics were invited—first made me realize the necessity for more work
by women on television and female representation, and also how little
recognized was the work that had been done. In response Iorganized a
conference at Rutgers University entitled "Perspectives on Television;'
which showcased approaches to female representation on television informed by psychoanalysis and semiology.
The 1980s saw adramatic increase in feminist television studies, as will
be clear below. Today we are witnessing an explosion in feminist approaches
to television that builds on, and would have been impossible without, two
previous decades of research and debates.' Because new research now
takes for granted (and has integrated) earlier work, areview of some of
that work is necessary. Students may have difficulty confronting recent
research unless they are familiar with what went before. Research is always collaborative, always cumulative: an understanding of prior arguments is essential in order to comprehend new ones.
Let me, then, turn briefly to my second term requiring definition, feminist criticism. This needs special clarification given the contemporary reaction against 1970s ideas and movements. In the areas of literature and
film, feminist criticism already had quite along history by 1980. Contemporary feminist literary criticism dates from the late sixties and the pioneering work of Betty Friedan, Germaine Greer, and Kate Millett, all of
whom drew upon the insights of Simone de Beauvoir, whose 1949 book,
The Second Sex, was way ahead of its time. 12 The study of images of
women in film dates back to work by the National Organization of Women
in the late 1960s; to the pioneering journal, Women and Film, published
from 1970 to 1972; to film journals like Jump Cut that made feminist approaches acentral part of their format; and, finally, to the emergence in
1976 of ajournal, Camera Obscura, specifically devoted to feminist film
theory This journal, influenced by French and British film theory, was a
major conduit for that work to American students and film researchers.
Along with this critical work, there were in the 1970s awhole host of
film conferences and screenings through which women could familiarize
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themselves not only with recent independent work being done by women,
but also with the work of women directors in Hollywood and throughout
the world. These events, together with the development of critical research, enabled asubfield of feminist theory to emerge within film studies. Similar conferences and screenings were not set up around television,
largely because of its specific institutional mode: its forms of production
and exhibition; its situatedness as apredominating commercial mode within
the private home; its lack of historical documents by or about women; the
paucity of alternate modes of expression such as there had always been in
film. Partly because of these realities, asimilar set of "feminist" approaches
to television were not readily developed.
By the 1980s, the word feminist had come to mean avariety of things in
literary and film research. Iwill briefly detail these meanings in both film
and allied humanities fields because understanding the different kinds of
feminist work will both explain some of the work that scholars have been
doing and suggest future work that will need doing in television. Iwant to
emphasize, however, that although there is arough chronological sequence
to my discussion of types of feminism, Ido not view later methods as
necessarily replacing earlier ones. Certain developments naturally challenge what went before (they only arise, of course, because of earlier
work), but these challenges can, in turn, be answered. Feminisms "mutate," as it were, and it is important to follow these mutations. A second
caveat has to do with the inevitably archetypal nature of any attempt at
categorizing. Very rarely will any piece of feminist criticism offer apure
illustration of aparticular category; Iwill discuss theories that combine
types or do not fit neatly into any one type. The categories are useful
merely as a charting of the terrain—for purposes of clarification and
illustration.
From apolitical perspective, one might isolate in the 1970s abourgeois
feminism (women's concern to obtain equal rights and freedoms within a
capitalist system); aMarxist feminism (the linking of specific female oppressions to the larger structure of capitalism and to oppressions of other
groups—gays, minorities, the working classes, and so on); aradical feminism (the designation of women as different from men and the desire to
establish separate female communities to forward women's specific needs
and desires); and, as the 1980s got underway, apost-structuralist feminism
(the idea that we need to analyze the language order through which we
learn to be what our culture calls "women" — distinct from agroup called
"men" — as we attempt to bring about change beneficial to women). By
the late 1980s, in the wake of research by such scholars as Jean Baudrillard,
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Jean-François Lyotard, Fredric Jameson, and Arthur Kroker and David
Cook, feminists were confronted by anew concept, postmodernism. The
conjuncture of postmodernism and feminism has produced its own strand
of theory and research, as Iwill discuss later with regard to MTV and
Madonna. 13 By briefly reviewing examples of these different kinds of feminist work on television, Iwill show that scholars have developed critical
methods according to their political definition of feminism.
But first aword about the philosophical definition of feminism. In the
1980s, the two main philosophical positions were, for good or ill, labeled
"essentialist" and "antiessentialist" and were much debated in relation to
feminist research. Although the distinction was always seen as problematic, it was also useful at the time. The first three political definitions of
feminist were seen as falling under the category of "essentialist" feminism, whereas the fourth, post-structuralist feminism, was usually said to
reflect an "antiessentialist" position.
Essentialist feminism assumes there is abasic "truth" about woman
that patriarchal society has kept hidden. It argues that there is aparticular group —"women"— that can be separated from another group—"men"
—in terms of an identity that precedes or is outside of culture and that
ultimately has to have biological origins. The essential aspects of woman,
repressed in patriarchy, are assumed to embody amore humane, moral
mode of being that, once brought to light, could help change society in
beneficial directions.
Few, if any, feminists now would argue for such abiologically essential
view of women. Rather, they would distinguish specifically female values
from male values, recognizing, however, that all values are socially constructed rather than "innate!" These female values become ameans for
critiquing the harsh, competitive, and individualistic male values that govern society; they offer an alternate way not only of seeing but of being,
which threatens patriarchy. Feminists who subscribe to this theory believe that female values, because of their essential humaneness, should be
resurrected, celebrated, and revitalized. Marxist feminists would, in addition, focus on the way social structures and the profit motive have prevented humane female values from becoming dominant, and radical feminists would emphasize that the silencing of the female voice results from
male domination, forced heterosexuality, the insistent emphasis on the
bourgeois nuclear family, and so forth. Liberal feminists remain largely
reformist rather than revolutionary and are content merely to assert women's rights to whatever our society has to offer them.
Antiessentialist feminists view things rather differently, although the
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philosophical approaches are not necessarily as incompatible as they might
at first seem. Antiessentialist theorists attempt to understand the processes through which female subjectivity is constituted in patriarchal culture, but they do not find an "essential" femininity behind the socially
constructed subject. In this view, the "feminine" is not something outside
of, or untouched by, patriarchy, but integral to it. Antiessentialist theorists are concerned with the links between agiven sex identity and the
patriarchal order, analyzing the processes through which sexuality and
subjectivity are constructed at the same time. Most feminists agree that
we can change sex roles—many Western societies were catching up with
the Eastern block in enacting such changes before the Berlin Wall (and
others) fell. But antiessentialists argue that for such changes to take a
firm hold—to have anything more than merely alocal, fashionable, and
temporary change— we have to understand more about how we arrive at
sex identity in the first place. (The fact that sexism long remained aproblem in Eastern Europe and persists still in other Communist countries
attests to the fact that social changes are not sufficient in and of themselves.) If the goal is to get beyond the socially constructed definitions of
man/woman or masculine/feminine, then, antiessentialists argue, we need
to know precisely how those social constructions are inscribed in the processes of becoming "human?'
Although the essentialism/antiessentialism polarity has been quite useful, it is now being replaced by aconcentrated effort to understand the
different versions of the "self" and its relations with the world that the
feminisms outlined above constructed and then relied upon. Such an understanding entails amove into psychoanalytic terrain in an attempt to
theorize the complex links between two different, but both socially constructed, concepts of the "self:' I5
It is significant that, between 1963 and about 1980, American feminists
in most disciplines found useful abinarism between female and male values and ways of seeing. This can be accounted for in terms of women's
need to resist the long-standing male tradition of defining woman only in
relation to male needs and desires. Feminists wanted to break down this
marginalization and silencing of women: one way of doing so was to assert
women's ways of being as different from men's ways of being and from
male configurations of women. The research produced within the frame of
the first three political positions noted above was extremely useful, because it made possible the new kinds of work feminists are able to do
today. Iwill distinguish three broad kinds of feminist work, each of which
provides an example of the political and philosophical definitions of femi-
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nism. To clarify differences among approaches, Iwill draw examples from
studies of prime-time serials and soap operas. Note that although there is
abroad developmental aspect to my account of feminist critical methods—a
particular kind, as Ihave mentioned, may be seen as arising out of questions not answered by aprevious approach—it is also true that anew
approach does not invalidate or eliminate earlier ones. In fact, in the 1990s
we can find examples of most types of feminist criticism still being produced concurrently; they have not been incorporated into methods that
combine earlier approaches with new ones. The process is synthetic or
dialectical rather than negational.
The first kind of feminist research implicitly demands equal access to
the (patriarchal) symbolic order; the idea is that women desire equality
rather than subjugation. This approach has two possible results. The first
is what historians have called "domestic feminism" (largely characteristic
of the nineteenth century), in which women valorized the patriarchally
constructed "feminine!' However, they were likely to see this "feminine"
as "natural!' and they celebrated the qualities assigned to women as morally higher or better than the male values of competition and aggressive
individualism. A second is what, above, Ihave called "liberal" feminism
(more characteristic of recent times), in which women strive for equality
with men in the public work sphere. That is, women demand equal access
to jobs and institutional power (of whatever kind), equal pay for equal
work, equal benefits across the board, and changes in family routines to
accommodate their demanding careers.
Liberal feminism leads to atype of television criticism that is heavily
dependent on content analysis. TV programs are analyzed in terms of the
kinds and frequency of female roles they contain. Such studies might examine the degree to which dramas reflect recent changes in the status of
women, their movement out of the home and into the work sphere, the
characteristics working women are perceived to have, the quality of family life and the involvement (or not) of men in domestic chores.
An example of this type of feminist criticism is Diana Meehan's Ladies
of the Evening: Women Characters of Prime-Time Television.' Meehan's
aim is to provide "specific and accurate descriptions of television characters and behaviors and some index of change over time" (p. vii). She assumes that television's presentation of women characters encompasses
"reflections of women's lives, implicit endorsement of beliefs and values
about women in avery popular forum" (p. vii). She combines aquantitative approach —"counting the number of female characters or female heroes, the numbers of times that situation comedy jokes were at the ex-
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pense of afemale or that dramatic acts of violence were committed by
women or against women" — with amore qualitative approach that allows
her to address "questions about women characters' power and powerlessness, vulnerability and strength" (p. viii). In addition, Meehan uses what
might be called acomparative approach to determine the degree to which
female characters are representative of the female population in society.
This involves "considering female characters as real people" (p. viii). Later,
Meehan explains her assumption that "viewers ...evaluate the behavior
of others as appropriate or inappropriate compared with television models, and life and its television versions become even more interrelated"
(p. 4).
The heart of Meehan's book is her ambitious attempt, not only to isolate
and study occurrences of awhole series of female roles (the imp, the goodwife, the harpy, the bitch, the victim, the decoy, the siren, the courtesan,
the witch, the matriarch), but also to show the changes in each image
from 1950 to 1980. One of her many conclusions is that "the composite
impression of the good-bad images was aforceful endorsement of asecondary position for women, aplace in the world as selfless, devoted adjuncts to men" (p. 113). In addition, Meehan notes that "any other female
stance was, at best, an irritation, an interruption, and at worst athreat to
world order, adestructive forcer She concludes that "except in the rarest
of cases, expression of female autonomy, even expression of her own sexuality, was potentially harmful or dangerous" (p. 113).
Another of Meehan's findings concerns occupational role models other
than the housewife. Women on television, Meehan shows, were nearly
always in service occupations, whereas males were shown in "controlling
occupations?' In effect, "the television rendition of the working woman's
role is acopy of its portrayal of the housewife? Like the housewife, the
working woman is dependent on amale for supervision and direction, and
further, she mirrors the domestic model in the kinds of work activities she
performs. Finally, there is the familiar dichotomy between homemaker
and wage earner, "relegating the home to the housewife and leaving the
workplace asingle's domain" (p. 123).
Meehan concludes that "American viewers have spent more than three
decades watching male heroes and their adventures, muddied visions of
boyhood adolescence replete with illusions of women as witches, bitches,
mothers and imps. Television has ignored the most important part of
women's lives—their concepts, sensations, aspirations, desires, and
dreams. It's time to tell the stories of female heroes—heading families, heading corporations, conquering fears, and coping with change.
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Good models are needed to connect women to each other and to their
society" (p. 131).
This kind of feminist criticism is important in documenting what we
have come to understand as aprevalent way of imaging women in popular
culture, but unfortunately it does not tell us much about how these images are produced (a study that might help us understand their continuity
— with small changes—over athirty-year period) or about exactly how
these images mean, how they "speak" to the female viewer. We are left
with vague notions of "positive" as opposed to "negative" images of women
and of astandard—the autonomous, self-fulfilling, self-assertive, socially
and financially "successful" woman—against which the images are judged
to be either positive or negative. It was to counter just such away of
reading images of women in film that Laura Mulvey, Claire Johnston, and
others referred to below undertook their work.
Meehan's model has serious problems. First, it represents the human
consciousness as atabula rasa upon which TV images are graven. Images
are seen as models that viewers imitate because they are "read" by them
as real people. Second, it assumes that this process of imitation is analogous to that which takes place in the family, where the child models its
personality on those of its parents. What this view obviously leaves out is
that fictional characters are not real people, and therefore viewers are
forced to take adifferent position toward them. Also, the processes through
which children "identify" with significant adults in their lives is enormously
complicated and involves (as will be clear from my discussion of Lacan
below) the unconscious and the language order in which children are placed.
The viewer exists in adynamic relationship to other people and to the
screen image. He/she brings to reception an already complex unconscious
and in acertain sense is "constructed" as asubject in the processes of
reception.
Occasionally, Meehan's discussion points to amore nuanced understanding of subjectivity, as when she notes that "television has never been simply a reflection of society, as evident by the variety and abundance of
content which grossly distorts the experience of viewers. The distortion
can be attributed to the aspect of television content that is fantasy" (p.
113). She talks briefly about fantasy as an expression of myth, with abrief
reference to Carl Jung, and mentions that the fantasies shown on TV are
basically male ones, although she notes, without exploring the idea, that
they also appeal to women (p. 125). But this insight emerges at the very
end of Meehan's study and stands in opposition to her main theory that
"the reality of the images is evident in the recognizable similarities be-
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tween the action and events of characters and the experiences of the viewers; the goodwife, harpy and bitch display social behaviour we encounter
in society" (p. 113).
It is clear that such work shows women demanding equal access to the
(patriarchal) Symbolic. The "stories" Meehan says it is time "to tell" envision asociety in which women are incorporated into the masculine public
sphere as "heading families, heading corporations:' Women are not to be
seen as different from men, but this really means that women are "to
become men? This position fails to acknowledge that such amove demands woman's complete surrender to patriarchy and its values, norms,
and ways of being. As Iwill explain later, it implies that woman must
replace being defined by the phallus with her identification with the phallus. Although this may be an important transitional phase, it should not
be seen as an end in itself.
The second kind of feminist work exemplifies what we might call preAlthusserian Marxist feminism. It looks at how television's status as an
explicitly capitalist institution affects which images of women are portrayed. Such Marxist-feminist researchers stress the production of the
woman-viewer as aconsumer, aprocess that emerges from television's
need—as acommercial, profit-making institution—to sell objects along
with providing entertainment. But television's reliance on constructing
numbers of viewers as commodities involves reproducing female images
that accommodate prevailing (and dominant) conceptions of "woman," particularly as these satisfy certain economic needs.
Pre-Althusserian Marxist feminists, then, are interested in how women
as agroup are manipulated by larger economic and political concerns outside their control. Thus narratives might construct images of the working
woman if society needs women in the work force; alternatively, they might
represent woman as content to be ahousewife when that is economically
beneficial. The approach involves content analysis not that dissimilar from
the previous "liberal" or "reformist" feminism, but the ends are different
because the Marxist discussion, unlike others, always takes place within
the context of television as aprofit-making, capitalist concern. 17
Lillian Robinson's "What's My Line? Iblefiction and Women's Work" is
an excellent example of this approach to television. Written in 1976, before there was much feminist work on television at all, the article deals
with the contrast between the image of working women in television serials (including soaps) and the actual situation of women as workers in society. "TV fiction," Robinson argues, "has developed aset of myths specific
to women and work elaborating on the themes of whether and why women
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enter the job market, what occupations they engage in, how they typically
perform there, how they interact with the people with and for whom they
work?' Turning, like Meehan, to "actual working women" to "test" the
images, Robinson also finds distortions; whereas TV images collapse women's work identity and situation into sexuality, the real working woman
sees herself as aperson, "both worker and woman— with ajob, aboss, a
paycheck, and a set of working conditions, not acomplex of sex roles
involved in aworkplace" (p. 312).
Unlike Meehan, however, Robinson accounts for these distortions by
defining television as "a branch of something called the entertainment
industry," which, Robinson says, "implies [that] something is manufactured here, mass-produced by alienated labor for the consumers who constitute its mass audience" (p. 313). But Robinson refuses to fall into
Meehan's trap of conceiving her audience as completely vulnerable to the
images provided. She argues, rather, that women do not necessarily accept what they are shown, and that the images are merely "one of the
factors that influence the consciousness of women" but do not provide the
whole story (p. 313).
Robinson contrasts the statistics relating to women's work in society
with TV images of working women. She finds that, despite the trend away
from family-based situations in comedy and drama, "the probability of a
TV woman's being employed is about half what it would be for her real-life
counterpart!' In addition, "Motherhood almost always means leaving the
work force, which is not too surprising, but marriage itself tends to have
the same result" (p. 315). Robinson gives examples from shows like Days
of Our Lives, All in the Family, and One Day at a Time to prove her
points, and she demonstrates that, in addition to the distorted proportion
of women working on TV, there is alarge difference between the kinds of
work women are seen to do on TV and the work they do in real life.
Robinson first looks at the low-status jobs that TV women do, pointing
out that "TV women, both in offices and outside them, tend to be assigned
what Ithink of as 'cutesy jobs, occupations that require human contact
and that place the woman in aseries of potentially colorful situations" (p.
324). These jobs, Robinson notes, often entail silly costumes, animals,
children, or humiliating situations, and they "create aclimate of inference
about the general silliness of women's reasons for working, women's jobs,
and women's characteristic performance at them" (p. 324). Her Marxistfeminist point of view leads her to comment that TV shows carefully do
not foreground the fact that these jobs "are normally unproductive and
often socially useless" and "that most of them pay minimal wages ...
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those jobs arranged through atemporary agency [creating] double exploitation" (p. 324).
Robinson concludes by examining images of professional women, and
she finds, interestingly, that such images are definitely there, "larger than
life size and in far greater numbers than the real world, in which most of
us still work as typists, waitresses, and saleswomen, would admit" (p.
335). Robinson assumes that the drastic fates that befall these TV professional women are meant as some kind of awarning to real women not to
aim so high. This warning, she feels, is premature except insofar as it
contributes to three interconnected myths: "that women enjoy ahigher
status than we feminists claim; that this status has been and may be
achieved without fundamental social upheaval; and that having acareer
nonetheless poses avery real threat to female nature, to individual women's stability, and to institutions like the family that are built on these
twin foundations" (p. 335).
Robinson's essay has many of the same strengths and limitations as
Meehan's, but it differs in not demanding equal access to the (capitalist)
patriarchal Symbolic. Rather, Robinson attempts (although she would not
use this language) to show how that very Symbolic exploits and manipulates women workers and, further, constructs images that either belittle
women's work or warn women of the deleterious effects of aiming too
high. Her objective is to expose the workings of the patriarchal Symbolic
rather than to argue for woman's access to it. But like Meehan, Robinson
assumes an essentialist notion that women can resist their exploitation
—that they are not socially constructed through the processes of their
positioning.
A third type of feminist research emerges from the politics Ihave called
radical feminism. This position rejects the male symbolic order in the
name of difference. Femininity is not just celebrated by radical feminism;
it is seen as better and essentially different. This approach focuses on
women-identified women and on striving for autonomy and wholeness
through communities of women, or at least through intense relationships
with other women. Radical feminist criticism might be concerned with
TV's depiction of traditional family life as the solution for all ills, with the
forced heterosexual coupling in most popular narratives, or with the discrepancies between images of marriage in popular culture and in real life.
The failure of popular culture to address women's positive ways of relating
to one another and the portrayal of men as "naturally" dominant may also
be issues.
Carol Aschur's pioneering essay "Daytime Television: You'll Never Want
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to Leave Home," written in 1976 (under the name "Carol Lopate"), shows
traces of this radical position. Aschur's opening discussion of game shows
exposes the infantilized positioning of women vis-à-vis the "inevitable male
M.C:' 19 "The M.C.," Aschur notes, "is the sexy, rich uncle, the women,
preadolescent Lolitas," and she comments on the way the emcee exploits
his position by fondling the women and receiving their embraces for the
free gifts they get in this unreal, bountiful world (p. 72). The game shows,
Aschur reveals, "recreate and transform women's general economic powerlessness as well as their role as consumers!' They are shown as dependent for money on men, who control the spending power although women
actually make the purchases. Women's decision-making power is limited
to choosing which commodities to buy with the money men give them.
Turning to soap operas, Aschur illustrates the two important myths
that they propagate: the idea of America "as a country where almost
everyone is middle class" and the idea that "the family can be, and is, the
sole repository of love, understanding, compassion, respect, and sexuality" (p. 74). Soap opera families "portray the idealized lives of families
economically headed by professional me/1r while most women are housewives. Even when women work, they are rarely seen on the job. Aschur
objects to the way that the family is set up as central; people, she says,
are never allowed to leave the family or to "be alone long enough to develop areal self and thus have apersonality that can be known" (p. 79).
Furthermore, soap operas do not reveal "the nonbenign aspect of the power
that men hold over women" (p. 81). Soaps misrepresent "real life" by portraying men, like the game show emcee, as "having the capacity to assist,
protect, and give, without retaining the power to dominate that most men
potentially have over most women. No soap opera father is adisciplinarian; no husband awife beater" (p. 81). Although Aschur concludes that
there is more equality between women and men in soaps than in real life
or any other dramatic form, she argues that soaps ultimately function to
promise the housewife, confined to her home, that "the life she is in can
fulfill her needs!' They repress her actual loneliness and isolation, as well
as the possibility that, through her solitude, "she has the possibility for
gaining aself" (p. 81).
In accord with this type of feminism, Aschur suggests aneed for women
to reject the male symbolic order, although again she does not use this
terminology. That order, as revealed in popular TV shows that address
women, exploits and infantilizes women on the one hand and idealizes the
(in fact oppressive) patriarchal family on the other. The implication is that
women can, and should, reject such debasing images, and indeed such
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degrading life scenes, in order to find themselves. Autonomy, independence from men, and bonding with other women are suggested, parenthetically, as both possible and desirable. Aschur's essentialism is evident, but it is important to note that she arrives at very different
conclusions than does Meehan and differs also from Robinson in suggesting individual rather than social alternatives.
The fourth kind of feminism Inoted, namely post-structuralist feminism, is that in which women reject the dichotomy between masculine and
feminine as metaphysical or biological and aim at transcendence of the
categories of sexual difference—or at least at recognition of their cultural
construction. This feminism is only possible in the wake of the great
twentieth-century modernist movements and the postmodernist theories
that followed upon them. In this stage, scholars analyze the symbolic
systems—including the filmic and televisual apparatuses—through which
we communicate and organize our lives in an attempt to understand how it
is that we learn to be what our culture calls "women" as opposed to what
are called "men!'
Post-structuralist feminism is often antiessentialist in contrast to the
essentialism of the previous three types discussed, although, as we'll see,
some of the work combines essentialist and antiessentialist assumptions.
In the late 1970s and 1980s, one important influence on these poststructuralist American feminist television critics was that of the various
French feminisms, which in turn were influenced by French psychoanalysis, semiotics, deconstruction, and Althusserian Marxism. A brief detour into the main theories that had this impact is, then, in order.
Especially important were Jacques Lacan's theories of the way in which
the subject is constructed in apatriarchal language order (which Lacan
calls "the Symbolic") and in which woman is normally relegated to the
position of absence, or lack. As Sandy Flitterman-Lewis discusses, for
Lacan the Imaginary proper lacks gender specificity—or rather, it brings
both genders into the feminine through the illusory sense of being merged
with the mother. What Lacan calls the "Mirror Phase" (the moment when
the child first sets up arelationship to its image in the mirror) marks an
awareness that the sense of oneness with the mother is illusory. The child
begins to be aware of the mother as an object distinct from itself (the
mirror contains an image of the mother holding the child); it also recognizes its "mirror" self (which Lacan calls an Ideal Imago) as an entity
distinct from itself. The subject is thus constituted as asplit subject (that
is, both mother and nonmother, this side of the mirror and within the
mirror). It is important that the Ideal Ego constructed during this
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mirror-phase is not entirely on the side of the Imaginary; the child unconsciously incorporates the image of the mother as another image. It begins
to symbolize its own look as that of the Other and to set in motion the
desire for the mother (displaced into adesire for what she desires) that
will persist throughout its life.
This recognition of the mother as Other is, according to Lacan, auniversal experience and one that is essential in order for the human-to-be
to, in fact, become human. The mother-child dyad must be interrupted by
the language order ("me"/"not me") if the child's development is to move
beyond the level of the Imaginary. The Mirror Phase thus prepares the
child for its subsequent entry into the realm of the Symbolic (by which
Lacan means language and other signifying and representational systems
such as images, gestures, and sound), in which the child takes up its position as a"sexed" being (it recognizes various subject positions such as
"he," "she "you," "it"). Because signifying systems are organized around
the phallus as the prime signifier, the woman occupies the place of lack or
absence. The boy and girl, thus, find themselves in vastly different positions vis-à-vis the dominant order once they enter the realm of the
Symbolic.
The problem for the girl is in being positioned so as to identify with the
mother, which means desiring what the mother desires: the phallus. This
desire has nothing to do with anything essential or biological, but everything to do with the way that the Symbolic is organized. Lacan's system,
in fact, frees us from the tyranny of the biological. It also enables us to see
that some conventions, conceived of by certain stages of feminism as due
to "nature are in fact socially constructed.
A second major French influence on post-structuralist feminist television research is that of Michel Foucault. Interestingly, Foucault's works,
unlike those of Lacan, are rarely cited explicitly, yet their influence is
pervasive. Foucault's theories—first, of how objects of knowledge are constituted in the very processes of their articulation, and second, of how
knowledge is organized discursively —have changed the face of television
criticism.' According to Foucault, discourse is power, or rather, power
operates in culture through discourse. He understands the discursive construction of sexuality and the policing of desire through dominant discourses. Feminist television critics use this concept of the discursive constitution of cultural objects for analyzing the ways in which television is
constructed as an object or the ways in which ads and other commercial
products construct cultural discourses that become pervasive—that function as power. Perhaps the best example of this kind of work is Lynn
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Spigel's analysis of popular discourses on television and domestic space
between 1948 and 1955. 21
As noted earlier, feminist television criticism has been greatly influenced
by feminist film theory, especially the work of Laura Mulvey and Claire
Johnston. Most important for psychoanalytic issues is Mulvey's crucial
—and by now much discussed —essay "Visual Pleasure and Narrative
Cinema:' written in 1975. 22 Mulvey's interest in the commercial Hollywood film as an embodiment of the patriarchal unconscious provoked new
interest by women in dominant popular forms. Drawing on Freud's twin
mechanisms of voyeurism and fetishism, Mulvey shows that the dominant
Hollywood cinema is built on aseries of three basic "looks;' all of which
satisfy desire in the male unconscious. There is, first, the look of the camera in the filming situation (called the profilmic event); although technically neutral, this look is inherently voyeuristic and usually "male;' in the
sense that aman is generally doing the filming. Second, there is the look
of the male figures within the film narrative, and these are organized
through shot-countershot so as to make the woman the object of their
gaze. Finally, there is the look of the spectator, which imitates (or is necessarily in the same position as) the first two looks. That is, the spectator
is forced to identify with the look of the camera, to see as it sees.
Voyeurism and fetishism are mechanisms that the Hollywood cinema
uses to construct the (presumedly male) spectator in accordance with the
needs of his unconscious. Voyeurism is linked to the scopophilic instinct
(that is, the male's pleasure in his own organ is transferred to pleasure in
watching other people have sex). Mulvey argues that cinema relies on this
instinct, making the spectator essentially avoyeur. Fetishism also comes
into play in the cinema, where the whole female body may be "fetishized"
in order to counteract the male fear of sexual difference, that is, of castration. Mulvey originally argued that if the spectator is awoman, she has to
assume the male position and participate in both mechanisms.
Many critics agree that the Hollywood cinema lays out, for our contemplation, unconscious processes that are inaccessible except through psychoanalysis. These theories led to aset of concerns on the part of feminist
scholars employing them that were different from those undertaken by
previous essentialist feminists. Following Mulvey, feminist film critics became interested in what she had theorized as an exclusively "male" gaze
and in discussing what possible "female" gaze there might be. Soon realizing that the theory applied mainly to the central "male" genres—the Western, gangster, adventure, and war films—women scholars turned to the
one film genre that specifically addresses the female spectator—the
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melodrama—and issues relating to this genre and women viewers are still
being actively pursued. 24 These scholars began to think about the textspectator relationship, about how exactly the actual (historical) female
viewer (or subject) sitting in the cinema is related to the screen images
passing in front of her. Some of this work, which takes adirection similar
to the reader-response criticism discussed in Robert Allen's chapter in
this volume, contains some sociological aspects. That is, it still assumes
an interaction between two given entities—the text on the one hand, the
reader on the other—whereas other psychoanalytically oriented approaches assume that the reading subject is created (or constructed) in
the very act of reading—that there is no reader outside of the text and no
text, for that matter, outside of the reader.'
Some of the most interesting new feminist work on television uses methods developed for studies of the Hollywood film. This work examines the
ways in which television functions as apparatus. This apparatus involves
the complex of elements including the machine itself (its technological
features—the way it produces and presents images); its various "texts"
—ads, commentaries, and displays; the central relationship of programming to the sponsors, whose own texts—the ads—are arguably the real
TV texts; and the now various sites of reception, from the living room to
the bathroom. Scholars working along these lines might focus on problems of enunciation, that is, of who speaks atext and to whom it is addressed; the role of TV in domestic life; or the ideology embedded in the
forms of production and reception. As Sandy Flitterman-Lewis discusses
in her essay in this volume, still unclear is the degree to which film theories apply to the very different "televisual" apparatus. Because feminist
film theory evolved in relation to the classical Hollywood cinema, it is
particularly important for women who study television to consider to what
extent the television spectator is addressed in the same manner as the
film spectator. Do the same kinds of psychoanalytic processes of subject
construction apply? Is there adifferent form of interaction between the
television text and the female viewer than that between the cinema screen
and its spectator? What might that relation be?
Let's consider an essay on soap operas that addresses this last question.
Written by Tania Modleski in 1981, this essay established aset of interests
for much of the work on soaps that followed, even that of scholars who
took rather different approaches. Modlesld's essay was the first to develop
Carol Aschur's suggestion of arelationship between the structure/rhythin/
mode of the soap opera and women's work. Recent theoretical developments enabled Modleski to take the argument further into the realm of
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the particular psychic demands on woman in the family. Using psychoanalytic arguments from both Nancy Chodorow and Luce Irigaray, Modleski
theorizes that "soap operas tend ...to break down the distance required
for the proper working of identification. ...They point to a different
kind of relationship between spectator and characters that can be described in the words of Irigaray as `nearness!"26 Modleski uses Chodorow
and Irigaray's theories about the mother-daughter relationship to describe
how the female spectator is socialized to relate to fictional texts: just as a
relationship of "nearness" is inevitable in the mother-daughter bonding,
which involves akind of symbiosis, adifficulty of knowing where mother
begins and daughter ends, so the female spectator will tend to overidentify
with fictional characters and will not observe the boundaries that in fact
separate her from the image.
Soaps, Modleski goes on to argue, at once rely upon woman's socialized
skills in attending to the needs and desires of others and further develop
those skills. They have an episodic, multiple narrative structure that accommodates woman's need to be "interruptible" (she must answer the
phone, speak to the neighbor, take in the delivery attend to the baby, see
to the cleaning, ironing, food preparation, and so on) while providing pleasure within the act of teaching "the art of being off center" (p. 71).
Finally, in discussing the alternation between soap narratives and those
of commercials (only hinted at by Aschur), Modleski suggests that the
two modes address woman's dual function as both "moral and spiritual
guides and household drudges" (p. 72). Soaps both accommodate the nature of woman's work in the home and make distraction or interruption
pleasurable. A woman's entertainment, unlike aman's, must be consumed
on the job because her "job" is neverending. Modleski claims that "woman's popular culture speaks to woman's pleasure at the same time that it
puts it in the service of patriarchy, keeps it working for the good of the
family" (p. 69).
Just as Modleski makes use of the new interest in psychoanalysis and
the screen-spectator relationship to build on work done before, so other
scholars have built on her essay. Sandy Flitterman-Lewis, for instance,
uses the semiotics developed by Christian Metz for film analysis to discuss, in more detail than Modleski or Aschur, the precise nature of the
relationship between commercials and the soap drama. She focuses on the
processes of enunciation, asking: Who speaks the text? To whom is it
addressed? Her examination of commercials as texts—that is, as modes
of meaning production—reveals that each corresponds to one syntagm
(the basic unit of narrative construction that Metz postulated). Soaps them-
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selves, she notes, like any narrative, consist in many syntagms, but
forma//y the two kinds of text are similar. Her point is that, "far from
disrupting the narrative flow of daytime soap opera, commercials can be
seen to continue it'e Commercials, that is, prolong and maintain the
overall impulse for narrative that soaps fulfill while providing units of
satisfying closure in an overall form that itself frustrates closure.
In terms of social meanings, Flitterman-Lewis reveals the idealized family present in the commercials, as opposed to the families in soaps who are
overwhelmed with apparently unresolvable problems. The commercials
thus function interactively with the soaps, setting up a"dialectical alternation between the vision in the soaps and that in the ads" (p. 94). It is
this interaction between social meanings in the two sets of narratives that
results in commercials having "an important function in shaping society's
values" (p. 95).
Flitterman-Lewis does not explore exactly what values the soaps help
to shape, but Charlotte Brunsdon, in an analysis of the British soap opera
Crossroads, tries to identify them, relying implicitly on Foucaultian discourse theory and Althusserian concepts of ideology. Brunsdon discovers
that instead of being "in the business" of "creating narrative excitement,
suspense, delay and resolution," as is the classical Hollywood film,
Crossroads is concerned with the ideology of "personal life? In other words,
the coherence of the soap does not come from "the subordination of space
and time to linear narrativity," but rather from "the continuities of moral
and ideological frameworks which inform the dialoguer The serial takes
place within avery circumscribed set of values that provide the norms for
everyone's lives; even as people violate those norms, they are nonetheless
constrained by them and ultimately have to learn to adjust to them or
suffer the consequences. According to Brunsdon, Crossroads is "in the
business" of "constructing moral consensus about the conduct of personal
life. There is an endless unsettling, discussion and resettling of acceptable
modes of behavior within the sphere of personal relationships?'
In addition, Brunsdon is interested in the tension between the subject
positions that atext constructs "and the social subject who may or may
not take up these positions" (p. 76). Following Paul Willemen, David Morley, and Steve Neale (and there are others, like Tony Bennett), Brunsdon
stresses that the historical spectator is constructed by awhole range of
other discourses, including motherhood, romance, and sexuality, that will
determine her reactions to atext. Brunsdon shows that program publicity, scheduling, and ads all imply afemale audience for Crossroads. She
concludes that the address of the soaps is agendered one that relies on
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"the traditionally feminine competencies associated with the responsibility for 'managing' the sphere of personal life" (p. 81). Brunsdon is careful
to avoid the essentialist trap of claiming that such competencies are "natural" to women; rather, she sees women as being socially constructed to
possess such skills through inscription in "the ideological and moral frameworks [the rules] of romance, marriage and family life" (p. 81).
Brunsdon's essay is important because it focuses explicitly on the difference in narrative conventions between soaps and the classical Hollywood
cinema, and on the ideological implications of those differences. The structure of the soap, an endless dialogue about personal lives, inscribes the
viewer in aparticular ideological framework regarding the family. This
positioning is quite different from that in the Hollywood film.
It seems to me that exploring these differences in relation to all kinds of
TV programs is an important future task. As feminists, we need to explore the degree to which theories worked out for the dominant Hollywood narratives apply to what, above, Icalled the "televisual apparatus,"
because the representation of women is produced by the apparatus as
much as by the narrative. Indeed, much recent film theory has argued
that one cannot make any distinction between the apparatus and the narrative, because it is the apparatus itself that produces certain inevitable
"narrative" effects (such as, in film, the forced identification with the look
of the camera). But this argument, avery complex one, goes beyond the
confines of this paper.' Iintroduce it here only to highlight acrucial area
for future feminist television research. We need to know how the televisual apparatus is used in any one TV genre to represent the female
body—to see what possibilities there are for different kinds of female
representation and how the limits of the apparatus restrict images of
woman on TV. But critics also need to analyze TV texts in relation to
other prevailing discourses that constitute the performers, the spectators, and television itself, as found in ads, in discourses about sexuality, in
the gender sign-system. That is, issues relating to consumer culture and
mass society always need to be addressed along with individual texts. For
now, Iwill refer to my recent work on music television (MTV) and Madonna
as an example of afeminist approach that combines analysis of female
images in individual TV texts with attention to their context of production/
exhibition, to the televisual apparatus, and to discursive frameworks that
constitute texts as texts and that also constitute performers like Madonna
in specific ways.
In abrief discussion of feminist "Madonna politice Iwill distinguish
my approach from that of scholars who do audience analysis in the British
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cultural studies tradition discussed by John Fiske in this volume. Not that
one approach cancels out the other—one would hope that the methods
are complementary rather than contradictory. But the theoretical differences of the approaches have important political implications.
Let me begin by discussing the implications of the televisual apparatus
for the representation of women on music television (MTV). MTV is an
advertiser supported, twenty-four-hour cable service available on most
U.S. cable systems and now available in Europe and South America as
well. MTV was launched in 1981 as avehicle for promotional videos provided free to the network by record companies—just as radio stations
play free records with which they are provided. Confined to ashort, fourminute format inserted within the twenty-four-hour flow, rock videos are a
unique artistic mode (their song-image form has links with opera and the
Hollywood musical, but it differs from both in central ways briefly alluded
to below). Iam interested in the spectator-screen relationship as it is
produced both by the visual strategies of individual videos and by the
juxtaposition of four-minute texts with aseries of other four-minute texts
within aflow that includes other kinds of texts. These can include not
only sponsor's ads, ads for MTV itself, contests, interviews, music news,
and the veejay's comments, but recently also MTV game shows and special comedy slots. How does this "flow" affect the spectator? Is there any
particular gender address in it? How does the flow particularly affect the
female spectator?
Let me first say something about the construction of what Ihave elsewhere called the "decentered" MTV spectator: this is afragmented
spectator: someone who is not asked to concentrate for very long on any
particular material and who is produced through the rapid flow of comparatively short segments within a continuous, twenty-four-hour flow of
texts." The spectator's attention is constantly diverted to something else
instead of being absorbed for along time, as it might be by afilm (shown
in acinema) or by anovel. MTV shares this fragmentation of viewer attention with other forms of television such as continuous weather and
news channels and other "serialized" forms that contain continuous segments intended to be viewed daily (soaps, news, and game shows, for
example). 31
These kinds of programs are very different from films. They are not
discrete units consumed within afixed two-hour limit, presented on an
unmovable screen and out of the spectator's control. Nor are they comparable to the novel, which is also clearly bounded or limited by adifferent
sort of "frame" (although one more within the reader's control than is the
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film). Margaret Phelan has argued that TV is like Foucault's Panopticon,
in which the guard surveys aseries of prisoners through their windows.
In this model, the TV producer is the "guard" and the individual TV
viewer the "prisoner" who watches in "a sequestered and observed
solituder32 But the metaphor also works well for the spectator's relationship to the various episodes that represent, in Foucault's words, "a multiplicity that can be numbered and supervised!' In fact, the TV viewer's
desire for plenitude, for complete knowledge and pleasure, is forever delayed, forever deferred. 33 TV is seductive precisely because it speaks to a
desire that is insatiable—it promises complete knowledge and pleasure in
some far distant and never-to-be-experienced future. Its strategy is to
keep us endlessly consuming in the hopes of fulfilling our desire; it hypnotizes us through addressing this desire; it keeps us returning for more.
This strategy is particularly evident in MTV, where the spectator
watches an endless succession of four-minute videos, forever hoping to
fulfill his/her desire in the next text that comes along. The lure of the
"coming up next" trailer, which all programs employ and which is the
staple of the serial, is an intricate aspect of the minute-by-minute watching of MTV. The spectator is trapped in the constant hope that the next
video will be one to somehow ultimately satisfy, and so he/she goes on
watching and hoping, enticed by the constant and seductive promise of
immediate plenitude. But all these spectators are actually doing is consuming endlessly.
The question is, to what degree does this decentering televisual apparatus specifically position women? Are women necessarily addressed differently by the apparatus, as was argued (initially, at least) for the classical Hollywood film? Is there something inherent in the televisual apparatus
that addresses woman's social positioning as absence or lack, as was also
the case with the Hollywood film?
This question takes me beyond the confines of my topic, but it is possible that TV programs including MTV construct, not the male gaze of the
Hollywood film, but awide range of gazes with different gender implications. This means that the apparatus itself, in its modes of functioning, is
not gender specific. But across its "segments"—be they soap operas, crime
series, news, or morning shows—one finds avariety of "gazes" that indicate an address to acertain kind of male or female "Imaginary" In addition, there is also akind of genderless address, so that people of both
genders are able to undertake multiple identifications, depending on the
program involved.
What this lack of gender specificity implies is that the televisual Imagi-
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nary is more complex than the cinematic one and does not involve the
same regression to the Lacanian Mirror Phase. In the case of MTV, for
example, rather than evoking aspects of Lacan's Ideal Imago—a process
that depends on sustained identification with acentral figure in aprolonged narrative—the channel instead evokes issues of split subjectivity
and the alienation that the mirror image involves. Whereas filmic processes seek (especially for the male viewer) to heal, for the duration of the
movie, the painful split subjectivity instituted during the Mirror Phase,
MTV produces the decenteredness that is our actual condition and that is
especially obvious to the young adolescent.
MTV addresses the desires, fantasies, and anxieties of young people
growing up in aworld in which all traditional categories and institutions
are being questioned. Ihave elsewhere argued that there are five main
types of videos on MTV and that these involve awhole series of gazes
instead of the broadly monolithic Hollywood gaze.

The plethora of gen-

der positions on the music channel arguably reflects the heterogeneity of
current sex roles, and the androgynous surface of many star images indicates the blurring of clear lines between genders that is characteristic of
many rock videos. But, as we will see, Madonna takes things even further.
This phenomenon makes MTV an especially appropriate proving ground
for some postmodern theories. Because of the sophisticated, self-conscious
and skewed stance that the texts assume toward their own subject matter,
it is often difficult to know precisely what arock video actually means; its
signifiers are not linked along acoherent, logical chain that produces an
unambiguous message. The mode, to use Jameson's contrast, is that of
pastiche rather than parody. By this expression, Jameson means that
whereas modernist texts often took aparticular critical position vis-à-vis
earlier textual models, ridiculing specific stances or attitudes or offering a
sympathetic, comic perspective, postmodernist works tend to take the
form of pastiche, which lacks any clear positioning toward what it shows
or toward any earlier texts that are used. 35
Jameson's analysis of pastiche has implications for gender representations in rock videos, in which it is often unclear who is speaking the text
and therefore whether the male or the female discourse dominates. One
finds oneself not knowing, for instance, whether videos like Billy Idol's
"Cradle of Love" or Poison's "Unsldnny Bop" are virulently sexist or are
merely pastiching an earlier Hollywood sexism. Even in videos that fall
into the category Icall "classical," wherein the gaze is clearly voyeuristic
and male, there is astudied self-consciousness that makes the result quite
different from that in the dominant commercial cinema.
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Textual analyses need to be combined with more general studies of the
ways performers are constituted and their personae constructed. Let's
take the specific example of Madonna, atelevision rock star whose phenomenal rise to success, largely through MTV, makes her an appropriate
object of study. Madonna is the site of whole series of discourses, many of
which contradict each other but which together produce the divergent
images in circulation. 36 Here Iwill explore differing feminist constructions of Madonna, along with Madonna's constructions of herself. For it is
precisely Madonna's intuitive grasp of the televisual world in which we
live—of the medium's possibilities for engaging spectators in diverse ways
—that in part accounts for her success. She is the supreme television
heroine.
Two main feminist approaches to the "Madonna phenomenon" (henceforth called the MP) may be characterized as representing, first, afeminist identity politics, and second, afeminist politics of the signifier. Each
of these approaches harks back to 1970s and 1980s "feminisms" outlined
earlier in this chapter. Now, however, the terms of the argument are more
self-consciously located in implications of female subjectivity for political
strategies. The first approach is linked to British cultural studies and
audience research, whereas the second comes out of post-structuralist
feminism and is linked to apolitics that focuses on the body as text.
Because John Fiske's essay in this volume more or less exemplifies that
first approach, Iwill deal with it only briefly. As Fiske puts it, "culture is
aprocess of making meanings in which people actively participate. ...
[T]he mass-produced text can only be made into apopular text by the
people, and this transformation occurs when the various subcultures can
activate sets of meanings and insert those meanings into their daily cultural experience!' Building on Angela McRobbie's theory of "girl culture?
several scholars have examined Madonna as afascinating example of, as
Fiske puts it, "the permeability of the boundary between television and
other forms of cultural experience!'37 Fiske argues that "[Madonna] enables girls to see that the meanings of feminine sexuality can be in their
control, can be made in their interests, and that their subjectivities are
not necessarily totally determined by the dominant patriarchy" As Lisa
Lewis has written, "Female address videos reclaim style for girls and
richly articulate style as asymbolic vehicle for female expression? In relation to Madonna specifically, Lewis notes that "at least part of the appeal
of Madonna's overtly sexual image for adolescent girls lies in the way it
can be used to counter feminine ideals of dependency and reserver'
One of the values of an audience-centered approach like this one is its
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materiality—it keeps close to the experiences of the young women who
watch Madonna or the fans who celebrate her. A problem is that it leaves
intact given gender binarisms and notions of individual subjects. Madonna's
image may be empowering for some young women, and this is agood
thing; but the MP may be far more generally subversive if one considers
how Madonna's recent work challenges constructs of both genders because
it understands gender as asign-system that does not necessarily coincide
with identity.
Judith Butler's theory of parodic performance gives us astarting point
for such aperspective. In Butler's argument, gender is aparticular and
prevailing cultural sign-system that involves subjects repeating gender
signs as constitutive of aspecific identity. 39 Butler's notion of challenging
binary constructs through parodic play with gender stereotypes in gay,
transsexual, and carnivalesque reversals is attractive. In many ways,
Madonna would seem precisely to embody what Butler believes is the
most useful future strategy for avoiding oppressive binary "engendering?
Having investigated "the political stakes in designating as an origin and
cause those identity categories that are in fact the effects of institutions,
practices, discourses with multiple and diffuse points of origin? Butler
goes on to "think through the possibility of subverting and displacing those
naturalized and reified notions of gender that support masculine hegemony and heterosexist power, to make gender trouble ...through the
mobilization, subversive confusion and proliferation of precisely those constitutive categories that seek to keep gender in its place" (pp. x— xi, 33-34).
Engaged as she is in self-consciously philosophical discourse, Butler
does not read cultural texts (fiction, TV, film) and thus is unable to flesh
out her abstract argument with concrete examples. But much of what
Madonna does can be read, via Butler, as mobilizing for the purposes of
subversion the constitutive categories of gender.
Iwill briefly illustrate what Imean by reference to two videos, "Express Yourself" and "Justify My Love? and to Alex Keshishian's 1991
documentary about Madonna, Truth or Dare. All of these materials must
be located within Madonna's "Blond Ambition" phase—her most daring
to date and the one that offers the greatest challenge to the dominant
gender sign-system. All three texts need situating within anetwork of
discourses: prevailing conservative discourses about Madonna (to which
Madonna's videos deliberately respond), that of her worshipful fans, the
discourse of television and show business, the promotional discourses of
the MP's own business enterprise, and the discourses that relate the MP's
specific texts to earlier texts.
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In the cases of both "Express Yourself" and "Justify My Love," those
other texts/contexts are German expressionistic films and film directors/
actresses and the decadent Germany of the 1920s immediately preceding
the Nazi period. "Express Yourself;' in addition, is specifically modeled on
the German director Fritz Lang's 1927 film Metropolis, although it also
contains references to Josef Von Sternberg's The Blue Angel. But it completely rewrites these patriarchal narratives. The heroine of the video
presides over the text before it begins, heralding it as dedicated to women
(in contrast to the male address of both Lang's and Von Sternberg's films)
and—in the fashion of the circus metteur en scène —conjuring up her
audience.
Here Madonna works, even more explicitly than in other videos, against
the "sacred image of the same": her image is not set up in every frame as
focus of the camera, audience, and male gazes; even when her figure is
central, it adopts many different subject-positions, so that identification
is dispersed, multiple, constantly changing, never fixed, never one. Bodyboundary maintenance is violated in "Express Yourself" not only through
Madonna's cross-dressing (at one point, she "becomes" Fritz Lang, the
director, on his Metropolis set—fuming, raging, commanding one moment, then revealing female underwear and masturbating the next), but
also through Madonna's "becoming" the cat, which is seen ominously gliding through spare rooms or being stroked by insistent, changing hands. In
this sequence Madonna locates her sensuality alongside that of animals;
or perhaps she is asking to become the creature so stroked and loved by
human hands—hands that do not stroke her until the end, when the worker
(who longs for her) finally finds her. Such transgressions of normalized
gender signs challenge the system. The video asks us to rethink the gender signs we repeat daily: it asks us to engage in the revolutionary act
that Butler notes, namely to repeat gender constructs self-consciously
and arbitrarily, thus subverting the given sign-system. 4°
"Express Yourself" has two aims: to alter gender relations and to destabilize gender altogether. The first aim is evident in the lyrics, which exhort the spectator to "make him express himself" so that she can get a
sexual high, and further to "respect herself" and not settle for "second
best!' In this sense, the video apparently aims to empower women—to
exhort them to take control.
But "Express Yourself" does not have the normalization of female identity or narrative as its main ends. Instead, the power of the video comes
from the incredible series of images, edited to produce arapidly moving,
radically decentered, destabilizing experience. The destabilization results
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both from the violation of normal time/space relations, produced by the
rapid-fire, nonclassical editing, and from the multiple subject positions
through which the heroine (and "star" Madonna) moves during the course
of the video. The spectator is unable to locate any secure position within
the world of the video, whose logic is close to that of the dream. Glaring
colors—the heroine's lurid green dress, bright yellow hair, black underwear, and too-red lips, the stark blackness of the cat—contrast with the
soft browns and grays of the underworld and the opaque blue-white of the
sets in which the heroine undresses and through which she crawls in the
animal position.
The sets themselves are compelling: the claustrophobia of the upperclass world is conveyed through images of the heroine lounging in aroom
with high walls and only one opening; the oppressiveness of the workers'
underworld is expressed in the rain-sodden steel frames and floors of the
place where the lover sleeps and works. Close-ups of machines recall
Eisenstein's factories, and the powerful male body resembles a Rodin
sculpture.
Although in one sense the video evokes a dream space—a space of
desire/longing pitted against power/domination—it also uses that space
to challenge prevailing gender codes. The heroine uses her body as atext,
ameans of "writing" herself differently. She repeats traditional male/female
gender signs but challenges them by mixing up the signs: for example,
when the heroine is dressed as "Fritz Lang;' she opens her jacket to reveal her brassiere; in the "Blond Ambition" performance version, the figure
also has asuspender belt dangling outside its trousers. This is typical of
Madonna's postmodern feminist daring in her "Blond Ambition" period
—and it is amixing of signs upon which many of the acts in the tour
relied, as will be clear in my discussion of Truth or Dare.
"Justify My Love" perhaps carried Madonna's postmodern daring to its
furthest extent. Although it was censored by MTV as obscene, the video
is so stylized and so self-conscious as to hardly fall into any such category.
It plays self-consciously with images familiar from depictions of decadent
1920s Germany and its homoerotic and orgiastic underworlds. Its terrain
is clearly that of fantasy—something that U.S. reviewers misunderstood.
The heroine (Madonna) is obviously having alot of fun, afact made clear
by ashot of her giggling in the midst of all the too-posed, highly stylized,
and too-serious sexual acts, and again as she runs off at the end. This
video is beautifully photographed in black and white; dominating the images is the figure of the superb vogue dancer, whose lean, sinuous body is
silhouetted in many scenes, his limbs twisting and turning rhythmically.
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Gender signs again are deliberately played with, and the spectator is confused as to the gender of the various lovers who are either coupling or
watching others' coupling. The video forces the spectator to question the
boundaries of gender constructs and the cultural constraints on sexual
themes and sexual fantasies.
Truth or Dare (released in Britain as In Bed with Madonna) pretends
to reveal the "truth" about Madonna, and in doing so, the film exemplifies
the "politics of the signifier." In the film, Madonna is seen in astartlingly
diverse array of guises and poses, from agrainy, black-and-white image of
her sitting in abathrobe and shower cap, awkwardly sipping soup, to lush
color images of performances which themselves challenge gender signs
and identities. We are shown "surprise" encounters between Madonna and
an old friend in grainy black and white; Madonna in bed with her black,
gay male dancers; and the "truth or dare" game in which Madonna dares
to perform fellatio with abottle. Madonna assumes the role of MotherBoss of the show, who nurtures her child-dancers and prays with them
before each performance, as well as that of amore conventional boss, who
bemoans the loss of aneeded secretary.
Specific acts filmed for the documentary make agood case for the project as one that is engaged in challenging the dominant sign-system and
normative modes of gender identification. For example, the "Cleopatra"
act, in which Madonna reworks the Roman story, shows the heroine masturbating on abed while her black male eunuchs, sporting huge conical
breasts, encourage her and eye each other. Are the eyes male or female?
Is it feminine to masturbate publicly, or does that action transgress feminine codes and reach over to masculinity? Such are the questions the performance provokes.
The questions feminists have been debating, and which Ihave discussed
with respect to Madonna, in the end all have some validity. Following the
British cultural studies approach, Madonna—especially in her early
phases—has provided auseful, subversive role model for adolescent women
with her self-generating, self-promoting image, her autonomy and independence, and her determined creativity. More recently, as in "Justify My
Love," Madonna has explored female sexual fantasies about bondage, group
sex, and sadomasochism. In this respect, if Madonna is not an artist who
should be linked to avant-gardists, she is at least someone who pushes the
limits of social codes through aesthetic expression, and this in aperiod
when the dominant culture is reacting against the challenges of the 1960s.
But what she does is not transcendent art, for all times and places. Hers
is an expression linked to and best discussed within aspecific, local, cul-
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tural context. For example, Madonna's version of "No Respect" demonstrates her increasing attention to the constraints of middle American
sexual mores and to the inhibitions and repressions involved, especially in
relation to gay/lesbian sexual alternatives and to the desires that emerge
in sexual fantasies. 41
The anti-Madonna media discourse serves those who feel threatened by
her challenges to patriarchal heterosexual norms, and some positive overreaction to Madonna by women writers also assists dominant patriarchal
culture in taking up its antifeminist, clichéd/archaic discourse. 42 Ibelieve
that the level of the politics of the signifier may make inroads on precisely
such oppressive gender "identities" over time. Unfortunately, Ihave not
been able to deal here with Madonna's complex relationship to consumerism—that is, with her phenomenal commercial success. It is certainly
disingenuous to praise Madonna's shrewd business sense, as one critic
does, 43 without recognizing the values involved in marketing oneself for
huge profits or querying whether the best or only model for ayoung woman
is that of asuccessful business woman. But the crucial issue of whether
the MP must be seen as being in collusion with an oppressive late-capitalist
phenomenon will have to be followed up elsewhere. 44 That the MP has been
able to produce such complex debates—debates that have great implication for feminist television criticism as well as for cultural studies methods
in general—attests to the dramatic impact of the phenomenon itself.
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(London: Macmillan, 1984); Lisa Lewis, Gender Politics and MTV: Voicing
the Difference (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1990).
38. Lisa Lewis, "Being Discovered: Female Address on Music Television:'
Jump Cut, no. 35 (1990): 2-15; Lewis, Gender Politics and MTV, p. 123.
39. See Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of
Female Identity (London: Routledge, 1990).
40. Ibid., p. 147.
41. See Andrew Ross, No Respect: Intellectuals and Popular Culture
(London: Routledge Chapman and Hall, 1989).
42. Ihave in mind here an article by Camille Paglia, "Madonna—Finally, a
Real Feminist:' New York Times, 14 December 1990; but see also Barbara
Grizzuti Harrison, "Can Madonna Justify Madonna?," Mademoiselle, June
1991, pp. 80-81.
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FURTHER

READING

As noted in the essay, work on the representation of women in television has
only recently grown into asizable body of work. Some familiarity with 1970s
and 1980s feminist film theory is essential for understanding current debates
about feminist approaches to television and, indeed, the context for contemporary work itself.
Four recent books provide overviews of feminist film theory: Annette Kuhn,
Women's Pictures: Feminism and Cinema (London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1982); E. Ann Kaplan, Women and Film: Both Sides of the Camera
(London: Methuen, 1983); Mary Ann Doane, Patricia Mellencamp, and Linda
Williams, eds. Re-Vision: Essays in Feminist Film Criticism (Los Angeles:
American Film Institute, 1984); Mary Ann Doane, The Desire to Desire: The
Woman's Film of the 1940s (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987).
Equally important for research on women in television is an introductory
understanding of developments in feminist theory and research methods from
1970 to the present, at least. For an overview of by-now-classic American
feminist approaches, see Elaine Showalter, ed., The New Feminist Criticism:
Essays on Women, Literature, Theory (New York: Pantheon, 1985); for an
overview of feminist theories as they have developed in France, America, and
Britain from 1970 to 1986, written from aposition favoring European perspectives, see Toril Moi, Sexual/Textual Politics: Feminist Literary Theory
(London: Methuen, 1986). Key texts for recent feminist approaches to televi-
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sion are Nancy Chodorow, The Reproduction of Mothering: Psychoanalysis
and the Sociology of Gender (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978);
Julia Kristeva, "Women's Time," trans. Alice Jardine and Harry Blake, Signs:
A Journal of Women in Culture 7, no. 1(1981): 13-35; essays in The Kristeva
Reader, ed. Ibril Moi (Oxford: Blackwells, 1988); and Luce Irigary, "This Sex
Which Is Not One" and "When Two Lips Speak lbgether," both collected in
This Sex Which Is Not One, trans. Catherine Porter and Carolyn Burke (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1985). Judith Butler, Gender Trouble:
Feminism and the Subversion of Female Identity (London: Routledge, 1990),
usefully situates nearly all of the above feminist research within aFoucaultian
discourse theory that is itself subordinated to performance theory and
speech-act theory Butler's work is especially useful for thinking about such
marginalized communities as lesbians and gay men.
Some background knowledge about postmodernism is also useful. See E. Ann
Kaplan, ed. Postmodernism and Its Discontents: Theories and Practices (London: Verso, 1988); Andrew Ross, Universal Abandon?: The Politics of Postmodernism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988); and Stanley
Aronowitz and Henry A. Giroux, eds., Postmodern Education: Politics, Culture, and Social Criticism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1991).
A good starting place for television analysis is the essays in E. Ann Kaplan,
ed., Regarding Television—Critical Approaches: An Anthology, American
Film Institute Monograph Series, vol. 2(Frederick, Md.: University Publications of America, 1983; now published through Greenwood Press). The essays
by Robert Stam and Jane Feuer provide excellent background for work on the
televisual apparatus that is central to any specifically feminist analysis, and
those by Tania Modleski, Charlotte Brunsdon, Sandy Flitterman, and Robert
C. Allen provide models for different feminist approaches to the soap opera.
Other essays providing background for feminist work in TV include Stephen
Heath and Gillian Skirrow, "Television: A World in Action:' Screen 18, no. 2
(1977): 7-59; Janice Winship, "Handling Sex;' Media, Culture and Society 3,
no. 1(1981): 6-18; and, specifically on soaps, Ellen Seiter, "The Role of the
Woman Reader: Eco's Narrative Theory and Soap Operas," Tabloid 6(1981):
36-43. For adetailed analysis of soaps and afull bibliography, see Robert C.
Allen, Speaking of Soap Operas (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1985). Chapters 3 and 4, in particular, contain material relevant to
feminist criticism.
In the 1980s, some feminist scholars began to extend work being done on
melodrama, in relation to the Hollywood film, to television serials. Work on
cinematic melodrama includes: Laura Mulvey and Jon Halliday, eds., Douglas
Sirk (Edinburgh: Edinburgh Film Festival, 1972); Laura Mulvey, "Afterthoughts on 'Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema; Inspired by Duel in the
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Sun," Framework, no. 15/16/17 (1981): 12-15; Mary Ann Doane, "The Woman's Film: Possession and Address," in Doane et al., Re-Vision, pp. 67-82; E.
Ann Kaplan, "Theories of Melodrama," Women and Performance 1, no. 1
(Summer 1983): 40-48; and Christine Gledhill, ed., Home Is Where the Heart
Is: Studies in Melodrama and the Woman's Film (London: British Film Institute, 1987). For applications to television, see Jane Feuer, "Melodrama, Serial
Form, and Television ibday," Screen 25, no. 1(1984): 4-16; and Annette Kuhn,
"Women's Genres: Melodrama, Soap Opera, and Theory," Screen 25, no. 1
(1984): 18-28.
The discourse analysis of Michel Foucault has been an important influence
on feminist theory and on feminist analysis of television. On Foucault, see
Paul Rabinow, ed., The Foucault Reader (New York: Pantheon, 1984). On the
application of discourse analysis to television, see Lynn Spigel, "Installing the
Television Set: Popular Discourses on Television and Domestic Space,
1948-1955," Camera Obscura 16 (January 1988): 11-46. Other relevant essays include Patrice Petro, "Mass Culture and the Feminine: The 'Place' of
Television in Film Studies:' Cinema Journal 25, no. 3(Spring 1986): 5-21;
and those on television in Tania Modlesld, ed., Studies in Entertainment:
Critical Approaches to Mass Culture (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1986). See also Patricia Mellencamp, ed., Logics of Television: Essays in Cultural Criticism (London: British Film Institute, 1991).
Discourse analysis is being taken up in another important area of research,
namely that of audience response to television. The best work here is informed by neo-Marxist Althusserian ideas, sometimes together with
Foucaultian theory; for agood example, see Tony Bennett, "Texts in History:
The Determinations of Texts and Their Readings," in Post-Structuralism and
the Question of History, ed. D. Attridge, G. Bennington, and R. Youngs
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987). This work is important for
feminist criticism because it combines the problematic of subject formation
crucial to gender issues with equally central issues of contextual and historical specificities. See David Morley, Family Television: Cultural Power and
Domestic Leisure (London: Comedia, 1986); and Philip Simpson, Parents Talking Television (London: Comedia, 1987). Research on spectators from adifferent theoretical perspective may be found in Deidre Pribram, ed., Female
Spectators: Looking at Film and Television (London: Verso, 1988), in which
the essays deliberately confront the applicability of 1970s feminist film theory
to television. See especially Jackie Byars, "Gazes/Voices/Power: Expanding
Psychoanalysis for Feminist Film and Television Theory," pp. 110-31.
The South Atlantic Quarterly 88, no. 2(Spring 1989), issue edited by Jane
Gaines, contains several essays pertinent to work on women and television.
See especially Gaines's own essay in the volume, "Dead Ringer: Jacqueline
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Onassis and the Look-Alike," pp. 461-86; and Jane Feuer, "Reading Dynasty:
Television and Reception Theory," pp. 443-60.
Feminist criticism of music videos is only just beginning. The earliest piece
is E. Ann Kaplan, "A Postmodern Play of the Signifier? Advertising, Pastiche and Schizophrenia in Music Television," in Television in Transition, ed.
Phillip Drummond and Richard Paterson (London: British Film Institute,
1985), pp. 146-63; adevelopment of these ideas is available in Kaplan, "Sexual Difference, Pleasure and the Construction of the Spectator in Music Television;' Oxford Literary Review 8, no. 1/2 (1986): 113-22. Further work on
sexual difference in rock videos may be found in Kaplan, Rocking around the
Clock: Music Television, Postmodernism and Consumer Culture (London:
Methuen, 1987).
For an example of aquantitative approach to sex roles in MTV, see Jane D.
Brown and Kenneth Campbell, "The Same Beat but aDifferent Drummer:
Race and Gender in Music Videos," Journal of Communication 36, no. 1
(Winter 1986): 94-106. For auseful collection of essays on MTV relevant to a
feminist analysis, see the Journal of Communication Inquiry 10, no. 1(Winter 1986).
For work from the perspective of British cultural studies that has influenced
American work on female rock stars, see Angela McRobbie and Mica Nava,
eds., Gender and Generation (London: Macmillan, 1984); Angela McRobbie,
"Settling Accounts with Subcultures: A Feminist Critique," Screen Education
34 (1985): 37-49; Barbara Bradby, "Freedom, Feeling, and Dancing: Madonna
Songs Traverse Girls' Talk," One Two Three Four (1991); Lisa Lewis, Gender
Politics and MTV: Voicing the Difference (Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1990); and Susan McLary, Feminine Endings: Music, Gender, and
Sexuality (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1991).
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he term culture, as used in the phrase "cultural studies," is neither aesthetic nor humanist in emphasis,
but political. Culture is not conceived of as the aesthetic ideals of form and beauty found in great art,

or in more humanist terms as the voice of the "human spirit" that transcends boundaries of time and nation to speak to ahypothetical universal
man (the gender is deliberate— women play little or no role in this conception of culture). Culture is not, then, the aesthetic products of the
human spirit acting as abulwark against the tide of grubby industrial
materialism and vulgarity, but rather away of living within an industrial
society that encompasses all the meanings of that social experience.
Cultural studies is concerned with the generation and circulation of
meanings in industrial societies. (The study of culture in nonindustrial
societies may well require adifferent theoretical base, though Claude LéviStrauss's work has proved of value in studying the culture of both types of
society.) But the tradition developed in Britain in the 1970s necessarily
focused on culture in industrial societies. In this chapter Ishall draw largely
upon the work done at the University of Birmingham's Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) under Stuart Hall, with some references to the works of Raymond Williams and those appearing in the journal Screen. The cultural studies developed at the CCCS is essentially
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Marxist in the traditions of Louis Althusser and Antonio Gramsci, though
this Marxism is inflected sometimes with astructuralist accent, sometimes with an ethnographic one.
Some basic Marxist assumptions underlie all British works in cultural
studies. As Mimi White notes in her chapter, they start with the belief
that meanings and the making of them (which together constitute culture)
are indivisibly linked to social structure and can only be explained in terms
of that structure and its history Correlatively, the social structure is held
in place by, among other forces, the meanings that culture produces; as
Stuart Hall says, "A set of social relations obviously requires meanings
and frameworks which underpin them and hold them in place:" These
meanings are not only meanings of social experience, but also meanings of
self, that is, constructions of social identity that enable people living in
industrial capitalist societies to make sense of themselves and their social
relations. Meanings of experience and meanings of the subject (or self)
who has that experience are finally part of the same cultural process.
Also underlying this work is the assumption that capitalist societies
are divided societies. The primary axis of division was originally thought
to be class, though gender and race have now joined it as equally significant
producers of social difference. Other axes of division are nation, age group,
religion, occupation, education, political allegiance, and so on. Society,
then, is not an organic whole but acomplex network of groups, each with
different interests and related to each other in terms of their power relationship with the dominant classes. Social relations are understood in terms
of social power, in terms of astructure of domination and subordination
that is never static but is always the site of contestation and struggle.
Social power is the power to get one's class or group interest served by the
social structure as awhole, and social struggle— or, in traditional Marxist
terms, the class struggle—is the contestation of this power by the subordinate groups. In the domain of culture, this contestation takes the form
of the struggle for meaning, in which the dominant classes attempt to
"naturalize" the meanings that serve their interests into the "common
sense" of society as awhole, whereas subordinate classes resist this process in various ways and to varying degrees and try to make meanings
that serve their own interests. Some feminist work provides aclear example of this cultural struggle and contestation. Angela McRobbie and Lisa
Lewis, for instance, both show how young girls are able to contest the
patriarchal ideology structured into such films as Flashclance or the pop
stars Madonna and Cindy Lauper and produce feminine readings of them. 2
The attempt of the dominant classes to naturalize their meanings rarely,
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if ever, results from the conscious intention of individual members of those
classes (though resistance to it is often, though not always, both conscious
and intentional). Rather, it must be understood as the work of an ideology
inscribed in the cultural and social practices of aclass and therefore of the
members of that class. And this brings us to another basic assumption:
culture is ideological.
The cultural studies tradition does not view ideology in its vulgar Marxist sense of "false consciousness:' for that has built into it the assumption
that atrue consciousness is not only possible but will actually occur when
history brings about aproletarian society. This sort of idealism seems
inappropriate to the late twentieth century, which appears to have demonstrated not the inevitable self-destruction of capitalism but its unpredicted
(by Marx) ability to reproduce itself and to incorporate into itself the forces
of resistance and opposition. History casts doubt on the possibility of a
society without ideology, in which people have a true consciousness of
their social relations.
Structuralism, another important influence on British cultural studies,
also denies the possibility of atrue consciousness, for it argues that reality can only be comprehended through language or other cultural meaning systems. Thus the idea of an objective, empirical "truth" is untenable.
Truth must always be understood in terms of how it is made, for whom,
and at what time it is "true? Consciousness is never the product of truth
or reality but rather of culture, society, and history.
Althusser and Gramsci were the theorists who offered away of accommodating both structuralism (and, incidentally, Freudianism) and the history of capitalism in the twentieth century with Marxism. For Althusser,
ideology is not astatic set of ideas imposed upon the subordinate by the
dominant classes but rather adynamic process constantly reproduced and
reconstituted in practice—that is, in the ways that people think, act, and
understand themselves and their relationship to society. 3 He rejects the
old idea that the economic base of society determines the entire cultural
superstructure. He replaces this base/superstructure model with his theory of overdetermination, which not only allows the superstructure to
influence the base but also produces amodel of the relationship between
ideology and culture that is not determined solely by economic relations.
At the heart of this theory is the notion of ideological state apparatuses
(ISAs), by which he means social institutions such as the family, the educational system, language, the media, the political system, and so on.
These institutions produce in people the tendency to behave and think in
socially acceptable ways (as opposed to repressive state apparatuses such
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as the police force or the law, which coerce people into behaving according
to the social norms). The social norms, or that which is socially acceptable, are of course neither neutral nor objective; they have developed in
the interests of those with social power, and they work to maintain their
sites of power by naturalizing them into the commonsense—the only—
social positions for power. Social norms are ideologically slanted in favor of
aparticular class or group of classes but are accepted as natural by other
classes, even when the interests of those other classes are directly opposed by the ideology reproduced by living life according to those norms.
Social norms are realized in the day-to-day workings of the ideological
state apparatuses. Each one of these institutions is "relatively autonomous," according to Althusser, and there are no overt connections between it and any of the others—the legal system is not explicitly connected to the school system nor to the media, for example—yet they all
perform similar ideological work. They are all patriarchal; they are all
concerned with the getting and keeping of wealth and possessions; and
they all endorse individualism and competition between individuals. But
the most significant feature of ISAs is that they all present themselves as
socially neutral, as not favoring one particular class over any other. Each
presents itself as aprincipled institutionalization of equality: the law, the
media, and education all claim, loudly and often, to treat all individuals
equally and fairly. The fact that the norms used to define equality and
fairness are those derived from the interests of the white, male, middle
classes is more or less adequately disguised by these claims of principle,
though feminists and those working for racial and class harmony may claim
that this disguise can be torn off with relative ease.
Althusser's theory of overdetermination explains this congruence between the "relatively autonomous" institutions by looking not to their roots
in acommon, determining economic base but to an overdetermining network of ideological interrelationships among all of them. The institutions
appear autonomous only at the official level of stated policy, though the
belief in this "autonomy" is essential for their ideological work. At the
unstated level of ideology, however, each institution is related to all the
others by an unspoken web of ideological interconnections, so that the
operation of any one of them is "overdetermined" by its complex, invisible
network of interrelationships with all the others. Thus the educational
system, for example, cannot tell astory about the nature of the individual
different from those told by the legal system, the political system, the
family, and so on.
Ideology is not, then, astatic set of ideas through which we view the
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world but adynamic social practice, constantly in process, constantly reproducing itself in the ordinary workings of these apparatuses. It also
works at the micro-level of the individual. To understand this we need to
replace the idea of the individual with that of the subject. The individual
is produced by nature, the subject by culture. Theories of the individual
concentrate on differences between people and explain these differences
as natural. Theories of the subject, on the other hand, concentrate on
people's common experiences in asociety as being the most productive
way of explaining who (we think) we are. Althusser believes that we are
all constituted as subjects-in-ideology by the ISAs, that the ideological
norms naturalized in their practices constitute not only the sense of the
world for us, but also our sense of ourselves, our sense of identity, and our
sense of our relations to other people and to society in general. Thus we
are each of us constituted as asubject in, and subject to, ideology. The
subject, therefore, is asocial construction, not anatural one. A biological
female can have amasculine subjectivity (that is, she can make sense of
the world and of her self and her place in that world through patriarchal
ideology). Similarly, ablack person can have awhite subjectivity and a
member of the working classes amiddle-class one.
The ideological theory of the subject differs in emphasis, though not
fundamentally, from that developed in psychoanalysis by placing greater
emphasis on social and historical conditions, particularly those of class.
Althusser drew upon Freudian theory to develop his idea of the subject:
As Ann Kaplan notes, feminists too have used psychoanalytic theory,
though much more sophisticatedly, to theorize the gendered subject. This
gendered subject is more rooted in psychological processes, the ideological subject of Althusser in historical and social ones.
But both theories stress the role played by the media and language in
this constant construction of the subject, by which we mean the constant
reproduction of ideology in people. Althusser uses the words interpellation
and hailing to describe this work of the media. These terms derive from
the idea that any language, whether it be verbal, visual, tactile, or whatever, is part of social relations and that in communicating with someone
we are reproducing social relationships.
In communicating with people, our first job is to "hail" them, almost as
if hailing acab. To answer, they have to recognize that it is to them, and
not to someone else, that we are talking. This recognition derives from
signs, carried in our language, of whom we think they are. We will hail a
child differently from an adult, amale differently from afemale, someone
whose status is lower than ours differently from someone in ahigher social position. In responding to our hail, the addressees recognize the so-
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cial position our language has constructed, and if their response is cooperative, they adopt this same position. Hailing is the process by which
language identifies and constructs asocial position for the addressee. Interpellation is the larger process whereby language constructs social relations for both parties in an act of communication and thus locates them in
the broader map of social relations in general.
Hailing is obviously crucial at the start of a"conversation," though its
ideological work continues throughout. Look, for instance, at the opening
statements of the anchor and reporter on aU.S. network news report in
April 1991:
Anchor. There is growing concern tonight about the possible economic impact that a nationwide railroad strike set for midnight
tonight poses. The unions and the railroads remain deadlocked.
Wyatt Andrews brings us up to date on what President Bush and
Congress may do about it.
Reporter: By morning 230,000 rail workers might not be working on
the railroad and the strike threatens millions of Americans. Just
as thousands of commuters may find no train leaving the station
beginning tonight at midnight.
The word strike hails us as antiunion, for "striking" is constructed
as a negative action by labor unions that "threatens" the nation. By
ascribing responsibility to the unions, the word hides the fact that
management plays some role, possibly even agreater one, in the dispute. The report opposes the unions not to management but to "the railroads" and thus excludes the unions from them. This exclusion of the
unions from the railroads allows the unspoken management to become
synonymous with them, and ideology continues its work by constructing the railroads not as an industry but as a national resource and
so uses them as a metonym for the nation and, by extension, of "us?
Recognizing ourselves in the national "us" interpellated here, we participate in the work of ideology by adopting the antiunion subject position proposed for us. This subject-as-ideology is developed as the item
progresses:
Passenger A: Gas, miles, time. The highways are going to be packed.
Not much we can do, though.
Passenger B: I'm going to stay home. I've got an office in my home
and I'm going to just stay there and work.
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Reporter: But the commuter inconvenience is nothing compared to
the impact on freight trains. Up to half amillion industrial jobs
may be at stake. Whether it's cars in the heartland or chemicals in
Kansas City, the railroads still carry more freight than either trucks
or airplanes, meaning that the strike would threaten the heart of
industrial America in the heart of this recession.
Railroad Official: If we don't get this strike settled quickly alot more
people are going to be out of work, alot more product is not going
to be shipped and this economy's recovery is going to be set back
immensely.
Reporter Negotiations meanwhile seem to be at bedrock bottom, on
wages, on health care, and the number of workers per train. Both
sides even late today were on opposite tracks. The unions complain
the railroads blocked raises and stonewalled the negotiations for
three years. The railroads accuse the unions of protecting legions
of workers who essentially do nothing.
Railroad Official: The issue with our union is between who works
and who watches. That's the issue of whether we have excess people in the cab who don't have anything to do.
The national "we" is constructed as hardworking producers at the personal level by the passengers and at the industrial level by the reporter.
The repeated use of the "heart" metaphor not only makes "America" into
aliving, breathing body (like the one "we" inhabit), but it constructs the
unions as apotentially lethal disease, if not astiletto-wielding assassin!
The railroad official continues to conflate "the railroads" (by which he means
"the management") with the national subject of the hard-working producer.
So far, the dispute has been cast solely in terms of the bad effects the
unions have upon this national "us," and only in the reporter's next segment do we receive ahint that there are causes of the dispute that may
both justify it and implicate management in it. These hints are left floating,
so we have no way of assessing the reasonableness of the wage claims, for
instance. The generalized terms —"on wages, on health care, on the number of workers per train"—contrast with the concrete realities of 230,000
unionists not working and of the millions of Americans, thousands of commuters, and up to half amillion jobs that are threatened. We might like to
think about the ideological practice of not allowing the unions to speak for
themselves "live," but of putting their case into the words of the reportermanagement-"us? Unionists would not, for instance, describe their nego-
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tiating opponents as "the railroads," nor would they categorize their arguments as mere "complaints" while according management's the stronger
status of "accusations?
The news item concludes by continuing the ideological practice that by
now seems so natural and familiar:
Reporter: What exactly happens in the morning? If you are acommuter, check locally. Some Amtrak and commuter trains will be
operating and some of the unions say they will strike only freight
lines and not passenger trains. In Washington, watch Capitol Hill.
Tomorrow President Bush is likely to ask Congress to impose a
solution: the move, the unions say, plays right into the railroad's
hands. The unions have all along warned the railroads would stall
the negotiations and force tonight's strike all in the snug belief that
Congress would bail them out.
As Mimi White points out in her chapter, this view of ideology as aprocess constantly at work, constructing people as subjects in an ideology
that always serves the interests of the dominant classes, found powerful
theoretical support in Gramsci's theory of hegemony. Originally, hegemony referred to the way that one nation could exert ideological and
social, rather than military or coercive, power over another. However,
cultural theorists tend to use the term to describe the process by which
adominant class wins the willing consent of the subordinate classes to
the system that ensures their subordination. This consent must be
constantly won and rewon, for people's material social experience constantly reminds them of the disadvantages of subordination and thus
poses aconstant threat to the dominant class. Like Althusser's theory
of ideology, hegemony does not denote astatic power relationship but
a constant process of struggle in which the big guns belong to the
side of those with social power, but in which victory does not necessarily
go to the big guns—or, at least, in which that victory is not necessarily total. Indeed, the theory of hegemony foregrounds the notion of
ideological struggle much more than does Althusser's ideological theory,
which at times tends to imply that the power of ideology and the ISAs
to form the subject in ways that suit the interests of the dominant class is
almost irresistible. Hegemony, on the other hand, posits aconstant contradiction between ideology and the social experience of the subordinate that makes this interface into an inevitable site of ideological
struggle. In hegemonic theory, ideology is constantly up against forces
of resistance. Consequently it is engaged in a constant struggle not
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just to extend its power but to hold on to the territory it has already
colonized.
This definition of culture as aconstant site of struggle between those
with and those without power underpins the most interesting current work
in cultural studies. Earlier work in the tradition tended to show how the
dominant ideology reproduced itself invisibly and inevitably in the forms
of popular television. 4Hall's influential essay "Encoding/Decoding" is often
seen as aturning point in British cultural studies, for it introduces the
idea that television programs do not have asingle meaning but are relatively open texts, capable of being read in different ways by different
people. 5 Hall also suggests that there is anecessary correlation between
people's social situations and the meanings that they may generate from a
television program. He thus postulates apossible tension between the
structure of the text, which necessarily bears the dominant ideology, and
the social situations of the viewers, which may position them at odds with
that ideology. Reading or viewing television, then, becomes aprocess of
negotiation between the viewer and the text. Use of the word negotiation
is significant, for it implies both that there is aconflict of interests that
needs to be reconciled in some way and that the process of reading television is one in which the reader is an active maker of meanings from the
text, not apassive recipient of already constructed ones.
Hall developed his theory of the "preferred reading" to account for this
conflict of interests. He postulates three broad reading strategies produced by three generalized, not material, social positions that people may
occupy in relation to the dominant ideology. These are the dominant, the
negotiated, and the oppositional. The dominant reading is produced by a
viewer situated to agree with and accept the dominant ideology and the
subjectivity that it produces. A negotiated reading is one produced by a
viewer who fits into the dominant ideology in general but who needs to
inflect it locally to take account of his or her social position. This inflection
may contain elements of resistance deriving from the perception of areas
of conflict between the constructions of the dominant ideology and the
viewer's more materially based construction of social experience. And
finally there are readings produced by those whose social situation puts
them into direct opposition with the dominant ideology—these readings
are termed oppositional.
The preferred reading theory proposes that TV programs generally prefer aset of meanings that work to maintain the dominant ideologies but
that these meanings cannot be imposed, only preferred. Readers whose
social situations lead them to reject all or some constructions of the domi-
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nant ideology will necessarily bring this social orientation to their reading
of the program.
Such negotiations of meaning occur not only with specific programs but
also with genres, for example that of the action-detective show (for decades common on U.S. television), which Ipropose to call "muscle drama!'
Iwould include in this genre such hits of the 1970s and 1980s as Starsky
and Hutch, The A-Team, and Magnum, P.I., as well as more recent variants, such as Simon and Simon, Hunter, and Jake and the Fatman. A
dominant reader of the genre would find pleasure in it because it reproduces in him/her asubject position that fits easily into the dominant ideology, bolsters that ideology as an adequate way of making sense of the
world, and therefore affirms the subject position as the natural one from
which to view the world. The typical male hero can be seen as literally
embodying patriarchal capitalism. The ideology works both through the
progress and resolution of each week's narrative and through the frame of
that narrative—that is, those elements of the program that are consistent from week to week. They are not part of the conflict to be resolved in
each episode and therefore form the basic, uninspected assumptions, or
common sense, through and in which the dominant ideology naturalizes
itself. The dominant ideology works in anumber of overlapping specific
ideologies: masculinity, individualism, competition, all merge "naturally"
into the general (that is, the dominant) ideology of patriarchal capitalism.
This is amasculine genre, dominated by male heroes. Maleness is afact
of nature, but masculinity is acultural constraint that gives meaning to
maleness by opposing it to femininity. Shere Hite investigated men's opinions of what makes aman aman. The list of characteristics she generated
began with such qualities as self-assurance, lack of fear, the ability to take
control, autonomy and self-sufficiency, leadership, dependability, and
achievement. These qualities work along two main avenues: self-sufficiency,
which stresses the absence of aneed to depend on others; and assertiveness, expressed as the ability to lead others and to influence events and
most readily experienced in performance and achievement. 6 Freudian explanations of how masculinity is achieved in childhood point to the boy's
rejection of his desire for his mother because it puts him into aposition of
rivalry with his father. He then identifies with his father in order to gain
access to masculine power and authority. The price he pays, however, is
the guilt-producing rejection of his mother and the consequent suppression in himself of the feminine characteristics that threaten male power
and independence. These characteristics are essentially ones of nurturing
and of intimacy. The absence of women from significant roles in most mus-
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ele drama represents the suppression and devaluation of feminine characteristics in patriarchal constructions of masculinity.
Like all ideological constructs, masculinity is constantly under threat —it
can never rest on its laurels. The threats come internally from its insecure
bases in the rejection of the mother (and the guilt that this inspires) and
the suppression of the feminine, and externally from social forces, which
may vary from the rise of the women's movement to the way that the
organization of work denies many men the independence and power that
their masculinity requires. Thus masculinity constantly has to be reachieved, rewon. This constant need to reachieve masculinity is one of the
underlying reasons for the popularity of the frequent televisual display of
male performance. Masculinity forms alink between muscle drama and
pornography. For, as Andrew Moye points out, pornography reduces masculinity to performance—in this case, the performance of the penis.' In a
patriarchy, masculinity must be able to cope with any situation; it becomes less aconstruction of man than of superman. It is the perpetual
gap between the actual male performance and the supermale performance
proposed by patriarchy that these programs are striving to close. Similarly, it is the gap between the penis and the phallus that pornography
strives to close. The penis is the natural sign of maleness; the phallus is
the cultural sign of masculinity—the totality of meanings, rights, and
power that aculture ascribes to maleness. Hence these shows, in their
role as "masculine definers," are full of phallic symbols, particularly guns
as agents of male power (think how rare it is for afemale on TV to use a
gun successfully, particularly to kill amale). They are also full of machinery, particularly cars, as extensions of the masculine body in powerful, spectacular action.
This male power must be tempered with notions of duty and service; it
must be used in the interest of the weak or of the nation. If used for
personal gain, it becomes the mark of the villain. So masculine power
involves both exerting and submitting to authority. This is one of the reasons why the male team or duo is such apopular formation of the masculine hero, and why this hero formation so commonly works on the side of,
but in tension with, an institution of official authority. Another reason is
that the male bonding inherent in such aformation allows for an intimacy
that excludes the threat of the feminine. Feminine intimacy centers on
the relationship itself and produces adependence on the other that threatens masculine independence—consequently, any woman who attracts a
hero has to be rejected at the end of the episode. Male bonding, on the
other hand, allows an interpersonal dependency that is goal-centered, not
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relationship-centered, and thus serves masculine performance instead of
threatening it. The hero team also compensates for male insecurity: any
inadequacies of one team member are compensated by the strengths of
another, so the teams become composite constructions of masculinity. All
the traits embodied in one man would make him into an unbelievable superman, and ideology—closely connected to fantasy though it be—has to
be grounded in credibility, that is, in aconventional construction of the
realistic. If it were not, it would be unable to work on, and be put to work
by, the viewers.
Ihave concentrated on how the ideology of masculinity is actively at
work in the muscle drama. It is comparatively easy to see how this merges
indistinguishably into the overlapping ideologies of individualism, competition, and aform of "social Darwinism" that proposes that morality is
always on the side of eventual winners. These ideologies, in turn, merge
into aparticular construction of American and Western nationalism—a
right-wing version of the nation that sees it as masculine (exerting in the
international sphere power over others in the service of the weak or of a
higher morality), based on competitive individualism and social Darwinism.
Such an ideology serves, at the broader level, to link this genre with the
rehabilitation of the Vietnam war that occurred during the 1980s. Heroes
like Magnum, T. J. Hooker, one of the Simon brothers, and the whole
A-Team developed their masculinity in Vietnam. Their popularity was
part of the remasculinization of Reagan's America after its "softness" under
Carter and served to underwrite ideologically Reagan's Granada "rescue"
and, more recently, Bush's invasions of Panama and Iraq. Ideologically,
this genre as it developed in the 1980s worked to ground problematic political acts in the much-less-questioned and therefore more natural-seeming
construction of masculinity.
The generic hero team is conventionally constructed to embody, not
just the ideologies of masculinity and nation, but also the overlapping
ones of race. In Magnum, P.I., for instance, T. C., the driver/pilot and
engineering expert, represented masculinity as physical power and its
mechanical extensions. His blackness (like that of B. A. in The A-Team,
who performed asimilar ideological role) introduces the racial dimension:
physical power may be the basis of masculinity, but because it needs leadership and social control to be acceptable, it therefore ranks low in the
hierarchy of masculine traits. It is noticeable how often the hero team
contains anonwhite in asubordinate position, from Ahab and Queequeg
in Moby-Dick, through the Lone Ranger and Tonto, to the television hero
teams of Ironside, The A-Team, and Magnum, PI. In Starsky and Hutch,
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Starsky, the dark Jewish one, was the driver; Hutch, the blond, collegeeducated Aryan, was the leader. Their superior officer may have been
black, but, as is often the case, the role of the official superior was narratively subordinated to the hero team. In Miami Vice Crockett was blond
and white, while his partner Tubbs was ablack-looking cocktail of nonwhite races.
The reader whose social position is one of ease with the dominant ideology, who works with the genre, will use its foregrounded ideology to
reaffirm his (gender deliberate) ideological frame, through which he views
the world and makes sense of both himself and his social experience. In
responding to the program's interpellation, he adopts the subject position
it constructs for him. Althusser's account of the power of the dominant
ideology working through language and texts to construct the reader as a
subject in ideology can really only account for Hall's "dominant reading!'
Gramsci's notion of hegemony, with its emphasis on the dominant ideology's constant struggle to win the consent of the subordinate and to incorporate or defuse oppositional forces, underlies Hall's next two reading
strategies—those that produce negotiated and oppositional readings.
A negotiated reading is one that inflects the dominant ideology toward
the social experience of aparticular viewing group. Thus, boys watching a
muscle drama might concentrate on the performance side. Their social
situation denies them the ability to exert the power (either physically,
because their bodies are still immature, or socially, because of their low
hierarchical position in the family or school) that society tells them they
should if they are to be "masculine!" We know that B. A., the muscular
black driver and mechanic in The A-Team, was particularly popular with
white youths. Presumably they foregrounded his strength, engineering
expertise, and low rank in the hero team over his race and therefore made
sense of his subordinate position as away of articulating their subordination in society, not the powerlessness of blacks in awhite hegemony. Black
youths, however, would have been more likely to use B. As blackness, his
strength, and the gold chains he always wore (which Mr. Tsaid were symbols of his people's slavery) to make sense of their constant struggle to
assert and extend their own position in society.
Female viewers of the genre will also negotiate it toward their interests. The physical attractiveness of Hunter, Jake, Magnum, or Crockett
may be read as an integral part of their protection of the weak. Their
rejection of intimacy with any one woman would not be seen as alatent
recognition of women's threat to masculinity, nor as arepresentation of
the suppression of the feminine in the masculine psyche and therefore of
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the subordination of women in apatriarchal society (for the two are structural reflections of each other). It would rather be seen as ameans of
maintaining their masculine freedom to serve all women and provide them
with the security and justice that their material social position may deny
them. Masculinity in heroes like these can be read, then, not as the embodiment of masculine oppression in patriarchy, but as the patriarchal
agent that rights the wrongs and corrects the deficiencies of the system in
practice.
These sorts of negotiated readings are ones produced by ideologically
cooperative readers who read "with" the structure of the text and seek to
match their social experiences with the ideology-in-the-text. Actually,
they produce almost dominant readings, which may lead us to speculate
whether the "pure" dominant reading is ever achieved. There is probably
no one audience group positioned in perfect ideological centrality. All
groups will need to "shift" the text slightly to fit their social positions, in
which case all readings become, as Horace Newcomb suggests, negotiated ones. 8 But if this is so, it is still valuable to recognize that negotiated
readings can occur on ascale stretching from the ideologically central to
the deviant. Thus amacho teenager, at the point of maximum opposition
to authority, may read the violence in the genre as justified masculinity
that overrides the "weakness" of its use in the service of the weak or of
"natural justice!' Such areading may see the failure of the police or official
authorities as acriticism of them and of the society they stand for, and in
this way may veer toward the oppositional because it plays down the contextual ideologies within which that of masculinity operates and from which
it acquires its social and moral acceptability.
Readings at this end of the scale stop being negotiated and become
oppositional when they go "against" the text to deconstruct the dominant
ideology Thus, afeminist could read the genre as ablatant display of
patriarchal chauvinism and how it sells itself to society. This reading would
produce, not pleasure (except the wry pleasure of recognizing that patriarchy is up to its tricks yet again), but annoyance. That annoyance could
be used to incite political action, either in the form of consciousness-raising
or more directly. Similarly, ablack activist could find the subordinate positions of T. C., B. A., and Tubbs in the hero formation aperfect example of
white hegemony at work and aspur to further oppositional practice.
We have already traced the dominant or preferred reading of the TV
news report on the railroad dispute. An oppositional reading, possibly by
an Amtrak blue-collar worker, might read in the mediated versions of the
union case what has been repressed or distorted and would thus make
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sense of the story not as an account of the dispute but as arepresentation
of "what we unionists are always up against in this society."
A negotiated reading, however, might pick up the same hints but would
use them to mean something like, "I bet there's more to this than they're
telling us here: Amtrak management is not exactly the most efficient or
progressive in the country" Although such areading does not accept the
preferred reading of the story, neither does it challenge the dominant
ideology that such areading prefers. It negotiates aposition for this specific
occasion.
The typical reading of television is probably, as Newcomb argues, a
negotiated one. 9 This is an underlying assumption of the cultural studies
approach. For if our society is seen not as homogeneous but as astructure
of different interest groups, and if television is to appeal to alarge number
of people in our society, then it follows that the television audience must
not be seen as ahomogeneous mass but as amix of social groups, each in a
different relationship to the dominant ideology However complex and
difficult it might be to describe these relationships, they can always be
placed on ascale that ranges from acceptance of to opposition to the dominant ideology The television text can only be popular if it is open enough
to admit arange of negotiated readings through which various social groups
can find meaningful articulations of their own relationships to the dominant ideology Any television text must, then, be polysemic to acertain
extent, for the structured heterogeneity of the audience requires acorrespondingly structured heterogeneity of meanings in the text. The hero
team is asignificant ideological formation here, as it provides for agreater
"openness" than the single hero. Its greater variety of opportunities for
identification enables various social groups to negotiate appropriate points
of entry into the dominant ideology.
This polysemy is never free but is constrained and structured, for it
exists always against the dominant ideology, which works to close off alternate or resisting meanings and to homogenize the preferred ones around
its own interests. Mikhail Bakhtin's theory of heteroglossia is an attempt
to explain this process.' Bakhtin analyzes the difference between
heteroglossic or multitong-ued texts, which contain the many voices of
subordinated groups, and monoglossic or more homogeneous ones, which
carry only the voice of the dominant. He uses the metaphor of aspinning
wheel to illustrate the difference: at the center is arelatively homogeneous hub of domination and control, and around the circumference are
multiple, heterogeneous points of subordination that form potential points
of resistance. Centripetal forces, those tending toward the center, are
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ones of hegemony and domination working through homogenization,
whereas centrifugal forces, those tending toward the circumference, are
ones of resistance and difference working through heterogeneity. The two
are always opposed to each other, and television texts are held in an unstable tension between them.
An earlier version of this theory, and one that has been very influential
in British cultural studies, is Valentin N. Volosinov's account of "multiaccentuality."' This theory proposes that the prime determinant of the
meaning of asign is the social context of its use and not, as structuralism
argues, its relationship to other signs in the structure of asign system.
In capitalism the social context of asign's use is typically one of social
struggle, so the meaning of the sign becomes part of that social struggle.
The same word can be spoken in different "accents" according to who is
using it, and thus to "accent" aword is to inflect its meaning with the
social interests of aparticular group against those of others. When the
word nigger is accented by contemporary black rap artists in their music
videos, to take an example, they are giving it their meanings of blackness,
racial subordination, and prejudice against the historically dominant white
ones. In doing so, they are exploiting the multiaccentuality of the sign
"nigger" and are thus politically engaging in racial relations. (They are
also, incidentally, engaging in another struggle for meaning, this time
within race relations but across class relations, with those who prefer to
be called "African American" and those who prefer to be called "black?)
The struggle over the sign "nigger" —and thus over the racial identities
and politics of those categorized by it—is amore confrontational version
of the racial struggle engaged in by the previous generation over the
multiaccentuality of "black" in the "black is beautiful" movement. It is not
just astruggle over the meanings of aword but over who has the power to
control those meanings. This is important, for the power to control the
meaning of social experience is acrucial part of controlling the social relations, identities, and behaviors of those (both blacks and whites) involved
in that experience. The semiotic struggle does not reflect the social struggle but is part of it.
The interests of the socially dominant are served by "uniaccentuality,"
that is, by limiting the meanings of asign to those that it bears when
spoken with the dominant accent, thereby taking it out of the realm of
struggle. The TV news report analyzed above, for instance, spoke the
word railroads with amanagerial accent and thus excluded the different
and contradictory meanings that aunion accent would have given it. Again,
social and ideological domination is seen to work through homogeneity
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and the construction of social difference within this unity. So it is in the
interests of dominant whites to construct both the blue-collar classes and
other races as different from and subordinate to them and to contain this
difference within ahomogeneous ideology. The interests of subordinate
groups, however, are served by exploiting multiaccentuality or heteroglossia, for this enables them to "speak" their difference from the dominant position in their accents and to engage in the struggle to make sense
of social difference in their own terms rather than submitting to those
proposed and preferred by the dominant group.
An important body of cultural studies work has derived from the recognition of the heteroglossia or multiaccentuality of TV texts and the heterogeneity of audiences, astrand that Robert Allen discusses in his chapter
as "ethnographic audience research?' Such scholars as David Morley, John
Corner and his colleagues, Angela McRobbie, and Robert Hodge and
David Tripp have set out to discover how actual audience groups actively
use television as part of their own cultures—that is, use it to make meanings that are useful to them in making sense of their own social experiences and therefore of themselves.' These scholars are in opposition to
the other main strand of British (and European) study of culture, which is
centered around the journal Screen and has come to be known as Screen
Theory. Screen Theory draws on acombination of structuralism and semiotics with psychoanalysis and Marxism to argue the power of the text over
the viewing subject and to analyze, with great theoretical sophistication,
the textual strategies that operate to position the viewing subject within
dominant ideology. David Morley has clearly elaborated the theoretical
and methodological differences between the two schools. 13
Morley tested Hall's preferred reading theory in the field. He took a
television program that he and Charlotte Brunsdon had previously subjected to detailed cultural analysis, showed it to groups of people, and
then held discussions on their reactions to the program and its meanings
for them." He turned to groups rather than individuals because he was
interested in the shared, and therefore social, dimensions of reading. The
groups were defined largely by occupation—bank managers, apprentices,
students, trade unionists, and so on—because occupation is aprime definer
of social class, and class was, in Hall's theory, the prime producer of social
difference and therefore of different readings. (A few of Morley's groups,
however, were defined by gender or race—black unemployed women, for
example.) What Morley found was that the preferred reading theory
overemphasized the role of class in the production of semiotic differences
and underestimated the variety of readings that could be made. Thus the
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readings showed some interesting and unexpected cross-class similarities:
bank managers and apprentices, for example, produced broadly similar
readings despite their class differences; so, too, did some university students and shop stewards. We could explain these apparent anomalies by
suggesting that the apprentices and bank managers were similarly constructed as subjects of acapitalist ideology, in that both were inserting
themselves into the dominant system (albeit at different points) and thus
had a shared interest in its survival and success. Some university students (not all, by any means) and trade union officials, however, were in
institutions that provided them with ways of criticizing the dominant system and they thus produced more oppositional readings.
Another interesting example of class difference emerged as one of the
findings in arecent study by John Corner, Kay Richardson, and Natalie
Fenton on the ways in which different audiences read different British TV
programs dealing with nuclear power in the wake of the Chernobyl explosion in the Soviet Union. 15 The most "mainstream" of the programs contained reassurances by white-coated scientists as to the high safety standards of British installations. Middle-class and educated viewers tended
to accept these assurances at face value: some working-class viewers, however, were much more skeptical and produced readings along the lines of,
"Well, they would say that, wouldn't they?" This skepticism is aproduct of
the constant experience of class difference in their workaday lives and
was brought from there to contradict aTV text with astrongly preferred
meaning. It was asocial discourse in negotiation with atelevisual one.
Morley's study led him to develop atheory of discourse rather than one
of class to account for the different readings of television. A discourse is a
socially produced way of talking or thinking about atopic. It is defined by
reference to the area of social experience that it makes sense of, to the
social location from which that sense is made, and to the linguistic or
signifying system by which that sense is both made and circulated. When
the media report, as they typically do, that management "offers" but trade
unions "demand rthey are using the mass media discourse of industrial
relations, which is located in amiddle-class position. They could equally
well report (but never do) that the unions "offered" to work for an extra 5
percent, but management "demanded" that they work for 2percent. The
consistent ascription of the generous "offer" and the grasping "demand"
to management and unions, respectively, is clear evidence of the social
location of this particular discourse. A discourse, then, is asocially located way of making sense of an important area of social experience.
A television text is, therefore, adiscourse (or anumber of discourses if
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it contains contradictions), and the reader's consciousness is similarly made
up of anumber of discourses through which s/he makes sense of his/her
social experience. Morley defines reading atelevision text as that moment
when the discourses of the reader meet the discourses of the text. Reading becomes anegotiation between the social sense inscribed in the program and the meanings of social experience made by its wide variety of
viewers; this negotiation is adiscursive one.
But not all TV audiences read all the discourses in aTV text. For instance, astudy in which Iwas recently involved showed how homeless
men watched television in their church shelter. 16 They rarely watched
broadcast television because the norms of domestic life and of work and
leisure that were structured into the regular broadcast schedule were irrelevant to them; they expressed their opposition to the dominant ideology by avoiding expressions of it. Instead, they preferred to watch movies
—almost always violent ones—on the VCR. In viewing these, they
opposed the dominant ideology, or preferred reading, by avoiding those
parts of the text that worked most actively to promote it and by paying
greater attention to those parts that opposed it. So, while watching Die
Hard, they cheered enthusiastically when the villains killed the company's chief executive officer and when they destroyed apolice armored vehicle and its occupants, but they switched off the tape before the end,
when the hero and the police force restored law and order and reconfirmed
the dominant ideology.
A later study by David Morley found that the way in which TV was
watched was as significant as the readings made from it.' In the lowerclass households he studied, Morley found that the process of watching
TV was akey site for the struggles of gender politics. The male of the
household tended to dominate the selection of viewing and, in particular,
to monopolize the remote control. He employed masculine values in this
selection, so that programs appealing to masculine tastes (ones that showed
"real life" outside the home—news, documentaries, sports, or the masculine muscle drama) were seen as "better" than ones appealing to feminine
tastes (those concerned with people and relationships, such as soap operas). He also attempted to control the conditions of viewing and would
shush his wife or children if they distracted him with noise or conversation.
Cultural studies sees the television experience (that is, the entity constituted by the text and the activity of viewing it) as aconstant dynamic
movement between similarity and difference. The dimension of similarity
is that of the dominant ideology that is structured into the forms of the
program and is common to all the viewers for whom that program is popu-
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lar. The dimension of difference, however, accounts for the wide variety of
groups who must be reached if the program is to be popular with alarge
audience. These groups will be positioned to the dominant ideology in
different ways, and these ways will be paralleled in the different readings
they make of the program and the different ways in which they watch it.
The play between similarity and difference is one way of experiencing the
struggle between hegemony and resistance.
This emphasis on the reader and the struggle for meaning necessarily
reduces the prime position granted to the text by the cultural theorists of
the 1970s. The text can no longer be seen as aself-sufficient entity that
bears either the dominant ideology or its own meaning and exerts asimilar influence on all its readers. Rather, it is seen as apotential of meanings that can be activated in anumber of ways. Of course, this potential is
proscribed and is thus neither infinite nor free; the text does not determine its meaning so much as delimit the arena of the struggle for that
meaning by marking the terrain within which its variety of readings can
be negotiated. This discursive negotiation that we now understand reading to be also means that the boundaries of the text are fluid and unstable.
Raymond Williams suggested in the early seventies that television was
not adiscrete series of programs or texts but a"flow" in which programs,
commercials, newsbreaks, and promotional spots all merged into acontinuous cultural experience. More recently, John Hartley has suggested that
television is a"leaky" medium whose meanings constantly spill over into
other areas of life. 18
Angela McRobbie has also explored the permeability of the boundary
between television and other forms of cultural experience. Her study of
girls and dance shows that girls derive similar pleasures and meanings
from dancing in discos and from viewing films and television programs
such as Flash,clance or Fame. 19 On one level of reading, the narrative form
and pleasure of Flashclance clearly work hegemonically —the female factory worker uses her dancing skills to win aplace in aballet company and
marry the boss's son. In the process she displays her body for patriarchal
pleasure; indeed, her beautiful body is crucial to her successful move up
the social hierarchy (from breakdancing to ballet and marrying into management). Women, so the hegemonic reading would go, are rewarded for
their ability to use their beauty and talents to give pleasure to men. But
McRobbie has shown that this is not the only reading. She has found
among teenage girls aset of meanings for dance and female sexuality that
contest and struggle against the patriarchal hegemony. For these girls,
dance is aform of autoeroticism, apleasure in their own bodies and sexu-
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ality that gives them an identity not dependent upon the male gaze of
approval. Their discourse of dance gives acoherent meaning to dancing in
discos or to watching filmic and televisual representations of dance that
asserts their subcultural identity and difference from the rest of society.
This meaning is one that they have made out of the cultural forms provided for them by patriarchy.
McRobbie's study preceded the movie and TV series Dirty Dancing by
some years, but her findings and analysis still apply if one major difference is taken into account. Dirty Dancing reverses the gender politics of
the class relations between hero and heroine. In this scenario, the hero is
of alower class than the heroine, but it is still the socially subordinate
person who uses the control of his body in dance not only to assert his own
social worth but also to overcome his subordination. The upper-middleclass heroine finds, through dancing and through her relations with the
working-class hero, an authenticity of identity and experience that is lacking in the masquerade necessary for her to conform to the version of femininity proposed by apatriarchal, bourgeois society. Exploring the strategies by which subordinate subcultures make their own meanings in
resistance to the dominant is currently one of the most productive strands
of cultural studies.
Madonna, who has been amajor phenomenon of popular culture for
almost adecade, can provide us with agood case study. Her success has
arguably been due largely to television and to her music videos; most
critics have nothing good to say about her music, but they have alot to say
about her image —"the Madonna look!' The simple view of her success
would attribute it to her skill in manipulating her sexuality to make as
much money as possible, largely from one of the most powerless and exploitable sections of the community—young girls.
But such an account is inadequate (though not necessarily inaccurate as
far as it goes) because it assumes that Madonna fans are, in Stuart Hall's
phrase, "cultural dupes," able to be manipulated at will and against their
own interests by the moguls of the culture industry.' Such amanipulation
is not only economic but also ideological, because the economic system
requires the ideology of patriarchal capitalism to underpin and naturalize
it; economics and ideology can never be separated. There is plenty of
evidence to support this view, too. Madonna's videos exploit the sexuality
of her face and body and frequently show her in postures of submission
("Burning Up") or subordination to men. As Ann Kaplan points out in
her chapter, Madonna's physical similarity to Marilyn Monroe is stressed
(particularly in the video of "Material Girl"), an intertextual reference to
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another star commonly thought to owe her success to her ability to embody masculine fantasies. All this would suggest that she is teaching her
young female fans to see themselves as men would see them—that is, she
is hailing them as feminine subjects within patriarchy and as such is an
agent of patriarchal hegemony.
But if her fans are not "cultural dupes"—if, rather, they actively choose
to watch, listen to, and imitate Madonna rather than anyone else—there
must be some gaps or spaces in her image that escape ideological control
and allow her audiences to make meanings that connect with their social
experience. For many of her audiences, this social experience is one of
powerlessness and subordination, and if Madonna as asite of meaning is
not to naturalize this, she must offer opportunities for resisting it. Her
image becomes, then, not an ideological role model for young girls in patriarchy, but asite of semiotic struggle between the forces of patriarchal
control and feminine resistance, of capitalism and the subordinate, of the
adult and the young.
Cultural studies, in its current state of development, offers two overlapping methodological strategies that can usefully be combined to help us
understand how this cultural struggle operates. One derives from ethnography and encourages us to study the meanings that the fans of Madonna
actually do (or appear to) make of her. This involves listening to them,
reading the letters they write to fan magazines, or observing their behavior at home or in public. The fans' words or behavior are not, of course,
empirical facts that speak for themselves; they are, rather, texts that need
"reading" theoretically in just the same way as the "texts of Madonna" do.
The other strategy derives from semiotic and structuralist textual analysis. This strategy involves aclose reading of the signifiers of the text
—that is, its physical presence—but recognizes that the signifieds exist
not in the text itself but extratextually, in the myths, countermyths, and
ideologies of their culture. 21 It recognizes that the distribution of power in
society is paralleled by the distribution of meanings in texts, and that
struggles for social power are paralleled by semiotic struggles for meanings. Every text and every reading has asocial and therefore apolitical
dimension, which is to be found partly in the structure of the text itself
and partly in the relation of the reading subject to that text.
It follows that the theory informing any analysis also has asocial dimension, which is anecessary part of the "meanings" that analysis reveals.
Meanings, therefore, are relative and change according to historical and
social conditions. What is constant is the ways in which texts relate to the
social system. A cultural analysis, then, will reveal both the way in which
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the dominant ideology is structured into the text and into the reading
subject and those textual features that enable negotiated, resisting, or
oppositional readings to be made. Cultural analysis reaches asatisfactory
conclusion when the ethnographic studies of the historically and socially
located meanings that are made are related to the semiotic analysis of the
text. Semiotics relates the structure of the text to the social system to
explore how the economic and ideological system is reproduced in the text
but also how the polysemy of the text exceeds this reproduction. Ethnographic studies can show us how this semiotic excess is exploited by specific
audiences in specific social conditions as they struggle to make their meanings in relationship to those that work to reproduce the patriarchal capitalist system encompassing both the text and its readers.
Thus Lucy, then afourteen-year-old Australian fan, said of an early
Madonna poster: "She's tarty and seductive ...but it looks alright when
she does it, you know, what Imean, if anyone else did it it would look right
tarty, aright tart you know, but with her it's OK, it's acceptable. ...With
anyone else it would be absolutely outrageous, it sounds silly, but it's OK
with her, you know what Imean'22 We can note anumber of points here.
Lucy could find only patriarchal words to describe Madonna's sexuality
—"tarty" and "seductive"—but she struggled against the patriarchy inscribed in them. At the same time she struggled against the patriarchy
inscribed in her own subjectivity. The opposition between "acceptable"
and "absolutely outrageous" refers not only to representations of female
sexuality but is also an externalization of the tension felt by adolescent
girls trying to come to terms with the contradictions between apositive
feminine view of their sexuality and the alien patriarchal one that appears
to be the only one offered by the available linguistic and symbolic systems. Madonna's "tarty" sexuality is "acceptable" — but to whom? Certainly to her young female fans who are experiencing the problems of
establishing asatisfactory sexual identity within an opposing ideology: at
the moment when girls become aware of their potential as women, patriarchy rushes in to assert its control over their identities and social relations. At this moment, Madonna intervenes, for, as Judith Williamson
points out, she "retains all the bravado and exhibitionism that most girls
start off with, or feel inside, until the onset of 'womanhood' knocks it out
of them."23
Further evidence to support the empowerment that Madonna can offer
to girls comes from the reactions to her of some boys. Matthew, aged
fifteen and not aparticular fan of Madonna, commented that he wouldn't
like to be married to her "because she'd give any guy ahard time!' Mat-
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thew is not untypical in his opinion, for a 1990 poll showed that, when
asked if they would like to sleep with Madonna, 60 percent of the boys
questioned declined. Not surprisingly, apowerful female in control of her
own sexuality appeals more strongly to girls than to boys. As we shall see
later, Madonna often denies or mocks patriarchy's conventions for representing women. This might well be why, according to Time, many boys
find her sexiness difficult to handle and "suspect that they axe being
kidded? Lucy and Matthew both recognize, in different ways and from
different social positions, that Madonna's sexuality can offer achallenge
or athreat to dominant definitions of femininity and masculinity.
"Madonna's Best Friend," writing to the music magazine Countdown,
also recognized Madonna's resistance to patriarchy:
I'm writing to complain about all the people who write in and say
what atart and aslut Madonna is because she talks openly about sex
and she shows her belly button and she's not ashamed to say she
thinks she's pretty. Well Iadmire her and Ithink she has alot of
courage just to be herself. All you girls out there! Do you think you
have nice eyes or pretty hair or anice figure? Do you ever talk about
boys or sex with friends? Do you wear abikini? Well according to you,
you're aslut and atart!! So have you judged Madonna fairly? —Madonna's Best Friend, Wahroonga, New South Wales25
This praise for Madonna's "courage just to be herself" is further evidence
of the difficulty girls feel in finding asexual identity that appears to be
formed in their interests rather than in those of the dominant male.
Madonna recognizes—some might say overemphasizes—the importance
of sexual identity in determining the sort of social relations we enter into
and thus the social experience we undergo:
People's sexuality and the way they relate to the world is very important. ...It's so much more than just fornication. Your sexual identity is so important. The more you pay attention to it, the more you
realize that just about everything in the world is centered around
sexual attraction and sexual power. You also become aware of people
who are not in touch with their own, or have the wrong idea about it
or abuse it. 26
If some girls feel that patriarchy promotes the "wrong idea" of their sexuality and leads them to "abuse it," then Madonna's invitation to them to
get "in touch with their own" and to construct agender identity (and the
social relations that go with it) in their own interests is apolitically posi-
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tive one. Her fans are aware that she does indeed offer them this invitation:
"She's sexy but she doesn't need men. ...She's kind of there all by herself"; or "She gives us ideas. It's really women's lib, not being afraid of
what guys think."27
This sense of their own identity is never, of course, constructed freely
by the girls, for it can be achieved only by struggling against the identity
proposed by patriarchy. This struggle, this fighting back, can be enjoyable, as evidenced by astudent fan in an essay:
There is also asense of pleasure, at least for me and perhaps alarge
number of other women, in Madonna's defiant look or gaze. In "Lucky
Star" at one point in the dance sequence Madonna dances side on to
the camera, looking provocative. For an instant we glimpse her tongue:
the expectation is that she is about to lick her lips in asexual invitation. The expectation is denied and Madonna appears to tuck her
tongue back into her cheek. This, it seems, is how most of her dancing and grovelling in front of the camera is meant to be taken. She is
setting up the sexual idolization of women. For awoman who has
experienced this victimization, this setup is most enjoyable and pleasurable, while the male position of voyeur is displaced into uncertainty. 28
But, like all pop stars, Madonna has her "haters" as well as her fans:
"When Isit down on aSaturday and Sunday night Ialways hear the word
Madonna and it makes me sick, all she's worried about is her bloody looks.
She must spend hours putting on that stuff and why does she always show
her belly button? We all know she's got one. My whole family thinks she's
pathetic and that she loves herself. —Paul Young's sexy sneakers'29 Here
again, the "hate" centers on her sexuality and her painting and displaying
herself to arouse the baser side of man—expressed by detractors as her
presenting herself in whorelike terms. But the sting comes in the last
sentence, when the writer recognizes Madonna's apparent enjoyment of
her own sexuality, which he (the letter is clearly from amasculine subject,
if not an actual male) ascribes to egocentricity and thus condemns.
Madonna's love of herself, however, is not seen as selfish and egocentric
by girls; rather, it is the root of her appeal, and its significance becomes
clear in the context of the way they are addressed by the rest of the media.
McRobbie has shown how the "teenage press" typically constructs agirl's
body, and therefore her sexuality, as aseries of problems: breasts the
wrong size or shape, spotty skin, lifeless hair, fatty thighs, problem periods. The list is endless, of course, and the advertisers, the ones who re-
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ally benefit from these magazines, always have aproduct that promises—at
aprice—to solve the problem.
Madonna is much loved or much hated, a not-untypical position for
woman to occupy in patriarchy, whose inability to understand women in
their own terms is evidenced by the way it polarizes femininity into the
opposing concepts of Virgin-Angel and Whore-Devil.
Madonna consciously and parodically exploits these contradictions:
"When Iwas tiny," she recalls, "my grandmother used to beg me not to go
with men, to love Jesus and be agood girl. Igrew up with two images of
women: the virgin and the whore. It was alittle scary" She consistently
refers to these contradictory meanings of women in patriarchy. Her video
of "Like aVirgin" alternates the white dress of Madonna the bride with
the black, slinky garb of Madonna the singer; the name Madonna (the
virgin mother) is borne by asexually active female; the crucifixes adopted
from nuns' habits are worn on abarely concealed bosom or in asexually
gyrating navel. "Growing up Ithought nuns were beautiful. ...They
never wore any make-up and they just had these really serene faces. Nuns
are sexy.y930
But the effect of working these opposite meanings into her texts is not
just to call attention to their role in male hegemony: woman may either be
worshiped and adored by man or used and despised by him, but she has
meaning only from amasculine subject position. Rather, Madonna calls
into question the validity of these binary oppositions as away of conceptualizing woman. Her use of religious iconography is neither religious nor
sacrilegious. She intends to free it from this ideological opposition and to
enjoy it, use it, for the meanings and pleasure it has for her and not for
those of the dominant ideology and its simplistic binary thinking:
Ihave always carried around afew rosaries with me. One day Idecided to wear [one] as anecklace. Everything Ido is sort of tongue in
cheek. It's astrange blend—a beautiful sort of symbolism, the idea
of someone suffering, which is what Jesus Christ on acrucifix stands
for, and then not taking it seriously. Seeing it as an icon with no
religiousness attached. It isn't sacrilegious for me. 31
The crucifix is neither religious nor sacrilegious, but beautiful: "When I
went to Catholic schools Ithought the huge crucifixes nuns wore were
really beautiful!' In the same way, her adolescent fans find in Madonna
meanings of femininity that have broken free from the ideological binary
opposition of virgin/whore. They find in her image positive femininecentered representations of sexuality that are expressed in their constant
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references to her independence, her being herself. This apparently independent, self-defining sexuality is only as significant as it is because it is
working within and against apatriarchal ideology
As Ann Kaplan argues in her chapter, Madonna's image is based in
part on that of Marilyn Monroe, the great sex symbol of an earlier generation. But the differences between the two "blond bombshells" are more
instructive than the similarities. In the video "Material Girl," Madonna
goes through adance routine with tuxedo-clad young men in aparody of
Monroe's number "Diamonds Are aGirl's Best Friend" from Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes. During the number, she collects jewelry from the men as
she sings the refrain, "Cause we're living in amaterial world, and Iam a
material girl!' But despite her whorelike gathering of riches from men and
her singing that only boys with money have any chance with her (which is
close to Monroe's performance in "Diamonds Are aGirl's Best Friend"),
she toys with the boys, showing that their jewelry has bought them no
power over her, but instead that extracting it is an expression of her power
over them. This quite contradicts Monroe's performance. Madonna says
about her image's more general reference: "I don't see myself as Marilyn
Monroe, I'm almost playing with her image, turning it around. Idon't
claim to know her and can barely believe most of what's written about her.
The impression Iget is, she didn't know her own strength and didn't know
how to nurture it."32 Madonna clearly does know where her own strength
lies and how to use it. Her accumulation of material goodies is not mere
capitalist greed but away of exerting power over men.
But even the materialist reading of the video is contradicted. The stage
performance is embedded in amininarrative in which she rejects arich
suitor and accepts apoor one. The conclusion of the video shows her driving off with him in an old workman's truck, in which they make love during
arainstorm. The material girl has fallen for the nonmaterial values of love
after all. The undermining of the song by the mininarrative may not seem
to offer much of aresistance; after all, the main narrative is aconventional
romance in which the poor, sensitive man is finally preferred to the apparently more attractive rich one. The "true love" that triumphs is as much a
part of patriarchal capitalism as the materialism it defeats. But this contradiction does not work alone—it is supported by parody, by puns, and
by Madonna's awareness of how she is making an image, not just of what
her image is.
Some of the parody is subtle and hard to tie down for textual analysis,
but some, such as the references to Marilyn Monroe and the musicals she
often starred in, is more obvious. The subtler parody lies in the knowing
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way in which Madonna uses the camera, mocking the conventional representations of female sexuality at the same time she conforms to them.
Even Playboy recognizes her self-parody: "The voice and the body are her
bona fides, but Madonna's secret may be her satirical bite. She knows alot
of this image stuff is bullshit: she knows that you know. So long as we're
all in on the act together, let's enjoy it? One of her former lovers supports this: "Her image is that of atart, but Ibelieve it's all contrived. She
only pretends to be agold digger. Remember, Ihave seen the other side of
Madonna?'
Madonna knows she is putting on aperformance. The fact that this
knowingness is part of the performance enables the viewer to respond to a
different interpellation from that proposed by the dominant ideology and
thus to occupy aresisting subject position. The sensitive man watching
her material girl performance knows as she does—as we might also—that
this is only aperformance. Those who take the performance at face value,
who miss its self-parody, are hailed either as ideological subjects in patriarchy or else they reject the hailing, deny the pleasure, and refuse the
communication:
The National Enquirer, aweekly magazine devoted to prurient gossip, quotes two academic psychiatrists denouncing her for advocating
teenage promiscuity, promoting alust for money and materialism,
and contributing to the deterioration of the family. Feminists accuse
her of revisionism, of resurrecting the manipulative female who survives by coquetry and artifice. "Tell Gloria [Steinem] and the gang?
she retorts, "to lighten up, get asense of humour. And look at my
video that goes with Material Girl. The guy who gets me in the end is
the sensitive one with no money."35
Madonna consistently parodies conventional representations of women,
and parody can be an effective device for interrogating the dominant ideology. It takes the defining features of its object, exaggerates and mocks
them, and thus mocks those who "fall" for its ideological effect. But
Madonna's parody goes further than this: she parodies, not just the stereotypes, but the way in which they are made. She represents herself as
one who is in control of her own image and of the process of making it.
This, at the reading end of the semiotic process, allows the reader similar
control over her own meanings. Madonna's excess of jewelry, of makeup,
of trashy style, offer similar scope to the reader. Excessiveness invites
the reader to question ideology; too much lipstick interrogates the tastefully made-up mouth, too much jewelry questions the role of female deco-
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rations in patriarchy. Excess overspills ideological control and offers scope
for resistance. Thus Madonna's excessively sexual pouting and overdone
lipstick can be read to mean that she looks like that not because patriarchy determines that she should but because she knowingly chooses to.
She wears religious icons (and uses areligious name) not to support or
attack Christianity's role in patriarchy (and capitalism) but because she
chooses to see them as beautiful, sexy ornaments. She constantly takes
items of urban living, prizes them free from their original social, and therefore signifying, context, and combines them in new ways and in anew
context that denies their original meaning. Thus the crucifix is torn from
its religious context and lacy gloves from their context of bourgeois
respectability—or, conversely, of the brothel. By wearing underwear as
outerwear and taking it out of the boudoir and into the street (or even into
church), she reconfigures it. With her, dyed blond hair with the dark roots
deliberately displayed is no longer the sign of the tarty slut, and the garter belt and stockings no longer signify soft porn or male kinkiness.
This wrenching of the products of capitalism from their original context
and recycling them into anew style is, as lain Chambers has pointed out,
atypical practice of urban popular culture. 36 The products are purified
into signifiers; their ideological sigmifieds are dumped and left behind in
their original context. These freed signifiers do not necessarily mean something, they do not necessarily acquire new sigmifieds. Rather, the act of
freeing them from their ideological context signifies their users' freedom
from that context. It signifies the power (however hard the struggle to
attain it) of the subordinate to exert some control in the cultural process
of making meanings.
Madonna's videos constantly refer to the production of the image, and
they make her control over its production part of the image itself. This
emphasis on the making of the image allows, or even invites, an equivalent control by the reader over its reception. It enables girls to see that
the meanings of feminine sexuality can be in their control, can be made in
their interests, and that their subjectivities are not necessarily totally
determined by the dominant patriarchy.
The constant puns in Madonna lyrics work in asimilar way. Puns arise
when one word occurs in two discourses—in the case of "Material Girl,"
those of economics and sexuality: one signifier has simultaneous but different sigmifieds according to its discourse. The most obvious puns are
"give me proper credit? "raise my interest? "experience has made me
rich? Less obvious ones are "the boy with the cold hard cash" or "only
boys that save their pennies make my rainy day" ("make" has only vestig-
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ial sexual meanings, and the homonym between "pennies" and "penis" is
only faint). The puns perform typical ideological work by equating economic with sexual success, acommon strategy of popular culture in patriarchal capitalism. But puns demand active readers and can never fully
control the meanings that are provoked by the yoking of disparate discourses. These puns can expose and thus reject, or at least resist, the
economic and sexual subordination of women and the way that each is
conventionally used to naturalize the other. The first and last verses of the
song are:
Some boys kiss me some boys hug me
Ithink they're OK
If they don't give me proper credit
Ijust walk away
Boys may come and boys may go
And that's all right you see
Experience has made me rich
And now they're after me. 37
The puns here can be used, not to naturalize the dual subordination of
woman, but to assert woman's ability to achieve sexual-economic independence. If abody is all that patriarchy allows awoman to be, then at least
she can use it in her interests, not in men's.
The pun always resists final ideological closure: the potential meanings
provoked by the collision of different discourses is always greater than
that proposed by the dominant ideology. Thus "Boy Thy," the name that
Madonna has given to her range of products and that the media apply to
her, can be read as Playboy does when it calls her the "world's number
one Boy Toy" or "the compleat Boy lby"38 In this reading, Madonna is the
toy for boys, but the pun can also mean that the boy is her toy—as she
toys with the boys in "Material Girl?
Puns are also at work in the word "material," which is located in the
discourse of economic capitalism but which is often used to criticize that
discourse either from areligious viewpoint or from one of a"finer sensibility" In rejecting the materialism of the song, Madonna may be read as
proposing the values of afiner sensitivity and amore spiritual love, either
secular-erotic or religious-erotic. Madonna's combining of secular and religious love makes explicit apowerful undercurrent of patriarchal Christianity in general—and Catholicism in particular—that traditionally has
tried to mobilize man's lustful love for Mary Magdalene, displace it onto
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Mary the Virgin, and spiritualize it in the process. With Madonna, however, the dualism of the love is denied; it does not fit an either/or dichotomy in which one sort of love is morally superior to the other. By denying
the opposition and the moral hierarchy inscribed in it, she rejects the
traditional patriarchal Christian evaluation of love and allows sexual or
sentimental love to appear on the same level as religious love—certainly
not as inferior to it. Her use of the cross as abeautiful ornament for the
female body and her characterization of nuns as sexy are all part of her
critical interrogation of apatriarchal Christian tradition that makes sense
of love by means of amoralistic opposition between the spirituality of the
virgin and the lust of the whore. Similarly, the video of "Like aVirgin"
refuses to allow the viewer amoral choice between the white-robed, virginal Madonna bride and the black-clad, sexy Madonna singer. As she
says, referring to the video: "Passion and sexuality and religion all bleed
into each other for me. Ithink you can be avery sexual person and also a
very religious and spiritual person. .. .I'm avery sexual, very spiritual
person. What's the problem?""
In "Like aPrayer" this spirituality and passion are brought together in
away so explicit as to have caused Pepsi to withdraw their TV commercial
based on the video. The video consists of acomplex montage that juxtaposes images of Madonna in her underwear in ablack church, kissing the
icon of ablack saint and bringing him to life, with anarrative in which she
secures the release of ayoung black man jailed for acrime he did not
commit. Although there may be no preferred meaning to the video, its
use of provocative images organized around the themes of sexuality, religion, race, gender, and justice offended many of the dominant groups in
society. But whereas mainstream religious groups condemned the video
as blasphemous, two students of mine could find no evidence of black
churches that were offended. °
Madonna's ability to offend the socially dominant while appealing to the
subordinate reached its peak (so far at least) at the end of 1990 with the
release of her video "Justify My Love" (see below). The music television
channel (MTV) refused to screen it, and ahostile, sexist interview on
NBC's Nightline accused Madonna of overstepping acceptable limits of
sexual representation. Her response was that, in her view, these conventional limits allow the degradation and humiliation of women and tolerate
violence toward them, but do not allow two or more people, regardless of
gender, to enter into amutual exchange of the sensual pleasures of touching and looking. The conventional limits confine sexuality to patriarchal
dominance, and by rejecting them and replacing them with ones of her
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own, Madonna was asserting her control over her own sexual politics,
however offensive they might be to other people. The fact that the group
offended was, again, the socially dominant one is agood indicator of the
politics of this control.
An earlier video, "Open Your Heart," also centered its images around
the control of sexuality. In it, Madonna plays astriptease dancer in apeep
show. As her sexual and revealing dance progresses, we gradually realize
that she is subverting the conventions of striptease by making her parody
of it muscular, assertive, and sexually challenging instead of supplicating
and appealing. She uses this "turned" striptease not to allure the male
voyeurs watching her but to control them, and in doing so she reverses the
power relations in Freud's theory of voyeurism.
The video explicitly shows us anumber of the voyeurs, whereas, according to Freud, voyeuristic power depends upon avoyeur's invisibility.
But these men are not only pulled into the light and made visible, they are
mocked, parodied, and exaggerated. They are represented by aseries of
disempowering images such as coke-bottle spectacles or cardboard cutouts (which Madonna kicks over); some are shown groveling downward to
catch afinal glimpse of her under the descending shutter of the booth.
Outside, by the box office, is ayoung boy trying to get in—possibly to
"become aman" in the conventional sense. Madonna "rescues" him from
this fate, and in the final shot the two of them, androgynously dressed
alike, dance away in a nonsexual, gender-equal dance of joy while the
peep-show owner desperately begs Madonna to return to her role as sexual lure. The irony, of course, is that, in controlling the look of those she
enticed, she was never the lure he thought she was.
Madonna knows well the importance of the look. This is acomplex concept, for it includes how she looks (what she looks like), how she looks
(how she gazes at others—the camera in particular), and how others look
at her. Traditionally, looking has been in the control of men, and the male
look has, following Freud's theory of voyeurism, been acentral element in
patriarchal control over women. But Madonna appropriates this control
for herself and shows that women's control of the look (in all three senses)
is crucial to their gaining control over their meanings within patriarchy.
One of the ways in which she gains this control is, paradoxically, by
relinquishing it. She does not wish to restrict and tie down the meanings
of gender and the identities that go with them, for to do so would be
merely to reproduce the worst of patriarchal politics. Her aim is to open
them up, to give those who are subordinated or marginalized by patriarchy
—that is, those who are not heterosexual men—greater control over their
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own sexuality and thus to diversify sexual identities and sexual relations
in our society.
Semiotic power is exerted by controlling the categorizations used to
make sense of the world, and patriarchy constantly attempts to control
sexual categories and their meanings. So Madonna's consistent refusal to
accept or fit into those categories is astrategy of resistance. She deliberately promotes ambiguity and androgyny in her songs and videos, and her
1990 video "Justify My Love" is the most explicit of all her work in its
refusal of conventional sexual categories. 41 Its sensuous, erotic representation of mutual love moves easily across the categories of the clearly
heterosexual, the clearly homosexual, and the androgynous: it shows highly
feminine women and men, as well as masculine men and women; its pleasures are extended beyond the confines of the traditional couple and include those of looking as well as those of touching. No wonder MTV refused to show it. The video became, for ashort time, acause célèbre of
gender politics and was accused, predictably, of promoting pornography,
perversion, and promiscuity while being defended, equally predictably,
for being emancipatory, honest, and erotic. One of its defenders summed
up the controversy thus:
There's no mistaking this piece for porn, because it carries such a
firm point of view. Madonna uses her portrayal of blurred genders to
amuse and liberate, as well as to exploit. Her cheeky S&M fantasies
wind up asserting the independence of the individual, and to make
sure we don't miss the point, she spells it out with the lyrics printed
on-screen at the clip's close: "Poor is the man whose pleasures depend
on the permission of another."42
So far in this chapter Ihave focused on young girls as atypical subcultural audience of Madonna. But they are far from the only one. Madonna is
also highly significant in gay culture.

A disc jockey at agay bar in Madi-

son, Wisconsin, calls her "an equalist who speaks to ageneration who
thirsts for diversity" For him, Madonna's diversification of patriarchy's restricted sexual categories is appealingly progressive. Other members of
Madison's gay community find areal attraction in her campy, playful control
over her own image and in her ability to change that image at will. There is
little explicit evidence that her image control appealed to the need experienced by some gay people to masquerade in order to reduce the problems
of living in aheterosexual society; rather, the appeal lay in her honesty and
power in rejecting sexual stereotyping. Her emphasis that "Justify My
Love" is about "being truthful and honest with our partners" carries the
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implication that conventional sexuality often involves dishonesty and the
attempt to fit one's own sexuality into acategory already constructed,
thereby submitting oneself to the control inherent in that categorization."
As one gay magazine puts it:
She helps us confront religious guilt, purges us of libidinal inhibitions
and forces us to rethink the limitations of gender, intercourse and
responsibility—all with agood beat that you can dance to. ...Her
pride, flamboyance and glamour reach out to gay guys as much as her
butch/fem dichotomy and her refusal to be victimized strikes achord
in lesbians. 45
Madonna herself justifies her video by saying: "It's acelebration of sex. It
is about two people regardless of gender displaying affection for each other,
there's nothing wrong with that!' To those who claim she is demeaning
herself and women in her work, she replies confidently that they "are
missing afew things. Iam the one in charge. Iput myself in these situations. There isn't aman making me do these things. Iam in charger"
This sense of power and control in sexual relations appeals equally, if
differently, to both young girls and to the gay and lesbian communities. A
final, if extreme, endorsement of this appeal is provided by Michael Musto
of Outweek: "Despite the government's attempt to render some of
Madonna's themes invisible, as a role model and evocator of change,
Madonna is right now more powerful than the government:'47
Cultural studies does not try to understand Madonna simply either as a
bearer of meanings and ideology or as an agent of commodification and
profit making, though she is clearly both of these. By stressing her
multiaccentuality, it reveals her as aterrain of struggle upon which various social formations engage in relations with the dominant social order.
Her meanings and their politics cannot be evaluated in terms of what she
is, but only in terms of what people make of her in their social contexts.
The controversy she provokes is evidence not only of how open aterrain
she is for this struggle over meaning, but also of people's desire to seize
what opportunities they can find to engage in it.
What Ihave tried to do in this chapter is to demonstrate some of the
methodology and theoretical implications of British cultural studies. Ishall
now try to summarize these.
The television text is apotential of meanings. These meanings are activated by different readers in their different social situations. Because the
television text is produced by acapitalist institution, it necessarily bears
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that ideology. Any subcultural or resistant meanings that are made from
it are not "independent" but are made in relation to the dominant ideology. Because subcultures are related in various ways to the social system,
they will produce an equivalent variety of ways in which to relate their
subcultural readings of television to those preferred by the dominant ideology. Social relations in capitalism always involve apolitical dimension
(because all such relations are determined more or less directly by the
unequal distribution of power), and so all meanings arise, in part, from a
political base. For some, the politics will be those of acceptance, for others, those of rejection or opposition, but for most the politics will be a
base for the negotiation of meaning or for resistance.
Cultural analysis can help us to reveal how the television text serves as
an arena for this struggle over meanings. It treats television as part of the
total cultural experience of its viewers; the meanings of television are
always intertextual, for it is always read in the context of the other texts
that make up this cultural experience. These intertextual relations may
be explicit and close or implicit and tenuous. All muscle dramas share
many generic characteristics, but they also bear less obvious—though
not necessarily less significant—relations with the Vietnam veterans' parade held in New York ten years after the war ended and with the unveiling of the Vietnam Memorial in Washington, D.C.
Critical and journalistic comments on television programs, fan magazines, and gossip publications are examples of other types of significant
intertextuality. Criticism is, according to Tony Bennett, aseries of ideological bids for the meaning of atext, and studying which interpretations
are preferred in which publications and for which audiences can help us to
understand why and how certain meanings of the text are activated rather
than others. 48 We must be able to understand how that bundle of meanings that we call "Madonna" allows aPlayboy reader to activate meanings
of "the compleat Boy Toy" at the same time that afemale fan sees her as
sexy but not needing men, as being there "all by herself!' Publications
reflect the meanings circulating in the culture, and these meanings will be
read back into the television text as an inevitable part of the assimilation
of that text into the total cultural experience of the reader.
For culture is aprocess of making meanings in which people actively
participate; it is not aset of preformed meanings handed down to and
imposed upon the people. Of course, our "freedom" to make meanings
that suit our interests is as circumscribed as any other "freedom" in society. The mass-produced text is produced and circulated by capitalist institutions for economic gain and is therefore imprinted with capitalist ideo!-
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ogy. But the mass-produced text can only be made into apopular text by
the people, and this transformation occurs when the various subcultures
can activate sets of meanings and insert those meanings into their daily
cultural experience. They take mass-produced signifiers and, by aprocess
of "excorporation," use them to articulate and circulate subcultural
meanings. 49
Gossip is one important means of this active circulation of meanings.
The "uses and gratifications" theorists of the 1970s recognized how commonly television was used as a"coin of social exchange;' that is, as something to talk about in schoolyards, suburban coffee mornings, coffee breaks
at work, and the family living room. 5° Dorothy Hobson has shown the
importance of gossip among soap opera fans, and Christine Geraghty has
called it the "social cement" that binds the narrative strands of soap opera
together and that binds fans to each other and to the television text. 51
This use of television as acultural enabler, ameans of participating in the
circulation of meanings, is only just becoming clear, and gossip or talk
about television is no longer seen as the end in itself (as it was in the "uses
and gratifications" approach), but rather as away of participating actively
in that process of the production and circulation of meanings that constitutes culture.
The cultural analysis of television, then, requires us to study three levels of "texts" and the relations between them. First, there is the primary
text on the television screen, which is produced by the culture industry
and needs to be seen in its context as part of that industry's total production. Second, there is asublevel of texts, also produced by the culture
industry, though sometimes by different parts of it. These include studio
publicity, television criticism and comment, feature articles about shows
and their stars, gossip columns, fan magazines, and so on. They can provide evidence of the ways in which the potential meanings of the primary
text are activated and taken into their culture by various audiences or
subcultures. On the third level of textuality lie those texts that the viewers produce themselves: their talk about television; their letters to papers
or magazines; and their adoption of television-introduced styles of dress,
speech, behavior, or even thought into their lives.
These three levels leak into one another. Some secondary texts, such as
those of official publicity and public relations, are very close to primary
texts; others, such as independent criticism and comment, attempt to
"speak for" the third level. Underlying all this, we can, Ithink, see an oral
popular culture adapting its earlier role to one that fits within amass
society.
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This social circulation of meanings always entails struggle and contestation, for those with social power constantly attempt to repress, invalidate,
or marginalize meanings that are produced by and serve the interests of
subordinate groups and that therefore conflict with their own. This
foregrounding of conflict, which informs the realm of culture just as it
does that of social relations, is the key difference between the development of cultural studies in Britain and in the United States. Britain, like
most of continental Europe, has never doubted that it is asociety structured around class conflict; as aresult, Marxist modes of analysis, which
developed to explain capitalist societies as necessarily ones of conflicting
social interests and therefore of constant social struggle, were particularly pertinent to cultural studies as it developed in Britain in the 1970s
and 1980s.
Cultural criticism in the United States, however, has quite adifferent
history Its major concern has been to forge anational unity or consensus
out of widely differing immigrant, enslaved, and native social groups. Its
industrialization did not grow from asociety of agrarian capitalism with
an already politicized peasant class—which is one root reason for both
the instability of the labor movement and the invisibility of the class system in the United States compared with Britain. U.S. cultural studies,
then, tended toward liberal pluralist theories in which different social
groups were seen to live together in relative harmony and stability. The
models to which U.S. cultural theory turned were ones derived not from
Marxism and the analysis of social conflict but from anthropology and the
analysis of social consensus. Drawing on notions of ritual and mythology,
they stressed what different social groups had in common, which was a
form of communitas produced by ashared language and culture into which
all entered freely and from which all derived equal benefits. The dominant
ideology thesis, of course, differs diametrically while still stressing what
people have in common: in its case, what is common to all is the dominant
ideology, which is far from equal in the distribution of its benefits.
The growth of interest in British cultural studies in the United States
during the 1980s may well be related to the rise of Reaganism. Reaganism
rolled back the progress made during the 1960s and 1970s toward reducing inequalities in gender, race, and class; it widened the gap between the
privileged and the deprived and concentrated power in the white, male,
upper middle classes. Under such conditions, models of cultural consensus proved less convincing than ones of cultural conflict. British cultural
studies, with its focus on struggle and its commitment to promoting the
interests of the subordinate and critiquing the operations of the domi-
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nant, seemed to be tailor made for importation. But the theory should not
be allowed to emerge unchanged from its transatlantic crossing. The different histories of the United States and Britain, particularly in race and
class relations, require its models to be modified. Such differences, though,
significant as they are, are still differences within the commonality of a
white, patriarchal capitalism whose enormous benefits, rewards, and resources are unfairly distributed among its members. If an American adaptation of British cultural studies can provide acritically engaged theory
that critiques the culture of domination and endorses those cultures of the
subordinate that work against social inequality, and if by so doing it contributes to amore equal but diverse society, its importation will have been
well justified. If it doesn't, the sooner it's dumped the better.
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FURTHER

READING

Graeme Turner, British Cultural Studies: An Introduction (Boston: Unwin
Hyman, 1990) is awell-written account of the development and main issues of
this school. P Brantlinger, Crusoe's Footprints: Cultural Studies in Britain
and America (New York: Routledge, 1990), is more illuminating than its title;
its account of the theoretical debates is particularly good, though set within
the framework of literary studies. Also recommended is abook of essays from
the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies that provides good
examples of founding work in Marxist, structuralist, and ethnographic studies:
Stuart Hall, Dorothy Hobson, Andrew Lowe, and Paul Willis, eds., Culture,
Media, Language (London: Hutchinson, 1980). A general overview of this
school's work on television is given in John Fiske, Television Culture (London:
Methuen, 1987).
The first book in cultural studies to deal specifically with television is Raymond Williams, Television: Technology and Cultural Form (London: Fontana,
1974). Its historical overview argues that cultural needs determine technological development, and its contemporary analysis attempts, sometimes abit
uncertainly, to clarify television's cultural role. John Fiske and John Hartley,
Reading Television (London: Methuen, 1978) brings European semiotics, particularly the work of Barthes, to bear upon television and links this to British
cultural studies. The approach is less historical than Williams's, but the authors give more detailed analysis of programs. Roger Silverstone, The Message of Television: Myth and Narrative in Contemporary Culture (London:
Heinemann, 1981), gives avery detailed theoretical analysis, drawing largely
upon Lévi-Strauss, of a thirteen-part TV miniseries. Silverstone's book is
more anthropological and less political than Williams's or Fiske and Hanley's.
An early American work that is in tune with the British approach and uses
hegemony theory to analyze how the media covered the student unrest in the
late 1960s is lbdd Gitlin, The Whole World Is Watching (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1980). John Hartley, Understanding News (London:
Routledge, 1983), which is one of the few culturalist studies of news, shows
how the news makes meanings of events and how these meanings are located
within the social system.
A number of recent collections of essays, although not exclusively British,
have been strongly influenced by the British cultural studies approach. Manuel Alvarado and John O. Thompson, eds., The Media Reader (London: British Film Institute, 1990), has good sections on cultural identity (race, gender,
and nation), political economy, and textual theory. Andrew Goodwin and Garry
Whannel, eds., Understanding Television (London: Routledge, 1990), contains awide selection of essays written for an undergraduate audience. John
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Downing, Ali Mohammadi, and Annabelle Sreberny-Mohammadi, eds., Questioning the Media: A Critical Introduction (Newbury Park, Calif.: Sage, 1990),
is not limited to television but devotes more attention to it than to any other
medium. The historical inflection of cultural studies is well illustrated in John
Corner, ed., Popular Television in Britain: Studies in Cultural History
(London: British Film Institute, 1991). More focused collections are Mary
Ellen Brown, ed., Television and Women's Culture (London: Sage, 1990); and
Helen Baehr and Gillian Dyer, eds., Boxed In: Women and Television (London:
Pandora Press, 1987). Selected papers from the first two London-based International Television Studies conferences have been edited by Philip Drummond
and Richard Paterson and published by the British Film Institute under the
titles Television in Transition (1985) and Television and Its Audience (1988).
Two good examples of ideological analysis of television programs are Stephen Heath and Gillian Sldrrow, wIblevision: A World in Action," Screen 18,
no. 2(1977): 7-59; and Stuart Hall, Ian Connel, and Lydia Curti, "The Unity
of Current Affairs 'Iblevision," in Popular Television and Film, edited by
Tony Bennett et al. (London: British Film Institute/Open University Press,
1981). The first shows the close analysis typical of screen theory with its
emphasis on the power of television to make meanings for the viewer and
position him or her as areading subject. The second has an equally detailed
analysis, but its theory allows for more negotiated readings. Angela McRobbie,
"Jackie: An Ideology of Adolescent Femininity," in Popular Culture: Past
and Present, ed. Bernard Waites, Ibny Bennett, and Graham Martin (London:
Croom Helm, 1982), pp. 263-83, gives another excellent example of this school
of ideological analysis applied not to television but to teenage girls' magazines
—well worth reading.
Charlotte Brunsdon and David Morley, Everyday Television: "Nationwide"
(London: British Film Institute, 1978) applies discourse theory to adetailed
and lively analysis of television's way of addressing and interpellating its
audience.
The ethnographic work illustrated in Hall et al., Culture, Media, Language
is developed more fully by David Morley, The "Nationwide" Audience: Structure and Decoding (London: British Film Institute, 1980), using an open interview approach; and by Dorothy Hobson, "Crossroads": The Drama of a
Soap Opera (London: Methuen, 1982), using the participant observer method.
Cultural approaches to the audience form the focus of Ellen Seiter, Hans
Borchers, Gabriele Kreutzner, and Eva-Maria Warth, eds., Remote Control:
Television Audiences and Cultural Power (London: Routledge, 1989). A detailed ethnographic study of particular television audiences is Andrea Press,
Women Watching Television: Gender, Class, and Generation in the American
Television Experience (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1991),
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an American study inflected with political concerns similar to those of British
cultural studies—highly recommended.
len Ang, Watching "Dallas": Soap Opera and the Melodramatic Imagination, trans. Della Couling (London: Methuen, 1985), is astudy based on letters from Dutch fans—mainly women—of Dallas. It is both influential and
readable, anone-too-common combination of qualities. John Tulloch, Television Drama: Agency, Audience, and Myth (London: Routledge, 1990), is also
highly recommended for its combination of textual analysis with ethnographic
studies of both television producers and audiences. Australian books in this
tradition are Patricia Palmer, The Lively Audience: A Study of Children and
the TV Set (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1986); and Robert Hodge and David
Tripp, Children and Television: A Semiotic Approach (Cambridge: Polity,
1986); both of these deal with children as culturally competent audiences and
both are highly recommended. A useful international perspective informs
James Lull, ed., World Families Watch Television (Newbury Park: Sage, 1988).
Two other books, one Australian and one British, that combine ethnography
with textual and production studies are John Tulloch and Albert Moran, 'A
Country Practice": Quality Soap (Sydney: Currency Press, 1986); and David
Buckingham, Public Secrets: "EastEnd,ers" and Its Audience (London: British Film Institute, 1987).
The most influential Marxist theory is found in Louis Althusser, "Ideology
and Ideological State Apparatuses," in Lenin and Philosophy and Other
Essays (London: New Left Books, 1971), pp. 127-86—a crucial essay. Antonio Gramsci's work is published in the long "prison notebooks;' which are for
the advanced student only (Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks,
ed. and trans. Quentin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell-Smith [New York: International Publishers, 1971]). A good selection is available in Ibny Bennett,
Graham Martin, Colin Mercer, and Janet Woollacott, Culture, Ideology and
Social Process (London: Batsford/Open University Press, 1981), which contains essays commenting on and applying Gramsci's theory The book also has
an excellent selection of essays on structuralist and cultural theory, though
not applied specifically to television.
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T

he development of some kind of working relationship between television and postmodernism within
the realm of critical studies is inevitable, almost impossible, and absolutely necessary. Inevitable, be-

cause television is frequently referred to as the quintessence of postmodern
culture, and postmodernism is just as frequently written off as mere "television culture? Close to impossible, because of the variability of both television and postmodernism as critical objects; both are currently undergoing widespread theorization in which there are few, if any, commonly
agreed-upon first principles. Necessary, because that very lack, the absence of inherited critical baggage, places television studies in aunique
position vis-à-vis postmodernism. Unlike the critical work devoted to other
media, television studies does not have to "retrofit" critical paradigms
developed in modernist or premodernist periods and therefore should ideally be able to provide unprecedented insights into the complex interrelationships between textuality, subjectivity, and technology in contemporary cultures.
There is no short definition of postmodernism that can encompass the
divergent, often contradictory ways the term has been employed. One
reason for this divergence is that the term is used to describe: (1) adistinctive style; (2) amovement that emerged in the sixties, seventies, or
eighties, depending on the medium in question; (3) acondition or milieu
that typifies an entire set of socioeconomic factors; (4) aspecific mode of
philosophical inquiry that throws into question the givens of philosophical
discourse; (5) a very particular type of "politics"; and (6) an emergent
form of cultural analysis shaped by all of the above.
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This terminological confusion is exacerbated by the contentiousness of
the various definitions. As Jonathan Arac has written, "It remains even
now typically the case that to 'have aposition' on postmodernism means
not just to offer an analysis of its genesis and contours, but to let the
world know whether you are for it or against it, and in fairly bold terms:"
One could argue that the chief drawback of most of this work is that the
latter inevitably takes precedence over the former, producing little in the
way of actual description but agreat deal in the way of critical ax grinding. But although easy moralizing about postmodernism may often reveal
little besides the presuppositions of the critical languages used to demonize or valorize it, the contested nature of the term—the fact that no
definition of contours can ever be ideologically neutral, that description is
inseparable from evaluation—reveals one of the most significant lessons
of postmodern theory: all of our assumptions concerning what constitutes
"culture" and "critical analysis" are now subject to intense debate.
If there is acommon denominator in all of these contentious definitions
of postmodernism, it is the determination to define it as something other
than modernism, aterm that is likewise given variable status. Modernism is generally characterized in one of two ways, depending on the individual critic's perspective on postmodernism: as aheroic period of revolutionary experimentation that sought to transform whole cultures, in which
case postmodernism is seen as aneoconservative backlash; or as aperiod
of profound elitism, in which case postmodernism signals amove away
from the self-enclosed world of the avant-garde back into the realm of
day-to-day life. John Barth, for example, in developing his operating
definition of postmodernism, cites Gerald Graff's list of tell-tale characteristics of modernism as asuitable point of departure. 2 Graff argued that
modernism began as acriticism of nineteenth-century bourgeois culture,
arejection of both its values and its most favored style, namely realism.
This rejection involved ahighly self-conscious overturning of the conventions of realist representation: amove away from "objective" depiction of
the world to various forms of abstraction and symbolism that emphasized
subjective inward consciousness; the frustration of expectations concerning the coherence of plot and character; the disruption of linear narrative;
and the employment of avariety of stylistic strategies that stressed that
the "truth" of human experience was not accessible through simple documentation because it was not awell-ordered, rational machine waiting to
be cataloged.
Barth adds to Graff's list two more features that he sees as central to
modernism: the role of the artist as self-exiled hero; and the foregrounding
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of language and technique, not as ameans to an end, but as ends in themselves, the real "content" of art. These latter two characteristics are vitally important to Barth because they involve not just the stylistic/
ideological features of modernism, but also the eventual fate of modernist
art. The willful self-marginalization on the part of the artist class, coupled
with its fascination with purity of technique, led to the self-enclosure of
experimental art within the rarefied realms of the museum and the university. This process culminates in the "metafiction" of the 1960s, in which
the problems involved in the act of creation become the primary content
of the work—for example, in texts like William Gass's "In the Heart of
the Heart of the Country" or Barth's own Lost in the Funhouse, Federico
Fellini's 81/2 or Michelangelo Antonioni's Blow-Up.
Charles Jencks makes a similar argument about modernist architecture, specifically about what is called the International Style, which was
developed by Mies van der Rohe and others in the 1920s. 3Jencks sees the
same insularity in these stark geometric structures, constructed of glassand-steel I-beams, which banished any trace of the nineteenth century or
of specific regional characteristics. The International Style resulted from
the same fetishizing of technique as an end in itself; it contended that by
changing structural conventions one could alter consciousness and produce social change, even if the inhabitants of these glass towers were unable to comprehend the political significance of these radical innovations.
Barth and Jencks both emphasize the paradoxical development of modernism, wherein the need to develop radically different styles that would
provide the shock of the new, and thereby transform consciousness, depended on the rejection of the familiar (specifically nineteenth-century
realism and twentieth-century mass culture). Yet that very rejection led
to asemiotic/ideological impasse. The avoidance of the familiar and the
celebration of innovation produced bold new forms of personal expression,
but these styles failed to be very effective forms of communication. In
trying to keep their distance from the familiar, modernists also kept their
distance from the public they hoped to transform. The failure of modernism, according to this argument, can be traced directly to the collision of
two priorities—the cultivation of radical forms of personal expression on
the one hand, and the need to bring about sweeping social change by
developing arevolutionary mass consciousness on the other. These priorities proved to be mutually contradictory, primarily because the former
was founded on aromantic conception of the artist as an enlightened outsider who minimized or ignored the masses, whereas the latter depended
on asocialist conception of the state that made the masses (and not the
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genius-artist) the agent of historical change. These conflicting priorities
resulted in the abandonment of modernism's political agenda and the development of ever more daring forms of radical formal expression. By the
1960s, modernism was thoroughly institutionalized, no longer "revolutionary" except within the self-enclosed worlds of the art market and academia.
Postmodernism was, in varying ways, a reaction against the selfenclosure, the profitable marginalization that provided modernist artists
with aguaranteed but increasingly smaller audience and orbit of influence.
The alternative advocated by Jencks and Barth was not simple revivalism,
in which modernism would be abandoned and older styles reinstated. The
effort to reconnect with an audience outside galleries and scholarly journals involved anumber of different strategies. One of the most common
was to destabilize the relationship between high art and mass culture,
primarily through the appropriation of signs drawn from mass media.
Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown's Learning from Las Vegas was
massively influential in this rega.rd. 4 They called for anew architecture
that would communicate with contemporary audiences through the use of
signs that were decidedly "impure inartistic, and mass-produced. The
"pop art" phenomenon of the 1950s and 1960s, specifically the work of
Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, Richard Hamilton, and others, likewise
depended on the appropriation of popular icons and symbols (Campbell
soup cans, Marilyn Monroe, etc.) and their "rearticulation"—giving them
different significance within the context of museum art. In the process,
pop art contested the limits of both museum art and popular art. This
process of appropriation involved afundamental shift with regard to the
production of meaning, in which meaning was not amatter of pure invention on the part of the individual artist but more amatter of customizing
or rearticulating previously existing signs. The combination of signs drawn
from different periods, styles, and institutions has been called radical
eclecticism, in which atext, whether abuilding by Charles Moore or a
popular song by Living Colour, tries to represent the discontinuity of the
messages that surround us but also their simultaneity.
Although it is possible to list the tell-tale stylistic features of postmodern
design—the move away from abstraction and geometries to the overly
familiar and mass-produced; the replacement of purity with eclecticism,
internationalism with cultural specificity, and invention with rearticulation
—the cultural significance of these changes and their ideological ramifications remains amatter of intense debate. It is also especially difficult to
relate television to these debates in any kind of one-to-one correspondence. Television, unlike architecture, literature, or painting, never had a
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modernist phase that could serve as apoint of departure for postmodern
television. The emergence of postmodernism is decidedly an "uneven" development; its appearance and eventual impact vary from one medium to
another.
Because neither an etymology nor an evolutionary schema, nor an allencompassing theoretical paradigm can provide an adequate working
definition of postmodernism that allows for diverse applications to television, Iwill set forth aseries of recurring themes developed by theoreticians working in different media that, in aggregate, provide asense of the
conflictedness but also the potential cohesiveness of postmodern theory
These themes, considered together, allow for areconsideration of the semiotic, technological, and ideological dimensions of television.

A Semiotics of Excess: "The Bombardment of Signs"
One of the key preconditions of the postmodern condition is the proliferation of signs and their endless circulation, generated by the technological
developments associated with the information explosion (cable television,
VCRs, digital recording, computers, etcetera). These technologies have
produced an ever increasing surplus of texts, all of which demand our
attention in varying levels of intensity. The resulting array of competing
signs shapes the very process of signification, acontext in which messages must constantly be defined over and against rival forms of expression as different types of texts frame our allegedly common reality according to significantly different ideological agendas.
Television is obviously acentral factor in this information explosion.
Many critics on both the left and the right insist that television is likewise
instrumental in the devaluation of meaning—the reduction of all meaningful activity to mere "non-sense," to alimitless televisual universe that
has taken the place of the real. Such critics as Allan Bloom and Jean
Baudrillard have made grandiose claims about the destructive power of
mass culture (most especially television). 5 The former has claimed that
television has brought about the ruination of true learning and morality.
The latter has claimed that contemporary culture is television culture
—endless simulations in which reality simply disappears. In Bloom's view,
the culprit is not television alone, but the more general democratization of
culture, which threatens the elite values that once formed the basis of real
learning: the acquisition of Truth. But to Baudrillard (who is no more a
postmodernist than Bloom), television is cause as well as symptom, alleg-
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edly constructing aseamless realm of simulations that hinder our acquisition of the really real.
The problem with these critiques is their contention that all signs are
encoded and decoded according to exactly the same logic, or encoded so
differently that, as awhole, they produce one and only one effect. They
insist that the technological developments of the recent past have made
"meaning" an antiquated concept, because all signs are supposedly exhausted, mere electronic pulses disconnected from any referent. The chief
limitation of these critics who are so anxious to demonize television is that
they insist on making dire predictions about the devastating effects of this
technological explosion (which alters everything, everywhere, in the same
way), but they fail to recognize that the rate of absorption of those technological changes has increased commensurately. The medium may indeed
be the message, but twenty minutes into the future the technological novelty is already in the process of being absorbed. In the same way that a
figure of speech enjoys acertain novelty at its initial appearance but then
begins to become absorbed into the category of the already familiar, the
"figures of technology" that produce an initial disorientation are quickly
made manageable (secondarized) through different strategies of absorption as they are worked over by popular texts and popular audiences. This
absorption/secondarization process involves the manipulation of the array
by texts operating within it—television programs (as well as rock songs,
films, bestsellers, and so forth) that demonstrate an increasingly sophisticated knowledge of the conditions of their production, circulation, and
eventual reception.
A recent episode of Northern Exposure illustrates this absorption process quite clearly. When Holling, the local tavern owner, acquires asatellite dish that receives two hundred worldwide channels, his girlfriend Shelley quickly becomes atelevision addict, her entire life suddenly controlled
by the new technology. She becomes maniacal in the process, and we see
her calling the shopping channel to order thousands of dollars worth of
kitsch items. The determination of her character by television programs
is stressed repeatedly, as she dances to music videos or dresses up as a
Vanna White wannabe to watch Wheel of Fortune. But by the end of the
program she has confessed her televisual sins, in amock confessional to
the local disk jockey—priest, and resolves to watch selectively. Meanwhile
the central character, Dr. Joel Fleischmann, envisions his failed love affair
in terms of old black-and-white Hollywood films, including asilent-movie
version of the final scene from The Graduate, with himself as the star.
Other characters recognize his need for what they call "closure" in his
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relationship, and they decide to provide this by enacting amovie fantasy
of how his relationship should have ended. The closure of both plot lines
epitomizes the absorption of media culture, not just through parody but
through its secondarization by texts and audiences that rearticulate it
according to their own needs, aprocess thematized by the program itself.

Irony, Intertextuality, and Hyperconsciousness
The all-pervasiveness of different strategies of rearticulation and appropriation is one of the most widely discussed features of postmodern
cultural production. Umberto Eco has argued that this ironic articulation
of the "already said" is the distinguishing feature of postmodern communication. In his often-quoted example, he insists that we can no longer
make innocent statements. A lover cannot tell his beloved, "I love you
madly," because it would very probably produce only alaugh. But if he
wants to make such a declaration of love, he could say, "As Barbara
Cartland would put it, 'I love you madly." The latter indicates amutual
awareness of the "already said," amutual delight in ironically manipulating it for one's own purposes. 6 This emphasis on irony is often written off
as mere "camp" recycling, but such aview fails to account for the diversity of possible strategies of rearticulation, which range from the simple
revivalism found in the buildings of Robert Stern, the interior design collections of Ralph Lauren, or the clothing of Laura Ashley to the more
explicitly critical reworking of the "already said" in films like Thelma and
Louise, the photographs of Barbara Kruger, or the radicalized cover versions of pop standards by the Sex Pistols or The Clash, in which the past
is not just accessed but "hijacked," given an entirely different cultural
significance than the antecedent text had when it first appeared. What is
postmodern in all of this is the simultaneity of these competing forms of
rearticulation —the "already said" is being constantly recirculated, but
from very different perspectives ranging from nostalgic reverence to vehement attack or amixture of these strategies. Linda Hutcheon argues
very convincingly that what distinguishes postmodern rearticulations of
the past is their ambivalent relationship to the antecedent text, arecognition of the power of certain texts to capture the imagination, but at the
same time arecognition of their ideological or stylistic limitations (this
ambivalent parody will be discussed in more detail below). 7
There is no other medium in which the force of the "already said" is
quite so visible as in television, primarily because the already said is the
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"still being said!" Television programming since the fifties has depended
on the recycling of Hollywood films and the syndication of past prime-time
programs. The proliferation of cable channels that re-present programs
from the past four decades of television history marks the logical extension of this process, in which the various pasts and presents of television
now air simultaneously. Television programming as accessing of the accumulated past of popular culture ranges from K-Tel offers for old
Honeymooners and ILove Lucy episodes to the explicitly parodic demolitions of television programs to be found on In Living Color, David
Letterman, and Saturday Night Live. This diversity in the forms and
motivations of televisual rearticulation is even more apparent in the simultaneous but conflictive "re-presentations" of early sitcoms on rival cable
networks. The Christian Broadcasting Network and Nickelodeon both
broadcast series from the late fifties and early sixties, but whereas the
former presents these series as amodel for family entertainment the way
it used to be, the latter offers them as fun for the contemporary family,
"camped up" with parodic voice-overs, super-graphics, and reediting designed to deride their quaint vision of American family life, which we all
know never really existed even "back then?
The foregrounding of intertextual references has become amarker of
"quality television" (for example, prime-time network programs like Hill
Street Blues and St. Elsewhere, which reflect a more sophisticated
"cinematic style," feature ensemble casts, etc.) as well. Jane Feuer has
traced this self-conscious intertextuality as it developed in the MTM style,
but more recently, as "quality television" has developed across production
companies and networks, the explicit referencing has played avital role in
situating a given program in relation to other forms of quality and
nonquality programs. 8 During the 1990 fall season, for example, Michael
and Hope of ABC's thirtysomething referred to watching L.A. Law, while
on NBC's L.A. Law, attorney Anne Kelsey spoke of wanting to get home
and watch thirtysomething because it was "responsible television?'
This sort of referencing-as-positioning is not restricted to quality TV.
On arecent episode of Knots Landing (a nighttime soap that airs opposite
L.A. Law and makes no claims whatsoever to be quality television), two
minor characters argue about their favorite TV programs. One states that
he has to turn down adinner invitation because "I forgot to set my VCR. I
gotta see what Corbin Bernsen is wearing tonight?' When his friend states
that he "never watches that show" because he's a"newshound," the L.A.
Law fan says derisively, "News my foot. You're crazy about Diane Sawyer." When his colleague protests that "she's very intelligent?' his friend
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responds, "Right, you're in love with her mind!' The referencing here,
within the context of an evening soap, presupposes three important factors:
(1) that viewers will possess atelevisual literacy developed enough to recognize programs from the actors' names and that they will know the television schedule well enough to appreciate the reference to the programs
that air opposite Knots Landing on the two other major networks (L.A.
Law and Prime Time Live); (2) that VCR time-shifting is now commonplace, especially for dedicated viewers of L.A. Law but also for those fans
who exist within the fictional world of programs that air on competing
channels; and (3) that the "irresponsible!' nonquality program informs us
why viewers really like quality television—for the wardrobes and the
sexiness of the stars involved, which, as the characters of Knots Landing
know, constitute the real pleasure of the televisual text.
These intertextual references are emblematic of the hyperconsciousness
of postmodern popular culture: ahyperawareness on the part of the text
itself of its cultural status, function, and history, as well as of the conditions of its circulation and reception. Hyperconsciousness involves adifferent sort of self-reflexivity than that commonly associated with modernist texts. Highly self-conscious forms of appropriation and rearticulation
have been used by postmodern painters, photographers, and performance
artists (David Salle, Cindy Sherman, Laurie Anderson, and others), and
their work has enjoyed agreat deal of critical attention. In the "metapop" texts that we now find on television, on newsstands, on the radio, or
on grocery store book racks, we encounter, not avant-gardists who give
"genuine" significance to the merely mass cultural, but ahyperconscious
rearticulation of media culture by media culture. 9
The self-reflexivity of these popular texts of the later eighties and early
nineties does not revolve around the problems of self-expression experienced by the anguished creative artist so ubiquitous in modernism but
instead focuses on antecedent and competing programs, on the ways television programs circulate and are given meaning by viewers, and on the
nature of televisual popularity. A paradigmatic example of this is the
opening scene of The Simpson's Thanksgiving Special (1990), in which
Bart and his father, Homer, are watching television in their living room on
Thanksgiving morning. The Simpsons, as aconcept, is already ameanspirited parody of the traditional family sitcom, and this particular scene
adds an attack on the imbecilic chatter of "color commentators!' But the
scene goes beyond simple parody. As they watch the Thanksgiving Day
parade, Bart keeps asking Homer to identify the balloon float characters,
complaining that they could use some characters that "were made in the
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last fifty years!' His father tells him that the parade is atradition, that if
"you start building aballoon for every flash-in-the-pan cartoon character,
you'll turn the parade into afarce? At this point the television-withinthe-television depicts aBart Simpson balloon floating by while the "real"
Bart Simpson looks on. Thus Bart watches himself as apopular phenomenon on television. The Simpsons television program thereby acknowledges
its own characters' status as popular icons whose circulation and reception are worked back into the "text" itself.

Subjectivity, Bricolage, and Eclecticism
The "Bart watches Bart" example may be emblematic of apostmodern
textuality, but what are the effects of this hyperconscious irony on television viewers? Is its ultimate effect emancipatory leading to arecognition
that television's representations are social constructions rather than valueneutral reflections of the "real" world? Or does this irony produce a
disempowering apathy, in which no image is taken at all seriously? John
Caughie has described this problem very effectively:
The argument, then, is that television produces the conditions of
an ironic knowingness, at least as apossibility ...[which] may offer
away of thinking subjectivity free of subjection. ...Most of all, it
opens identity to diversity, and escapes the notion of cultural identity
as afixed volume. ...But if it does all this, it does not do it in that
utopia of guaranteed resistance which assumes the progressiveness
of naturally oppositional readers who will get it right in the end. It
does it, rather, with terms hung in suspension ...tactics of empowerment, games of subordination with neither term fixed in advance. 1°
The crux of the matter here is the notion of the subject that is presupposed. Caughie's insightful point about irony vis-à-vis subjectivity suggests that television viewers are individual subjects neither completely
programmed by what they are watching nor completely free to choose as
self-determining individuals, captains of their fates, masters of their
souls." One of the significant developments in postmodern theory (put
forward in an increasing number of disciplines) is the recognition that a
new theory of the subject must be developed, one that can avoid the deterministic conception of the individual as programmable android without
resurrecting aromantic "Self" that operates as afree agent, unfettered
and uninfluenced by ideology
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The most productive attempts to develop amore nuanced understanding of the relationship between identity and cultural determination have
argued that, within postmodern cultures, identity must be conceived as
an intersection of conflicting subject positions. Chantal Mouffe asserts
that accounting for the complexities of subjectivity is not aquestion merely
of moving away from the notion of aunitary "free" self to aunitary determined self, but rather "the problem is the very idea of the unitary subject. ...[W]e are in fact always multiple and contradictory subjects, inhabitants of adiversity of communities ...constructed by avariety of
discourses and precariously and temporarily sutured at the intersection
of those subject positionsP 12 The emergence within the past decade of
"antiessentialist" or postmodern feminism has played akey role in these
debates. Linda Nicholson and Nancy Fraser argue that "postmodern feminist theory would dispense with the idea of the subject of history. It
would replace unitary notions of 'women' and 'feminine gender identity'
with plural and complexly constructed conceptions of social identity, treating gender as one relevant strand among others, attending also to class,
race, ethnicity, age and sexual orientation." 13
The concept of the postmodern subject as multiple and contradictory,
acted upon but also acting upon, has also led to reconsideration of the
"effects" that popular culture, most especially television, has on its viewers: The hypodermic model of media effects (in which mass media allegedly "injects" values directly into passive viewers) has been challenged by
John Fiske, len Ang, and others who share acultural studies perspective.'
Many of them use de Certeau's concept of "poaching" to characterize audiences' skillful abduction of televisual texts, focusing on the ways in which
audiences make the meanings they want or need out of television
programs. 15 It is at this point that British cultural studies begins to share
anumber of concerns with postmodern theory per se, positing asubject
who operates as atechnologically sophisticated bricoleur, appropriating
and recombining according to personal need. The term bricolage, developed by anthropologists to describe the ways primitive tribespeople piece
together ameaningful cosmogony (or simply away of operating) out of
random elements they encounter in their day-to-day lives, has recently
been applied to the behavior of individuals in contemporary media cultures. The culturalist and postmodernist positions differ, however, in regard to "mass culture? The former presupposes that mass culture may
still be pernicious and homogeneous, but that it may be transformed into
something resembling agenuine folk culture at the moment of reception
because viewers tend to disregard the intended effects of television and
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take from it what best fits into their lives. This is avery attractive political position in that it allows for the continued demonization of capitalism
and mass culture while it celebrates the resourcefulness of ordinary people. However, it fails to recognize the eclecticism of postmodern cultural
production.
Many television programs, films, popular songs, and other manifestations of popular culture are already the result of sophisticated forms of
bricolage, already conscious of the multiple ways they might be understood. As Ihave mentioned above, Charles Jencks insists that one of the
distinguishing features of postmodern architecture is "radical eclecticism!" 6
The work of Charles Moore, James Stirling, and Hans Hollein juxtaposes
styles, materials, and conventions hitherto thought to be thoroughly incompatible. Michael M. J. Fisher and George Lipsitz contend very convincingly that this eclecticism, this creation as bricolage, is also afeature
of the ethnic and racial subcultures that are so prominent in American
popular culture. "It is on the level of commodified mass culture that the
most popular, and often the most profound, acts of cultural bricolage take
place. The destruction of established canons and the juxtaposition of seemingly inappropriate forms that characterize the self-conscious postmodernism of `high culture' have long been staples of commodified popular
cultureP 17
The eclecticism associated with postmodernism takes on amore complicated dimension in regard to television. Individual programs like Pee-Wee's
Play House, Max Headroom, and Twin Peaks are as radically eclectic in
their use of diverse stylistic conventions as any postmodern building. Furthermore, the eclecticism of television textuality operates on atechnological/institutional level as well because it has been institutionalized by
cable television and the VCR, which together produce infinite programming variations. Postmodernist eclecticism might only occasionally be a
preconceived design choice in individual programs, but it is built into the
technologies of media-sophisticated societies. Thus television, like the
postmodern subject, must be conceived as asite—an intersection of multiple, conflicting cultural messages. Only by recognizing this interdependency of bricolage and eclecticism can we come to appreciate the profound changes in the relationship of reception and production in postmodern
cultures. Not only has reception become another form of meaning production, but production has increasingly become aform of reception as it
rea.rticulates antecedent and competing forms of representation.
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Commodification, Politics, Value
Another major concern of postmodern cultural analysis has been the
impact of consumerism on social life. Fredric Jameson argues that
postmodernism is best understood as the end result of capitalism's relentless commodification of all phases of everyday existence. He sees pop culture's radical eclecticism as mere "cannibalization" of the past and as "sheer
heterogeneity" without "decidable" effects.' For Jameson, all such cultural activity is driven by the logic of "late" capitalism, which endlessly
develops new markets that it must neutralize politically by constructing a
vision of success and personal happiness, expressible solely through the
acquisition of commodities.
The relevance ofJameson's work for television studies has already been
explored by anumber of critics, not surprising given the advertiser-driven
nature of the medium in the United States, where commercials not only
interrupt programs but have actually emerged as aform of programming.
The blurring of the distinction between programs and commercials has
become even greater with the development of "infomercials," shopping
channels, product lines generated by Saturday morning cartoons (as well
as by evening soaps like Dynasty), and so on. If television is defined by its
semiotic complexity, its intertextuality, and its eclecticism, it is also just
as surely defined by its all-pervasive appeals to consumerism.
The problem for television studies, as it tries to come to terms with
postmodernism, is how to reconcile the semiotic and economic dimensions
of television. Stressing the semiotic to the exclusion of the economic produces only aformalist game of "let's count the intertexts," but privileging
the economic to the point that semiotic complexity is reduced to alimited
set of moves allowed by amaster system is just as simplistic. The attempt
to turn television into amaster system operating according to asingle
logic is afundamentally nostalgic perspective; the culture of the 1990s,
though judged to be the sheer noise of late capitalism, is nevertheless
expected to operate according to nineteenth-century models of culture as
homogeneous totality.
Making postmodernism coterminous with late capitalism offers atheoretical neatness by providing an all-purpose, master explanation: postmodern culture is asymptom of more fundamental economic and political
trends. But this position is fraught with anumber of problems. The limitations of this view of postmodernism become especially apparent in Jameson's notion of "cognitive mapping:' 19 He argues that anew aesthetics that
will make sense of multinational capitalism has yet to emerge and that
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there exists as yet no way of mapping the chaotic spaces of postmodern
cultures. But the "map" he hopes will be drawn will not be acceptable to
him unless it envisions this space according to the contours of traditional
Marxist theory.' Jameson doesn't entertain the notion that mere mass
culture may itself provide amapping function or that television is not just
achaotic terrain in need of mapping but is itself aproliferation of maps.
Lifetime, MTV, Black Entertainment Television, and the Family Channel
all envision contemporary cultural life from specific generational, racial,
and gendered perspectives. Taken together, they don't coalesce into one
big picture but rather acomposite of overlapping views that visualize the
terrain of contemporary life in reference to its specific uses. The desire to
formulate one master map, despite the multiple ways that the terrain can
be envisioned and put to use by individual subjects as bricoleurs, exposes
not just the limitations of traditional Marxist paradigms, but also the
need to develop far more sophisticated forms of materialist analysis that
recognize the multiple uses and effects of consumerism.'
The question of whether postmodern cultures may be conceived of as
totalities and therefore may operate according to aset of predictive "laws"
involves another major issue in postmodern philosophy—specifically, the
debate between foundational and antifoundational modes of critical analysis. Antifoundationalism, most often associated with Jean-François
Lyotard, Richard Rorty, and Barbara Herrnstein Smith, involves the rejection of "master narratives," or any set of all-embracing laws governing
human behavior, the science of history, or the ways and means of capital.'
The antiessentialist feminism discussed earlier is likewise antifoundational
in its move away from an absolute reliance on any universal metanarratives
or "covering laws" to explain gender difference. Unfortunately, the move
toward the relative and provisional (rather than the universal and predictive) as a way to formulate new notions of subjectivity and political
effectivity has been mistaken for an abandonment of all value.
Christopher Norris, for example, contends that postmodern theory,
specifically in the form Baudrillard presents, may be effective in diagnosing the simulated nature of contemporary life but becomes "muddled" and
politically irresponsible when the postmodern condition is used "as apretext for dismantling every last claim to validity or truth?" But Norris
takes Baudrillard's nihilist abandonment of the issue of value and generalizes it into the postmodern theory of value and political action, aposition
allegedly held by all practicing postmodernists. Norris fails to make any
mention of such postmodern political theoreticians as Chantal Mouffe or
Ernesto Laclau or of postmodern feminism in this context. Dick Hebdige
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makes the crucial point that, in Baudrillard's universe, "postmodernity is
associated with the annihilation of difference in the media age, the end of
politics altogether," but on the other hand, "in those circles where politics
of race and sexuality are taken seriously, critical postmodernism is
identified with diversity and difference, a politics of contestation and
change?'
Within this politics of diversity and difference, "value" is not abandoned
—only absolute "truth values," or what Herrnstein Smith has called the
automatic "axiomatics" of traditional critical theory that relied on transcendent, universal qualities as proof or verification for all evaluation. She
insists that both value and evaluation are radically contingent. "That which
we call 'value' may be seen neither as an inherent property of objects, nor
an arbitrary projection of subjects but, rather, as the product of the dynamics of some economy or, indeed, of any number of economies (that is,
systems of apportionment and circulation of 'goods') in relation to ashifting state, of which an object or entity will have adifferent (shifting) value?'
The ramifications of this point for television study—specifically for developing atheory of postmodern television—are far reaching, because
Smith argues that we need to continue to debate the value of any given
text but also insists on the contingent nature of those judgments. Evaluation always depends on criteria that are culturally determined and therefore culturally specific rather than transcendent. This is avitally important point, because it allows for an analysis of television that recognizes
the variable nature of televisual signs. Their value cannot be explained in
reference to one logic but will be channel-, program-, and audiencesensitive. Even more important, by focusing on the dynamics of the economies that determine these shifting values, we can begin to understand
the interconnectedness of the semiotic and the economic dimensions of
postmodern television.

Twin Peaks
In order to demonstrate how the various themes of postmodern theory
might be considered together in reference to asingle television series, I
will focus on Twin Peaks, because it became acultural phenomenon that
epitomizes the multiple dimensions of televisual postmodernism. Twin
Peaks was not "postmodernist" just because it involved David Lynch, a
bona fide postmodernist filmmaker, or because it depended on anumber
of postmodern stylistic conventions, or because it generated so many corn-
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modity intertexts (The Secret Diary of Laura Palmer, Dale Cooper: My
Life, My Tapes, and asoundtrack album, among other things). Rather,
the circumstances that allowed for its development and the ways in which
it circulated are emblematic of postmodern culture and represent the
confluence of anumber of factors that give postmodern television its historical specificity.
The appearance of Twin Peaks on prime-time network television was
due in large part to the impact of cable and VCR technology. The advent
of cable systems that offer dozens of alternatives to the "big three" networks and the ubiquity of the VCR, which offers an even broader range of
entertainment, led to asignificant decline in the networks' share of the
total viewing audience. In 1979, 91 percent of viewers were watching network programs during prime time, but by 1989 the number had dropped
to 67 percent. 26 This viewer migration to cable and videocassettes has
been portrayed in near-catastrophic terms by the networks, because those
households that are able to afford cable and VCRs are precisely the households network advertisers most want to reach. Particularly prized within
this audience segment are "yuppie" viewers, who not only purchase expensive consumer goods but also tend to consume other forms of
entertainment—on broadcast television, videotape, cable, and pay-perview and at movie theaters.
The development of Twin Peaks reflects afundamental change in the
way the entertainment industries now envision their publics. The audience is no longer regarded as ahomogeneous mass but rather as an amalgamation of microcultural groups stratified by age, gender, race, and geographic location. Therefore, appealing to a"mass" audience now involves
putting together aseries of interlocking appeals to anumber of discrete
but potentially interconnected audiences. The promotion of Batman: The
Movie by the various components of Warner Communications serves as
the paradigmatic example here. D.C. Comics were used to secure the
preteen and early teen audience, while MTV and Prince helped to lure the
female teen audience. The original development of Twin Peaks involved
exactly this sort of appeal to anumber of distinct audiences. As producer
Mark Frost himself acknowledged, he hoped the series would appeal to "a
coalition of people who may have been fans of Hill Street, St. Elsewhere,
and Moonlighting, along with people who enjoyed the nighttime soaps" —
along with, of course, the people who watch neither anymore, now that
cable and VCR have become household fixtures.' The emergence of "coalition audiences" as amarketing strategy parallels the development of
"coalition politics" in contemporary political theory Culture industries and
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political activists both recognize the fragmentary nature of "the public"
and realize that effective mobilization of "public opinion" is possible only
through strategies of amalgamation.
The media blitz that surrounded the premiere of Twin Peaks is quite
literally atextbook example of the skillful manipulation of the discourses
of cultural legitimation that have hitherto been used to attribute value to
media other than television. The full-page ad that appeared in the New
York Times the day the pilot premiered (6 April 1990) is acase in point. In
bold, oversized letters we are told: "Twin Peaks—the series that will
change TV," according to Connoisseur magazine. Two evaluative criteria
are reiterated throughout the glowing reviews quoted in the ad—a
romantic-modernist glorification of originality and the shock of the new it
produces, and an all-purpose notion of connoisseurship (see fig. 9-1).
Throughout this initial wave of reviews in the popular press, Twin Peaks
is valorized in cinematic terms, amedium that, judging by these reviews,
enjoys afar higher degree of cultural status than television, especially
when it involves David Lynch, already promoted as agenius director.
Many reviews bestowed automatic status on the program because it was
the product of an auteur—a filmmaker with arecognizable signature.
Richard Zoglin's review in Time (9 April 1990), entitled "Like Nothing
Else on Earth: David Lynch's Twin Peaks may be the most original show
on TV," describes the "Lynchian touches" and the director's art school
training. The notion that great television might be made only by agreat
filmmaker also pervades Terence Rafferty's review in The New Yorker (9
April 1990). After referring to Lynch as an "all-American surrealist,"
Rafferty states that "within five minutes of the opening of Twin Peaks we
know we're in David Lynch's world—unmistakable even on asmall screen!'
The reliance on this evaluative criteria appears in its most bald-faced form
in Newsweek's cover story (1 October 1990) on Lynch, in which an "avantgarde" portrait of the director is accompanied by the graphic, "David
Lynch—The Wild at Art Genius Behind Twin Peaks?
The discrete filmlike nature of the pilot was emphasized explicitly in an
ad quoted in the television spot that ran during the week of the premiere:
"It's must-see, must-tape television!' astatement that stresses the singularity of the program. After the first few episodes had appeared, however,
the avant-garde auteur mode of evaluation began to dissipate as Turin
Peaks came to be conceived no longer as adiscrete cinematic pilot, but
rather as atelevision serial. The next major article in Time (7 May 1990)
concerns the Twin Peaks "mania!' how it has become atopic of "coffee
wagon" conversation around offices. The article refers to the show's "trend-
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mess" and includes achart detailing the character configuration, complete
with cutesy hearts and coffee cups, all of which emphasize its soap opera
dimensions. The article features, interestingly, this quote from aregular
viewer: "It's only aTV show, but you feel like acultural idiot if you can't
quote it on Fridays!' At this point, when Twin Peaks is no longer being
described as "hauntingly original," it returns to being just TV.
The issue of "cultural literacy," raised indirectly by the viewer's statement, involves this very shift in evaluative criteria. What does it mean to
be "culturally literate" about Twin Peaks? Should one regard it as an unprecedented auteurist/avant-gardist incursion into the vast wasteland of
mere TV? Or should one adopt asense of knowing detachment that asserts, "I know it's just all TV trash, but Ienjoy it ironically"? The answer is not amatter of either/or but both, because apostmodern cultural
literacy recognizes exactly this kind of variability. Twin Peaks is apolysemic
phenomenon alternately valorized as would-be cinema and would-be soap
opera. The cover stories on Twin Peaks that appeared in Newsweek, Rolling Stone, and Soap Opera Weekly (16 October 1990) reflect the polysemic
nature of signs that constitute this program. The Newsweek "Wild at Art"
cover features only Lynch as mad genius, whereas the Rolling Stone cover
shows three of the program's stars vamping it up. Soap Opera Weekly
features alarge photo of Lynch with smaller inset photos of the stars, but
surrounds both with other soap stories and photos —"Behind the scenes
at The Bold and the Beautiful," "It's not all Romance at Lovings Dual
Wedding" — in addition to the "Curious Revelations" from Peaks cast members. In each case, the significance or cultural resonance of the series
changes fundamentally in accordance with the evaluative criteria employed
by each magazine as it frames the phenomenon according to its own discursive agenda.
Although the press coverage of the Twin Peaks phenomenon accentuates its polysemic, multiaccentual nature, the semiotic variability of the
program is not restricted to the diverse ways it is given significance at the
point of reception. The style of Twin Peaks is aggressively eclectic, utilizing anumber of visual, narrative, and thematic conventions from Gothic
horror, science fiction, and the police procedural as well as the soap opera.
This eclecticism is further intensified by the variable treatment each genre
receives in particular scenes. At one moment, the conventions of agenre
are taken "seriously"; in another scene, they might be subjected to the
sort of ambivalent parody that Linda Hutcheon associates with postmodern
textuality. These generic and tonal variations occur within scenes as well
as across scenes, sometimes oscillating on aline-by-line basis, or across
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episodes when scenes set in paradigmatic relationship to one another
(through the use of the same character, setting, or soundtrack music) are
given virtually antithetical treatments. The movement in and out of parodic discourse is common in all of the episodes. For example, in the pilot,
when Dale Cooper and Harry Truman are going through Laura Palmer's
diary and personal effects, the dialogue, delivery, and soundtrack music
all operate according to the conventions of the Jack Webb police procedural. But the "just the facts, ma'am" tone of Cooper's discourse about
cocaine, safety deposit boxes, and court orders is shattered by the concluding line of the scene, which is delivered in exactly the same manner:
"Diane, I'm holding in my hand abox of chocolate bunnies?
This sort of tonal variation has led anumber of critics to conclude that
Twin Peaks is mere camp, an ironic frolic among the rustic bumpkins and
the TV trash they devour along with their doughnuts. But the series is
never just camp; the parodic perspective alternates with more straightforward presentation, encouraging an empathetic response rather than
the ironic distance of the explicitly parodic. In the third episode, for example, when Dale Cooper explains his "deductive technique involving mindbody coordination" — complete with ablackboard, a map of Tibet, and
rock throwing (fig. 9-2)—the scene becomes athoroughgoing burlesque
of the traditional final scene of detective novels, films, or television programs when the detective explains how he/she solved the crime, usually
through ahyperrational deduction process. The introduction of the Dalai
Lama, dream states, and rocks transports ratiocination (crime solving by
rational deduction) into the realm of irrational spirituality, thereby parodying one of the fundamental "givens" of detective fiction. The absurd
misuse of conventions defies the viewer to take the scene seriously. However, the scene at the end of episode fifteen in which Leland, possessed by
Bob, brutally murders Maddie is one of the most horrifying murder scenes
ever to appear on prime-time television; it defies the viewer not to empathize with the innocent victim, not to be deeply disturbed by the insanity
and violence, which are intensified by the editing and sound distortions.
The death of Leland at the end of episode seventeen exemplifies not
just this scene-to-scene variation but also the paradigmatic variation mentioned above, in which the same textual elements from earlier episodes
are repeated but given completely different inflections. As Leland dies in
Cooper's arms, he realizes that he has killed three young women, including his daughter Laura, and in the moments when he is dying, the framing, dialogue, acting style, reaction shots, and nondiegetic music all contribute to the pathetic nature of the scene, encouraging the viewer to
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empathize wholeheartedly with the horrified father (fig. 9-3). Particularly
interesting here is that two key elements contributing to this pathos were
used parodically in earlier episodes: Cooper's Tibetan spiritualism, previously used as asignifier of his goofiness, is here given integrity as something that comforts the dying man, describing what he apparently sees at
the point of death; and "Laura Palmer's Theme;' previously used parodieally
to accompany any number of "soap opera" love scenes, here accompanies a
scene of tragic paternal love.
It could be argued that this tonal oscillation and generic amalgamation,
in which viewers are encouraged to activate ever-shifting sets of expectations and decoding strategies, is simply one of those "Lynchian tricks"
—that in Twin Peaks, as in Blue Velvet, Lynch labors to catch his viewers
between sets of expectations, producing the shock of the newly juxtaposed.
Although this oscillation in tonality is undeniably acharacteristic of Lynch's
more recent projects, it is also reflective of changes in television entertainment and of viewer involvement in that entertainment. That viewers
would take agreat deal of pleasure in this oscillation and juxtaposition is
symptomatic of the "suspended" nature of viewer involvement in television that developed well before the arrival of Twin Peaks. The ongoing
oscillation in discursive register and generic conventions describes not
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just Twin Peaks but the very act of moving up and down the televisual
scale of the cable box. While watching Twin Peaks, viewers may be overtly
encouraged to move in and out of an ironic position, but watching other
television soap operas (nighttime or daytime) involves for many viewers a
similar process of oscillation in which emotional involvement alternates
with ironic detachment. Viewing perspectives are no longer mutually exclusive, but set in perpetual alternation."
What distinguishes Twin Peaks from, say, Dallas or Knots Landing is
not that it encourages this alternation in viewing positions but that it
explicitly acknowledges this oscillation and the suspended nature of television viewing. In other words, Twin Peaks doesn't just acknowledge the
multiple subject positions that television generates; it recognizes that one
of the great pleasures of the televisual text is that very suspension and
exploits it for its own ends.
If the postmodern condition is one in which we as individual subjects
are constantly engaged in the process of negotiating the array of signs
and subject positions that surround us, Twin Peaks and other forms of
hyperconscious popular culture address themselves directly to this condi-
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tion, situating themselves exactly in the arcs and gaps that result when
these positions don't coalesce. By taking the array as their "setting" and
redefining "narrative action" in terms of the exploitation of the array, these
texts redefine the nature of entertainment in contemporary cultures. The
concerns of postmodern television and postmodern theory then, are thoroughly intertwined, because both are responses to the contingent,
conflicted set of circumstances that constitute cultural life at the end of
the twentieth century
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The most useful introductions to postmodernism as it first developed in architecture are Charles Jencks, The Language of Post-Modern Architecture, 5th
ed. (New York: Rizzoli, 1987); Paolo Portoghesi, After Modern Architecture
(New York: Rizzoli, 1980); and Jencks's more recent Postmodernism: The New
Classicism in Art and Architecture (New York: Rizzoli, 1987), which makes
many of the same arguments as his earlier work but adds substantial analysis
of painting in its delineation of the various forms of "free-style classicism!'
Although Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, and Steven Izenotu; Learning from Las Vegas (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1972), doesn't present a
detailed account of postmodernism per se, it has been massively influential in
providing atheoretical framework for the shift from the International Style to
more vernacular styles. Venturi's Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1966) was also alandmark work
in redefining the aesthetic and ideological criteria for determining the value of
different architectural styles. The journal Architectural Design is auseful
reference point for following the development of postmodernism. See especially the issue entitled Postmodernism on Trial, no. 88 (1991).
Outside of architecture, seminal works that defined postmodernism in other
media and disciplines include Jean-François Lyotard, The Postmodern
Condition: A Report on Knowledge (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1984); John Barth, The Friday Book (New York: Putnam, 1984);
Umberto Eco, postscript to The Name of the Rose (New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1984) and Travels in Hyperreality (New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1986); Ihab Hassan, The Postmodern Turn: Essays in Postmodern
Theory and Culture (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1987); and JeanLouis Baudrillard, Simulations (New York: Semiotexte, 1983) and The Ecstasy of Communication (New York: Semiotexte, 1988). More recently, Linda
Hutcheon's A Poetics of Postmodernism (New York: Methuen, 1987) and The
Politics of Postmodernism (New York: Routledge, 1990) develop the importance of parody and intertextuafity in contemporary literature, photography,
and architecture.
The ideological aspects of postmodernism, as astyle and as acondition, are
explored in Fredric Jameson's seminal essay, "Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism," New Left Review 146 (July/August 1984);
and more recently by David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity
(Cambridge: Basil Blackwell, 1989), and Henry Giroux, Postmodernism, Feminism, and Cultural Politics (Albany: State University of New York Press,
1991). There are also anumber of useful anthologies that give agood overview
of the development of the "politics" of postmodernism: Hal Foster, ed., The
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Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern Culture (Port Townsend, Wash.: Bay
Press, 1983); Linda Nicholson, ed., Feminism and Postmodernism (New York:
Routledge, 1990); and Andrew Ross, ed., Universal Abandon? (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1988). For adiscussion of the philosophical as
well as the political dimensions of postmodern debate, see John MacGowan,
Postmodernism and Its Critics (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1991);
Christopher Norris, What's Wrong with Postmodernism? (Baltimore, Md.:
John Hopkins University Press, 1990); and Ingeborg Hoesterey, Zeitgeist in
Babel (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991).
For more specific discussions of the relationship between postmodernism
and popular culture, see Dick Hebdige, Hiding in the Light (New York:
Routledge, 1988); Andreas Huyssen, After the Great Divide: Modernism,
Mass Culture, Postmodernism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986);
and Jim Collins, Uncommon Cultures: Postmodernism and Popular Culture
(New York: Routledge, 1990). Studies of postmodern television have begun to
appear only recently, and the number of titles is still limited. For useful, if
somewhat preliminary, investigations of the relationship between postmodernism and television, see E. Ann Kaplan, Rocking around the Clock: Music
Television, Postmodernism and Consumer Culture (London: Methuen, 1987);
Journal of Communication Inquiry 10, no. 1(1986), special issue on music
videos; and Jim Collins, 'Watching Ourselves Watch Television, or Who's Your
Agent?;' Cultural Studies 3, no. 3(October 1989): 261-81. See also Lynne
Joyrich, "Critical and Textual Hypermasculininty," and John Caughie, "Playing
at Being American: Game and Tactics," both in Logics of Television: Essays
in Cultural Criticism, ed. Patricia Mellencamp (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990), pp. 156-72, 44-58.
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Questions Rather Than Answers

A

fter reading the preceding chapters, each presenting
adifferent critical approach to television, you may
wonder what exactly one television critic is to do

with all these different strategies. Should you become aparticular kind of critic (that is, asemiotician or afeminist critic)?
When is it necessary to do "readings" of TV as "text," and when is it
important to conduct ethnographies about the everyday lives of audiences?
Can't you do both? Does each chapter offer adifferent "tool" to be used in
performing critical operations on television, or particular kinds of television? Does being atelevision critic entail drawing equally from all of the
critical theories and concepts outlined here? Do they collectively add up to
"the way" to do television criticism? And, perhaps most importantly, is
there some kind of recipe for combining them that the author of the
Afterword will finally reveal?
These are some of the questions Iwill address in this essay, but you
should be warned that this afterword will not offer a comprehensive
perspective—an "overview"—of the essays that precede it and of the field
in general, nor will it pretend that there are final solutions and unequivocal answers. And although it is important to recognize the strategic nature of television criticism in calling attention to aset of practices so embedded in everyday life that we seldom see them as such, we must also
recognize that there are still (frankly, there always will be) issues regarding television that get marginalized by television criticism.
One way to begin thinking about the preceding chapters' relation to one
another is to recognize that the question "how should one conduct television criticism?" is connected to the question "what exactly is one studying
when one does TV criticism?" These chapters collectively demonstrate
that there is no essential definition of television, that whatever the expression television means, it is understood through avariety of agencies,
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settings, discourses, and audiences. They also affirm that "television" refers to avariety of interrelated processes—signifying, narrative, reading, economic, industrial, technological, political, ideological, and cultural
processes. Iblevision, then, is ahistorical and socially situated site where
these processes converge, as well as aset of historical and socially situated practices, habits, and conventions for reproducing these processes.
Thus two primary objectives of television criticism should be to understand how these multiple practices constitute "television" and to consider
their relation to broader processes in which television is historically and
socially caught up.
As should be apparent to the reader who has made it this far, each of
the preceding chapters shares certain basic assumptions while at the same
time each constructs television in adifferent way. Most of these shared
assumptions have been touched on by Robert Allen in the introduction.
All the chapters reflect a deep suspicion of traditional social science's
ability to account for either the distinctiveness or the complexities of television using research methods developed for the natural sciences. This
suspicion grows out of the various ways that structuralist and poststructuralist theories have called into question the existence of a"real
world" that can be known apart from language, culture, and ideology It is
not, therefore, that mass communication research methods are more "objective" or "scientific" than the kinds of analysis proposed here, but rather
that the discourses of both critics and scientists are always enabled and
constrained by language and culture, and the objects of their analyses are
always mediated by languages and cultures. The criticism described here
attempts to understand the implications of television's being at the center
of multiple processes in the late twentieth century. Particularly in its
postmodernist variances, TV criticism continually plays on the ambiguities and contradictions surrounding the fact that television both is and is
not the "real world" that one is analyzing.
The emergence of television criticism out of semiotic and structuralist
theories about culture and society has also encouraged arethinking of
mass communication research's predilection to understand all media in
terms of a linear model of communication (sender-message-receiver)
wherein the sender maintains relative control of the communication process. All of these chapters, in one fashion or another, continually qualify
the independence of encoders or decoders, preferring to see them as bound
to (and in some theories, constituted by) the language-like systems or
processes through which sense, identity, and reality are produced. Collectively, these essays encourage us to consider: (a) how television signifies;
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(b) how television narratives are related to earlier and competing narratives and semiotic systems; (e) how those producing television must always work within—how they are constrained and enabled by—this historical field of narratives and sign systems; and (d) how narratives produce
their own model readers and how audiences "read" television through a
narrative "literacy" or competence.
The chapters on genre, ideological, psychoanalytic, feminist, and cultural studies of television all suggest arelation between television's narrative or signifying practices and the formation of ideologies and culture.
As Iwill elaborate below, television criticism, like contemporary cultural
studies, has reconceptualized ideology and culture within the metaphor of
language and signification while underscoring how all forms of signification
are inextricable from the ideologies and cultures of social groups. On the
one hand, therefore, the form that television takes (its ways of organizing
itself into narratives, its generic distinctions and conventions, and so on)
and the various ways of "reading" TV are all seen as bound by the broader
systems for making sense and assigning values that sustain social relations. New ways of televisual storytelling emerge, and audiences watch
new programs. However, the reception of television always occurs within
value systems that are not confined to television itself but that are produced through other sites, discourses, cultural forms, and commodities or
groups of consumers. On the other hand, television's narrative and signifying systems are also frequently seen as generating ideologies, tastes,
and cultures. And particularly since the 1950s, television has become the
most "central" form of culture and has produced some of the most dominant ways of seeing and understanding one's world (or the world as one's
own) and of organizing the temporal and spatial features of everyday life.
Beyond these shared assumptions, however, lie anumber of crucial points
of debate. Because the purpose of this book is to introduce key concepts in
critical theories of television and to demonstrate how they might be implemented, these chapters have not dwelt upon the debates over or among
these theories. The degree to which the critical approaches begin to diverge and even conflict has much to do with the various ways in which
they share certain key concepts while explaining or inflecting them differently. Psychoanalytic theories, for example, offer adifferent explanation
of how "subjects" are formed and about the TV-viewer relation than do
ideological or reader-response theories. In the remaining paragraphs of
this section, therefore, Iwill foreground some of the contested areas of
television criticism. Iwant to consider how certain concepts get reformulated within and across these critical theories of television. But in order to
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avoid suggesting that these concepts (for example, the television production process, the textuality of television, the audience, culture) have some
kind of essential meaning outside of these various formulations, Iwill
review each of the critical theories discussed here and organize this review around clusters of issues pertaining to those concepts.
Because much of contemporary television criticism builds upon semiotic and structuralist theories of society and culture, debates frequently
arise over the degree to which one ever gets outside of signification. In
other words, to what degree is the material world always already defined
by language and culture? Certainly semiotics addresses the relation between signs and their referents, between language-art-culture and the
"real" world or Nature. Pre-television modernist paintings frequently
played upon these distinctions, as in René Magritte's realist painting of a
pipe, under which is written, "This is not apipe? (Why? Because it is an
image of apipe.) But one of the consequences of doing semiotic analysis in
the age of television is that the relation between the sign and the referent
seems, as theories of postmodernism are quick to point out, to have collapsed. It's not just that TV increasingly refers to itself but that there is
little difference between the "world" that it has constructed and the material world where it is ubiquitous. (In this sense, television can be said to
signify differently in some important ways from apipe or apainting.)
Thus there may indeed be adifference between avideo image of basketball player Michael Jordan and the Michael Jordan one sees when one
attends aChicago Bulls game, between the Bulls game on television and
the perception of the game in abasketball arena. But Jordan's identity
—indeed his very "reality"—is produced in part through his appearance
in multiple television settings (such that he seems to be everywhere). TV
blurs and plays upon his being "on stage" versus "backstage," in the arena
versus out in the world, playing ball versus promoting aproduct—or doing
both versus being himself, being himself versus being Spike Lee. The
ritual introduction of the Bulls for each home game is (as much if not more
than for any other professional sports event) produced for television as a
kind of program "signature," and in the age of superstations like WGN,
this production weds the arena itself to anetwork image and to amythology of anew "media city" Chicago.
Semiotic theories of television and semiotic analyses in the age of television find it as difficult to ignore the relation between textual and
extratextual processes as to come to easy, unequivocal terms with their
differences. One of the challenges for television criticism has been to reconcile semiotic theory's generalization that all of culture is comprised of
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signifying forms with its interest in identifying the specific signifying features of these multiple forms. Television signifies through different practices than film or theater or dance or music, but it also is aform that
reproduces and recodes all of these and other practices.
Like theories of signification, narrative theory offers away to understand television as both conventional and complex. There are several aspects of the way that narrative theory examines television that are particularly problematic, however, when considered in relation to some of the
other theories. Although narrative theory may help identify the distinctive features of television, as contrasted with literature or film, it also
risks essentializing television as amedium that can be conveniently explained as series or serialized narrative. For instance, is there nothing
significant (even in understanding TV as adistinctive narrative form) about
how the use of voice-over narration in Magnum, P.I. emerges out of and
reworks the same strategy as it is found in detective films, or how the
"mature" Kevin Arnold's voice-over narration in The Wonder Years reworks astrategy from detective fiction—or how the kind of "cumulative
narrative" of Magnum, PI. is not exactly an example of series or serialized narrative but becomes aform of exploring and recovering atelevised
past that is reworked in The Wonder Years?' Likewise, narrative theory's
emergence out of literary studies often increases its tendency to analyze
television in critical terms better suited to the kind of discrete narrative
text that is commonly associated with literature, film, or even oral folktales as they are discussed by Vladimir Propp. For this reason, the most
convenient objects of study for narratological criticism of television have
often been episodic series or serials (a broadcast of Murphy Brown or
Designing Women) rather than the "flow" qualities that critics after Raymond Williams have associated with television and radio.
Where, after all, does atelevision narrative begin or end? Does it end
only when it is canceled? In that case, what should we do with such series
as The Andy Griffith Show, which has been in continuous syndication
since its network run was canceled decades ago? Moreover, many viewers
today don't watch just one program at atime, and they may not even see
one program in its entirety. Consider the particular challenges of analyzing the Monday night programming on CBS (where Murphy Brown and
Designing Women appear) as anarrative. 2 Why couldn't audience "zapping" be understood as aform of producing and reading anarrative? Is
such viewing behavior only accountable in the kind of reader-response
criticism that Allen discusses? How would one have to rethink narrative
and narrative theory to incorporate this kind of analysis? It is also worth
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mentioning, in this regard, that issues concerning the limits of atext have
become part of areorientation of narrative criticism of literature and film
in the age of television and alongside television criticism's attempt to come
to terms with flow. 3
Sarah Kozloff's notion of the network as akind of "supernarrator" and
Nick Browne's concept of television as "super-text" offer some ways of
thinking about television narrative in terms of broadcasting media's flow
qualities. 4 The notion of the supernarrator poses some particularly important challenges to narrative criticism if one recognizes television's increasing penchant for recycling films and broadcasts. Does, for instance, aseries like The Donna Reed Show become adifferent narrative when it is
rebroadcast on such cable channels as Nick-at-Nite, where it is, in asense,
recoded and renanated? There are, of course, some important tradeoffs
in adopting the terminology of narrative criticism to discuss networks and
producers. The emergence of narrative theory in literary studies enabled
critics to think about film and television as texts, not just as economic
products. But the very textuality of narrative theory means that it offers
little way of accounting for things outside the text; it is more interested,
for instance, in "implied authors" as narrators than in production companies, producers, or networks as agents of particular narrative styles.
Narrative theory's attempt to explain how narrative meaning is produced and by whom (what we might call narrative agency) is particularly
problematic when considered through some of the other kinds of television criticism discussed here. When television criticism moves closer to
ideological and cultural analysis, it tends to see narrative agency in broader
terms of culture, ideology and narrative itself (that is, asocial group's
narrative logic and structure enables and constrains future narratives,
authors, and audiences). And in the wake of audience-oriented criticism,
narrative agency is also tied to the audience's activity as "readers' decoders, and producers of meaning, ideology and culture—not to mention
their own video narratives.
In short, narrative theory raises questions about the "viewer" and the
"audience" that have become the point of debate for much of the current
critical study of television audiences. As is evident from the explanations
of the various strands of television criticism in this book, there are some
significant differences concerning formulations of the viewer, the audience, and watching television. The "audience-oriented" criticism discussed
by Allen offers auseful starting point for focusing on these differences.
By directing attention to the rhetorical strategies of television, some forms
of viewer criticism extend narrative theory's interest in how viewers are
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situated—offered aplace within—the narrative world of television's address. They consider how television's various forms of address, whether
or not they involve direct appeals to the viewer, construct an implied or
model viewer—a place and perspective for the viewer—within the narrative world. In this sense, they attempt to explain how the viewer's perception and "reading" is shaped by the text itself.
"Reader-response" criticism also works within the assumption that the
process of watching television can be explained through the viewer's engagement with television as atext. This kind of audience criticism, however, focuses more squarely upon the viewer's role in performing "gap
filling" operations on particular texts by weaving together multiple strands
of signification. Reader-response criticism implies that viewers are guided
by the formal structure of the text they are "reading," but beyond that
they may read the text in any number of ways.
As Allen notes, acommon objection to critical approaches derived from
reader-response theory—particularly by those who see television as bound
up with broader social and cultural processes—is that they discuss the
viewer in ideal terms, that is, as ageneralized Everyman, ignoring or
minimizing the viewer's race, gender, age, nationality, and so forth, as
well as the social context of viewing. This is aparticularly dangerous oversight in applying reception theory to television, given TV's attempt to
"target" viewers and to produce akind of television that delivers audiences (as consumers) to sponsors and networks.
Furthermore, if (as some semiotic theory reminds us) viewers read a
text in terms of their "literacy" or competence to follow televisions "languages" and to decipher its codes, then acritic must also recognize that
audience readings are bound not only by the text and their place in social
relations, but also by their narrative competence to read.' Indeed, some
forms of audience study, particularly those that examine television through
cultural studies, have begun formulating the interplay of these factors.
From this perspective, audiences in Italy may read Miami Vice differently than audiences in the United States, not because Italian audiences
are better or worse at following U.S. television than are U.S. audiences,
but because their popular culture is comprised of its own (though perhaps
shared in some respects) ways of sense making, its own narrative practices and logics. In fact, Italian television may attempt to recode U.S.
programs for the "literacies" of Italian audiences. Before Madonna's concert in Tarim in 1987, Italian television produced an introduction about
the legacy of Madonna in Italy and her "roots" in aprovincial Italian community. Or one could say that Miami Vice's use of Italian style (Versaci
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clothes, Ferrari cars, Memphis furniture) offers Italian audiences familiar
codes, even though their appearance in aU.S. television series may call
into question Italians' sense of the expression "made in Italy"
Beyond the potential variations and overlaps between readings by different national audiences, one might also consider the relation of audience
readings among different cultures in one nation. Eric Michaels, for instance, has written anumber of provocative essays about the way the
Walpiris (an Australian aboriginal community) read U.S. television and
how their readings of television have encouraged their production of television and transformed their culture in relation to both their previous oral
traditions and the surrounding white Australian culture. 6
Thus one of the pivotal questions in television studies is the degree to
which meaning is determined by the text, by viewers' competencies, and
by their positions in the social formation. Almost fifteen years ago, David
Morley asked how acritic might best come to terms with the fit between a
television text's positioning of aviewer (its attempt to construct amodel
reader) and the viewer's status as "subject" to broader social, cultural,
and discursive formations.' Morley believes that viewers are not entirely
free to read television as they want, but neither can those forces or conditions that enable and constrain readings be understood as singular and
uniform. In some respects, the issue that Morley posed has never been
quite resolved (and some critics still refuse to address it at all). Not only is
it difficult to come to easy critical terms with the limits of audience readings, but the multiplicity of determinations to which he points makes the
study of television audiences atask requiring arecognition of the many
kinds of television criticism discussed here.
The view that "reader-response" criticism fails to explain television viewing in contextual terms may lead acritic to more sociological and ethnographic modes of analysis. But ethnography still must analyze an audience through its production of discourses about television. Viewers produce
yet more "texts" as they talk about television. Furthermore, if one agrees
that audiences cannot be generalized through asingle viewer or even a
single family, then is one forever open to complaints about the sufficiency
of numbers of viewers analyzed? Ethnographic analysis and cultural studies of television viewing have, in particular, raised another important issue
along these lines: To what degree is atelevision viewer only aviewer of
television? And isn't it possible that, despite television's centrality in everyday life, it has adifferent status among different cultures? MTV may,
for example, be one way in which young audiences make sense of the
world, and it may help them form asense of themselves (form identities
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within social relations); but music videos may not necessarily have the
same status in their everyday life as do other television genres, and television may not have the same status as other media discourses and cultural
forms such as radio, magazines, and compact discs.

Genre Criticism: TV Criticism as Historical Process
One way of organizing the variety of issues these essays raise is to focus
on one approach for amoment and to examine how these issues enter into
its discussion of television. Of all the forms of criticism discussed in this
book, genre criticism is most often concerned with the historical features
of television narrative and of narrative's ideological and cultural implications. 8 Particularly given the numerous critical revaluations of the
ahistoricism of structuralist and semiotic criticism, and in the wake of
attempts to rethink the relation between texts and contexts, genre criticism has increasingly attempted to explain genres as dynamic process.
Through film studies in the 1970s, genre criticism increasingly took up
structuralism's interest in identifying the structural similarities between
stories to explain how those similarities (as akind of narrative logic) formed
the basis for acultural logic of the society telling the stories. In film criticism, theories of genre as ritual often elaborated this thesis from structuralism to explain how narrative conventions became the basis for implicit "contracts" between those who made films and those who watched
them and how narrative conventions mediated or reconciled asociety's
most fundamental conflicts and contradictions. It was argued that because
genres were the site for building consensus, they were also the basis for
forming ideology (or, to retain the anthropological terminology asociety's
"mythology"). Most important, perhaps, "ritual" and cultural studies of
film genres introduced issues of narrative's relation to historical contexts
and of narrative convention, contravention, and transformation as away
of thinking about cultural continuity and discontinuity. Such film genre
critics as Will Wright, John Cawelti, and Tom Schatz asked how transformations in the Hollywood Western from the 1940s through the 1960s restructured and rearticulated cultural myths about manifest destiny and
the nation. 9
But how did these "myths" get into genre films? And how are generic
conventions related to the economic and institutional forces that drive the
production of films and television programs? For example, to this point
there has been almost no work on how the differences between film and
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television genres might be accounted for, in part, through structural differences between the pre—World War II film industry and the postwar
television industry, or how there have also been important historical convergences between filmmaking and television production and genre in Hollywood. Prime-time TV Westerns—one of the first television genres to be
produced by Hollywood studios during the late 1950s and early 1960s —
reformulated Western narratives through the emerging TV conventions
of domestic comedy and drama (for example, the Cartwright home was
the central setting for Bonanza) and through the narrative framework of
series television (for example, the narratives of Rawhide and Wagon Train
were organized as "treks" from one week to the next).
Robert Allen's work on soap operas does explore the historical relation
between television and radio both as industries and as narrative forms."
Work by David Marc, Horace Newcomb, and Robert Alley discusses genre
and authorship in terms of particular television producers, and their work
attempts to identify similarities and differences between authorship, narrative, and genre in television criticism and literary or film criticism.'
Jane Feuer's comparison of MTM Productions and Norman Lear's Tandem
Productions in the 1970s is auseful example of what production "styles"
have to do with different organizations of the production process, with the
historic reformulation of atelevision genre (comedy), and with the transformation of cultural myths and ideologies (about family, gender, and race). 12
But little work in television genre has attempted to address the relation
between television programming strategies and genre. Unlike the film
production and distribution system, television genres have much to do
with programming practices—how individual programs are organized
within daily or weekly schedules. One might examine how television in a
specific country is temporally organized through programming particular
genres at certain times (in the United States, game shows air during the
morning and sports on the weekend). Particular networks may have encouraged and been shaped by particular genres and specific formulations
of that genre. Consider the popularity of "rural sitcoms" on CBS during
the 1960s. And in the age of cable television, entire networks may construct an image and amodel reader around particular genres, as have
ESPN ("the sports channel") and Nicldeodeon's Nick-at-Nite ("TV for the
TV generation"). Some cable networks have produced variations on traditional genres that contribute to their network image. The Nashville Network and MTV, for instance, produce their own game shows— Top Card
on TNN and Remote Control on MTV—that test participants' familiarity
with the "lore" of their specific music cultures.
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Although critical treatments, which Ihave mentioned above, of the
relation between genre and the production system obliquely consider genre
in terms of programming practices, only Allen's study of American soap
operas has attempted to tie all these concerns to aconsideration of the
audience. Significantly, studies of women audiences and ways that women
watch television have devoted considerable attention to particular television genres such as the soap opera and to the place of "women's television"
in programming practices and the everyday life of female viewers. 13 They
have also raised important issues about specific genres as "masculine" or
"feminine" narrative forms. 14 These studies not only consider that commercial television "targets" consumers of particular products and particular television genres, but that television genre offers away of thinking
about the narrative/cultural production of gendered identities and gendered ways of watching television or of seeing the world through television. From this perspective, one might also consider how the viewer's
generic "literacy" is not restricted to television—how, for instance, audiences of soaps, music video, or sports television may also read certain
fanzines and prefer certain musical or movie genres. In the age of proliferating cable channels, it becomes particularly important for genre criticism to take up issues raised by audience and cultural studies; thus, in
addition to genre criticism's interest in historical processes—the emergence of continual reformulations—of television narrative, it may increasingly need to consider how television networks and audiences have attempted to construct identities through genre-specific programming.

Rethinking Ideology through TV Criticism
As we move toward aconsideration of ideological criticism of television,
it is worth noting that in genre studies (as in semiotic and narrative criticism) there will always be considerable argument concerning the degree
to which genres— as codes and conventions—regulate or are regulated
by the production and reading of genre texts and the degree to which that
regulation is an enabling condition or merely aconstraint for the way
television tells stories. Isay "always" because these issues are not confined
to genre theory and cannot readily be explained away by any of the other
critical approaches discussed here. They are, nevertheless, issues that
come sharply into focus when we look at theories of television as ideological form or practice.
By emphasizing the historical features of genre and criticism, Feuer's
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chapter directs attention to an area of significant development in ideological criticism. Increasingly, scholars have questioned the degree to which
ideology refers to astable and unified "way of seeing" and have debated
the possibility of ideological change and resistance—particularly within
popular culture and through popular forms such as television. And as the
chapters by Mimi White, Ann Kaplan, and John Fiske affirm, Marxist
criticism (out of which theories of ideology emerged) has itself been divided over these issues.
In television criticism, the first issue (concerning the agency of ideology) becomes complicated as one begins to consider ideological criticism's
relation to the other critical modes discussed here. White, Kaplan,
Flitterman-Lewis, and Fiske all reject the notion that ideology simply
and automatically reproduces itself in its subjects (as Louis Althusser's
conceptualization of the term implied) as well as the view that ideology is
only a"false consciousness" perpetuated by and for those who control the
means of economic production (as more classical Marxist theory would
have it). They share, with other critical theories based on structuralism, a
strong regard for the ways that ideology is produced and reproduced
through narrative and language or (in semiotic terms) through "languagelike" processes.' But this assumption itself begs anumber of questions,
particularly regarding the degree to which the viewer or audience (rather
than the text) can be seen as the site where meanings, pleasures, and
ideologies are produced. As Isuggested above about audience criticism,
there are some important ambiguities about whether television produces
itself and its meanings through all viewers in the same way, whether it
"targets" audiences (modifies its discourses) to maintain its centrality for
and "dominance" over multiple audiences, whether its meanings are produced by viewers with "already constructed" ways of seeing, and whether
its engagement by viewers with multiple "literacies" suggests only that
the meanings and ideology of television (rather than of the society at
large) are never guaranteed.
Even if one were, however, to see the television text as that which produces and regulates ideology, what text should criticism use to "read"
ideology? Can ideology be read from or through asingle episode? or one
advertisement? or the programs of aparticular genre? How should ideological criticism account for television's "flow" qualities? Should one attend, in this sense, only to TV programmers' attempts to maintain narrative continuity through "tie-ins" across several programs on their network?
Or to what extent, as Newcomb and Hirsch have argued, is one evening's
programming comprised of multiple ideological discourses (some
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leged more than others in different programs and some conflicting with
other ones), so that it becomes difficult to discuss television as offering
unequivocal ideological conclusions? 16 To what extent does audience "zapping" or channel switching make problematic the notion that television
maintains ideological continuity, and to what extent does channel switching simply move viewers more quickly and effortlessly into "viewing zones"
more conducive to their way of seeing as ideological subjects? Finally, how
should one come to terms with the ethnographers' claim that TV criticism
should devote less attention to the television broadcast as asite of ideological production and instead examine what is said around the set in the
home? To what extent do these discourses around the set engage or resonate with the ideologies "of television"?
Certainly the second two issues in ideological criticism (the degree to
which ideology refers to astable and unified "way of seeing" and the possibility of ideological transformation and resistance) are embedded in the
questions that Ihave just posed. In one sense, questions concerning TV
flow, the limits of the television text, and the audience are all tied to rethinking theories of ideology as structure —theories most common in literary or film criticism, in which afilm or literary work is more often examined as adiscrete object. As Raymond Williams has noted, when one
understands ideology and hegemony as processes rather than as stable,
unified systems or structures, it may become more useful to speak of "the
hegemonic" rather than "hegemony," of "the dominant" rather than
"domination? 17 In this sense, ideological "resistance" must either be seen
as part of the process or as an opposition to something that is more fixed.
The increased interest in Antonio Gramscrs writings about culture and
hegemony shown by contemporary ideological criticism and cultural studies of television could be seen as an attempt to rethink earlier notions of
ideology through the kind of endlessly "recombinant" culture identified in
postmodernist theory, and more specifically through the kinds of problems for ideological criticism posed by television and by living in a"television culture?
In the 1970s, some film theorists turned to the avant-garde cinema as a
potential way out of what they saw as the ideological straitjacket of Hollywood cinema. The practices of cinematic modernism seemed to represent
a"counteraesthetic" with great "counterhegemonic" potential. However,
the very practices that historically had distinguished amodernist aesthetic were rapidly co-opted by commercial television, advertising, and
other popular forms, so that television itself seemed to fulfill both the
dream and the nightmare of many modernist discourses about art and
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culture (for example, that whole societies would someday learn to think of
the world through montage and juxtaposition, that frames between the
museum/art and life would be eroded or blurred in anew practice). In
most cases, efforts to invoke television as the central metaphor for the
cultural logic of postmodernism and late capitalism foreclosed the possibility of seeing television or television culture as site for social struggle
and a"politics of resistance!' In the 1980s, some critics saw one genre of
television—the music video—as representing a"counteraesthetic" to traditional television style and form. However, as Ann Kaplan and others
have discussed, MTV came to represent not the creation of amodernist
TV avant-garde but the postmodern form par excellen,ce. 18

Politics, Postmodernism, and Psychoanalysis
Iwill return below to this related but significantly different issue of
what "cultural politics" might mean or look like in apostmodern culture.
Certainly John Fiske's call to recognize the ways in which television is a
site for cultural politics warrants this kind of consideration. But an
Althusserian conception of ideology carries with it the danger of freezing
our understanding of television at aparticular historical moment (television is what it was in the 1970s and 1980s). And the more we see television as an unchanging "thing," the more we are likely to regard it as maintaining astable, monolithic ideology. Whether one agrees with Horace
Newcomb's claim that there are no purely dominant ideologies in television, and whether one agrees with Fiske that one need look to audiences
to find instances of "resistance the issue in television criticism of what
we mean by ideology must be considered through the changing and multiple practices of the industries, narratives, and audiences associated with
"television!' Particularly since the 1980s, one of the challenges for ideological TV criticism has been to address the significance of the proliferation
of broadcasting, cable, and satellite networks (in the United States, for
instance, such services now include the Christian Broadcasting Network
and Black Entertainment Television) and of audiences watching television
through devices that can accelerate channel switching or refract the screen
into multiple programs. How, specifically, are social relations and identity
produced in the new television age?
Psychoanalytic criticism, in particular, examines how identity is formed
through the subject's relationship to the narrative world on the screen.
Not only, therefore, does this form of TV criticism wed psychoanalytic
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theory to narrative theory, but its concern with the imaginary-real relation between the narrative and the viewer also ties it to ideological criticism. During the 1970s, psychoanalytic and ideological film criticism most
often sought to identify the dominant signifying practices that enabled
cinema (as an "apparatus") to produce away of looking that coincided with
and perpetuated the dominant ideology Thus cinema was said to produce
its own spectators whose identity, subjectivity, or place in familial-social
relations was, in turn, produced through their watching of films. Viewers
were, in this sense, seen as subjects in film's narrative address and subject to the dominant ideology that that address produced.
Psychoanalytic criticism's explanation of how films positioned viewers
(as narrative and ideological subjects) came under attack, however, by
British cultural studies adherents because it seemed to suggest that texts
"produced" subjects in afairly mechanical and predictable way.' They
also questioned psychoanalytic criticism's assumption that agiven film
interpellated all viewers in the same way and that all Hollywood films
went about their ideological work in the same way. This particular point of
contestation becomes significant when one begins to compare the ways in
which identity and subjects are produced through television as opposed to
film. An attempt to identify the specific mechanisms through which television produces identity may well involve comparisons of film and television, but film and TV must be understood less as fundamentally or essentially different processes of subject formation than as awide range of
practices that historically gain definition through numerous agents— of
which criticism itself is one.
One of the challenges for psychoanalytic criticism of television is that
psychoanalytic film criticism (particularly criticism rooted in Freudian as
opposed to Lacanian theory) has found that movie watching offers some
provocative analogies with the consideration of narrative as dream, or
vice versa, and with the theorization of the spectator as voyeur or as an
"infant before the mirror." As Flitterman-Lewis points out, one of the
reasons that psychoanalytic film criticism has not gained the same hold on
television is that these analogies are more difficult to sustain. Iwould add
that many of them were predicated on metaphors of "looking" that tended
to privilege the film image over sound. If Rick Altman and others are
correct in arguing that, in television, sound functions to "hail" viewers, to
maintain continuity within TV flow, and to the audience that "the TV
image is manufactured and broadcast just for me [the viewer]," then can
psychoanalytic television criticism modify those metaphors and analogies
and still maintain the explanatory power of its theory .20 We might also
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ask how psychoanalytic criticism would address the rapidity with which
the viewer may (either through "zapping" among channels or through one
channel's flow of multiple narrative fragments) continually re-form
identifications through fantasy. Can psychoanalytic film or literary criticism ever come to terms with the fact that, as Flitterman-Lewis notes,
television doesn't demand the audience's "gaze" but rather may be
"watched" (or even listened to) in astate of distraction?
The most conspicuous legacy of psychoanalytic film criticism for television criticism is its tendency to privilege the importance of the screen and
to define the TV screen in terms of its larger cinematic cousin. Can psychoanalytic criticism account for the rapt attention of the video game player
or the use of the screen for computer work in the same way as it would the
"tele-spectator"? Psychoanalytic television criticism may also run the risk
of attempting to perpetuate psychoanalytic literary and film criticism's
formulation of the text as adiscrete object of study, thus examining how a
viewer is caught up in arelation of fantasy with one episode or even one
series. Or conversely, psychoanalytic television criticism may, as did film
criticism, generalize all of television as alarger, unified operation of fantasy, arguing (with Heath and Skirrow) that various televisual narratives
matter less than the overall "communicating situation? If the latter is the
case, is there one form of narrative that best illustrates that situation
—and is soap opera, for example, the best illustration or the essential
form of television narrative? Would sports on ESPN or music videos on
Black Entertainment Television be better examples or even significantly
different modes of forming imaginary identifications?
Psychoanalytic criticism offers us avery important way of rethinking
social and cognitive researchers' longstanding preoccupation with "real"
viewers. But it has also generalized the mass audience through idealized
notions of the spectator and has typically tended to downplay the variety
of ways in which individual viewers or groups of viewers form imaginaryreal bonds with narratives. Thus, although psychoanalytic criticism draws
upon atheory of subject "formation" (as passage from apreadult world,
where distinctions are first drawn, to an adult world of language and social relations), psychoanalytic film or television criticism has not been enthusiastic about analyzing differences in the ways that very young children and adults form identifications through television. Thus far they have
left that arena to social and cognitive media research.
Like some narrative theory and some reader-response and reception
criticism, psychoanalytic criticism tends to see television viewers as caught
up in and "formed" as subjects through their relation with the text. But
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unlike reader-response criticism, it does not want to see viewers either as
"real" individuals who read television or as differently constituted sets of
"narrative competencies? Contemporary psychoanalytic theory draws upon
semiotics and structuralism because it recognizes that the components of
the unconscious (desire, repressions, anxieties) manifest themselves in a
world organized through language and narrative. But psychoanalytic criticism adds to narrative and semiotic criticism arecognition that more is
going on when one watches television than simply the production of
meanings or readings, that TV criticism also needs to explain how the
audience's pleasures have just as much to do with fantasy and the unconscious. Psychoanalytic criticism may well be right to underscore the difference between the scientific study of how "real" people watch television
and psychoanalytic readings of how television constructs viewers as subjects. But if psychoanalytic criticism's only point is that television produces arelation with the viewer that blurs the distinction between the
real and the imaginary then it leaves little room to understand how viewers, as subjects of multiple and competing discourses in everyday life, are
sites of struggles over constructing, defining, and claiming identity and
determining what is Real.

Television, Gender, and Identity
Psychoanalytic criticism's concern with how identity is formed through
different media has been aparticularly powerful current in feminist criticism and in efforts to understand television's role in the production of
gendered identities or subjects. As Ann Kaplan indicates, however, the
multiplicity of feminisms and the often conflicted nature of feminist criticism are related to some of the debates surrounding psychoanalysis that I
have outlined and to feminist criticism's engagement with other forms of
criticism presented here. Feminist criticism builds upon semiotic theory
to argue that sexual identity and gender differences are marked through
both signs and language—that is, not only through word choices such as
"gal" or "queer" but also through fashion and aculturally specific lexicon
of images. Feminist criticism has tapped narrative theory to consider how
"masculine" and "feminine" are categories constructed through stories and
conversation and are culturally constituted "modes" of address.
Genre theory offers aframework for conceptualizing how the industry
may have promoted certain kinds of literature, film, or television as "woman's" narratives (thus the tendency to refer to melodramas as the "wom-
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an's film" or "female weepy"). In addition, genre theory helps explain how
cultural distinctions between "masculine" and "feminine" may be produced
or reformulated differently through different genres. The related issue of
whether there are masculine and feminine narratives or genres is implicated in audience studies of how women read television. There have already been numerous audience studies of how women read soap opera or
MTV and of the place television (and "women's" genres that circulate
through television and other media) occupies in the everyday lives of female audiences. One of the central issues in feminist studies of the audience has been, as Annette Kuhn explains, coming to terms with how film
or television produces gendered subjectivity in distinct ways and how male
and female audiences, as variegated social groups, engage film and/or
television. 21
Ideological theory has offered ameans of considering how the conventionalization of televisual signs and narratives produce stereotypes, myths,
and ideologies of male/female differences. Ideological criticism of television has also explored how men and women find their places in social
relations, or rather how women find their place in apatriarchal ideology.
Cultural studies of male and female audiences have attempted to understand how certain media practices and ways of reading become afocal
point for the formation of male and female aesthetics, ideologies, and cultures. With this approach, one must forego the notion of asingle, monolithic ideology and recognize that culture is as much aterrain of shared
ways of seeing as it is one of competing and conflicting ideologies. Feminist cultural studies (and we need to acknowledge that feminism has entered into, challenged, and reformulated all of these modes of criticism)
has been particularly interested in forging ways of understanding the psychic and social implications surrounding the production and reception of
meaning and gendered identities.
More than feminist criticism of any other media or cultural form, feminist television criticism faces aparticular challenge in coming to terms
with whether television is capable of accommodating afeminist discourse
or, for that matter, any form of counterhegemonic narrative. This issue
has everything to do with whether one believes that ideological "resistance" occurs against afairly stable ideology or whether one sees resistance as part of acultural politics through which ideologies are formed
and transformed, compete and conflict. This issue also pertains to whether
women are generalized as viewer-subject (as tended to be the case in psychoanalytic criticism) or are considered as acomplex and variegated audience, and whether "femininity" means the same thing to all women.
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In another sense, however, the study of television raises larger questions about the very aims of both criticism and feminism. Feminist critics
of film during the 1970s and the early 1980s frequently argued that commercial films reproduced apatriarchal ideology and thus saw film criticism as aprocess of deconstructing the relation between film's mode of
narrative address and its affirmation of patriarchy. Besides equating film
criticism with deconstruction, feminist film critics also attempted to locate in independent filmmaking the potential for afeminist intervention
and counteraesthetic.
By the 1970s and 1980s, however, television had assumed amuch different status than film in everyday life. Thus, although some veins of feminist criticism have not entirely abandoned the potential of film or video for
producing afeminist counteraesthetic, feminist television criticism has
attempted to come to terms (particularly in the wake of audience-oriented
criticism) with how television has pervaded the everyday lives of women.
Feminist analysis of particular television texts, such as Kaplan's reading
of the Madonna videos, underscores the ambiguities of television as either
patriarchal or feminist. Kaplan's analysis particularly demonstrates the
ambivalences of feminist criticism toward contemporary television's (and
particularly MTV's) ability to produce or accommodate acounteraesthetic.
As Kaplan and Fiske both seem to ask, is one to read Madonna as the
product of anetwork given to fetishizing female sexuality for ayoung
male audience or as adeconstruction of the ideological codes of sexuality
in music video and music culture that perpetuate this fetishization?
Inadvertently, the case of Madonna's music videos also hints at the ambiguities, for feminist television criticism, surrounding the role of contemporary cable and satellite television (ranging from networks "for women'
such as Lifetime, to politically "alternative" channels such as Channel 4in
Britain and RAI 3in Italy). If Madonna's videos amplify contradictions of
female sexual identity and of male/female difference, do they operate
though asingle mode of address—that is, are these contradictions restricted or most compelling to viewers of MTV (both male and female)?
Do music videos on the Black Entertainment Television network or on
The Nashville Network operate within the same narrative conventions as
those on MTV? What ideological significance should be attached to their
similarities and differences? Do they, in other words, produce afairly coherent ideological discourse on gender? And what might their construction of male and female roles and identity have to do with their distinctive
ways of representing race, ethnicity, and class differences? For instance,
is Reba McIntyre's country video, "Fancy," any more or less resistant to
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patriarchal ideology than Madonna's videos? "Fancy" interlaces two narrative rites of passage. One follows the clandestine return of afamous/
successful female country performer—portrayed by McIntyre—to the
rural homestead of her childhood and the grave of her mother; the other
relates the "fall" of the adolescent Fancy from acountry life to—because
of her family's poverty—a life of prostitution and exploitation by male
promoters in anearby city. Like the Madonna videos, this one's narrative
dwells on the contradictions of amusical style (the commercialization of
country ballads and female performers), of the star's mythic status and
meanings (particularly those produced in the age of country music videos'
imaging of star), and of gendered myths and stereotypes within "country
culture" (the "fallen" woman, the "beatific," lacy female singers of country
ballads, and the "legitimate" professional woman).
Addressing these questions about the production of gendered identities in the age of cable and satellite television would involve analysis of
music videos and other "texts" as well as examination of programming
practices and network efforts to construct distinctive identities. It would
also be necessary to study how viewers relate to these texts and practices
and how audiences for the multiplicity of channels differ and overlap. But
if this broad aresearch agenda is necessary to capture the complexities
of, in this case, TV and gender, are we still conducting television criticism? Does an understanding of television necessitate the location of television within alarger cultural context? Or, to turn the question around,
has television become so pervasive—so central to our understanding of
culture—that one cannot do cultural studies without studying television?
Or must cultural studies recognize that television texts and audiences are
implicated in amuch broader, more complex field of intertextual relations,
allegiances, and alliances?
Ethnographic and cultural studies of female fan groups have recently
offered some very provocative ways of considering how gendered identity
is formed by redrawing the boundaries and "networking" of "television
culture? Iam thinking about Constance Penley's study of female fans of
Star Trek who re-produce, through newsletters and videos, Star Trek episodes and other "masculine" television narratives, often by producing their
own music videos from clips of episodes and "rescripting," through this
music, narratives of male bonding. 22 The circulation of these videos and
newsletters become the basis for forming the identity of the club and of
those who consider themselves its members. In this way, their activities
both expand and redirect the social and cultural flow of television narrative.
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Television Studies/Cultural Studies
The questions that Ihave posed above about the relation between television criticism and cultural studies also call attention to their historic
convergence. Over the 1970s and 1980s, both television criticism and cultural studies emerged within and have attempted to mediate studies in
mass communication and the humanities. Television criticism and cultural
studies have also, for this reason, frequently been cited as either the cause
or the result of "crises" in these two areas of study. At U.S. universities,
both are often considered marginal in English or language departments,
as indeed they are in mass communication departments; yet in those fields
they are central features of debates over the curriculum and over what
constitutes aproper object of study. Should one study television alongside
William Shakespeare or Virginia Woolf, and if television and literature are
both "cultural forms," what place does either have in acurriculum given
traditionally to training media professionals or communication researchers? Interestingly enough, many of those academic programs that have
attempted to accommodate cultural studies have also attempted to accommodate television criticism.
Having said this, however, we need to recognize that cultural studies is
as variegated and conflicted afield as television criticism. The debates
within and over cultural studies certainly have something to do with its
appropriation of avariety of critical theories and with its interest in tackling abroad range of cultural forms (from oral narrative, to literature, to
television, to dance and fashion). What, for example, is Fiske analyzing in
his Madonna example? Is he interested in Madonna as astar? In stars as
signs, stereotypes, or myths? Does his analysis of multiple Madonna videos and her film suggest that he wants to analyze Madonna as a
narrative—as afigure reproduced through astory/history? Is he interested in Madonna or Madonna's videos? In distinguishing between video
and film as signifying or narrative practices? Does he see Madonna or her
videos the site where ideologies of gender are produced? Or is he analyzing Madonna audiences? Are they viewers or fans (and does the difference matter for his analysis)? Is the audience analyzed as "readers" of
Madonna or consumers of Madonna? And if they are consumers, why
doesn't Fiske devote more attention to Madonna as industry? Is that implied by his definition of "television culture"? Or does his emphasis on the
activity of viewers, as readers or consumers, make discussions of the businesses that promote Madonna and Madonna consumption less relevant?
As the above list of questions suggests, such diverse attentions and
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such interdisciplinarity risk losing the specificity of any one of these questions. Thus, although cultural studies may seem to be the most allencompassing of the kinds of television criticism presented here, its worst
manifestations (and Isee Fiske's essay as one of the better) have great
difficulty juggling all the aspects of culture they set out to explain. Some
cultural studies, for instance, have been attacked for weakening the critical bite of such terms as ideology and culture by making them too allencompassing and by collapsing their differences. (What, one argument
goes, is ideology if culture is the site of "politics"?)
Cultural studies' attempt to situate television and television audiences
within the broader terrain of (media) culture and cultural politics also
poses the threat of losing the specificity of "television" or of "television
culture!' In particular Iam thinking of work that might equate television
with other forms of culture, in the way that some political economy work
on TV seems to see television as just another commodity, and of work that
might ignore how television is amore or less significant form for producing the culture of aparticular audience. But Iam also referring to the
importance of acknowledging the historical and geographic complexity of
television—that is, recognizing that "television culture" always has ahistorical and geographic specificity. Although explanations of television as
cultural process or as the site of cultural formation may therefore draw
examples to demonstrate and analyze these processes, we cannot easily
ignore the way in which the selection of examples will constitute what one
means by "television!' How coherent has "television culture" ever been in
any nation? When did it emerge? What have been its historical continuities and transformations? What is its geography? What, in other words, is
the relation between local, national, and global television cultures?
If, for example, it was important during the 1970s for Fiske and Hartley
to discuss how television had become the "central" cultural form that produced dominant ways of processing the world and its changes, it is in the
1990s just as crucial to consider how television culture in many countries
is comprised by multiple channels, all of which strive to become the arbiters of cultural identity for different audiences. 23 In other words, what
happens to television's function as cultural arbiter and unifier when "television" itself is no longer aunified, limited set of services and programs?
Ulevision may continue to be acentral, even dominant cultural force, but
increasingly, in the United States and elsewhere, it is without a"center"
itself.
Along with the observation that cultural studies needs to acknowledge
the historical and geographic features of television, it is worth stating one
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more time that both cultural studies and television criticism have emerged
within certain nationally specific intellectual traditions and in relation to
nationally specific television practices. Even though cultural studies may
be seen as "interdisciplinary" and as having borrowed from awide range
of critical theories, it has also been co-opted and defined in relation to
certain intellectual traditions, pedagogies, and cultures. Its curious relationship to other (and frequently more established) disciplines have made
it seem, as John Hartley wryly notes, as though "it has no unified theory,
textual canon, disciplinary truths, agreed methodology, common syllabus, examinable content, or professional body, no bodily integrity at
There is atendency, of course, to try to legitimate any new field of study
by giving it an intellectual pedigree and set of traditions. As Hartley,
Meaghan Morris, and others have noted with some uneasiness and suspicion, this has already begun to occur as cultural studies has found its way,
as a"discipline," into university curricula.'
What seems crucial for cultural studies and television criticism is the
need to maintain ahistorical and geographic flexibility through interdisciplinarity. The edge of cultural studies (and, Ihope, of television criticism)
is its ability to adjust to the rapidity with which media culture changes
and makes itself an invisible and taken-for-granted part of everyday life.
This requires the continual development of strategies for amplifying and
addressing these changes and this taken-for-grantedness and the continual rethinking of accepted critical terminology. Hence it is one thing to say
that television programming changes so quickly that examples may be out
of date within six months, or that so much airs on cable television in just
one evening that it would take abattery of VCRs to record it all. It is quite
another thing to say that television criticism should be content to explain
television through examples that are some years old—particularly if little
effort is made to acknowledge the historical specificity of the examples
analyzed. One of the challenges for contemporary television criticism is,
therefore, to recognize its roots in literary and film criticism and to avoid
being content to analyze series television because it is the closest TV
equivalent to aliterary or cinematic story. If, as Fiske contends, the danger for cultural studies of television is that neither "culture" nor "television" are understood as sites for akind of politics (that is, acultural politics), then a keen awareness of television's transformations, changing
meanings, "new" technologies, and so forth becomes tantamount to developing the critical strategies for understanding and engaging that politics.
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Postmodernism and the "Networked" Society
In some respects, theories of postmodernism have been particularly
quick to consider the economic, ideological, and cultural implications of a
society "networked" through post—World War II media technologies. According to some of these theories, television is a metaphor for the
postmodern condition (confirming the adage that there is nothing outside
of television), though one could also explain postmodernist theory as a
consequence of doing cultural theory and analysis in the age of television.
What is, therefore, "new" or "post-" about the cultural environment that
theories of postmodernism describe is the extent to which television—more
than pre—World War II cultural forms such as literature, theater, or
cinema—has become the central metaphor and the central site for defining
cultural rupture and continuity.
Postmoderrtist criticism (particularly analysis that builds on theories
by Jean Baudrillard) has tended to dwell on the rapid proliferation of media
technologies to argue that these media have produced atotalizing effect,
meaning that there is nothing "outside" the simulations they produce—no
difference between the real and nature, between the sign and its referent,
only the endless circle of media reproducing themselves. From this perspective, Max Headroom may provide an even more compelling example
than Madonna. Not only was Max both the most authentic and the most
digitally synthesized "talking head" on the television monitor, but he was
endlessly serialized (along with other television personalities) as a
spokesperson in TV ads, as "host" of his own talk show on Cinemax, and
as acharacter in an ABC television series that itself reworked aBritish
television drama broadcast in the United States.
It is not that theories of postmodernism see the media as producing
meanings, ideology, or subjects; these theories emphasize that media reproduce themselves as "networkings? In this regard, there is no clear
sense of differences among media or between media and their "subjects,"
only endless recombinations and mutations. Thus the economy and technology of television are, in this sense, the same as those of video recorders, and those who operate computers are merely extensions—themselves
terminals in the expansion of boundless circuitry. This totalizing effect is
not so much an explosion from some central source as it is an implosion of
differences that only give rise to "surfaces" (a metaphor replacing the
notion of "screens") that are at once immediate and global. The "new"
media are also frequently seen by theories of postmodernism as having
radically called into question more traditional (and somehow more "au-
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thentic") forms of narrative and culture and as having radically destabilized or deflated the canons by which narratives and culture were defined.
There is nothing to be "read" in the semiotic sense because there is no
specific text, no "code no ideology—only networkings, "surfaces," and
simulations.
In some ways, theories of postmodernism are the outcome— the radical
consequence—of earlier critical efforts to argue that film and other media
produce subjects and the world through ideology They push to an extreme the structuralist thesis (particularly as articulated by Barthes) that
the difference between nature and culture had collapsed through forms of
signification in the postwar West. There is, however, an important difference between suggesting (as Baudrillard does) that the totalizing effect of
media has produced aworld beyond meaning, language, or reading and
suggesting (as Stuart Hall does) that "there is no one, final, absolute
meaning—no ultimate signified, only the endlessly sliding chain of
signification ...and infinite multiplicity of codingsr26 For this reason,
there is considerable debate over whether one can somehow understand
the "postmodern subject" (discussed by Jim Collins) as somehow outside
of hegemonic process or ideological interpellation or the formation of cultures. In other words, does being apostmodern subject mean that identity is impossible simply because we are caught up in arecombinant world
or because we are constructed across multiple discourses and cultures?
The importance of this issue, particularly for cultural studies, lies in deciding whether contemporary media culture is asite for struggles over
identity or struggles to form allegiances and alliances (not just selfreplicating "networks"). To give up on the issue is to foreclose media culture and television as an important site for thinking about and envisioning
cultural politics.
One of the challenges now faced by television criticism is how to rethink
the meaning and appearance of politics in the "new times" suggested by
theories of postmodern culture and how allegiances and alliances are formed
through the complex and multiple processes that constitute television as a
cultural form. To say that television has become our most central cultural
form does not mean that it is totalizing; to suggest as much would be to
grant to television and to its various networks the privilege they would
most like to grant themselves as arbiters of culture and taste. Television
criticism also needs to understand how television has attempted to accommodate and co-opt emerging media technologies and consumers and how
connections between the two have gradually transformed the meaning
and status of television in everyday life.
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(Post-)Postscriptum: Television Criticism
beyond "TV Culture"

The recognition that "television" is avariety of changing practices, techniques, and technologies also helps underscore how, in the 1990s, the very
notion of "TV culture" must also change. No longer are television monitors located only in the home. Over the course of the 1980s, they became
not only large enough for video projection in larger spaces and before
larger audiences (the "sports bar," "simulcasting" at musical and sports
events, in-flight movies and instructions) but small enough to transport
outside the home and into avariety of "nondomestic" activities. The video
monitor is now used to receive images transmitted from beneath the ocean,
under the ground, outer space, and inside the human body.
The home itself has become acomplex network of domestic technologies. Just as television reorganized domestic time and space, domestic
leisure, and domestic roles during the 1950s, it now brings together and is
co-opted by avariety of other technologies (both in the home and linking
the home to broader networks). The television monitor is connected to a
VCR in over half of U.S. homes; in some countries where there is almost
no broadcast television, the TV monitor is used almost exclusively for
watching home videos. Both the VCR and the television monitor have
become indispensable to the use and sales of home video cameras. Home
computers have become increasingly bound up—through modems and fax
copiers—with telecommunications, and because computers can be linked
to television monitors, they have opened television sets to telecommunication uses and to the variety of other uses to which one can put acomputer.
Video game technology has transformed the television set into adisplay
monitor for computer games that previously could be found only in avideo
arcade.
The new technologies of 1990s television culture not only challenge our
assumptions about narrative, genre, and "viewing" television, they have
also influenced "older" forms of television. In 1990 ABC broadcast amadefor-TV movie entitled Extreme Close-up, which dealt with ayoung man's
attempts to come to terms with his mother's suicide by reconstructing,
out of home videotapes, the events that led up to her death. The narrative
is entirely organized around and through the teenager's point of view,
depicting his "secret" vision of family and school life through the lens of
"his" video camera. As in such films as Sherman's March and sex, lies,
and videotape, the boy's identity—particularly his sexuality and his
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adolescence—is mediated through the replaying and narrating of his clandestinely made videos (of school and agirl) and other "home-movie videos" that he has kept (of his mother and family).
Within the narrative codes of television, this movie is amuch different
text and amuch different treatment of video than those that characterize
the aforementioned feature films, which were first run in theaters. All
three movies, however, affirm the degree to which the home video camera
has replaced the literary diary, the photographic family album, and the
Super-8 home movie as amode of recording apersonal or family past as
story/history. And Extreme Close-up attests to the extent that broadcast
television has attempted to direct, through narrative, the changing relation of viewers to anew media environment. One of the ironies of using
this TV film as an example of contemporary TV narrative is that, ayear
later, aU.S. student's clandestine video of his high school classroom was
picked up by broadcast television "news magazines" to document the troubled state of public education in the United States.
America's Funniest Home Videos, which broadcasts videos sent in by
viewers, also serves as an example of how the differences between public
and private narratives and between national broadcasts and family or personal narratives have been blurred. MTV has occasionally conducted similar contests by soliciting their viewers' own music videos, some of which
may "star" the amateur video producer. As these examples indicate, the
form of home videos not only can share the same screen as national broadcast videos, but amateur videos also may be constructed within the conventions of broadcast video (an amateur video artist might make avideo
that mimics Madonna), and their co-optation by broadcast television
modifies the narrative conventions of broadcast TV. As asite for cultural
politics, the television set becomes an interface for articulating "family"
and personal identity through national broadcasting and for constructing
"the nation" around images and narratives of/from family and individual
life.
The "interactive" features of these examples raise another set of issues
for television criticism in the 1990s. The "narrowcasting" strategies of
cable television throughout the 1980s were, in part, an attempt to deliver
specific audiences to advertisers (or at least to convince sponsors that
they were reaching the right demographic audience). As cable channels
multiplied, it became increasingly important for each network to advertise its own programs and itself, to the point that advertisements framed
and linked programs through anetwork "style? (Consider, for instance,
the similarities and differences between the ways that Nick-at-Nite's and
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the Christian Broadcast Network's advertising codes their various television reruns.) And because VCRs and remote controls emerged alongside
cable broadcasting, such network strategies became even more prominent. With the new technologies, audiences could not only "zap" through,
fast-forward, or edit out ads, but from the various TV offerings, they
could construct personal texts that were "in synch with" their everyday
routines.
Domestic video game packages for the television set also established a
kind of "interactive" relation between viewers and what appeared on the
screen. Because video games can be described as narratives (with beginnings and endings, but also with aserialization of the contest), they established adifferent discursive relation between viewer and text than that
associated with traditional broadcast forms of narrative. With a video
game, the viewer becomes implicated in the story/contest through characters, but he/she can direct the characters —"narrate" their actions—with
a"joy stick!' Not only, therefore, have video games contributed to ablurring of the differences between television narrative and gaming, but they
also have made it necessary to rethink the relation between television and
the viewer.
Current "interactive" forms of television link the TV monitor with other
domestic technologies, both old and new. Most current forms of interactive television, such as home shopping networks or televised contests, still
rely on telephones. Similarly, "1-900" telephone services (lonely hearts
lines, "sex talk," fan news, contests, and so on) depend on television advertising for their success. Already, however, there have been experimental attempts in some metropolitan areas to implement the technology for
more direct interchanges between television and telecommunication systems in the home and even for viewer manipulation of what appears on the
screen during live and taped broadcasts. As some critics have pointed
out, this kind of interactive television serves as away for networks to
"measure" the numbers of viewers. It also draws afiner distinction between television and telecommunication at the same time that it redirects
the traffic of signs and narratives across achanging media geography (of
new networldngs on top of older ones) that will potentially link viewers
with one another by establishing new allegiances and alliances.
Through television, computer, and telecommunication technologies, the
home becomes reconnected to new networkings that comprise "the outside world!' "Dating" programs, for example, have become increasingly
tied in with telephone dating services and computer dating networks.
Services that offer home shopping through "computer-link" networks like
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Prodigy share and compete for the same viewers and consumers as the
Home Shopping Network or J.C. Penney's "television catalog? As Constance Penley and Henry Jenkins have separately noted, fans of Star Trek
and Turin Peaks have created computer networks to trade narratives about
(and thus to expand and rearticulate) the two series. Traders in old television episodes use computer networking to conduct acquisitions and to disseminate information about television's past. Some of these computer networkings affirm how new technologies can be used to organize new alliances
around or through commercially sanctioned networks. Other interactive
systems, such as Prodigy, have already demonstrated the extent to which
the question of network "ownership" is very much alive: Prodigy, for instance, attempted to censor users of its "interactive" system when users
began to create "bulletin boards" to complain about the system itself.
Certainly the degree to which these new technologies find their way
into everyday life has something to do with issues of "economic and cultural capital" (see Fiske). Not only can some people better afford certain
domestic technologies, but their use (and intimidation factor) has just as
much to do with the cultural capital of users. I'm thinking of the ongoing
David Letterman joke about his mother's repeated telephone calls because she is unable to operate her VCR. Both economic capital and cultural capital, therefore, become important factors in understanding how
new allegiances and alliances are formed amid changing domestic
technologies. 27
Although traditional broadcast television's relation to telecommunications and computer networking make it increasingly necessary for television criticism to recognize the changing nature of "television culture," these
changing relations do not make the kinds of criticism presented herein
obsolete. Some of the central issues in this book—particularly those regarding the degree to which viewers control or are produced by television
—are still (and will be) very much at stake in the future of media and
cultural studies. These changing relations will, however, require that television criticism continually rethink its own key concepts and how they
define and constitute their object of study, and they will require that television critics continually keep in mind how their own cultural capital (their
own technological "literacy" and competence) enables and constrains their
access to certain kinds of media cultures.
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Neale, Steve, 144, 266
Negotiated reading, 191-92, 292,
296-98, 303

Paradigm, 42, 46
Paradigmatic, 46-47, 49, 51, 75, 106,

Neighbors, 107

110-12

Networkings, 377

Paramount Studios, 19

Newcomb, Horace, 145-50, 297-98,

Parole, 42, 49, 143

363, 365, 367

Password Plus, 177

News programs, 4, 69, 79, 90, 92, 118,

Pastiche, 270
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Propp, Vladimir, 67, 71-72, 76, 358
Protension, 106, 110-11
Psychoanalytic criticism, 5, 27, 31, 61,

Pavel, Thomas, 72
PBS, 82

63, 103, 166, 169, 172, 191, 203-39,

Pee-Wee's Play House, 338

250, 253, 261, 263, 265, 288, 300,
356, 367-70

Peirce, Charles S., 32, 34-38, 115

Publisher's Clearinghouse Sweep-

Penley, Constance, 373, 382

stakes, 193

Penney, J. C., 382
Pepsi, 314

Purple Rose of Cairo, 115

Perfect listener: concept of, 80
Performance, 115-16

Queen for aDay, 48

Perrine, Parke, 221

Quiz shows, 3

Persian Gulf War, 73

QVC Network, 125

Phallus, 257, 262, 294
Phelan, Margaret, 269

Rack, The, 13

Phenomenology, 103-4, 106

Rafferty, Terence, 344

Plato, 216, 222

RAI 3(Italy), 372

Playboy, 311, 313, 318

Rather, Dan, 81, 121

Pleasure principle, 204

Rawhide, 363

Poaching, 337

RCA, 19

Point-of-view, 216, 223-24, 229-31

Reader's Digest, 28

Poison, 270

Reader-oriented criticism, 101-34,

Police shows, 72

264, 356, 358-61, 369. See also

Polysemy, 298, 306

Audience-oriented criticism
Reagan, Ronald/Reaganism, 41, 295,

Pontalis, J-B, 211
Pop art, 330

320

"Possibly in Michigan" (video), 167

Real author, 77-78, 81, 215

Post-structuralism, 6, 26, 60-63, 355

Realism, 328-29

Postmodernism, 6, 26, 28, 252, 261,

"Reality effect," 74

270, 274, 327-49, 355, 357, 366,

Reality principle, 204

367-70, 377-78

Real reader, 77-78

Preferred reading. See Dominant/
preferred reading
Price Is Right, The, 124-25, 177-78
Primary identification, 213-14,
219-20, 225, 228-30, 238

Real viewer, 81
Rearticulation, 330
Referent, 34, 36
Religious programs, 118, 125
Remote Control, 48, 363

Prime Time Live, 335

Repression, 206-9

Prince, 342

Requiem for aHeavyweight, 13

Prisoner, The, 72

Rescue 911, 73-74, 79, 82, 84-85

Prodigy, 382

Retention, 106, 111

Profihnic event, 263

Reverse-shot, 216, 223-24, 229-30
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Rhetorical mode (of viewer engagement), 81, 116-27

Semiotics, 5-7, 26, 31-63, 103, 106,
172, 261, 265, 299-300, 305-6, 329,

Rhoda, 152

331-33, 339, 355, 357-58, 360, 362,

Richardson, Kay, 301

365, 370
Serial narratives, 107-13. See also

Rimmon-Kenan, Shlomith, 69

Soap operas

Robertson, Pat, 184
Robinson, Lillian, 257-59, 261

Serials (prime-time), 70, 90-93,
107-9, 140, 181, 193, 221-22, 253,

Rodin, Auguste, 274
Rolling Stone, 345

342, 344-46, 358
Series, 90-93, 358

Romantic comedies, 146
Rorty, Richard, 340

Serling, Rod, 79

Roseanne, 74-77, 79, 87, 92, 155

Sesame Street, 2, 132

Rosenbaum, E. Robert, 221

700 Club, The, 184

Russian Formalists, 67

sex, lies, and videotape, 379-80

Rutgers University, 250

Sex Pistols, 333
Shakespeare, William, 49, 94, 374

Salle, David, 335

Shakespearean comedies, 146

Santa Barbara, 107

Shatner, William, 79, 82, 84-85

Saturday Night Live, 157, 193, 334

Sherman, Cindy, 335

Saussure, Ferdinand de, 32-35, 49

Sherman's March, 379-80

Sawyer, Diane, 334

Showtime, 24, 171

Schatz, Thomas, 143, 362

Sign, 31-32, 33-39, 41, 49, 61, 331-33

Scheduling (of TV programs), 69,

Signified, 33, 39, 61, 312

89-94

Signifier, 33, 36, 39-41, 61, 270, 312

Scholes, Robert, 77

Silverman, Fred, 152, 154

Schutz, Alfred, 3

Silverstone, Roger, 72

Scooby Doo, 50, 59-60

Simon and Simon, 293, 295

Scrabble, 177

Simpsons, The, 24, 155, 193, 335-36

Screen, 247, 249, 284, 300

Situation comedy, 3, 10, 73, 76, 117,

Screen Education, 247

138-40, 143, 146-58, 163, 173,

Screen Theory, 300

193-95, 219, 334-36, 363
$64,000 Question, The, 48

Screwball comedy, 139
SC7'V Comedy Network, 157

Sldrrow, Gillian, 218-21, 247, 249, 369

Secondarization, 332-33

Slimer and the Real Ghostbusters, 50,

Secondary identification, 225, 228-38

58

Secondary revision, 207

Smith, Barbara Herrnstein, 340-41

Seinfeld, Jerry, 163

Smythe, Dallas, 24

Seinfeld, 163

Soap Opera Digest, 141

Seiter, Ellen, 6, 26, 76, 106

Soap operas, 3, 4, 10, 40, 68, 74-76,

Self-reflexivity, 195-96, 335-36

91, 93, 106-13, 117, 122, 128,

SeHeck, Ibm, 194

130-31, 138, 140-41, 158, 191, 193,
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203, 219, 222, 224-38, 250, 253, 257,

T J. Hooker, 79, 295

260, 264-69, 319, 334-35, 339, 345,

Talk shows, 69, 118, 123-25, 192, 219,
221

347, 349, 363-64, 369

Tandem Productions, 153, 363

Soap Opera Weekly, 345
Social Darwinism, 295

Tartikoff, Brandon, 18

Social formation, 168-70, 285, 288,

Taster's Choice coffee, 92

317, 320, 361, 368-69

Technology: of cinema, 216

Soft and Hard, 221

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, 56-60

Spelling Productions, 20

Telenovelas, 107, 131

Spigel, Lynn, 262-63

wIble-spectator," 28, 204, 369

Sporting events, 3, 69, 79, 118, 131,

Television culture, 374-76, 379-82

177, 302, 363-64

Thelma and Louise, 333

St. Elsewhere, 92, 158, 193, 334, 342

thirtysomething, 40, 76, 107, 193, 334

Stam, Robert, 122, 216, 219-20

Thomas, Richard, 83

Star Search, 193

Three's Company, 152

Starsky and Hutch, 293, 295-96

Thrillers, 140

Star Trek, 72, 78-79, 91, 373, 382

Thundercats, 58

Statue of Liberty, 174

Tiffany's, 188

Steinem, Gloria, 311

Time, 121, 307, 344

Stern, Robert, 333

Time: as element in narrative theory,

Sterne, Laurence, 114

85-89, 117

Stirling, James, 338

lbdorov, Tzvetan, 69, 72, 140

Story, 68-77

'Ibm and Jerry, 59

Structuralism, 5, 8, 31, 49-60, 63,

Tomlin, Lily, 169

103, 286, 299-300, 305, 355, 357,

Tonight Show, The, 80, 123, 192

362, 365, 370, 378

Top Card, 363

Structuralist linguistics, 5, 10, 208, 215

Ibtalizing effect, 377

Structure of domination, 285, 299, 365

Tripp, David, 50-62, 300

Subcultural meanings, 318-19

Truth or Dare, 272-75

Subjectivity, 166, 169, 336-38

TV Globo (Brazil), 107

Superman, 32

TV Guide, 146, 157, 174

Supernarrator, 94, 359

Twain, Mark, 78

Super-text, 359

Twilight Zone, 79

Symbolic order, 206-9, 261-62

Twin Peaks, 24, 28, 80, 107, 117, 141,

Symbolic signs, 35-37

338, 341-49, 382

Syndication, 193
Syntagm, 42, 46, 265-66
Syntagmatic, 46-47, 49, 51, 75, 106,
110-12
System of enunciation, 215-16,
220-22

Unconscious, 204-10, 220-21,
224-25, 228, 237, 239, 256, 263
Uniaccentuality, 299
Unifying effect, 220
United Airlines, 69, 79, 85-86, 88
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Universal Studios, 19

Warner Bros., 19

University of Birmingham Centre for

Warner Communications, 342

Contemporary Cultural Studies

Watergate, 73

(CCCS), 247, 284-85

Weather Channel, 12
Webb, Jack, 346

University of North Carolina at

Webster, 173-77, 179

Chapel Hill, 113-14

Western films, 138, 140, 142-43, 145,

Unlimited semiosis, 35

151, 158, 263, 362-63

"Unskinny Bop," 270
Uses and gratifications, 14, 319

WGN, 357
Whannel, Paddy, 31
What's My Line?, 48

van der Rohe, Mies, 329
Variety shows, 118

Wheel of Fortune, 48, 177-78, 332

Venturi, Robert, 330

White, Mimi, 27, 132, 220, 285, 291,

Versaci, Gianni, 360

365

Video game technology, 379, 381

White, Vanna, 332

Vietnam Memorial, 318

White House, 37, 42

Vietnam War, 295

Willemen, Paul, 266

Visit to aSmall Planet, 13

Williams, Raymond, 12, 48, 284, 303,

Voice-over narration, 79-80, 82, 84,
94, 163, 358
Volosinov, Valentin, 299

358, 366
Williamson, Judith, 306
WNET, 94

Von Sternberg, Josef, 273

Wonder Years, The, 80, 358

Voyeurism, 215, 224, 263, 315

Woolf, Virginia, 374
World in Action, 249

Wagon Train, 363

Wright, Will, 362

Walpiris (aborigines), 361
Walsh, Adam, 79

Young, Paul, 308

Walters, Barbara, 80

Young and the Restless, The, 141

Wallons, The, 77, 82-83, 150
Wandering viewpoint, 105

Zettl, Herbert, 43

War films, 263

Zoglin, Richard, 344
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